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Action at Röt Hafen
Röt Hafen Chapter 1

Aboard the KRS Moltke flagship of KS II/14
Röt Hafen (LTT 1583) system
6 July, 2184

The dark compartment that passed as the bridge for the NSL Battlecruiser Moltke was
abnormally quiet. The overhead lighting was dimmed, which accentuated the eerie green
and red lights projecting onto the faces of the bridge crew as they peered intently into
their screens. There was only the barely perceptible hum of the ships main drive.
Julius Markmann wriggled against his seat frame in a futile attempt to scratch an itch in
the small of his back. Verdammte Vacc suits, he thought. They weren't really necessary
for fleet exercises such as t his one, but you train as you fight, and he had no one to blame
but himself. Markmann was commander of Kampfstaffel II/14. They were part of the
famous Kriegsmarine Kampfgruppe 14. His ships were currently assisting in a test of the
new Mk IX cloaking system enhancement developed by Spiegel Industries. One of his
destroyers, the Kohl, was out there in the darkness, cloaked with the new technology, and
Markmann was having a damned hard time finding it. His staffel of 5 ships were spread
out in a combat search pattern, looking for the Kohl, which they knew to be some where
in the general vicinity. Out in between the Kohl and II/14 sat the Spiege l-owned
scientific vessel Gussman. Its ultra-sophisticated sensors monitor ed the exercise. For
four hours, they had searched, but found nothing.
"You see Herr Hauptmann, Spiegel Industries once again demon strates its superiority in
electronics design." Markmann cringed at the voice b ehind him. Damn Ross. The
civilian technical liaison from Spiegel, stood gloating around the bridge. That arrogant
bastard had been annoying the hell out of everyone on the ship for the past week. OkRF
(OberkommadoK riegsRaumFlotte) had put a top priority into testing and rushing this
system into service. Why they had to come all the way out to Röt Hafen top do the test as
oppo sed to closer to Neu Salzburg was beyond him. Markmann had been ordered to give
full cooperation to Ross and his cronies, and Ross had misconstrued that mandate in his
head to convince himself that he was running this sta ffel. They had butted heads a
number of times over the past week. Despite his knowledge of the great potential the
Mark IX cloaker had, at times Markmann found himself wishing Spiegel would fail. He
guessed that what it came down to was that Markmann didn't like anyone infringing upon
his command.

"Herr Hauptman! Von Zeiten is picking up vague distur bances bearing 075 range
estimated at 2 light seconds." The Comm chief held his hand to his headset as if to better
hear the incoming transmission from the destroyer. "Contact is designated as Delta 01."
"Post it." An amber blip appeared in the holotank. Beside it was the scant information
they had on it. The blip was well outside the exercise area, in fact behind the Gussman.
What the hell was Peters doing out there? "Reorient, the staffel along a heading that will
intercept the bogie."
Ross, grinned and checked his personal datapad. He knew that the Kohl was nowhere in
that area. These fools were so frustrated at their inability to uncover the hidden destroyer
that they were grasping at straws. Well, he wouldn't say anything yet. He was enjoying
Markmann's frustration too much to intercede now.
KS II/14 sped across the empty vacuum for 30 minutes. Contact Delta 01 was
intermittent but remained along their bearing none the less. That confirmed in
Markmann's mind that he was onto Kohl. Their c ourse would take them past the
Gussman shortly.
"Hauptman!' cried the sensor chief. "Reading three more like-disturbances all in line with
Delta 01. Posting them now." Markmann watched as three more amber dots appeared in
the holotank. It appeared to be a forma tion in line. Markmann frowned.
"Herr Ross, what the hell is this? Does the Mark IX allow for deception mode ECM
while cloaked? I don't remember reading or being bri efed about this."
Ross himself was confused. "No Hauptman. That is not a feature in the Mark IX. Perhaps
your sensors are malfunctioning, nicht war?"
"Absolutely not," replied the sensor chief a little too qu ickly. "I ran a diagnostic before I
reported the new contacts."
"New contacts have also been confirmed by the other ships," added the communications
officer.
Markmann turned to Ross. "Well Ross, what kind of scheisse t his?"
"Hauptman! " Markmann looked back at the holotank in time to see the icon for the
Gussamn flare up and wink out. "The Guss man has just exploded."
"How? What caused that?"
"Oh my God!" Shouted Ross. "What have you done? Opened fire on our ship?"
"Shut the hell up." Markmann fixed Ross with a glare.
"Negative, no ships fired". Confirmed sensors and communic ations.
"Hauptman, contacts firming up. Bogies now confirmed as ships, mass equals destroyer
size. Unable to determine type, however they have definitely unmasked. Bearing 015 at
just over 1 light second. Speed point 6, bearing down upon us. No visual as of yet.

Perhaps by the time we close to half a light second."
"Sound action stations, no drill." Luckily they were already at Action Stations-Drill, so it
only took moments to power up for combat. "Put the staffel into formation green two.
And get me some data on those contacts!"
"Matching signatures with database."
"Who are they? FSE?"
"Signatures do not conform to any known human vessels."
Markmann's mind was racing. No known human vessels. Hmm. Suddenly he felt a shiver
of cold. That means they must be...
"Kra'Vak, Herr Hauptman. Closest match in our database is with Kra'Vak."
Markmann mulled over his options. What were they doing here? Obviously a raid against
the colony. Could they have known what he was doing here? What they were testing? He
made some quick decisions.
"Leutnant Braun, send an emergency message to the colony. Inform them that we've
encountered what appears to be a Kra'Vak raiding party. Append all sensor log data to the
message and keep the dump open. Warn the two system corvettes."
"Jawohl, Herr Hauptman."
"Herr Ross, where exactly is the Kohl?" There was no answer. He turned and looked at
the civilian. The tall thin severe lookin g administrator had turned ashen white and was
trembling, his eyes transfix ed on the four red blips in the holotank. "Herr Ross! What is
the position of the Kohl?"
Ross muttered something, his eyes wild with fear at the thought of impending real
combat. Markmann jumped from his seat and landed an open handed slap to the side of
Ross' head. It sent the man sprawling to the deck. The rest of the crew pretended to study
their consoles and not notice. Ross let out a short yelp and held the side of his head.
"Goddammit snap out of it man! I need to know where the Kohl is NOW!"
Ross' eyes cleared and he looked at the pad. He punched something in and held it up to
Markmann. "It, it is somewhere inside of these coordinates Herr Hauptman. It could have
moved slightly but it's here."
Markmann scooped up the datapad, looked it over and tossed it over to Braun, who
barely glanced up in time to catch it. "Braun, I want you to send a narrow beam secure
transmission in that direction. Tell the Kohl they are not to decloak under any
circumstances unless I order it. Remind them not to acknowledge. Quickly."
"Captain?" Asked Kreps, the XO.
"They are just one little destroyer. My guess is that they pro bably can't swing the

engagement one way or the other, but if they stay cloaked we'll accomplish several
things. They may be able to surprise the Kra'Vak at an opportune time in the battle.
Second, we'll see if the cloaking tec hnology works against them. And third," he looked
intently to Kreps, "If somethin g happens to the staffel they'll be able to report back to
fleet vital inte lligence. I just hope they get the message before."
"Message sent", reported Braun.
"Open up a voice channel to the rest of the Staffel."
"Channel open."
"This is Captain Markmann. As you are aware we have encountered what appears to be
four Kra'Vak vessels headed in system. We must not let these creatures into the colony.
Two hundred thousand citizens are counting on you. We must buy some time. Ensure that
you gather as much data on these aliens as possible and dump it back to the colony. They
will get it back to headquarters. What we learn and do here today could make a vital
difference in the future. Do your duty. Markmann, out."
"Range passing through one half light second Hauptman."
"Visual?"
"I'm working the enhancement filters. They're very difficult to spot. There!"
One of the alien vessels appeared on the main viewing screen. The dark blue was very
difficult to pick out of the backdrop of space. It was shaped like a U with the ends very
pointy and shimmering purple. There were no running lights discernable.
"Is this a type in our database?"
"Negative Hauptmann. Computer classifies it as a destroyer-mass vessel. Still not getting
much electronic or radiation emissions, though they've obviously turned off their
cloaking."
Markmann studied the enemy formation. They came at them in line abreast with a slight
stagger in their line along the X- and Z-axis. He scratched at his beard. Markmann
commanded a staffel of six ships. Minus the Kohl, that left him with three destroyers, The
Balck, Mölders and Von Zeiten, one escort cruiser, the Altenstadt, and his ship, the
Moltke. Under normal circumstances a powerful little force, but against these unknown
ships he wasn't sure what to suspect. On his own datapad he studied some pertinent
information that tactical had dug up on the mysterious Kra'Vak.
Unlike most human ships which carried and assortment of beams, lasers, pulse torpedoes
and missiles, (as well as defensive screens), the Kra'Vak, relied on rail gun or mass driver
technology. At first it was believed to be a crude weapon but the velocities they were
hauling their projectiles could punch through most ships. Also it made defensive screen
generators useless against them. In this respect the NSL tended to stand up better against
the Kra'Vak because they were heavily armored. On the downside, the Kra'Vak railgun
could only fire them through one arc, which the humans had discovered tended to be

through the front arc. He'd have take advantage of any flank vulnerability they had.
"Put us into pattern green five."
"Green five. Jawohl. Transmitting."
II/14 approached the enemy in roughly a w shaped formation with the three destroyers
three hundred kilometers out ahead in line abreast with both cruisers following. Now both
flank destroyers peeled off left (Balck) and right (Von Zeiten). Markmann wanted to
spread out his formation and overlap the enemy on both sides, per chance take advantage
of their flank weakness.
"I want a five-minute burn from the staffel, cruisers at 100%, destroyers at 50%. I want to
hit engagement range at optimal speed. All ships be prepared to open fire at maximum
range."
"Jawohl Hauptman, said the helmsman. "Commencing acceleration in five four three two
one mark." Markmann felt himself pushed back into his seat until the ships internal
dampers could compensate for the acceleration as the sped increased by an additional
30,000 KPH. On the holotank he watched his W -shaped formation spread out as both
flanking destroyers swung wide.
"Estimate maximum engagement range in three minutes."
"Thank you, tactical. Order all ships to fire at will when they hit max range."
Only now, as the moments ticked down to engagement, did Markmann find himself with
a moment to contemplate that they had gone from peaceful exe rcise to battle in the space
of fifteen minutes. He shook his head. Suddenly a flush wave of anger passed over him as
he thought of the destroyed G ussman. There had been no warning. In what little they had
learned about the Kra'Vak, it was clear they had little consideration for other sentient
beings. They killed at will and the fringe worlds had been thrown into a panic despite the
limited number of incidents. Now they were here, deep into NSL space. What was that all
about?
"Engagement range in thirty seconds, Herr Hauptman."
"Designate nominal point, Number One."
"Nominal point designated and transmitted to the staffel," replied the XO. The nominal
Point was an imaginary point between both fleets, which would serve as a navigational
reference for maneuver while the engagement lasted. It would help the commander judge
relative velocities, courses and maneuvers as he fought his staffel. A bright pink xyz-axis
cross disp layed in the holotank. If he chose he could display his forces within a 3d grid
should he choose.
"Tactical have targets been distributed equally?"
"Yes Sir. We're going for Delta 02, it's slightly ahead of the others."

"Very well."
"All crew members assume pRötective posture three and lock down shock frames",
ordered the XO. All crewmembers that could would be secure in shock frames to pRötect
them against battle damage and the event of loss of internal gravity. In pRötective posture
three vaccsuits were worn with gloves and helmets on, though face shields could remain
open.
"Range to target passing through thirty-six thousand kilometer s," reported sensors. "No
change in enemy course, speed or emissions posture.
"Engagement in five, four, three, two, one, firing now!"
Moltke's six heavy particle beams stabbed out into the vast emptiness at a target no
human eye could see. The other ships in the staffel responded. There was no return fire.
"Results?"
"Unable to determine. Estimate two hits on Delta 02, but we can't assess damage.
"Weapons recharged."
"Independent firing all batteries. Concentrate on Delta 02 aga in."
"Jawohl Herr Hauptman, firing." Markmann could sense the sligh t vibration in the deck
as his batteries opened fire again.
"Another hit on Delta 02!" The weapons officer was grinning.
"Damage?"
"Unable to assess."
"Looks like the enemy is opening fire!" The defensive system officer controlled the point
and area defense batteries aboard the ship. However he knew the projectiles hurled by the
alien rail guns would be coming in too fast for him to do anything about. In the holotank
and blue dot winked out to gray.
"The Mölders is hit! The Von Zeiten is hit! Looks like they concentrated all their fire on
her."
"What? At this range? Damage report." The Kra'Vak had opened fire at thirty thousand
kilometers. The database estimated their railgun max effective range at 20,000.
"Commence spoofing."
"Evasive pattern Y initiated."
"That will degrade firing solution Herr Hauptman," pointed out the weapons officer.
"Deal with it."
"No comms with Mölders. All systems off the air. She's tumbling out of control and

streaming atmosphere. Looks like she's dead."
Damn. Markmann leaned forward against his shock frame. The Kra'Vak's railgun systems
made him sit up and take notice.
"Mölders hit by another salve, she's broken in two ."
"Firing85.another hit against Delta 02."
"Concentrate against Delta 01."
"Enemy firing." This time the Kra'Vak battle line opened up with all ships, dispersing
their fire amongst the two cruisers, ignoring the lighter destroyers. Markmann felt his
ship shudder and he heard a lou d bang.
"Bridge this is damage control. We took a number of hits on our starboard side; decks
two and three breached near bulkheads five and eleven respectively. We're getting teams
there now."
"Systems?"
"Nominal."
"Firing Hauptman. Target is delta 01."
The two groups of ships raced towards each other at a combined speed of 130,000 KPH.
As they drew closer the Kra'vak railguns became dea dlier as the penetrator shells found
their mark with greater accuracy and veloc ity. The Humans continued to return fire but
were unable to ascertain the exte nt of damage they were inflicting.
"Three minutes until zero barrrier, Hauptman." In the holotank s another blue dot went to
gray. That was the von Zeiten on the form ations right flank. The Moltke shuddered again
from the impact of more penetrators.
"Hauptman, FTL drive off line! There was an edge of panic in the young engineer's
voice. No faster than light drive meant no escape.
"Delta 01 is streaming atmosphere."
"Bridge, this is damage control. I've got two parties working on the FTL drive."
"Get it done," replied the XO. "Without it we're stuck. "
"Alien ships decelerating and turning."
Markman realized that the Kra'Vak were attempting to decelerate and change heading so
they would be pointing into his ships blind rear aspect as they sped by.
"Helm maximum deceleration come about to bearing 090!" He knew that the Moltke's
slower speed could be an advantage here as she screeched to a sliding turn in an attempt
to avoid exposing her flank to the Kra'Vak. If he played things right, he'd be up their

asses.
"Jawohl, Herr Hauptman."
"Tactical, I want the Balck to decelerate but pass on the opposite side of delta 04. We'll
sandwich her."
"Jawohl, Herr Hauptman, transmitting."
"Distress signal from the Altenstadt, engine room destroyed, have her batteries down and
crew killed. They're...another hit against them!" The Altenstadt exploded in an expanding
ball of gas. Markmann felt a pang of sadness in his heart as he thought of all the sorrow
that would fall upon the families back at their home port, on Nue Salzburg, once the news
of this engagement reached home. It was clear now that escape was their only option. The
next few minutes would determine whether they lived or died.
Markmann studied the holotank carefully as he watched approach ing fleets meld
together and skid to stops and turns like some horrible auto accident on the autobahn. His
heart was in his throat as he watched the range LEDs spin down until he realized that
they were going to make it. The Alien commander had turned his entire fleet. All except
one which had turned in the opposite direction as a precaution and was going to end up
facing directly towards the Moltke! The enemy commander found thre e of his four ships
with their asses exposed towards his ship. It was too good an opportunity to pass up.
"Weapons, I want half the batteries concentrating on delta 04, right up the ass. The other
half on Delta 03. I want Balck concent rating on 03. Helm bring us to max acceleration."
"Bridge this is engineering, we've gotten the FTL drive back online." There was a chorus
of excited shouts at the good news.
"Firing now." Three of Moltke's heavy particle accelera tor batteries stabbed out at the
near point blank range of 700 kilometers and hit the one Kra'Vak ship which was a threat
to them, Delta 03. Mark man watched in satisfaction as the beams all hit squarely and one
of the rail booms, which formed one arm of the U, broke off from the alien ship. A
second hit from the Balck finished her off and she erupted in flam es as exploding gasses
vented from the stricken vessel. The bridge crew was too intent on their jobs to cheer.
Moltke's second salvo stabbed out into the rear drive field of Delta 04, scoring at least
one solid hit.
All eyes were on Balck as she maneuvered past delta four raking the Kra'Vak's ship
unpRötected flank with beam fire. Suddenly the damaged alien belched a cloud of
projectiles, (or so it appeared), and the Balck's unarmored hull was riddled with
penetrators, tearing through systems, bulkheads and flesh at close range. The ships fusion
cor e was penetrated and for a split second the rear end of the destroyer shot beams of
energy out of the riddled hull until the weakened rear structure gave away and the entire
ship was consumed in an expanding fusion explosi on. All hands were lost.
"What kind of weapon was that?" Asked the XO.

"Unknown, Sir. It's not in our database. They definitely fired it out of their flank and it
wasn't a railgun. It was almost like a huge shotgun.
"God."
"We're still dumping back to the colony?"
"Yes Sir."
"Helm roll us 180 degrees. Let's keep our undamaged side towar ds them."
Now it fell to a desperate race between the Moltke's straining engines and the turning
ability of the Kra'Vak ships. Moltke's eng ines shuddered as they attempted to accelerate
the battle cruiser out of harms way. Hits punched into the battlecruiser's armored flank.
Her batteries stabbing out at the unpRötected rear and flanks of her adversaries. Perha ps
they would escape. However the Kra'Vak frantically spun their ships aroun d, much faster
than Markman had suspected they could. Another series of hits shook his ship.
Markmann was shaken violently yet held in place by his shockframe. He reached up and
closed his visor.
"Main batteries two and four our down. Port PDAF and ADAF batt eries destroyed.
We've lost one damage control party."
"Keep firing!" Markman watched in horror as the aliens spun and brought their guns to
bear. At this close range they couldn't miss. He watched as they belched another cloud of
deadly short-ranged projectil es towards his ship. There was a series of explosion that
wracked the bridge as the penetrators tore through and Markman stared in horror at his
helmsman as he realized the boy was now missing his head. The arms twitched
gRötesquely as if the body was still trying to work the controls and get the ship out of
harms way. Markmann felt a sickening lurch as the gravity damper fluctuated off line for
a split second and violent acceler ation from the dying Moltke attempted to crush him in
his seat. Then the damper s kicked in again.
"Oh my god! Herr Hauptmann!" Markmann stared at the communicat ions chief who was
looking at him and pointing in anguish. Markmann looked dow n a saw his boot hanging
by a few tattered threads of flesh. That meant his Vacc suit's integrity was broken, which
explained his groggy feeling my foot my foot my ship! Markmann leaned his head back,
as another salvo raked his ship and the bridge exploded into a bright glare.

Röt Hafen (Chapter 2)

Callout

Lancaster, New Michigan
15 July, 2193, 0700 (Local)

The brisk morning air held a faint scent of evergreen as Charlie Lawrence ran along a
forest path on the reservoir. Dried fur needles muffled his steps and he was alone with his
heavy breathing as he pushed himself up the steep hill. Upon reaching he crest he kept up
the fast pace for another hundred meters, then relaxed a bit as he exited the forest path
and turned right on to ridge road and toward home. He picked up the pace again for he
last five hundred meters to the front steps of his house. He walked for five minutes,
stretched, and went inside to prepare his morning coffee.
Upstairs, his wife Anne was still sleeping peacefully. After all it was only 7 am and since
the baby wasn't up yet there was no reason for her to get up either. Charlie showered,
then had his coffee as he viewed the download of Morning Edition. Nothing much
cooking round the universe today, he thought. Good.
Charlie finished his coffee and tip toed upstairs to his bedroom but the baby was already
awake and cooing. He knew his six month old son, Gregory, would start yelping for
breakfast soon so he picked him up and carried him quietly into he bedroom and laid him
down atop Anne. She began to stir, a big smile spreading across her drowsy face.
"Hey what are my two guys up to this morning?" She said as she stretched.
"Both of us are looking for a little nip," he said wryly.
"Yeah well back of the line Bub, Gregory gets first divs on breakfast."
"You're the boss!"
"So today's the big day!" Said Anne.
"You bet Hon, gonna sign those closing papers at noon. Then the place will be ours."
"I can't wait. Our first brand new house. Then, three months from now you retire. I never
thought it would happen."
"Hey it hasn't yet."
"What's that supposed to mean!" Anne said nervously.
"Nothing, nothing," Charlie stroked her hair. "Just screwing with ya. I start terminal leave
in six weeks. Then..." The vid-terminal bleeped.
Anne looked at the time. Who's calling this early on a Sunday? I bet it's your mom again.
Doesn't she realize people sleep in on the weekend?"
"You know my folks, always up at the crack of dawn." Charlie hit the answer button,
smiling in anticipation of the ribbing he'd get from his mom from not picking up on the
first ring. "Hello."
A young man appeared on the screen. "Hey boss. Sorry to disturb you on a Sunday but
the old man wants to see you."

"Now? What's up Dave? We're on white cycle."
"Hey I don't know I just work here. He told me to call the whole team in. I gonna call
Gerard now."
Charlie put a hand on Anne's head and stroked her hair. He could tell she was working
hard at not appearing annoyed. "Alright. I'll be there by ten. Get everybody else in too.
Out here."
"Really nice," said Anne.
"Sorry hon, I'm sure it's just some stupid bullshit. I'll be back as soon as I can." Charlie
was up and around the room getting dressed. When he was finished he kissed Anne and
the baby and said good bye.
When Lawrence arrived at the shop he noted that CO and Sergeant Major were already
there as was half the team. He passed by the team room, collected and verified that
everyone had been contacted, then went into the office. Major Dees was waiting for him
with a customary toothy grin. He stuck out a hand. "Hey big Sarge, how's it going?"
"Going great, Sir. How about you?"
"Fine. Fine."
"What's up?"
"Well let's give it a minute till your O shows up."
Just at that moment, Captain Tom Gerard walked into the office. "Hey guys."
"Hey, Sir."
"Ahh good, you're both here. Step into the office." Lawrence and Gerard eyed each other
suspiciously and shrugged their shoulders. Neither knew what this was about."
Seated in Dees' office were Sergeant Major San Antonio and Chief Leonard the company
S3 or Operations Officer. Dees was immediately businesslike. " In case you haven't
surmised it yet, 946 is being tabbed for a green call out."
"Really?" asked Lawrence, nonplussed.
"There's not much info on the mission. But it's TS and has the highest priority status."
"When?" asked Gerard.
"The bird leaves for the spaceport at 2100 tonight," Said Chief Leonard.
"0900? Jeez they're not leaving much time! What about team gear?"
"Bring personal gear and the contingency pallet."
"Duration?"

"Unknown, but unofficially the BC said it could be anything from 4 to 8 weeks."
"Christ!" Said Lawrence. "I assume you guys know I'm short. You did after all approve
my terminal leave, Sir."
The Sergeant major chimed in. "It's cancelled. But don't worry, you should be out in time.
The BC authorized a double separation allowance to make up for it. Fact is we need 946
to execute this and he BC requested you. Hey after it's over, c'ya, and don't let the door
hit you in the ass."
"Great, Anne's gonna love this."
"Don't worry, we'll take care of the families. You guys get your shit together. We'll get all
the families in here tonite for a last visit, then you guys are off." Said the Major.
"Here's the warning order that came down on the TWX this morning. Not much to go
on." Chief Leonard handed Gerard the packet.
"Any questions?" Asked Major Dees. There were none. "Right. Off you go."
Lawrence and Gerard left the office thinking about the hard good-byes they would be
faced with tonight.
By midnight, the 9 men of 946 were aboard the interface lander and on their way to
rendezvous with their transport. The first indication of anything out of the ordinary was
the long duration of the flight. They were in flight for 5 hours, well past anything needed
to get even to high orbit. The second indication was the ship they docked with. Charlie
was surprised to se it wasn't a standard NAC fleet or assault transport. As they
approached within visual range, several of the men were able to crowd a viewport and get
a look at the odd shape and markings.
"What kind of ship is that?"
"That," observed Captain Gerard," is an NSL assault transport."
"NSL? You mean Krauts?" said Sergeant Molitoris.
"That's right, Neu Schwabian League."
"All passengers, please put up your seat trays, lock you seat in an upright position, and
secure shock frames. Commencing auto-docking procedures." They scurried back to their
seats.
As they crossed through the airlock to the NSL transport, two officers greeted 946. One
bore the rank of a NAC Major, the second, an NSL Major. Gerard saluted both.
"ODA 946 requests permission to come aboard, Sir."
Both Majors returned the captain's salute. "Granted," said the NAC major. They shook
hands as he made introductions.

"Captain Gerard, I'm Major Weston, 504th assault battalion. This is Major Wesreidau,
Raumlande-Sturm Regiment 3." A third officer joined them. "Ahh there you are. Captain,
this is Leutnant Makowsky."
The large blond haired man grinned and offered his hand. "Welcome to the NSL assault
transport Kreta, Hauptman, umm excuse me I mean Captain."
"Kein probleme, Herr Leutnant."
"Ahh you speak German."
"Yes sir, a few of us do."
"Well that will help your stay here."
Weston broke in. "Captain Gerard. Leutnant Makowsky will take your men to their
quarters. Leave your gear with these ratings and they'll bring it along. I want you to come
with me for a quick briefing. We haven't much time since we jump within the hour."
"Yes, sir." Gerard motioned to Lawrence. C'mon." They followed Weseirdau and Weston
through the innards of the cramped transport. NSL ships did not quite have the knack for
crew comfort that the NAC did, however they were not as spartan as the ESU. They made
their way through a number of confusing corridors until they came to the briefing room.
It was empty. Weston motioned for the two SF men to take a seat. Wesreidau spoke into
the intercom.
A moment later a short blond-haired man entered the room. He broke into a toothy grin.
"Sergeant Lawrence!"
"Colonel Rölle! It's great to see you. The colonel clasped Lawrence on both shoulders.
Charlie was at least a head taller."
"I see you've met the commander," remarked Weston.
"I first met Colonel Rölle when I attended the NSL Naheraumsturmschüle (near orbit
assault course) back on Ross 42. After that our units kept up an exchange program for
many years. That is until all this damn fighting got in the way."
"Yes, we have been busy lately, no?" Added Colonel Rölle.
"Well, anyway, what's the deal? What did I get dragged out of near retirement for this
time?"
"Major Weston, perhaps you can explain," said Rölle.
"Yes sir. Right then. Captain Gerard, Sergeant Lawrence, we have an operation of the
utmost urgency we need your team to perform. For matters of operational security that
will soon become apparent to you, we can only cover your part of the overall mission. I'm
not going into the whole thing now, we'll need your whole team for that. I expect to have
946 in here and assembled for initial misson brief in twenty minutes. Kreta is going to be
making four jumps in the next 24 hours and that's going to be hard on everyone. We'll be

meeting with another vessel and transferring your team onto there. However, I can tell
you now that it's going to involve a free fall insertion from near orbit, and that you blokes
will be on your own for a bit afterwards. So for now, on your bike, and get the rest of the
lads in here."
"Yes, Sir." The two men left the room in a hurry to get their team. Gathered. Rölle and
Weston traded knowing glances. "Pity it has to be him."
"Good afternoon, Gentlemen. My name is Colonel Rölle and I am the commander of
Task force Hannibal. The briefing you are about to receive is classified Top Secret. I'd
like to turn this over to my operations officer, Major Wesreidau, who will brief you on
the current situation."
Wesreidau stepped up and engaged a holoprojection of a gliese map of the NSL sector,
which was coreward of Sol.
"Gentlemen, this is Röt Hafen. That means Red Haven in German. Seven Planets orbit
the Yellow star LTT 1583. The fourth planet is Röt Hafen. It was explored and annexed
by the Nue Schwabian League in 2166.It has that name due to the high ferrous content in
the soil, which gives the planet its red hue. Röt Hafen has a breathable atmosphere of
75% nitrogen, 15% oxygen and 8% carbon dioxide, and 1% trace elements. While there
is little open water, however there are numerous subterranean water sources. Gravity is
.085 standard G. The length of the day is 19 standard hours. Length of year, 423 standard
days. Mean temperature at this time in your operational area is 5 to 10 degrees Celsius, hi
to zero degrees Celsius low. You'll find more planetary data and a detailed area study in
your mission packet."
"Röt Hafen, being a fairly young planet, has little animal life, above bacterial state. There
are a number of hardy mosses and ferns that grow on the planet. It is extremely rich in all
kinds of minerals, which is why the NSL chose to colonize it. Main industry is mining. In
particular the planet is rich in amino-ferrite, which as you know is being used in the new
generation of armor plating on star ships. It is three times as light and four times as strong
as standard armor. The current population of Röt Hafen numbers 15,000. The harsh
conditions on the planet make every-day life difficult. Nearly one third of the population
works for Ganemede industries and services the huge atmospheric processors which for
the core of the terraforming projects. Apart from government personnel most of the rest
work for Kendall-Krupp mining division."
"On 6 July, several KRF ships were conducting maneuvers in the outer rim of the system,
when they were destroyed in a surprise attack by a Kra'Vak force. These ships, quickly
reinforced, moved in system and attacked Röt Hafen. In the few Kra'Vak raids recorded
so far they usually come in and nuke the colony from orbit, or make a quick ground raid,
then pull out and nuke the colony. At Röt Hafen, they came in, destroyed the two system
defense ships, disabled or destroyed every satellite and station, nuked two small
settlements on the far side of the planet, and made a landing at the main city of RötHafen.
I said they knocked out all the orbiting platforms, but there was one that wasn't destroyed,
a manufacturing station in near orbit. They have chosen to seize that one intact."

"That was over two weeks ago. Our sources tell us that the Kra"Vak are still at Röt
Hafen. We suspect that here may still be many survivors on the planet. Why, we do not
know. Allied Headquarters, NAC/NSL have elected to launch a counterstrike against Röt
Hafen and take it back." Lawrence interrupted. "How is it you have all this intelligence? I
thought you said that all your ships were wiped out in the initial assault?"
"Not quite, sergeant." Answered Wesriedau. I didn't get into the details of what kind of
maneuvers our fleet were performing at Röt Hafen. They were testing out a new
generation of cloaking technologies. One of our ships, equipped with just such a system
was present during the initial attack. The commander on the spot, now deceased, had the
good sense to order them to remain cloaked and monitor the action. Our ship, the
destroyer Kohl, has been gathering intelligence undetected for ten days, and has even
received communications from the planet. They quickly jumped out wit the latest
information we are reporting here. Herr Oberst..." Wesreidau stepped down and turned
the podium back over to Colonel Rölle.
"Mission: 946 infiltrates Röt Hafen no later than 21 0300z July 94 via low orbit drop
system and conducts reconnaissance and surveillance in operational area Gertrude. Be
prepared for follow-on operations. I will be followed by Major Weston." The holograph
of the planet changed as the planet Rotated around to it's far side and the projection
zoomed in to a close in view of some rugged terrain. "This is Operational Area Gertrude.
It comprises an area of 100 x 100 kilometers surrounding the main city of Röt Hafen.
This area will be the focus of your operations. I know that normally you would plan your
own insertions, however given the time constraints and the resources available, we really
do not have much choice. In less than 24 hours you will board the Destroyer Kohl for
your ingress to the target. The Kohl is a Waldberg/M class missile destroyer specially
fitted with the latest cloaking technology. It appears to be effective against the Kra'Vak".
"Begging your pardon , Sir, but how do you know that?" Asked Freeman, one of 946's
demolitions specialists.
"Because she has been operating under the noses of the Kra'Vak in the Röt Hafen system
for the past two weeks. When she arrives at the rendevous point, we will transfer your
team and equipment to the Kohl. They will be undergoing some special modifications,
giving up their external missile racks for one small pinnace. It is jus big enough to carry
your team. The ship will not be able to bring you down to the surface, it does not have the
payload capacity or fuel to make it down wit your then get out. How ever can descend to
the upper atmosphere for your drop."
Rölle used a laser pointer to designate one corner of Gertrude. "We would like to insert
you down here, well away from the city. We have arranged a rendevous with some
partisan elements on the ground. That link up is to take place here, twenty kilometers
from your landing area." Several areas of Gertrude lit up in blue. "These areas are
prospective drop zones. We would like them surveyed for possible future landing sites."
Another area lit up green. "We would like you to emplace surveillance on the starport
here in Röt Hafen. Within those boundaries you are free to plan the operation as you see
fit."

Rölle read from his notes. "Priority intelligence requirements. One: Are the proposed
landing sites suitable for drop operations? If so, how many drop ships can we land at
once? All the standard survey information. Is there any enemy activity in the vicinity?
What is the reaction time for the enemy forces to get out to each site. Much of this will
depend on the actual terrain situation in those areas. There are large tracks of Röt Hafen
that underwent only superficial survey scans so information is scant."
"Number Two: What are Kra'Vak activities on the planet. What are they doing in the
city? Why have they stayed, and why haven't they destroyed the planet yet? What is the
strength, composition, disposition and capability of Kra'Vak forces on the planet. We'll
expect you to interrogate the resistance forces for any information on their fighting
methods, tables of organization, and equipment."
"Number Three: What is the fate of the colonists. How many are still alive. Have they set
up any hide sites. If so, what are there locations and size?"
"Sir, how will we get all this information back to you?" Asked Brooks, the
communications specialist.
The Kohl will be bringing one other device into the system with you." The holosystem
illustration changed to an innocent looking piece of space debris. "It looks like a piece of
space junk, but it is actually a very sophisticated communications satellite. When you are
inserted, Kohl will place this device in geosynchronis orbit so that it covers the
operational area, but is low on the horizon to Röt Hafen, in order to further avoid
detection. You will be using narrow beam laser PSC-33 SATCOM to this satellite, which
will relay along a further narrow beam to the Kohl. Kohl will be carrying two automated
courier drones and will be dispatching two reports at scheduled times back to our fleet.
Scheduled contacts, encryption downloads and message formats are all in the mission
packet."
"I've got a question, Sir!" A large, wide shoulder man in the back had his hand up.
"Yes?"
He stood up. "Umm, Colonel, I'm Sergeant Donner, weapons. You didn't say how long
we were supposed to be down there for, and what's the extraction plan."
"Ahh yes, Sergeant. We anticipate the duration of the first phase of your mission to last
7-10 days."
"That's a hell of a lot of Intel gathering, and walking, by the way, to do in less than two
weeks," remarked Lawrence.
Rölle grinned. "That's why we picked you, you are the best, no?
Lawrence chuckled. "Yeah, Ok, Sir."
Donner raised his hand again. "Uh, Colonel, Sir. What do you mean by Phase One?"
"Unfortunately we cannot divulge what comes next for obvious reasons. However, you

must be prepared to undertake either further reconnaissance, or direct action operations in
support of the next phase. After the completion of which, you will be extracted."
"Sir? Sergeant Mellor, Intel Sergeant. You mentioned partisans, or resistance. Can you
expound upon that?"
"Yes. After the Kra'Vak occupied the planet surface many surviving elements scattered to
the hills. Some, led by planetary law enforcement, began forming resistance cells against
the invaders. We don't have very much information since the Kra'Vak found the
communications satellite they were using and destroyed it. However, in your packet you
will find names and details as to the rendevous we set up. You will be expected to make
full use of them, and they will be expected to follow your direction during this
operation."
"There is more information in your packet. What I want to do know is turn the briefing
over to Major Weston who will brief you on what we know about the Kra'Vak. Most of
this has not been released for general distribution yet. Major Weston."
"Thank you, Colonel. Gentlemen the information we are about to give you was collected
when a Kra'Vak raiding force hit Ross 149 five months ago. You will find a report titled
'Karla's Kidnap <scifi_karla.html>' in your mission packet, which will cover what I'm
about to speak on in more detail. The Kra'Vak employed ground forces in the raid, and
some dead specimens were obtained by us."
"But isn't Ross149 a PAU colony."
"Well, yes it is. Let's just say that the samples were, umm, acquired by some of your
Australian brethren, in an operation that shall remain unmentioned."
"Anyway, on to a description of Karla. Which by the way is our slang term for the
Kra'Vak. I'm reading this right off the report we got from the SAS operation." One of the
creatures appeared on the holoscreen. Everyone was drawn immediately to its alligator
like skin and warthog like tusks. They looked menacing.
"Jesus Christ, that looks like my fuckin' ex-wife," remarked Brooks. "Especially them
choppers." Everyone broke out in laughter.
Once they settled down Weston began. "The species is a bipedal vertebrate, carbon
based, oxygen breathing, warm blooded like birds or mammals and with similar body
chemistry as earth life forms. The samples taken from Ross 149 averaged around 198
centimeters in height. The endoskeleton, arms and legs are jointed like those of primates.
However, the neck, spine and pelvis have a maximum load bearing at least 15% above
humans. The feet have two clawed toes each, between which is a retractable flap of skin.
The hands have three digits, the outside digits are both opposable, giving the creature two
thumbs and one finger on each hand".
"As you can see, their thick skin, which is a tan color mottled with green, looks reptilian,
however, it's not scaled. It's very thick though and driving a knife through it would be a
chore."

"What's that on the back of its head, hair? Asked Molitoris, one of the medics.
"Negative, they don't really have anybody hair. Those hair-like structures attached to the
rear of the skull have thin tubes, which are linked to the lungs, and act as additional
oxygen storage. It is believed they can stay submerged, or survive without atmosphere,
for several minutes longer than humans".
"The skull is heavy ridged, with thick bones protecting the eyes and nose. On each side of
the jaws are tusks or upward facing mandibles attached to the face with large muscles.
All teeth are simplex tearing cones; no grinding or specialist teeth except for the
mandibles are evident. They get more teeth as they get older. This can range anywhere
from 20 to 40."
"Their two eyes are complex, providing binocular vision, a little more sensitive in low
light, than ours. They are also sensitive to UV allowing these creatures to see unaided,
deep into the ultraviolet band. In your terms, that gives them a night vision advantage
over you. The eyes are set in deep socket, giving poor vision at under 15cm, however at
long distances this should give them exceptional vision".
"One interesting feature with these creatures are the internal membranes which create
compartments, similar to those found in some crabs. There are six such membranes, each
containing duplicate organ for breathing, digestion and reproduction. Blast one chamber
and the others can take over and keep the creatures going. This provides a form of organ
redundancy that is uncommon among vertebrates. They are also born fairly mature. At
two years they are probably able to function at full capacity."
"Apart from their physical appearance the most distinguishing feature of this race is the
unusual reproductive cycle. The reproductive organs have been clearly identified. These
creatures do not have a male and a female form; rather they are simultaneous
hermaphrodites, equipped with both working testes and ovaries. The main difference
being the wombs, of which there are six, which are not fully formed in the juvenile
creatures".
"Jeez, Brooks," interjected Mellor, "good thing you aren't one of them. You jerk off so
much you'd be getting' yourself pregnant every other day."
"Nuthin' wrong with having sex with the one you love."
"Alright, at ease, said Captain Gerard."
"For brevity's sake, I'll move onto the psych portion of this report." Weston thumbed past
a few pages. Orion prepared this report from special branch. Sergeant Lawrence, I believe
you know him?"
Charlie smiled at the thought of his old acquaintance. Asshole, he thought.
"The origins or locations of the Kra'Vak home worlds are unknown. They've been
pushing up from the galactic core so that may be an indication of their general origins.
Which means they may be an older civilization. Between these specimens, the pattern of

their attacks on human worlds, and two previous intelligence-gathering operations, we've
developed some hypothesis on their social structure. SIGINT has been instrumental in
actually developing a small dictionary of their language.
A driving factor in their social organization is the fact that they are hermaphroditic.
Kra'Vak do not truly change sex or become adult, rather as they age they become "more"
female. It is estimated that at around 40 years, the juvenile Kra'Vak goes through a kind
of puberty, meaning that its wombs become viable for reproduction. It appears that the
eggs carried, can simultaneously be the offspring of different 'fathers'. A mother creature
recovered from Ross 149 carried six young, originating from three different partners."
"Hey I like this race already!" Said Brooks.
Lawrence turned around to Brooks, smiled congenially and said: "Brooks, shut the fuck
up." He turned back to Major Weston. "Sorry Sir. I can dress 'em up but I can't take 'em
out."
"No problem. It also appears the parent can suspend the development and maturation of
the young, so there is no fixed gestation period for this species. For example a fertilized
egg could be carried for many years until the parent chose it for development. Every
Kra'Vak family has a senior or matriarch and a heirem of juveniles. . It is believed that
these senior creatures mature for one of two roles in the family. One type takes longer to
mature and acts as guards or nest builders, while the second type puts its energy into
becoming sexually mature, spending their time trying to invade their neighbors' nests to
steal mates. We are confident that there is a similar pattern in Kra'Vak families. This may
be an instinctual pattern that could explain much of the Kra'Vak aggression towards each
other and toward other creatures".
"It is estimated that a large matriarch dominates the pack or family of several hundred
members. The other senior Kra'Vak would take the role of protecting the matriarch and
keeping the juveniles disciplined. The juveniles are probably not highly valued, being
used almost like slaves until their social potential is demonstrated. As the juvenile
approaches puberty around 40 years, good performers would tend to be a breeding target
for the families Matriarch and other seniors. To ensure her political position in the family,
it is likely that the Matriarch strictly controls whom the seniors can mate with, and how
many offspring they may have. Poor performers who survive to 40 years are likely to be
assigned low status roles. On a large scale we expect to see families aligned with clans,
where a clan Matriarch imposes controls over family Matriarchs".
"In infantry terms this would see squads of juveniles run by an older 'brothers' who serves
an 'uncles" reporting through to senior 'aunties' on to the Matriarch."
"All in the family...." Said Donner.
Miner leaned over to Charlie and said: "And Intel figured all this out from...a few cheesy
bodies? Whatever."
"Kra'Vak technology is in many ways advanced past our own. Their basic weapon in
space and on ground is the rail gun. They've perfected this technology. A hit from one of

their infantry railguns and it's all over for you. You can see more data on their weapons
and equipment, including an infantry orbat we've genned up, in your packets."
"There just isn't very much here on how they fight on the ground. We know they're
ruthless and have no regard for species other than their own. In fact, we believe they're
apt to fight themselves as much as anyone else if two clans cross each other. In the Ross
attack, they showed little regard for their own casualties, which isn't suprising given the
low social status of their juveniles. We'll be relying on you to dig up more info on them
to help make our picture complete." Colonel Rölle interjected. "Gentlemen, if you look at
the clock, you will see that we are approaching our first jump so I'd like to wrap up the
briefing. You will find your mission packets comprehensive. I'd like to leave you with as
much time to plan your operation as possible. We're here to support you with any request.
I suggest you make the most of this little time you'll be spending on the Kreta. If there are
any equipment or supplies you will need, talk to Leutnant Makowsky. I'd like a
preliminary briefback of your plan in 24 hours. I just want to say that I cannot stress the
importance we place on the successful execution of this mission. Whoever is left alive on
Röt Hafen is depending on us to get them out of trouble. We Still don't know much about
the Kra'Vak and why they've decided to set up camp on Röt Hafen. Information you
gather throughout this operation and the eventual successful completion of Task force
Hannibal's mission could have significant repercussions for Humanity in the coming
years as attacks against our worlds increase. Good luck."
Throughout the briefing Charlie had been taking notes. He waited for the officers to leave
then turned to the team. "OK listen up, here's what's going to happen over the next 24
hours." He turned to his two medics. "Eric, I want you and Colin to pour over these xeno
files to see what else we can come up with that'll help us deal with these things. Also
check the Röt Hafen planet study to see what vaccinations or other special preventive
measures we'll need to take."
"Brooks, get with the comms liaison officer and go over the comms plan front and back
until your satisfied with it. Make sure everyone's up to speed on the PSC-33 and any
special procedures we'll need to talk to the bird."
He turned to his two engineers. "Eric, Bill, break down our pallet and recheck all the
serial numbers on all the sensitive items. As we work out the ops plan we'll pass the
equipment requests to you and you guys can separate that stuff from the rest of the pallet.
Coordinate for a secure place to keep the remainder on the ship so we don't get fucked
and loose everything once we leave.
"Kenny go through all the S-2 stuff. We need to know as much as possible about the Gs
we'll be working with, names numbers equipment, whatever. Also since you're the most
current amongst all the JMs, you'll be the Jumpmaster on this op. I'll safety. Get with Eric
and Bill and go over all the team gear. Sounds to me like this drop is going to have a high
pucker factor!"
Donner, you, the captain, and me will work on route selection and actions at the
objective. I'll work on the DZ. everyone knows the drill, just an SOP isolation, except we
only have 24 hour to get a briefback genned up. Molitoris, dig up and pass out as much

Domitril as we can take since we won't be blissfully asleep during all the warp transits
we're going to have to make in the next twenty four. Any questions?"
There were none, they'd all been through the drill before.
"Good, let's get to work."
KRS Kreta, undisclosed rendezvous location
18 July, 2193 1200 (Local)

The Kreta pulled silently alongside the hulking mass of the Kessel-class dry dock ship.
Beside her hung a Waldberg/M class destroyer, which Wesriedau pointed out as the
mysterious Kohl. EVA-suited workmen could be seen flitting around the flat black
unmarked destroyer, welding and moving components about. There was a slight lurch as
the Kreta finally docked.
946 unseated and gathered their gear. Miner and Freeman went aft to escort the pallet
during the transfer. They passed through the gangway into the dry dock, escorted by Lt.
Makowsky and several security guards. Per standard operating Procedure there were no
ship's personnel from Kessel to meet them during the transfer.
They crossed the second Gangway to the Kohl. The hatch opened and standing on the
other side were two crewmen. They wore grubby grease-stained overalls and had
scraggly beards. The taller, thinner man wore an old white service cap, crushed in the
middle with the NSL eagle emblem stained with grease and sweat. The shorter, female
was bareheaded, with close cropped dirty-blond hair and wore a green sweater under her
coveralls. Both had the hard eyes, which had seen much combat and undergone much
stress. Both wore no expression.
Lt. Makowsky rendered a sharp salute. "Permission to come aboard?" The taller of the
two crewmen, flicked his hand, "Come." His personal communicator blinked and he went
over to one of the wall mounted communications consoles to answer his page.
The female spoke "Welcome aboard the Kohl. We don't stand much on formality here.
The whole ship is crammed with all kinds of gear so be careful you don't screw up
anything in your travels. We have a berth for you guys a few bulkheads in. Just follow
me and don't touch anything! I've got crew loading your pallet now. Pick up your things
and let's go."
Gerard and Lawrence looked at each other and shrugged then started struggling with their
gear down the narrow hall. Makowsky wore a scowl.
"Where is the Captain? " He demanded.
The taller man turned from the console. He clicked his heels in a mock salute.
"Korvetten-Kapitän Hauser at your service. This is my number one, Leutnant Hrabek.
We're very busy here, and as number one said, we don't stand on formality. The crew has
been on patrol for two months straight the last few weeks under the most hazardous of
conditions, and we've been struggling for days to keep this verdammte mark nine mod
working without killing any of us. So lets leave the chicken shit at the hatch, shall we

gentlemen."
"Fine by me, Captain", grinned Lawrence. "If we could just get to our rooms and get to
work, we'll be happy."
"Very well." Hauser grinned, his teeth barely visible through his scraggly brown and gray
beard, flecked with gray. "Hrabek, see to their accommodations. I've got to get down to
engineering. The Chief's got a problem with the FTL control interface." Hauser sighed,
shook his head, touched his cap and left. 946 followed Hrabek through a number of
bulkheads on the way to their quarters. A Waldberg-class destroyer is cramped to begin
with. There were cases of supplies, new molding and components welded into bulkheads
and crewmembers moving quickly back and forth. Their quarters were cramped, the nine
men sharing one space. There were only six bunks.
"The W/C is through there," said Hrabek. "The rest of you will have to sleep on the floor.
Through this door is an additional space that will serve as your workspace. It is attached
to the storage closet where your pallet has been stored. Any questions?"
"Just two," asked Gerard. "What time are meals and when do we make our next jump?"
"You will find the dinner schedule and details posted on the wall display screen. Can any
of you speak German?" Several nodded their heads. "Good, just use the access menu, it is
self explanatory. The Kapitän will expect you and Sergeant Lawrence to join him for
Dinner in the officer's mess at 1900. I'll send someone to get you."
"As far as the next jump, we have finalized the work on the pinnace mounts and are
taking the pinnace aboard in an hour. We hope to be underway within three and making
our first transit at 1700." Hrabek turned to go then spun around again. "I would ask that
you confine your activities to your quarters and work spaces until further notice. There is
a lot going on and we need your people to stay out of the way."
"We'll do that." Answered Gerard. Hrabek nodded and left. Charlie noticed that her
overalls were pleasantly tight around her buttocks.
"Hmmm," said Brooks.
Lawrence spun and glared at his commo man. "Brooks, don't even go there..."
KRS Kohl, deep space
18 July, 2193, 1630 (Local)

"Attention all hands, Jump minus ten minutes, jump minus ten minutes. All hands to
jump positions. Internal gravity will be offline in five minutes." Charlie sat strapped into
his shock frame, studying an Intel report. He was annoyed at the hassle of jump prep as it
cramped the little prep time 946 had before insertion.
"Here ya go Sarge, take this." Molitoris leaned forward and held out a small gray pill to
Lawrence. Domotril. It was a fast acting barbiturate that deadened certain motion senses
and other selected neural receptors. It made FTL jumps possible without driving men
insane as they were torn from the fabric of reality and hurled light years away in seconds.

946 were taking Domitril-B, which allowed them to remain conscious during the jump.
This would get them back to work faster, but was much harder on the system. They had
to suck it up. Charlie popped the pill past his lips, and cringed at the disgusting taste,
which he quickly washed away with a swig of water. Molitoris finished passing out the
pills and took his seat. An NSL rating checked everyone's shock frames, then left the
compartment.
"Hey Charlie?" It was Ken Mellor, the Intel Sergeant.
"Yeah?"
"Have you gotten a look at this Kra'Vak OB yet?"
"No not yet, anything good?"
"Well, it's not written in stone, but based on everything they gathered about their ground
forces, it definitely shows an interesting organization. According to this thing, they've got
a "ritual and inflexible" order of battle. There's about 100 fighters in each clan ground
maneuver unit. Weird-ass names for stuff too. Who comes up with this stuff? They're
broken up into a number of "strike claws", which are your regular infantry-type squads,
"fangs", which are the heavy weapons units, "eyes", which are recon and sniper teams,
and "legs", which are support units. They all report to the "skull", which would be like
the BC. All their infantry weapons are based on the same railgun technology that their
ships use."
"Interesting."
"Attention all hands. Jump minus one minute. All systems powered down. Life support
nominal."
All chatter stopped as each man steeled himself for the unpleasant effect of warp transit.
Charlie had been going through it for twenty years and he never found it any easier. In
fact, he worked at not thinking about it, lest he go insane contemplating what they would
go through. These thoughts struggled against the heavy daze form the Domotril. He
listened to the bridge chatter, piped through the intercom, as was customary, during a
jump.
"Jump minus thirty seconds. Jump vector oriented." The Kohl finished its precision
maneuvering to align the orientation of the jump field axis with the planned destination.
"Jump minus twenty. Manual interlocks released. Main jump sequencer online. All prejump checks nominal. Initiating final countdown." The jump computers handled
everything now. No human intervention. Even the main computer core, with its pseudosentient neural net, stood a chance at becoming disoriented by transit. So it shut itself
down and would reboot once the Kohl reached the other side.
"Jump minus ten, nine, eight, seven..." Now the part Charlie hated the most, the
unnerving blue haze that filled the ship about five seconds out. His hair stood on end, his
sphincter tightened, his stomach twisted. Think of Anne...

"Two, one, zero..." Charlie felt as if his whole insides were being ripped from within,
pouring out his mouth, rushing away. He saw himself flying passed his gaping mouth,
stretched obscenely open in a silent scream. He clawed and grabbed out it as he rushed
away, through the walls of the ship, watching it receded through space and time,
thundering silence, sickening distortion of time and self. Then he saw the ship falling
behind him, snapping towards him like a rubber band, colliding with him, himself
plunging back into his screaming body, mixing inside his guts with the rest of his turmoil.
Screaming...dreaming...imagined... or experienced?
"Zero. Jump completed, initiating reboot." Charlie lay in his shock frame, paralyzed.
Would he ever move again? He hoped not. He needed an eternity to rest from the
experience.
"Jump plus twenty. Staged shutdowns of drive unit completed. Main cortex reboot
successful. . IP scan completed Jump accuracy 92.7%. Command returned to realspace
systems. Projected recycle time for next jump: 6 hours, 18 minutes."
Five minutes later, a rating came into the compartment to check on the team. He
unstrapped Colin Frament and Molitoris first, and together, the medics inspected
everyone's vitals. Warp transit left everyone not knocked out by Domotril-A with an ugly
hangover. Lawrence's head weighed a ton. His eyelids weighed twice as much. He pried
one open and saw Molitoris, peering down at him with a stupid grin.
"Don't just stand there, get me some fuckin' coffee...."

Shortly after transit, 946 got down to business. The compartment quickly filled up with
open boxes of equipment, laptop computers and maps. To an outsider it seemed like
chaos, but to 946 it was a carefully orchestrated permission preparation ritual. Gerard and
Lawrence sat at the only desk, two laptops, maps and other reference materials perched
precariously on its small surface. Mellor worked with a few others and organized and
checked all the parachutes and other gear they would need for their insertion.
Brooks and Miner stuck their heads into the cramped and smelly compartment. "Umm,
Sarge, could we have a word with you for a minute?" Charlie looked up from his work,
annoyed. "What is it?"
"Well, ya better come see," said Brooks.
Lawrence glanced over to Gerard, who shrugged and went back to his work. He wormed
his way through the equipment spread over the room and stepped out into the hall.
Brooks and Miner stood there, worried looks upon their faces.
"Well, what is it?"
"It's the KiK33," said Miner.
"What about it?" Said Lawrence.

It's busted." Said Brooks.
Busted? How the fuck did it get busted? It was in the case, no?"
"Well, umm, no it wasn't?" Said Miner
"Explain".
"Back on the other ship we did the sensitive items check. After that we restored
everything in the pRötective team boxes. Except..."
"Except for the KiK33," interjected Brooks. "I fucked up and left it out, then had put it in
my pocket after I realized we had secured the cases. Since we were getting ready to
transit I threw it in my duffel bag."
"You did what? Don't you know that's a sensitive item? Shit more than sensitive that's
crypto. When it's not secured it has to stay on your person"
"Yeah I know, but we were in a rush so I threw it in the bag and locked it in my locker.
Anyway, during the last transit, the contents in the locker shifted and the battery charger
shifted and fell on my dufflebag, and it snapped the cable feed ring off the KiK33."
"So you're the commo man slash electronics Guru. You can't fix that?"
"Well, if it was just that, yes, but internally the cable feed snapped off mid chip and it
broke the resonator. That's OMS-level maintenance, above even me."
"Shit, so you're saying that the thing's deadlined." Charlie rubbed his chin. The KiK33
was a crypto device that received crypto fills and loaded them into the team's
communications equipment. Without those fills, all communications would be unencoded
and in the clear. Also the frequency hopping wouldn't work.
"Well can't we just do our fills here before we insert?"
"They're only good for a week. We'll be much longer. I'm going to have to refill the team
from the can at some point once we're dirtside. And I can't do it without the KiK33.
There's no guarantee that our satellite will survive or be around that long. If we go to the
alternate plan and use the MBEs, then they'll be without fill. That means they won't
work."
"Fuck. Well you guys know my policy. Don't come to me with problems unless you have
a solution. Is there an alternative?" Miner leaned forward. "Well, sort of. The repair of
this thing is above our level. But," Miner glanced around... "I've been chatting with one
of the petty officers here. We actually hit it off pretty good. Turns out they have a shop
here on the ship. Small but we think it could be fixed here. The only problem is, this guy
is the only one with the skill level to do the repair."
"No fucking way. That items is classified SECRET NOFORN. You know it, I know it.
We can't have one of them even see this thing."
"Look, you wanted a solution, this is the only one we have. Either that or we scrub the

mission." Charlie sighed. "Jeez. This shitcans every reg on COMSEC that I know about."
"Hey if we ain't cheatin' we ain't tryin'" Smiled Brooks.
"You, I oughta punch in the head!"
Miner brought it back on topic. "Look Charlie. I'll be there with the guy the whole time,
I'll make sure that no recording that goes on."
"And this guy is just going to do it out of the goodness of his heart?"
"I said we hit it off pretty good.
"Bullshit."
"Well, there was some bartering."
Bartering with what?
"A bottle of JD."
"Jack Daniel's? Where the hell did you get that?"
"Molitoris."
"Molitoris? That fuckin' alky smuggled on some hooch? Doesn't surprise me. How the
hell are you gonna pry it from his hands?"
"Trade."
"Trade what? "
"My Ruger P73. Molitoris may be an alky, but he's an even bigger gun freak."
"The Ruger? You're gonna part with that thing?"
"Yep, it's his when I get back."
"He oughta give it to you for nothing."
"Don't worry Charlie, there's other negotiations on going."
"I don't wanna know. Make it happen."
"Will do."
Charlie slipped back into the compartment shaking his head and grinning.
"What's up?" Asked the Captain.
"You don't wanna know, Sir."
A pasty faced rating appeared at the hatch. "Major Gerard, Sergeant Lawrence, the

Kapitän has sent me to escort you to dinner."
"Charlie looked at his watch. Damn it's already 1900. They got up and straightened them
selves out a bit. What about the rest of the my men."
"Someone will be along to get them in a few minutes."
"Hey he's a Captain, not a major," corrected Donner.
"Don't you know anything? You can only have one captain on a ship, so the Gerard gets a
temporary promotion to major. Standard naval tradition."
"Ohh, never mind."
"All right guys start securing the place for chow. Go ahead, lead on."
They followed the rating up the hall. Before reaching the first bulkhead, they came across
Molitoris talking to a few crewmembers. He was showing them his sidearm. They stood
around him listening intently.
"Yeah so, the Browning 227 fires 10mm caseless, but I press my own rounds. The
standard load out is 157 grain but I squeeze in 172 grains. Gives me another twelve
percent stopping power and I pick up two minutes of angle at twenty meters."
"Hey Doctor Doolittle. Put that thing away and get ready for chow. Five minutes."
Molitoris tucked the weapon behind the small of his back and turned to leave. "Ahh yeah
Sarge, I'm on it."
"Lawrence and Gerard smirked at each other. Damn weapons man wanna be."
They reached the officer's mess. A single long table occupied the room and the
accommodations were cramped. At the head of the table sat Kapitän Hauser. This time he
grinned as he stood up.
"Major Gerard, Sergeant Lawrence, greetings. Allow me to introduce my command staff.
I believe you have already met my number one, Commander Hrabek." She nodded. "This
is Leutnant Bester, my navigational officer." The thin hawkish looking man also tipped a
two-finger salute their way. "This is Leutnant Boch, tactical systems." They received a
slight nod from the dark haired, block-jawed officer. "Chief Braun, engineering." Another
thin scraggly bearded man that looked like he smoked too much and worried about
everything. His grin showed a number of yellow unaligned teeth. "Leutnant Krosovic,
medical." The balding, pudgy-faced officer smiled warmly at the two men. "And this is
Leutnant Waldek. She joined us just after you did. She will be piloting your insertion
shuttle." A young woman with close- cropped blond hair barely looked up at them.
"Welcome to our mess."
"Thank you Kapitän," replied Gerard. "Allow me to introduce ourselves. I am major
Gerard, Commander of Operational Detachment 946, 5th Special Air Service Regiment.
This is Sergeant First Class Charles Lawrence, my operations sergeant."

"Major my apologies before for our terse greeting. However as you are aware we are
all,...how do you say?... under the gun, to get things going here. Please sit and enjoy
dinner."
"That's not a problem, Sir, we completely understand. We're pretty frazzled ourselves."
Dinner consisted of potatoes and knockwurst, with boiled cabbage. It was filling if not
entirely appetizing. Afterwards they had coffee.
"5th Special Air Service Regiment? I've not heard of that unit before." Mentioned Lt.
Boch, who was smoking a cigarette.
"Well, you will forgive the NAC if they are not in the habit of advertising details on their
special Operations Forces." Answered Charlie.
Braun smirked. Charlie instantly disliked him. "Yes, of course Sergeant. It is just that one
always hears about the 22d and 23rd SAS regiment. They have such a distinguished
reputation"
"Well, if you must know, 5th SAS is a direct descendent of the original U.S. 5th Special
Forces Group. During the amalgamation we converted to SAS TOE, but retained our
numerical designation due to the distinguished heritage of the unit."
"Very interesting."
"I see you have had to make extensive modifications to take us aboard," said Gerard,
changing the subject.
"Yes we have," answered Hauser, "and frankly, these modifications have not all been to
the liking of our crew. In order to carry the shuttle that will insert you, we have been
forced to remove our main armament, the external missile launchers and internal salve
capacity. This leaves us with only one class-one 37mm beam system. However we
believe the integrity and effectiveness of our cloaking system has been preserved. Since
we are on an intelligence gathering operation, I believe that is of paramount importance.
The Kapitän eyed his tactical officer, who seemed annoyed by the whole turn of events.
"Excuse me Kapitän but this seems to be as good a time as any to let you know
something." The Chief engineer cleared his throat.
"What?"
"I'll tell him", said Hrabek. "Well, Sir, giving up all our missile armament didn't sit well
with anyone, you especially. However orders were orders. We made all the modifications
required and as you know took on the shuttle. However, we have also retained two of the
missiles."
"Two of the missiles? And what do you plan on doing with them?"
"The Chief has devised a way to mount them under the sensor array energy transfer
cowlings. The shop devised a quick mounting scheme. We've got an interface right into
the targeting computer. Unfortunately, they can be launched in the standard fashion.

We'll have to drop them off before they execute launch burn. But we're positive they will
function normally after that."
"And you authorized this Hrabek?"
"It was my idea, Sir. I take full responsibility for this."
"Fleet would go berserk if they found out."
"And they will, Sir, as soon as they notice the two K-22 missiles missing from the salvo
packs."
The Kapitän pondered this for a moment. It was impossible to gauge his reaction. They
staff prepared for the worst.
"Very well, excellent work, Leutnant, Chief. Well Leutnant Boch. It looks like we haven't
been so neutered as we'd expected. no?
"No Herr Kapitän, it doesn't." Braun appeared somewhat relieved. There is one problem
however. The K-22 is designed to be fired in Salvoes. Now I've got two lone missiles,
nominal yield 2 kilotons. There is no internal ECM built into the K-22. We'll need to get
very close to ensure effectiveness."
"That's your job to figure out Braun. Look on the bright side. You're better off than you
were ten minutes ago, nicht wahr?"
"Yes, Herr Kapitän!"
The Kapitän noticed Gerard's interest in the conversation. "You must understand, Major.
No one on this ship is at all pleased at the turn of events which have led us here." His face
grew solemn. Several weeks ago we stood by helpless as all our komrades were
butchered by the invaders. We hid cloaked again as further devastation was wrought on
Röt Hafen by these same aliens. The entire crew has been waiting for its time to exact
vengeance for these atrocities. Now, instead of taking part in the impending fleet action
against the Kra'Vak, we find ourselves with yet another mission of hide and seek. It's
frustrating for all of us, regardless of how vital this mission is. We want to fight."
"I understand completely, Sir."
"Leutnant Waldek. Does the cat have your tongue? You have been quiet. Is there
something wrong with the dinner our steward has provided?" Waldek shot to attention in
her seat. "Nein, Herr Kapitän. Dinner was most excellent. It's just that...I have been
reviewing the proposed mission profile for the insertion and I find it most... well I feel
that its been hastily put together and frankly we'll be pushing the operational envelop of
my craft."
"That's your concern Leutnant. I expect you to make any adjustments you can within the
mission parameters, to be able to accomplish the insertion."
"Yes Kapitän, I'm working on that," she frowned.

"Very well... ladies and gentlemen, I believe we need to get back to work. Hrabek how
long until our next jump?"
"We are making another jump at 0215, Herr Kapitän."
"Well then, there is a lot to accomplish before then. Off to work."
After the mess broke up, Charlie returned to the team room. Gerard stayed and pulled
Waldek aside and held out his hand. "Leutnant, I'm sorry I didn't get to meet you earlier.
Tom Gerard."
"Sandra Waldek. Tell me major, are you the one that came up with this insertion plan?"
"No, we were handed that just before we came on board. Is it a problem?
Yes it's a big problem. For one thing, the plan takes into account that we're using a
Junkers 22 mod C shuttle. However I have mod B. It is rated for 15% less power output,
using the older mod engines. Whoever wRöte the insertion plan left very little power
tolerance in the event of a change. This put s me in a bind."
"Yes, that seems indicative of the way this entire operation has been cobbled together at
the last minute. However, it is something we're accustomed to."
"Well maybe you are used to it by I am not." Gerard saw her face flushed with anger,
which only made her more attractive in his eyes. Not that he let on. He needed to keep
this strictly business.
"Whoa whoa," he held up his hand. "Leutnant, let me suggest that you get with our
Sergeant Mellor. He's the primary jumpmaster on this operation and he's got a lot of
experience in these matters. Between the two of you, I'm sure you can modify the plan to
make it work. I have every confidence in the two of you. One way or another we've got to
make this drop."
"I'll see what I can do."
"Fine come with me and we'll get to work."
Charlie sat alone in one of the storage bays cleaning his L7A4 assault rifle. He was alone
in the room save for containers of equipment and supplies. Life on a ship was naturally
cramped, and adding 946 to the Kohl's compliment didn't help the matter. Charlie had
been on the go since that call to is house way back when. Running a team takes a lot out
of a person. He had to be den mother, cheerleader, diplomat, professor, and a dozen other
roles all rolled into one. His people-tolerance meter was pegged, and he needed to be
alone for a while.
Not that things weren't going well. The mission prep had come along just fine. Miner had
gotten the KiK33 fixed, all equipment was up, the team was ready and in good spirits,
and the insertion plan was almost done. The odd thing was that for the first time what
worried him was not the mission prep or who was fucking up on the team, or what officer
would screw up their mission. No. What worried him for the first time was the thought of

dying. Of not coming back. It was pretty clear that having a newborn son changed hi
perspective drastically. He knew this would happen, which is why he had waited until the
end of his career to be a father. Dammit! He was one month out from retirement, and he
had allowed his thoughts to turn to those family and easy living. Then the Army had
come by and fucked him. Charlie knew his feeling of melancholy would dissipate as soon
as he stepped into the interface shuttle. Once they went to work he would be all business.
But damn how he felt now! One of the constant hardships of soldiering was separation
from loved ones, and now it came to roost on Charlie's shoulders like a ten-ton weight,
adding to his other worries.
"Hey Chuck." Charlie jumped at the voice, and he found Ken Mellor standing in the
hatchway, hands in his pockets.
"Hey Kenny."
"What's up?"
"Ahh, just had to get some solitude for a while. It's the usual "I'm sick of you fucks" part
of the mission."
"I hear ya. Missin' the family?"
"You know it."
"Me too. You know yesterday was Joey's birthday."
Charlie looked up from his weapon. "No shit? Too bad you couldn't be there."
Ken changed the subject. "So how do you think the guys are doing?"
"They're doing well, maybe a little abnormal stress, but they'll be ready. Gerard's doing
ok also."
"Yeah I like him, he lets the NCOs run their own business.:
"We've definitely worse officers."
"Yeah, remember Chen?"
Charlie laughed. Gawd what a fuck up. Typical Sandhurst dickhead.
"I'd say the only weird thing is the idea of fighting real aliens. I think that has the guys a
little freaked out. I mean, it's one thing fighting other humans..."
"But there is something elementally frightening about an unknown species.:
"Exactly."
"Well we'll just have to kill one of these Kra'Vak as quickly as possible to show that
they're not invincible."
"Hey, look what time it is." Charlie looked at his watch. "Almost time for he final

transit." He started putting together his weapon, which had been clean before he even
started. "Go get the guys policed up and ready. After transit we'll start gearing up. I'll be
along in a second."
"OK, see ya in a few."
Röt Hafen System
21 July, 2194, 1800 ship's time

The Kohl's last transit took her into the Röt Hafen system at the highest velocity she
could safely make while entering warp. The jump was intended to put her almost one and
a half million kilometers from the shuttle release point. It was the closest distance she
could accurately warp herself without running the risk of damage from the planet's
gravitational field. Hauser was pleased that the required in system course correction was
small, only 2.5 degrees. Kohl executed a fifteen-second burn, then went into cloaking
mode. While cloaked, using the new Mk IX mod, she would be invisible to all active and
passive sensor scans, or so the crew hoped. That was providing they made no further
maneuver or main drive burns or attempted to power weapons or active sensors. The
biggest difference with the Mk IX mod was that it allowed the Kohl to use her passive
sensors while cloaked. While not invisible to he naked eye, the Kohl's VSRLBF, (Visual
scan Range Lightray Bending Field), ensured that one would need to be looking right at
the Kohl at close range to see her. Of course, given the vast distances ships usually
engaged themselves in combat, the Kohl could be lit up like a neon sign and still go
unseen, provided she made no active emissions.
The insertion plan called for the Kohl to come in at a shallow trajectory, coasting past any
Kra'Vak pickets. The trajectory would take her on a sling shot around Röt Hafen. In
passing, Kohl would deploy two objects. One was the shuttle, which would skip into high
altitude and deploy the Special Forces. The second object would be the surveillance and
communications satellite.
Kohl had been in system just five days earlier observing the Kra'vak forces. Most of their
ships had remained in orbit over the planet's western hemisphere, where the main
settlements were, or between Röt Hafen and its one moon. The Kra'vak had nuked any
settlements elsewhere on the planet. Hauser hoped that any enemy ships which could
observe the eastern hemisphere would actually be looking out into the direction of any
incoming invaders than inward to the planet. That would make the insertion task
infinitely easier.
It was a long eighteen-hour transit to the insertion point. Initial passive scans detected
nothing in the vicinity. As Kohl approached her sensors began to pick out enemy ships
and other emissions. Tension amongst the crew rose with each passing hour. Hauser
knew he would need to make one final course correction to time his arrival correctly. The
main computer calculated the heading, duration, and intensity of the burn. Hauser wanted
to make the correction as far out a possible, and the computer determined this to be 5
light seconds out.
946 conducted their final mission prep. First, rucksacks were packed. Each man carried a
personal hygiene kit, sleeping/shelter gear, four days rations, one IV admin set and

1000ml lactated ringers, two gallons of water and personal survival gear. Added to that
were sufficient power cells for their undersuits and system electronics to last two weeks.
Each man carried extra ammunition and APDs (Anti-pursuit devices). Then there was the
team gear. Freeman and Miner handed out explosives to each man to ensure proper
crossloading. Molitoris and Frament, carrying theirs M5 first aid bags, divvied up spare
medical supplies and handed each man his own small kit which he called their "itchies
and scratchies" bag. Brooks, carrying the primary SATCOM communications system,
handed the secondary to Captain Gerard. Lawrence, Donner, and Miner each carried one
MBE (Message Beacon, Emergency). The team also divvied up extra communications,
electronic and ECM gear.
After rucksacks were packed, each man checked over his web gear, which carried water,
combat knife, utility tool, ammunition, grenades spare power packs, personal survival
kits and other equipment. The team packed in a three-tiered system, meaning that if they
had to dump their rucksacks in an emergency, they could still carry on the mission with
their web gear only. If hey had to dump their web gear, they could still survive on what
they carried on their person.
For weapons, most of the team carried the L7A4. This was the cut-down SOFMOD kit
(Special Operations Forces MODification) version of the NAC's standard L7A3 assault
rifle. The L7A4 was a bullpup- style weapon that fired 4mm tungsten-core projectiles
from a binary liquid propellant mechanism. It carried a 100- round magazine, which also
contained the binary liquid propellant supply, which was loaded behind the pistol grip. It
was designed in an over under configuration with a 25mm rocket assisted HE grenade
launcher loaded from a ten-round cassette. The SOFMOD kit grenades available included
AP, HE (available in contact, timed detonation or airburst/proximity, opacity (smoke),
flare, and anti-personnel flechette, all selectable by the firer). It had an integral laserrangefinder/ aim point which fed into the firer's heads-up display (HUD). The weapon
was designed with minimal maintenance and high survivability in mind. The A4 version
had a shorter overall length, slightly shorter effective range, and was lighter. It was also
capable of accepting a number of special modifications. One in particular, was the laser
designator mount. This included both the designator and encryption discriminator
software needed to guide in close air support, PGMs (Precision Guided Munitions) and
Ortillery. Another special modification was the IR aim point, which worked with the
firer's HUD in night vision mode without the signature of the standard laser sight. Each
man also carried the 10mm Browning 227 sidearm.
946 carried two special weapons. Ken Mellor, the team's sniper, carried an L9A3 sniper
rifle (Gauss). This had been phased out of service by most of the NAC in favor of the
newer L10A2 sniper rifle (Laser). 946 chose not to carry any power-weapons on the
operation due to the scarcity and weight of power reloads. Their mission was
reconnaissance, not combat, and they figured on replenishing 4mm ammo from local
sources on the planet, if necessary.
Freeman carried the team's one heavy weapon, an L5A4 Squad Automatic Weapon
(SAW). The A4 was the lighter and shorter than the standard A1, but still required a
gyromount harness to carry it. Normally, 946 wouldn't carry a heavy weapon on a
mission like this, but given that they would be on their own on Röt Hafen, Lawrence

opted to take the SAW. Besides, Freeman was a young buck.
All equipment was rigged with H-harnesses and attaching rings for he drop. Loose straps
and bits were duct-taped down, or dummy corded. Sensitive electronic gear received
extra padding.
With equipment rigged, checked and double-checked, the team began suiting up for the
drop. First on was the enviro-undersuit. This was a light-weight undergarment
interwoven with a capillary-fed heating and cooling system run form a lightweight
circulator pump. Attached to the suit was a health monitoring kit, which could be read by
Molitoris by activating a chest mounted control panel. Morphine, stimulants, and
antibiotics could also be administered from the panel. Over that went the ballistic cloth
SOFMOD battlesuit, also known as the Stealthsuit or cameleonsuit. This garment was an
active-camouflage battledress, which changed pigment depending on the immediate
surroundings. The suit was treated to dampen heat signature. It gave the team an odd
mottled look as they suited up. Molitoris had modified the suit further, after learning of
the Kra'vak ability to se deep into the UV spectrum. Working with NSL technicians, he
had put together an Aerosol UV-dampening spray with which he treated the team's
equipment.
Over the suit went shin/knee, arm and chest flexible poly-armor. Often, 946 left the
armor behind, but they opted to take it this time. They could always leave it in their patrol
base during their recon patrols. It remained to be seen whether the armor would be
effective against Kra'Vak rail systems. Finally, they wore new SOFMOD 2189-pattern
combat helmet. It was lighter and less bulky than the standard infantry combat helmet, a
feature that was always a necessity for heavily-laden SOF units, which often found
themselves travelling great distances on foot. The helmet's electronics included a voiceactivated three-channel low power communications system, which could be set to work
on either HF or IR mode. This comm system could also interface into the team's long
range communications. The helmet incorporated flip down light amplification and IR
goggles as well as 4x10 image enhancement. Targeting data for the soldier's weapons
system were fed right into the helmet's HUD system. Also incorporated into the helmet's
microcomputer were IFF, GPS and navigational systems.
After suiting up, Mellor and Lawrence, working with Waldek, conducted a jumpmaster
inspection of the small shuttle. All the seats had been removed to make room for the team
and their gear. Once the shuttle was pronounced jump worthy, they conducted the final
pre-jump briefing for the team, which covered actions on the shuttle and all jump the
performance measures. Waldek, who had perhaps the most dangerous task given the
insertion profile, attended the briefing since she would be wearing a parachute also. Once
completed, Lawrence had the team gather around.
Captain Gerard had a few words: "Remember guys, accurate reporting down there is
paramount. We'll be feeding this data back to the fleet, and it doesn't take a rocket
scientist to figure out what's coming next, even if they haven't come out and told us.
Everyone on Röt Hafen is relying on us doing our job. I'm sure you guys will do fine."
Lawrence spoke: "All right you guys, it's that time of the month. Everyone knows what to

do, where to go, and what to do if something shits the bed. And we all know that
something always shits the bed in this business, don't we? Once we're dirtside, it's just us,
so use the buddy system. One other thing. I noticed that everyone's been a little edgy
about dealing with these Kra'Vak." Lawrence activated the holoprojector, which
displayed the image of the Kra'Vak carcass taken from the briefing. "These things are not
invincible. This one as killed in battle, by a slug just like ours. So stop worrying about
what they're going to do to you and start figuring what you're going to do to them. You
guys got that?"
There were murmurs of approval.
"I don't say this too much because it'll go to your fat heads, but you guys are the balls.
Every one of you is a bad motherfucker. Together as a team there's nothing we can't
accomplish. Now lets rig up and get the fuck off this tin can and into our element."
They turned to the huge pile of team gear. Its size made them wonder if they were pack
mules or commandos. Mellor and Lawrence supervised as the men donned their pararigs. The Mk VII high altitude low opening parachute, consisted of an initial drag chute
which slow them in the initial phase of their decent. A main chute opening at 1500 meters
would follow. The pack also incorporated an emergency reserve. The L7A4s were
attached through the main lift web of the parachute harness. Eve if they had to jettison
their rucksacks, each man would have his web gear and weapon. Next would be the
altimeter automated opening and oxygen regulator unit, which snapped onto a chest
mount. This would track their altitude, keep oxygen flow regulated at the right pressure,
and automatically open the chutes at the pre-programmed time. The data was fed through
a cable to the helmet HUD. The panel interfaced with an O2 bottle, which fed a mask,
(this would be donned later), that sealed against the combat helmet. Thus kitted, each
man's combat suit served as an effective vacc suit in low-pressure environments.
Once the initial parachute O2 bottle and gear were on, Lawrence and Mellor performed a
JMPI (Jumpmaster Parachute Inspection) on each man. They went over everything with a
fine tooth-comb since the slightest mis-cue would be fatal at that altitude. After the initial
JMPI, they worked in buddy teams to attach their bulging, heavy rucksacks. These hung
below the parachute against the back of their knees. Once this was done a second JMPI
was performed. As each man was inspected, Mellor and Waldek helped him into the
access tube to the cramped shuttle, the men waddling through the hatch under 150 lbs. of
heavy gear at 1G. Mellor and Lawrence were the last to enter. They would don their
rucksacks just prior to departure.
Waldek donned her emergency chute. Survival gear and O2 equipment also encumbered
her. She was JMPI'd by Mellor. Afterwards, she went forward to perform final pre-flight.
Mellor and Lawrence stepped over the prostrate team as they secured everyone to the
floor of the shuttle with breakaway straps. Ken swore to himself about the ramshackle job
they were forced to do, given the cramped ship. From a console above in the ceiling O2
hoses ran to each man, which they connected to their masks. This would provide the team
O2 while preserving the little air in their tanks. Once all masks were sealed and O2 was
flowing, they performed a team O2 check, to ensure proper oxygen flow. Having secured
everyone, Lawrence and Mellor secured the shuttles tailgate, donned their rucks, and

JMPI'd each other.. Internal cabin lights switched to red. As the tailgate shut, two rating
on the other side of the door gave them a final wave, Both wore a "better you than me"
expression on their faces. Noone spoke.
Lawrence and Mellor had a communication jack plugged into their helmets, which
allowed them to speak with Waldek. They could hear her chatter with the ship's traffic
control officer. It was easy to pick out the tension in her voice. None envied her. She had
been thrust into this position with little notice, forced to operate the shuttle on the edge,
or just outside it's envelope. But desperate times called for desperate measures. The
insertion flight plan had to be performed precisely if there was any hope to put them on
target without being noticed. The Kohl would not wait around for the shuttle, it too, being
on an automated flight plan. She had one shot to nail the insertion, then get back. 946 was
usually inserted by the 720th SOW (Special Operations Wing), a highly professional
group of crew who Charlie trusted implicitly with his life. Waldek gave him an uneasy
feeling, though he hid it from the rest of the men.
"Sergeant Lawrence, The Kohl is on final approach. All systems nominal, no sign of
detection by enemy forces. Release in sixty seconds."
"Thank you Leutnant. Run the disk please."
"Very well." Over the rear comm system Holst's Mars the Bringer of War played. Charlie
relayed the music through the team commo so he rest of the boys could hear it. The
ominous, martial music would help focus their minds and put them in the right frame of
mind for the coming ordeal.
"Thirty seconds until release." Charlie held up his pointer finger, bent over, the signal for
thirty seconds. The music continued to build. Each man's emotions were hidden behind
his oxygen mask.
They felt a sudden lurch, then weightlessness, as the Kohl released the shuttle. Ten
seconds later gravity returned as Waldek ignited the main engine. Below her the dark
mass of Röt Hafen awaited. The Kohl had released the shuttle well below the planetary
horizon of the main settlement and the station in orbit. Waldek would bring the shuttle in
"nap of the earth" so to speak. 946 would be released just beyond line of sight sensor
range of the main settlement, also named Röt Hafen. Their drop zone was about 40
kilometers from Röt Hafen.
"On flight path. All systems nominal. Enemy sensor sweeps, negative. IP in three
minutes."
Mellor gave a two handed motion like breaking a stick. 946 decoupled the external
oxygen supply and switched to bottled O2. The team performed another O2 check.
The shuttle bucked violently as it entered the upper atmosphere. The roar outside
increased in volume, as did the music. "IP reached, five minutes until release."
Mellor held up one hand fingered splayed: five minutes. This was followed by two hands
palms facing out: get ready. Mellor and Lawrence stood, Mellor heading to the tailgate,
Lawrence to the front. Mellor gave another hand signal, which indicated remove

restraining belts. These were passed towards the skin of the shuttle and stowed. The next
command, given with both arms extended to the side, palms facing up, then raised above
head was: stand up. Heavily burdened, shuttle buffeting, this was no easy task, and the
men helped each other to their feet. All were sweating and breathing heavily under the
high G, and internal heat. Each grabbed onto each other or whatever he could to keep on
his feet. Mellor beat his chest with both hands, signifying: check equipment. The men
made a last perfunctory inspection of their own gear. Mellor held up two hands to his
ears, signaling: Sound off for equipment check. Each man returned a thumb's up.
One particularly violent bump nearly knocked them over. "Two minutes to drop, one
minute to deceleration." Mellor relayed the signal and everyone held on tight. Charlie
was flushed with a mixture of fear and excitement, which kept his heart in his throat.
Up front, Waldek felt the same. The glow of the shuttle's heat shielding was subsiding.
On the horizon she could see a faint hint of planetary dawn. She felt particularly
vulnerable up in the cockpit. Were enemy defenses tracking her now? The threat-warning
receiver remained silent. Waldek was preparing for a tricky maneuver. The shuttle would
have to slow down to almost a standstill, pitched up to stall with the tailgate down in
order to dump its cargo. A normal insertion, in a specially designed interface lander
would entail and automated release for the men, ensuing they were put out together in the
correct pattern at the correct height while maintaining the proper speed. 946 could rely on
no automation. At this height they had to be put out together at almost a standstill, or they
would b spread all over the planet. She could feel the overweight condition of he shuttle
in the seat of her pants and the straining while of the engines. Worse still, atmospheric
conditions were much rougher than she had planned as high altitude winds buffeted the
shuttle like popcorn. Odd lighting fluctuations disturbing the atmosphere on the horizon
concerned her, but the TWR remained silent.
Charlie and Kenny sensed that the ride was even rougher than anticipated, but that was
the pilot's problem. They had to concentrate on getting the team out. They were pitched
forward as the shuttle began massive deceleration. Regaining their balance, the buffeting
increased. Each man weighed 500 pounds one second, then was weightless the next.
Several felt airsick.
"One minute." Mellor relayed the message by holding up one finger: one minute. He
signaled for Lawrence to release the communications lead form his helmet. This would
avoid a nasty whiplash on exit. The shuttle's tailgate dropped, multiplying the roar by
tenfold. This was the moment Charlie liked best. It was pitch black outside. He thought
back to home for a quick second, sensing his family peacefully asleep in their beds while
he was hanging it out on the line here. What a job! He was focussed and readies to get it
on. Though he had disconnected the lead to the ship's comm system, he still could hear
Holst in his head. Everyone switched to night vision. He felt a tingling mix of excitement,
anticipation and fear. These ties deeply effected him, as he knew he shared this feeling
with every soldier that had ever been in combat since the beginning of time. It was what
defined them as warriors.
Brooks was praying to himself. Jeez, God. I know you know I ain't that religious. So it
would be hypocritical for me to ask for your help now. But I just wanted to remind ya'

that my Mom goes to church like every Sunday. And I know you wouldn't want to
disappoint her, would ya?
Mellor had little time for anything but his jumpmaster duties. He reported rear tailgate
down and secure, then unplugged himself from the comm system. He stepped onto the
tailgate, holding on to the hydraulic lift bar, checking for any obstructions. Turbulence
whipped at his uniform and gear. He began to make out terrain features, ten miles below.
A red light beside the tailgate illuminated, signifying thirty seconds to release. Mellor
pointed to the floor at his feet, signifying: stand in the door.
946 waddled up behind Mellor as best as they could, the team packed in tight behind their
jumpmaster. Lawrence was the stick pusher, his shoulder in the pack tray of the man in
front of him. Each man's eyes were on Mellor, or the man in front of them.
The shuttle pitched up violently, engines screaming as Waldek fought to hold it in the
proper attitude. The ship's computer calculated they had reached the release point and
switched the jump signal from red to green. Mellor had whacked his head against the
bulkhead beside the tailgate at that last lurch and almost missed the light. Brooks, behind
Mellor, gave him a swat on the head. Mellor saw the light and leapt. In less than two
seconds all eight men were swallowed by the blackness.
With stall warnings blaring, and the sudden loss of almost four thousand-pounds of
payload, combined with a sudden violent gust, flipped the small shuttle over like a toy
and spun it earthwards, engines whining violently. Waldek had failed to tighten her
restraints before the maneuver and she banged her head against both sides of her shock
frame as she fought to regain control. A fuel pressure warning light glared red, as one of
the engines developed a malfunction in the heavy spin. The small shuttle plummeted like
a rock.
946 dropped silently in the thin high air. To them it seemed as if they were still in space.
The stress and sickening feeling of being in the shuttle washed away. They tracked
together into a tight group that would facilitate control during descent. Lawrence looked
around to acquire the team. He spotted seven of he eight, and performed a quick IFF
check to determine who was missing. Freeman. A pang of concern washed over him.
Lawrence knew their low power comm systems wouldn't carry across to Röt Hafen but
he was reluctant to break radio silence. Still, he had to locate Freeman. "Freeman?
Freeman, what's you position?"
"About 500m below you, Sarge." Charlie felt a sense of relief. "I was unstable on exit and
tumbled like a turkey." Freeman was jumping the SAW and gyromount, which made a
stable exit difficult.
Charlie searched below him, increasing magnification to 2x, until he picked up Freeman's
IFF beacon. "All right I got you. Hold what you got, we'll be right there." Charlie
signaled the rest of the team. "Let's delta on down to Freeman. No hot-dogging. Follow
Kenny."
Each man switched his position from arms and legs spread, with back arched to arms
straight and tight against the body, legs together. This streamlined position, known as a

delta, increased rate of descent. As the team strove to catch up, Freeman continued to
hold his own rate of descent steady. The team slid up on either side of him, or passing
slightly below. Freeman maneuvered with arms and legs to assume his proper place in the
team formation.
Waldek wrestled with the controls of the small ship. She corrected the spin, pitched nose
down and picked up some forward velocity. Her precise flight plan had gone to hell. All
that remained to be seen was if she had the fuel remaining to make orbit and the reach the
Kohl. Her fuel readout was depressing, and a quick check with the computer confirmed
she had missed the narrow window that would allow her back on board. She knew Kohl
could not and would not alter its flight path to get her. She fought to keep down the panic
rising within her at the realization that her chance for refuge had slipped away.
Waldek had enough fuel to get back into orbit, but not enough to catch the passing Kohl.
There was no way to make the figures work. Damn. She began searching for a place to
set down. A quick glance at the threat-warning receiver showed no activity. Somehow the
shuttle had not been spotted. In the convoluted terrain below there had to be someplace to
land.
"Coming up on first automatic release, twenty seconds," said Mellor. "Let's flatten out
and spread." The team maneuvered themselves so they were all at the same altitude, but
at least fifteen to twenty meters between each man. A preselect on their HUD readout
gave them their relative hold angle and rate of descent against the primary, Mellor.
Opening up the formation ensured there would be no fatal collisions as the drags chutes
deployed.
"Drag release in five, four, three, two ,guhhh!" From the main pack tray, a drag streamer
deployed, slowing each man's rate of descent. It had been found that for drops above
40,000 meters, this mid drop slowdown was necessary. The drag chutes remained
deployed for fifteen seconds, then were automatically cut away. Once gone, the team
would need to reacquire each other and make any necessary course corrections. Each
drag chute was interwoven with a magnesium filament, which would ignite in twenty
minutes, destroying the evidence.
Mellor watched the cut away timer drop to zero the flash red, signaling a malfunction. He
noticed the rest of the team fly past him. Shit. He reached up behind his head, groping for
the cut away pull tab with his gloved had, found it and pulled down. The drag chute cut
loose, and Kenny stabilized and tracked down to the rest of his team. He pulled up into
the lead again, checked his systems, then finally started breathing again.
With everyone once again in formation, it was time to start looking for landmarks. Both
Kenny and Charlie called up the drop zone imagery overlay into their HUDs to see if they
could find match with the confusing terrain below them. They were plunging into a rocky
mountainous region. The ridge and valley patterns looked off. Twenty seconds of
searching brought neither any closer to pinning down their position.
"Ken? Any ideas?"
"I've got no acquisition of the DZ. Primary release in forty seconds. Let's flatten out and

spread."
"Fuck it, then. "Find us a place to land."
"I'm on it." Kenny, having anticipated this likelihood, searched the terrain below and
quickly found a contingency DZ for the team. He made some alterations in their track,
which the team followed without comment. The ground was now rushing up at an
alarming rate. They would have to pull sooner than the automatic release point. "Listen
up, everyone get ready to pull on my mark. Quick! Give me a heads up."
Everyone gave a quick response to Kenny, and he was satisfied they had heard the
command. "Pull in four, three two one, pull!"
Eight chutes blossomed in unison, tugging heavily at their burdens. Lawrence breathed a
sigh of release at keeping everyone together up to this point. A miracle. Main chutes
deployed, 946 formed up into a wedge with Kenny at the point. His eyes on the drop
zone, he guided the team into a small clearing between two peaks. They tracked and
circled over the clearing as each man spiraled down to a landing. Kenny touched down,
gathered up his chute and ran off the small clearing to make room for the others. Kenny
fell to his knees, removed his mask, and kissed the rocky soil. He activated the harness
quick release, and shucked out of his gear. His L7 was intertwined in the spaghetti of his
harness, and he knelt down to extract it. He pulled the duct tape from around the
magazine,(It had been there to ensure the magazine stayed in place in case the release
button was activated during descent.). It wasn't until he charged the weapon that he could
sit back on his haunches, take a breath, and look around. First order of business was to
take a piss. He called up the temperature, 4 Celsius. Despite the cold, he was overheated
and sweating profusely from he excitement of the jump, and he dialed down his undersuit
accordingly. That complete, Kenny set about unhooking the rest of his gear, then
gathering up his parachute and sticking it into a kitbag. In there went also the oxygen
bottle, mask, and control panel.
Lawrence appeared at his side. "How's it going?"
"I'm Ok. Geez what a jump."
"Yeah, that was a pucker factor of ten, easy."
Donner joined the group. "Hey have you guys tried digging in this shit? It's like solid
rock,. We'll be here hours trying to bury our stuff."
Charlie scratched at the dirt with his gloved hand, thinking. They couldn't afford to take
that much time. He didn't even no where they were yet.
"I've got an idea." Added Gerard, who a just joined them. "We can gather the kit bags up
and stash them under a overhang I found, then set the burn timers. We need to get out of
here."
"Agreed, Sir. Why don't you and Donner see to the kit bags. Kenny, Brooks, and I are
going to figure out where the hell we are. The rest will pull security. Let's be gone in ten

minutes, tops."
"Sounds good. I'll get you Brooks."
"Hey check that out." Kenny was pointing skywards. The sky was blanketed with a
shimmering glow. Red, green and blue curtains danced in the night sky.
"What is that, aurora borealis?"
"Or something like it," said Gerard.
"That looks pretty damn heavy," observed Lawrence. "Funny I didn't notice it on the way
down."
"There was no mention of it in the area study," said Mellor. "That's another bone to pick
with the S2 shop when we get back."
Lawrence went back to studying their position. "I don't suppose you recognize any of this
on the map?"
"Nope."
"Hmmm, well we need to get a fix from the satellite then. Assuming Kohl deployed it
successfully." Brooks lumbered up with his gear, breathing hard. "Brooks, we need to
activate the satellite and get a fix, so get to work."
Brooks looked up at the night sky with a quizzical expression. "Well, I hope that fuckin'
thing is up there. Geez that's a fuckin' heavy disturbance. Hope it doesn't screw up the
commo." He shucked off his ruck, opened he top flap and fished out the antenna unit,
Setting up the small umbrella shaped assembly on level ground. He connected the cable
to the main unit in his ruck, then connected anther cable to his helmet. Before activating
the satellite, he had to find it. Removing a small card from his breast pocket, he aligned
the dish according to those numbers. His first attempt was unsuccessful. He knew they
were off course, but it couldn't be by that much, so he fished around in the sky with the
antenna, by moving it in small increments until he received a bounceback.
"Bingo. Reading two by two. Pretty shitty. Interrogating now."
"Hooray for small miracles," said Kenny. "Without that thing, this was going to be a real
short mission."
"OK, Sarge it's active."
"Download and fix, send up this ANGUS now, then shut it off." Lawrence handed
Brooks a small list of scrambled letters, which represented the ANGUS report. That was
the code name for their initial entry report, which hey were expected to send within 24
hours of insertion. It basically said: "We're here, we're safe, and we're continuing with the
mission."
"Done. Satellite is shut down. I didn't get a very strong signal. That aurora is definitely
screwing with communications."

"Would it also effect sensors?"
"Yeah it would."
"Well then, that's good. Anything that helped hide our insertion from the Kra'Vak is a
good thing."
"Here's your fix. Sarge." Brooks downloaded the fix to Charlie's helmet via a little IR eye
in both helmets. Charlie passed it along to Kenny. They compared the fix with their map
datum, which was in each helmet's computer. Charlie also had a hardcopy of the map,
which he took out and looked at.
"Goddamn, we're eight Ks off course."
"The winds were a lot higher than expected. Without the GPS up there was no way to
correct during descent."
"Well that means we got a lot more humping to do." Gerard and Donner returned.
"Chutes are done."
"Good, here's the fix." Charlie downloaded it to Donner and Gerard. "Tim, you have the
point. The adjusted waypoints and route should be on your map. Set your GM angle to 9
degrees right."
"OK."
"Let's get everyone together."
The rest of 946 tightened the perimeter. As the excitement of the jump faded, they began
noticing the cold, and undersuits were turned up accordingly. Each man received the
updated map data. "Ok listen up", said Lawrence. "We're eight klicks off course. That
means instead of moving twenty klicks, we gotta move twenty-eight klicks in the same
time in order to make the RV. I know it sucks but that's life. Look at it this way. You
guys were getting over in point eight five gees, so this'll help bring the universe back in
order."
"Ha.Ha. Very funny," said Miner.
"OK, let's ruck up and move out. Direction is due west. We're going to be moving down
this valley for five klicks. Let's go."
They picked themselves up and donned their rucksacks. As each man struggled to put his
on, he wondered about the ordeal ahead, the barren inhospitable planet they found
themselves on, and the dangerous alien foe. But mostly, they thought on the move ahead
of them carrying the heavy burden upon their back. The team set off in loose order, fivemeter interval between each man. Donner and Mellor at the point, followed by the
Captain, then Freeman, Molitoris, Brooks, Miner, and Lawrence.
They slipped off silently into the darkness, alert and satisfied to be in their element.

Looking for a Dog
Röt Rafen Chapter 3

Aboard the KRS Köhl
Röt Hafen System (LTT 1583)
22 July, 2193, 0200 ship’s time

Kapitän z.r. Hauser leaned forward in his command chair, his mind racing. The plot
showed Köhl drifting away outbound from Röt Hafen along the slingshot trajectory as
they had intended. However, they had picked up a tail. Passive sensors indicated two
Kra'Vak ships, similar in size to those KSII/14 had engaged several weeks ago, were
definitely sniffing along the Köhl’s trail. The enemy ships were not closing, but neither
was the range between them increasing.
Köhl had made its insertion per plan right up to the point where Waldek had released the
NAC reconnaissance team. At that point the shuttle had fallen off trajectory. With no
communications allowed, and only passive sensors, Hauser had been unable to determine
the nature of Waldek’s problems. Nor could he slow up or attempt a recovery. It was her
responsibility to maintain the insertion profile. Köhl had continued along, deploying the
surveillance satellite, then sling-shotted away from Röt Hafen.
There had been several Kra’Vak ships in the immediate vicinity and Hauser had slipped
by them undetected. Or so he thought. At 300,000 kilometers out, the two Kra’Vak
bloodhounds had begun a slow pursuit. Emissions had increased dramatically within the
system. Were the Kra'Vak somehow able to detect the Köhl? Had Waldek's ship been
detected? Had they been captured? Hauser had to assume the worst.
Soon he would have to make a decision. If the Kra'Vak could put together a tracking plot
against the Köhl they could close to within firing range rapidly, given their speed
advantage. Hauser had to assume they were piecing together something against him given
that the ships had maintained a steady course on his trail for some time now. Hauser
scratched his beard. He could no longer worry about Waldek or the soldiers; he had the
safety of his own ship to worry about.
"Number one, I need the ship prepared for FTL jump as quickly as possible."
Hrabek frowned. "The engines are recharged, but the plot will take some time. As you
know it was our intention to remain in system."
"Yes but I have to believe that our two friends are on to us. If we don't get out while we
have to range advantage, they will be on us as soon as we spin up the FTL drive."
"I understand that, but where to?"
"Sir if I may interject?" It was Lt. Bester, from the navigation console. "Our fastest plot

in this case would be a reciprocal back to our last jump point."
"But we are nowhere near the point we entered this system."
"Agreed, but I could turn around the calculations on that last known jump point fastest.
However, given the lack of plot time I can't guarantee anything higher than a seventypercent accuracy rate."
"That will do. It is more important that we leave here than that we arrive exactly at our
destination. How long until we can be ready to jump?"
"Thirty minutes."
"Not good enough," said Hrabek. "Have the calculations ready in fifteen. We need to get
that jump sequencer on line as soon as possible. As soon as we begin final preparations
we will be lit up like a Christmas tree and those two Kra'Vak ships will begin maximum
acceleration." There was no question in anyone's mind of their ability to fight off the two
alien ships.
As soon as Bester turned back to his console, Hrabek and Hauser spoke leaned towards
each other.
"Once we make transit, we can reacquire our bearings, pour over our sensor logs and
figure out the best way back in."
"Agreed Kapitän. We're not required back in system to query the surveillance satellite for
another five days."
Hauser nervously eyed the clock and the plot as the minutes ticked by. At any moment,
he expected tail to light up their main drives and chase the Köhl down. Hrabek was
leaning over Bester, helping him along with his jump preparations. The crew was notified
of the impending jump and made their preparations also.
"Kapitän, closure distance from red one and two decreasing. They are accelerating", said
the sensor chief. "I estimate that our window to leave unscathed will close if we don't
jump in seventeen minutes."
"Bester. Now." Said Hrabek.
"We have it Kapitän. Two minutes."
"Boch, ready one of the missiles. I want to release it as soon as we spin up the FTL
engines. Once the missile is clear, give it a five-second deceleration burn to push it clear
of the ship. Cooking up he FTL drive should mask the burn from the enemy. Have it lay
dormant for ten minutes then target Red Zero One. Maximum yield. That will give our
friends something to think about."
"And the other missile, Herr Kapitän?"
"Keep it. It's a long war." Boch fed in the parameters to the ships weapons control
system, which in turn programmed the missile through the jury-rigged feed.

"Red one and two are spreading out and accelerating further. Estimate they will be in
firing range in nine minutes."
"Attention all hands, Jump minus ten minutes, jump minus ten minutes. All hands to
jump positions. Internal gravity will be off-line in five minutes." In the mantra of NSL
FTL jump procedure, Bester, notified the crew.
"Missile programmed Herr Kapitän."
"Release it."
"Weapon away."
"Range to red one, one quarter light second."
There was no indication that the Kra'Vak noticed the small package Hauser had left for
them. The crew worked frantically to complete final jump preps and get to their jump
positions in time to receive the necessary fast-acting, pre-transit meds. When the internal
gravity cut out, numerous crew were still working. The transition to zero gee did not
make their tasks any easier.
With the Köhl lit up for pre-jump, any doubt of their quarry had been removed from the
Kra'Vak. They were accelerating at maximum speed to bring themselves within range.
On the bridge, the meditech handed out the fast acting domotril shot, which would
safeguard their minds from the effects of warp transit. Soon the automatic sequencers
would shut down the main cortex from the ship's computer. Hauser found it difficult to
remain in his shock frame, helpless against their pursuers. There was nothing they could
do now but pray. As the drowsiness swept over him, he could feel the ship shudder. Deep
in his sub conscious knew they had been hit....
In the aft engineering compartment, Chief Braun was screwing the domotril capsule into
his vaccsuit's injection port when an explosion behind him set off every alarm in the
compartment. His heart leapt into his throat as he saw the FIRE alarm flashing on his
console. Fire, one of the greatest threats to any ship. Without thinking twice, he
decoupled himself from his shockframe and moved to the damaged compartment. Three
other engineering staff had done the same. The damaged compartment, just aft of the
main sequencer, power coupling had already sealed itself off, letting the vacuum of space
extinguish the blaze. But fire had leapt to the sequencer room itself and threatened the
ships jump drive mechanism. Halon flooded the compartment. Braun and his three techs
worked at the fire. The biggest threat was a bent line that snaked by a shattered junction
box. The box was sparking heavily, threatening a fire. Keppler, worked a portable Halon
unit over the shorting box, while Becker sought out the O2 feed shut down. The
shutdown itself was damaged, explaining why it had not automatically closed.
"Stezni, get the spanner!" Called Becker.
The wide-eyed tech pulled open an emergency kit, and handed the spanner to Becker.
The zero Gee through him off balance and he went careening into a wall. Becker pushed
himself after the young tech. A moment later, a spark from the junction box ignited the

leaking O2 line and another explosion ripped through the compartment. Braun was sent
tumbling out the main hatch and smashed into the opposite bulkhead headfirst. he drifted
away, unconscious. Keppler screamed in agony as the explosion shattered his faceplate
and flooded his face with superheated gases.
Becker had been saved as he lurched after Stezni. He knew that the Jump was less than a
minute off. He grabbed the spanner from the flailing Stezni,, pinned him down and
activated his Domitrol injector., then pushed himself back to the damaged conduit. He
expertly touched the wall below the one-meter blue jet of escaping O2-fed flame. With
one hand he grabbed Keppler's floating hand-extinguisher while locking his legs into
undamaged conduits along the bulkhead. He used the extinguisher to bend back the
busted O2 feed, directing the flame away from the burning junction box. That done, he
rapidly affixed the spanner into the manual valve shut down nut and closed off the
escaping O2, and extinguishing the blue jet. That done he flooded the box with Halon,
then pulled the red hot fuse relays with his gloved hands cutting off all power to the
damaged section. A blue haze filled the compartment. for a second, Becker thought he
had electrocuted himself, before he realized the ship was entering warp. He stared wideeyed at the beauty of the moment before everything went blank.
As soon as Köhl was safely out of the Warp cycle, Hauser unstrapped and received a
damage report. Shaking off the lingering domotril effects, he headed aft to engineering,
accompanied by Hrabek. The good news was that they'd survived and escaped their
pursuers. The automated sensor log showed the hidden missile activating and bearing on
the nearest Kra'Vak with little time for the enemy to react. The trick had worked
perfectly. However the results of the missile explosion had been discernible as the Köhl
had warped out soon after. The jump CEP (Circular Error probability) had been a dismal
34%, but they were free and clear.
The bad news was that Köhl had suffered two hits aft, and preliminary reports had severe
damage in the aft-most engineering spaces as well as damage to the main drive. Arriving
at main engineering, the assistant chief reported the aft access control compartment
penetrated and vented to space, two hands lost. The Aft power flow conduit
compartment, had been penetrated and sealed, however the resulting fire had killed three
crewmembers there. Fire was extinguished and a damage control party was picking their
way through now. The main sequencer room had also suffered damage. The fire had been
dangerous, damage severe. If it hadn't been stopped when it was, they may have had to
dump the power core. Main drive was down. FTL drive would not make another jump. It
was a miracle that the whole ship had not gone up in an explosion during the last transit.
It was going to be another hour before they could get someone outside to look at the main
drive damage. Engineering room clean up and repair was going to take a day in itself.
Navigation's estimate was that it would take at least that long to get an accurate fix for
their next jump. The Assistant chief estimated three hours before he could have an
accurate repair estimate. Hrabek agreed to remain in engineering and cut that time to 90
minutes.
Hauser made his way into the damaged compartment. He saw the wrecked junction box
and O2 line damage. The fire must have been horrendous. The casualties had already

been sent to sick bay. Passing through to the power flow conduit control, he spied even
more damage. There had not yet been time to evacuate the bodies. Hauser cringed at the
site he beheld. Two of the crewmen had died strapped into their shockframes. The fire
had been so hot, that the lower torso of their vaccsuits had been melted away. He could
see their exposed femurs and knee joints, but the lower legs had been turned to ash.
Inside the sealed helmets, he could see their horribly cooked faces were contorted in
agony. The Halon system had taken minutes to extinguish the flames. The third crewman
was frozen in position on his hands and knees, below a burnt control panel. Only the
blackened, charred remains we left, both suit and body melting into a barely discernible
mass. The entire compartment had a sickening smell, plastic, mixed with well-cooked
meat. Hauser turned and left, leaving the damage control team to their dismal task.
His next stop was sick bay. What he saw there didn't make him feel any better. Best off
was Chief Braun. An explosion had thrown him against a bulkhead. The Doctor said he
was suffering from a concussion and would be out of action for possible two days.
On the next bed, lay Keppler. Still in his suit, with his helmet on, Hauser saw the lifesign
monitor reading bare minimum. His helmet faceplate was gone, and Hauser could see the
boy's face was gun, flesh burnt away, eyes missing, lips gone. His teeth pulled into a grim
smile. Rasping breath gurgled in his throat. An orderly looked up and shook his head
somberly. The doctor approached. He conferred silently with the orderly, and the man
administered something into Keppler's IV admin port. There was a slight groan, as if
Keppler was being released from something. On the monitor, his lifesigns flatlined.
The doctor turned to Hauser. "There was nothing we could do, Herr Kapitän. You saw his
condition."
"I, I understand Herr Doktor."
On another bay lay Stezni. With the upper torso of his vacc suit removed, his arm lay in a
sling, his shoulder dislocated. He was resting.
A cackle erupted from a bed in the corner.
"Becker," said the Doktor. He too, had his upper suit removed. He lay back both arms
being attended to by orderlies. "Third degree burns on both hands. The heat must have
been incredible to burn through his gloves. Stezni says Becker saved the ship. He saved
Stezni too, administering the domitrol just before jump."
Becker cackled hysterically.
"What's the matter with him."
"He went through the jump without the drugs. He's mad. insane. Doesn't even feel the
pain, or so it seems."
"Mein Gott."
The Doktor continued. "So the total casualty count is six dead, three injured. Stezni and
Braun should be back to work a few days. Becker, forget it."

"Thank you, Herr Doktor. Do what you can for them."
"Jawohl."
As he left Sickbay, Hauser felt ill from the suffering he'd witnessed. Despite fifteen years
of service in the KriegsRaumFlötte, it was something he never grew accustomed to. He
forced himself to focus on the mission. The Köhl was out of action for at least two days,
maybe more. That meant they miss their first scheduled query from the Satellite. There
would be no communication with Captain Gerard and his men or Leutnant Waldek. They
would be on their own. Of course, right now, that was the least of Hauser's worries.
Röt Hafen
22 July, 2193, 0500 local

The aurora shimmered above the team in day glow greens and oranges, as solar radiation
collided with Röt Hafen's magnetic field. The lights were spectacular, stronger than
anything ever seen on Earth. They shimmered like curtains flapping in a breeze, drying
on a clothesline. However, 946 was too intent on their movement to appreciate it. After
the fourth spill in fifteen minutes, Gerard figured it was time for them to take a break.
Progress had been slow and difficult since leaving the DZ. Everyone was dragging ass.
He signaled up the line and Donner selected a rock overhang. He walked 946 past it, then
doglegged back to it. The overhang would offer both cover and concealment. The patrol
moved into a perimeter and sat silent for ten minutes using their ears and watching their
sensors, to ensure they weren't being followed. Gerard gave the signal to rest. Gathered in
a tight circle, Gerard, Mellor, Lawrence and Donner reviewed the route.
"This sucks. What's up with this washboard terrain? Up and down, up and down,"
observed Gerard, eyeing Donner.
"Hey Sir, don't look at me. We landed way the fuck off the map. The ass ends of planet
are not that well surveyed. We landed off the surveyed area, for which I have resolution
down to one over twenty-five. For this'n here area all's I got are one over five-hundreds."
"Worse than that, contour interval is two-hundred meters," added Mellor. "So anything in
this flat open valley that's smaller than 200 meters high shows up as open terrain."
"And every damn hill around here is only 199 meters high. What the fuck?"
"All right all right I get the picture. When will we be back on track though."
Donner, squatting on his haunches, toyed with a small nob on the side of his helmet,
adjusting his HUD. "Well, the way I figure, we got at least another hour moving on our
current heading then we'll be back on the right map sheet. Then I'll thread ya through this
shit like thread through a needle."
"Sounds good, we'll rest here for another ten minutes then move out," Said Charlie. He
removed his helmet and scratched his head vigorously, getting some blood flowing
through his scalp.
"This sure is a god-awful planet. It's freezing. And there's nothin' here but rocks and them

shitty little ferns."
"Well they're not really ferns, they just look like them. They're actually closer to lichen."
"Whatever, Sir."
Frament interrupted. "Yo yo yo, keep it down. Listen!" Faintly at first, then growing
louder, they could hear the whine of engines. With rock walls surrounding the place it
was difficult to tell what direction the sound was coming from. Despite being under an
overhang, everyone hugged the ground.
"Something's coming." remarked Molitoris, unnecessarily.
The sound grew louder, suddenly turning into a roar as two flying vehicles passed
overhead within 500 meters of their position.
Observing through his NODs, Lawrence made a note of direction and estimated speed.
He'd never seen craft like these before. They were flat, and smooth. Their shaped was
something square like, with a boom protruding from the leading edge of both corners
along the direction of flight. There were no discernible markings. He guessed they were
about ten meters across. The pair flew in a loose line abreast, maybe one hundred meters
between them. Charlie estimated their speed at around 100 kilometers. They quickly
disappeared from sight. The men listened until the sound was gone.
"Good lord, Sarge. Did ya see that?" Asked Donner, somewhat redundantly.
"Kra'Vak." Said Mellor.
"Brooks did you catch direction of flight?"
"Yeah."
"Make a note of it in the patrol log."
"Already doin' it."
Charlie traced the azimuth of flight from their locations. He followed the path somewhat
alarmingly back to the general area of their insertion point. "Shit."
"What?" Asked Gerard.
"They might be on to us. Looks like they're heading back towards the DZ."
"How could they know?"
"I don't fuckin' know. OK guys, lets saddle up and move out. We need to get where we're
going as quickly as possible. Try not to make too much mess along the way, in case we're
being tracked. "
The team moved out of their hiding spot, and stepped off quickly. They moved with a
new sense of urgency, cold and fatigue forgotten. They were being hunted.

Röt Hafen
22 July, 2193, 0520 local

Nonna Waldek, sat inside a small scooped out opening in a rock wall that passed for a
cave, curled up under a blanket. Try as she might she couldn't sleep, despite her fatigue.
Her emotions that night shifted back and forth between fear, anger and despair. Stuck on
an alien planet, far from any chance of rescue, she found it difficult to sleep or think. She
was a trained pilot, and a good one, but her training had never included anything like this.
Sure she'd had a short three-day survival course many years ago as a flight cadet but she
was hard pressed to remember anything now.
The night's events flashed by her again. She had regained control of the shuttle at eight
thousand meters. Despite her desire, she realized that she had neither the fuel nor the
opportunity to reach the Köhl again. Nor could she risk alerting possible defenses by
attempting to communicate or run after the ship. her only chance of survival had lay in
finding a place to set down. She chose a spot north east of the intended dropzone. The
landing had gone well, and she brought the shuttle as close to a tall rock wall as possible,
setting it down between some massive boulders. It was the closest thing to cover she
could find. After taking a moment to catch her breath and regain her wits, Waldek had
powered the ship down zeroed out all the communications gear and dumped the main
computer core onto a disk which she had in her back pack. The ship was now dead, and
anyone who found her would retrieve no useful data as to who was piloting it or what
they were there for. Nor could the shuttle be operated unless it was programmed. That
would take time.
She sat up, hugging the blanket tight around her shoulders. Taking stock of her meager
kit, she was thankful that Sergeant Mellor had given her this little rucksack full of
survival kit. Had they suspected it was a one way trip? Waldek inventoried her gear.
Together with her normal kit, she had three liters of water, signaling mirrors, flares and
flare gun, a small collapsible 4mm survival rifle, a med kit, about a weeks worth of highconcentration, freeze-dried survival rations, rope, needles and thread, small light and
several powerpacks, fire starting materials, a tiny hexadrine stove and some fuel tablets.
A small one person survival tent, and several other knick knacks rounded out the sum of
everything she would have until (if) help arrived. She had an emergency
transponder/communicator, which she made damn sure was off.
In one flap of the pack was a small survival booklet. With nothing to do and too tired to
sleep, she thumbed through it. It contained information on how to use all her gear and
survival techniques for different environments. She found the first chapter most
interesting. Waldek read on about survival principles. The chapter covered the Key
Word: SURVIVE. (It was a NAC manual, hence in English.)
S=Size up the situation. The manual stated how the worst thing to do was to start running
off without collecting ones wits and taking stock of their situation. She figured she was
doing that right now.
U=Undue haste makes waste. Often, people in a survival situation made their lot worse
than necessary by figuring the had to run or hurry to try and get un-lost. This only wore
them down more and got them further lost and in trouble.

R=Remember where you are. This pertained to fixing one's location. Waldek had the
advantage of remembering where she had set down. She had a large scale map of her area
that also pinpointed Röt Hafen. whoever she had no experience at navigating along a land
route and GPS was not functioning here. She would have to take an on the job crash
course on map reading and land navigation the old fashioned way.
I=Improvise. There was no way her survival kit, though comprehensive, could cover
everything she needed. The manual stated that a person in a survival situation would have
to improvise with what they had or what local materials could be gathered, to make stay
alive.
V=Vanquish Fear. Hmmph, she laughed. Easier said than done. She was stuck on an alien
planet, with sparse population, occupied by an enemy that would probably skin her alive
if they caught her. none of this made her feel very good. Worst off, living off the land just
was not in her repertoire, she was a pilot not a landser.
A=Act like the natives. Waldek only wished she could find some natives. Isolation from
other humans scared her most of all.
L=Learn the basics of survival. Well the book contained lots of information, but how
much of it was pertinent to Röt Hafen? It's easy to read out of a book, but could she make
it happen for real?
The whine of engines pulled her out of deep thought. She scrambled to the opening of her
little hiding spot. Engines? Help! Waldek almost shouted with joy at the thought of
rescue. She grabbed for the pack and fished out the flare gun. She fumbled with the flare
loading mechanism then aimed it skyward as two craft appeared over head. Before
triggering the flare off, she realized they were unfamiliar in shape. She pulled back from
the opening, realizing with horror that she'd come within seconds of exposing herself to
the enemy. It made her tremble. The ships moved over the next ridge. Their direction
would take them over the shuttle's land sight in a few minutes. Waldek quickly gathered
her things, slung the pack on her back, and rushed off in the opposite direction. She was
breathing hard and anxious to put as much space between her and the landing site as
quickly as possible.
They were making faster time now. Thirty minutes earlier, 946 had finally reached the
area for which Donner had detailed navigational information, and he was threading the
team through some forbidding terrain. High craggy walls, sand dunes and rubble hemmed
in the team as it negotiated the maze of corridors through the valley. As it became light,
the rock walls glowed red, and the aurora of the upper atmosphere was replaced by wisps
of high altitude clouds. At ground levels they passed through patched of the odd mosslike plant life alternating with steaming fissures radiating heat. As the sun rose, a thin
layer of fog rouse from the deep valley as condensation burned off.
Each man moved in silence, alone with his own thoughts. Despite the low gravity, the
rock strewn ground, and their quick pace, combined with the weight of their rucks, began
to tire them. Gerard had forgone breaks for the past two hours in an attempt to make up
time. Twice they had taken cover under low overhangs as additional Kra'Vak ships

passed over head, all along the same course. As the sun rose they stayed closer to
potential overhead cover as they moved. Mellor had surmised that the valley was used as
an easily identifiable navigational reference for the Kra'Vak pilots. Gerard was sure that
they had been spotted on infil.
By 1000 the team was too exhausted to move much farther. After a quick stop and check
of the map, Gerard selected a tentative patrol base, and they moved forward two
kilometers until they were close. The team gathered into a tight concealed perimeter.
Gerard, Donner, and Miner, left a contingency plan with the team and moved forward to
recon the patrol base, two hundred meters ahead. They found a spot amongst a number of
house-sized anvil shaped boulders spotted with the moss like substance and thick with
fern-like vegetation. Gerard dubbed the spot suitable for a patrol base, with good cover
and defensible. He left Miner and Donner at the patrol base, leaving them a contingency
plan also, then walked back alone to the team. After a quick briefing of what they had
found, they moved out to occupy their temporary home. Their route took them past the
patrol base in a number of doglegs, then a sharp cut into the perimeter. Frament and
Brooks remained at the dogleg, while everyone else settled into their position. Freeman
set of the gun at the six o'clock position, where they had entered, and everyone laid down
and waited.
The circuitous route would lead any tracker or pursuers stomping around the actual patrol
base, making plenty of noise and alerting the team. They struggled to stay awake for
twenty minutes, then Lawrence gave the OK to go on 50% security. They'd remain there
for six hours.
Waldek awoke with a start, then looked around in a panic. It was dark! Above her the
shimmering aurora was dimmer than before. Only a splash of washed out green against
the canvas of Röt Hafen's night sky. She had slept through the whole day. She lay silently
for a moment listening in the event anyone was nearby, but after several minutes felt safe
enough to get up and do a more proper search of her immediate vicinity. Several minutes
later she was back in her hiding spot, reasonably secure that she was alone.
She had put distance between her and the shuttle, moving quickly most of the morning
until roughly noon, then overcome with fatigue despite her fear, she had laid down for a
quick rest and some water. Ten hours later, she was awake again. She cursed her
stupidity. Anyone could have stumbled upon her and killed her as she slept. However, as
she shook the last of sleep from her head, she had to admit she felt much better. Fishing
through her kit, she fished out a concentrated ration bar and greedily ate half. She broke
out a small cup, filled it with water and coffee and heated it over a small power cooker
which emitted no flame or light. She sipped at the hot brew while nibbling on the second
half of her power bar. This small pleasure was more treasured than any other experience
she could remember, and her spirits rose accordingly.
She studied her map, plotted the course she would follow at night. Packing up her kit,
Waldek was careful not to leave any trash or sign that she'd been there. She then
shouldered her small pack and set off into the darkness.
"OK listen up", began Gerard. 946 was gathered in a tight perimeter, tucked away

between to large rocks. They'd conducted another eight hour movement without incident,
and were close to the rendezvous point.
"This is how it's going down. Pretty much a standard SOP link-up. I'm taking Kenny and
Colin with me, We're about a klick from the site. We'll be moving out in five minutes.
Once there we'll observe the site for an hour, the far recognition signal should be in sight.
Kenny will set up a good position where he can get a shot at the RP. Colin and I will go
forward and await the near recognition signal. Assuming they're there we will go
forward, establish bona fides, then move back to here. The whole thing should take about
two hours. If we get hit, move to rally point Delta and we'll go from there. If you get hit,
same thing. If either of us gets to Delta wait thirty minutes from the last contact then
move out to Echo, where we will meet in twenty-four hours. Any questions?" There were
none.
"Ok, you guys ready?" Mellor and Frament nodded. "Then let's go." The three slipped
silently out of the perimeter. Lawrence readjusted security and they settled in to wait.
Mellor scanned the RP through his scoped Gauss rifle. They'd seen the far recognition
signal, which was a pile of crossed rocks at a designated coordinate. That in itself had
surprised him. deep down he didn't expect to see any living humans on this desolate
planet. He forced himself to beware that he might not. It could be a trick. Three hundred
meters away, he could see Gerard and Frament, patiently waiting, crouched down behind
some rocks awaiting the proper time.
Two minutes before the appointed RP time, Frament broke open an Infrared Chemlight
and placed it atop a rock. It was to stay lit for exactly four minutes. Mellor scanned the
surrounding area intently. If an ambush was going to occur it would be now. Three
minutes ticked away slowly, and Mellor was beginning to think this would be a no-show,
when suddenly another IR chemlight illuminated 100 meters from Frament's. Mellor
focused in on it controlling his breathing. OK, he thought to himself, who's gonna go
first? Over his radio, Gerard issued a quick, "moving", then got up and walked out into
the open, slowly.
Gerard moved towards the chemlight, his weapon slung but his pistol holster's retaining
strap was undone and he was ready to draw if necessary. After he moved ten meters,
Colin stood and followed, his weapon in the low ready position. By the other chemlight, a
lone figure arose and walk slowly towards him.
Mellor placed his crosshairs on the man's chest. He wasn't carrying a long gun, but he
could see a pistol in a holster. Mellor, moved off the lone man secure in the knowledge
that Colin would handle him if necessary. and scanned the rocks behind him. He flipped
to thermals and made out two dull glows, which would be the other guy's security hidden
behind rocks. One signature glowed brighter, until part of its head was exposed. Mellor
hoped the thermal dampening of his stealthsuit was working. He switched to IR and
placed the Guass rifle's crosshairs on the man's head. He zoomed in to maximum
magnification and could make out the muzzle of a gun sticking out ahead of the target.
Using the stadia sights, he estimated the distance to target at 175 meters. If he had to take
the shot, he do a quick lase just before squeezing the trigger, and the rifle would make its

own final corrections.
Kenny whispered his observations into the mike. "Got one target up in the rocks at your
ten o'clock. He's dialed in. Another signature about twenty meters to his right, but still
concealed."
"Gotcha", said Colin. "I got the main guy heading towards us."
Gerard approached the figure before him and held out his hands, palms up. The other
man did the same. They stopped three meters from each other. Colin remained ten meters
back. The other man was a bit less than two meters in height. He wore a mottled, baggy,
service coat, (hard to tell the exact color in the dark with IR), and his face was hidden
behind goggles. He wore a non descript brimmed cap on his head. He was wrapped in a
parka and a pistol was attached to a equipment belt at his waist.
"Have you seen a gray dog here?" Asked Gerard.
"Ja, I believe he has settled in vit a neighbor." Replied the other man. He had a thick
German accent.
"Perhaps you can see that he gets his food?"
"I tink the dog ist being looked after quite vell."
With the bonafides over, Gerard relaxed a bit and held out a hand which the other man
accepted. I'm Captain Gerard. Come with us."
"Ich bin Max." He turned and gave a signal with his hand. Four men stood up from
covered position behind him and quickly picked their way down.
"How many are you?"
"Only ze four you see. Und you?"
"Three." They followed Gerard back up to Kenny's position. Colin maintained his
alertness. He knew Kenny would have the whole group under observation.
"That's all?"
"There are more but we have to link up with them."
They stopped short of Kenny's position and squatted under some cover. "Are you in
charge, Max?"
"Na, he grunted, and through a thumb over his shoulder at another squatting figure."
The man removed his cap and nodded at Gerard. "Feldwebel Giesik."
Gerard reached out and offered a hand, which the other man took. "Ok sergeant Giesik. If
it's all right with you, I'd like to take us back to out patrol base, where the rest of the men
are waiting. Then we can move out from there. How far are we from our destination?"

"Far." Said the man. "Lead on, Herr Hauptmann." Gerard looked at Colin, who shrugged,
and they stood up and moved. As they passed Kenny's position, he stood and joined in,
much to the startlement of the Germans.
The small group quickly linked up with the rest of 946. Without much fanfare or
conversation they headed off. Giesek and Max lead up front with Donner, providing the
navigation. During a break, Gerard was able to extract a few bits of information from the
stoic looking Giesik. The RV was ten kilometers away across broken terrain. They'd been
hiding at their no location for several days, and yes, the Kra'Vak were actively engaged in
hunting them down. That piece of information had been quickly disseminated the rest of
the team. Giesik described the Kra'Vak occupation as "brutal", and casualties amongst the
hastily formed resistance as "very heavy". He also expressed his disappointment, that
Gerard's small group was all that had arrived, saying it would require many more soldiers
to defeat the hated aliens.
About an hour before dawn, the patrol had been moving steadily down hill across broken
rocks. The terrain leveled off and they found themselves in an odd sort of "forest" of
spongy moss and three meter high bushes, which grew with the uniformity of an orchard.
Overhead the aurora was going through a particularly active cycle, flaring bright green
adding to the eerie scene. Gerard was fourth in the column, behind the two lead Germans
and Donner. He was moving without NODS, as he had been discovered after about thirty
minute's use, he began experiencing eyestrain. Anyhow, the flashing lights above
provided enough illumination to see well enough.
Donner stopped abruptly ahead of him. No hand signal was passed back, but Gerard
quickly held up his hand signifying a halt, then peered ahead to see what was the hold up.
He could see the two point men frozen in place. Gerard quickly flipped down his NODs
and in the green lit scene he could see the two Germans standing still, their weapons at
the ready. Just ahead lay several bushy clumps on the moss carpet. One of the shapes
suddenly grew to a humanoid shaped figure and the front of the column erupted into
firing. Gerard fell to the ground and brought his weapon up.. He called for a break
contact drill, then realized the Germans might not know what that is. It sounded like
someone was cracking a large whip right over his head as rounds flew past in both
directions.
"Man down! Man Down!" yelled Donner, who crawled forward and grabbed one of the
laying Germans, who had obviously been hit. The other German assisted.
"Peel! Peel!" Announced Gerard. Donner and the other German, each grabbing a part of
the fallen man's web harness, dragged their burden past Gerard to the rear of the column.
Gerard, in keeping with the drill, fired on full automatic, only partly aiming at the flashes
and clumps on the ground where the action had initiated. Suppressive fire and
establishing overwhelming fire superiority was the desired effect here. Once the two men
were well clear, he rolled on his side, got up, and dashed to the rear, careful to stay to the
inside of the cigar-shaped perimeter his team had formed. Gerard zig zagged, careful to
keep low. Several flashes tore at the ground near his feet. In his head he said: I'm up, they
see me, I'm down!, then he hit the ground and rolled into a firing position. He then rolled
to the opposite direction and repeated the quick rush, passing the next man in the

formation. Once he was behind the cover of rocks he moved quickly to the rear of the
formation, passing Lawrence at rear security. He could see the team sergeant preparing
several grenades, per team SOP. Gerard moved ten meters past him and set up his firing
position. He was pleased at the high volume of fire the team was sending at their unseen
enemy. It sounded like a whole company. That was meant to discourage any would-be
pursuers. Sharp, odd metallic cracks of enemy return fire punctuated the din. Brooks ran
past him and set up to the rear. Frament passed him also, heading right for the casualty. In
the Peel, each man in turn would fire off a full clip of ammunition using a high rate of
fire, then turn and "peel" back along the center of the formation to the rear. Eventually
the whole team would have displaced back. This maneuver would be repeated until they
were clear of the threat.
"What's the status on the casualty? Who is it?" Asked Gerard.
"It's that guy Max." Said Frament.
"How is he?"
"Forget it, he's dead. He's got a hole clear through his chest the size of my fist. I can see
right through it! But the other guy's hit too, the Corporal. Caught something in the side,
I'm working it now."
"Make it quick, you guys need to displace again!"
"Give me thirty seconds for a quick patch. Donner, give me a hand with him!"
Giesik had not even noticed he'd been hit until they had set Max down. Then a sharp
burning pain in his side had nearly doubled him over. "Wait, Wait, you must take Max.
We cannot leave ze body. Ze enemy must not get his body."
"Fuck!" Said Frament, applying a thick abdominal pad to the bloody trench in Giesik's
side. Another inch and he would have had his guys spilled. "Don't worry about your
buddy. we'll get him. You are a lucky fucker!" As Miner ran by, Frament lucked up.
"Eric! Pick up that body, we gotta take it outta here."
Miner skidded to a halt on the moss. "You're kidding?
"No. Do it! Donner, give him a hand."
"Eric, drop your ruck, I got it." Miner hit the quick release on his rucksack's carrying
straps and the ruck fell to the ground. Behind them the firing increased as Freeman laid
down a sheet of suppressive fire with the SAW. Miner hoisted the body on his shoulder,
then grabbed his rifle. Donner slung Miner's ruck over the top of his, balancing it on his
shoulder and followed Miner as they moved to the rear.
"Just head back to the last rally point and get a perimeter going there", said Gerard.
"On the way."
"OK. We're ready to move", announced Frament. "Can you get up and walk?"

"Uhh, Ja, I think so."
"Here, give me your rifle and lean on me." The two rose and hobbled to the rear.
Charlie readied three APDs (Anti-Pursuit Devices). As the last man passed by him, on of
the Germans, he twisted the upper and lower hemispheres of the spherical device and
tossed it underhand about ten meters ahead. It rolled to a stop and popped out a number
of nearly invisible monofilament lines five meters in either direction. Anyone stepping on
one of those lines would be in for a nasty surprised. As he turned to run, he dropped the
second APD at his feet. During he teams second bound he dropped off the third.
As he ran passed Gerard he took a quick knee "I don't think we're being followed let's
haul ass to the rally point."
"All right, let's do it. Everybody up, let's move, move, move. Back to the last rally point."
They ran off to the rear, each man huffing and puffing, exhausted from the unexpected
encounter. Behind them an explosion announced the end of an APD.
Charlie and Freeman kept up rear security, bounding back while the other covered. They
heard yet one more explosion, then silence, save for their own labored breathing. five
minutes and four hundred meters later they were back at the RV. The rest of the men had
already set up a perimeter, with Gerard, Frament, and the casualties in the center. As
Charlie entered he called for an ACE report (Ammunition Casualties, Equipment).
Everyone reported "up!", having gone through nearly two magazines of ammunition.
"Doesn't sound like they're following us, but that doesn't really mean much. They could
have called for help, or they could be stalking. Either way we gotta move out of here.
How's he doing?" Charlie nodded over to Giesik.
"It's not fatal but he's in great pain. We're going to have to carry him." Frament was
bolising an IV into the man to make up for the lost blood. "The other guy is dead."
"Well, who else knows where we are going?"
Giesik, grimacing in pain, said something in German to one of his men. "This one will
take you."
"OK, good. Are you ready to move?"
"Ja."
"Well, let's get going, as soon as we find someplace secure, we'll bury the body. We can't
carry him with us forever. Did anyone even get a good look at those things?"
"Not really", said Miner. "I couldn't get a clear view. Just fired at shapes."
"Chuck, check it out." Mellor twisted his torso towards Lawrence and held a canteen out
from his webgear. It was dripping water, partly torn away by a round. "Something almost
got me. I felt a tug."
"Looks like they came close to tearing you a new asshole."

Molitoris fished the telescopic poles for a stretcher out of his ruck, extended them, and
slipped over the canvas webbing. They laid Giesik down upon it. The man grimaced at
every move. Colin gave him a shot of morphine. One of the Germans, Molitoris, Mellor,
and Brooks each grabbed an end of the stretcher and lifted.
They moved off at a quick pace, perpendicular to their original route, determined to put
as much distance between themselves and the chance encounter before the daybreak.
Donner and the German pointman led off, followed by Gerard, then the stretcher party,
with Frament, Miner with the body, with Lawrence and Freeman on rear security. Charlie
swore to himself as the struggles under the new burdens, Christ, fucked up already...
Röt Hafen
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946 endured a grueling 6 hour movement with their additional burdens. It appeared they
weren't being followed though no one knew why. Either they had killed all the Kra'Vak,
or had sent them scurrying. It was clear that both sides had stumbled upon each other.
Lawrence hoped the small patrol had not had an opportunity to get off a message.
They rested for 6 hours. During that time they buried Max, making movement a bit
easier. They set off again at dusk. The German on point was not forthcoming when
pressed with question like "how long until we reach our destination?", or, "what are the
coordinates of the base". At midnight, the patrol halted for a quick rest.
After fifteen minutes Gerard was anxious to get moving and directed the point element to
do so. The German, sitting on his haunches, just shook his head. He didn't know much
English, but grinned and said, "Vee vait hier."
"Why?" asked Gerard.
"You see."
Several minutes later, Donner heard movement and give the signal to take cover. The
patrol waited tensely, and the lead German stood up and flashed a tiny red light. Two
flashes returned. He looked back at Gerard.
"Unserer männer." Our men.
Four dark shapes emerged, and Gerard saw they were equipped in the same non descript
manner as the other NSL party. One man went up to Gerard.
"You are ze leader?"
"Yes."
"How many in zis party?"
"Twelve."
"Hmmph. Follow us please."
He led them down a narrow ravine. They passed several sentries up in the rocks above

the ravine. Eventually they came top a small opening I the rocks, a cave. Two more men
were waiting for them there. The leader of the party counted in each man as he passed
through the opening. Another man beckoned for them to follow. It was pitch black, and
everyone activated their NODs.
They had gone about 50 meters when they saw a glow in one wall, as they approached
the glow intensified and they switched off their NODs. Yet more Sentries waited at the
opening and once again the patrol was counted through one at a time. Gerard noted to
himself that security was tight, which spoke well for their professionalism. They moved
into a lighted chamber. Inside were a half dozen men, gathered in a semi circle. One
stepped forward.
"Who's in charge?" He said in good English.
Gerard stepped forward. "Captain Thomas Gerard, multinational forces, at your service,
Sir."
The other man took it. I am Walter Matthais, Partisan Commander. Former Shift Sergeant
in the Colonial Polezei. Good to see you." Matthais was tall and lanky, perhaps six five,
with an angry red scar which started at his jaw and curved up to his right temple, ending
just before a crop of bushy black hair.
"Do your men require anything Captain?"
"We have your Corporal Giesik in a stretcher, wounded in an encounter with the
Kra'Vak. I'm afraid your man Max is dead. We buried him about ten kilometers from
here."
Matthais frowned. "Were you followed?"
"As well as we could tell, no" The German point man corroborated the story.
"I guess we could use a refill on water, and if this is where we will be staying, then we'd
like to know where we will be setting up. We also need power to set up our powercell
recharger. Do you have a generator?"
"Not here. Given you encounter with the Kra'Vak, I think it is best we move on to an
alternate site. We will be leaving in two hours. My men will see to your needs. Until then
you and I should talk."
"I'd like you to meet Master Sergeant Charlie Lawrence. He's the senior NCO on the
team, and that's Sergeant First Class Ken Mellor, my intelligence NCO. I'd like for them
to join us."
"Of course. Right this way, if you will." They moved into another chamber which had a
small camp light, a pack, a small foldable camp stool, and a large flat rock with a map
opened upon it."
"I was beginning to doubt whether we'd ever see you, Captain. We've had no offworld
communications for days."

The three Special Forces soldiers dropped their rucks and used them as seats, gathered
around the map. "Yes, well your contact ship had to warp out to get us for the insertion.
She should be back on station now. We have a scheduled contact with them in a few
nights. Can you give us a brief update on your situation, Commander?"
"Yes. As you know, on the 27th, Kra'vak forces appeared in orbit, ambushing our fleet
units and destroying them. They also made quick work of our orbital defenses, meager as
they were. However, we were given ample warning to prepare. Something like this was
always a possibility given our ongoing war with the FSE, so we did have some
contingency plans on the planet. The Kra'vak took station in orbit and proceeded to
destroy most all satellites and ships in orbit. Apparently they occupied the Station at Z5.
That is the only one which has not been destroyed. They then nuked every settlement on
the planet except for Röt Hafen, though oddly enough they have not interfered with the
atmosphere processing stations or mining facilities."
"This orbital bombardment was followed up with an occupation force. They quickly
overcame our meager defenses and dealt harshly with anyone who resisted. I tell you
Captain, these creatures are absolutely brutal. Many fled Röt Hafen. Most were hunted
down and killed but enough of us survived to set up a small resistance band. We have
been observing the Kra'vak and reporting back our contact in orbit."
"Have you conducted any raids against them? asked Mellor.
"Just once. We ambushed a patrol on the outskirts of the city and stole some of their
equipment. They conducted a horrific string of reprisals. They rounded up over one
hundred men, women, and children, killed them, and impaled their bodies on poles at the
sight where the ambush took place. At that point we decided not to conduct any more
direct actions."
"Do you know what their intentions are?"
"It is difficult to discern, however one thing is clear. They intend to stay. They have
recently reinforced the garrison here and have been conducting major construction and
modifications to the local starport and shipyards."
"What kind of construction?"
Difficult to say. I am no expert on alien technology, but we had two escapees from the
slave labor force they are using. Conditions amongst the workers are harsh. Our two
escapees believe they are building maintenance facilities on the planet. Perhaps they
intend to build a logistical base here."
"You say Slave labor. Does that mean the Kra'Vak are able to communicate with
humans?" Asked Mellor.
"Yes and no. They have the ability to communicate with their work force, but I'm
ashamed to admit that they are actually working through human overseers. It appears that
certain criminal elements on the planet were either contacted or came forward and are
actually running the administration of the slave force in return for special privileges. It

makes me sick to my stomach that someone would actually betray their own race."
"How many people do you have in your band and what have your operations been?"
"We have almost one hundred fighters and another two hundred elderly, children and
infirm. Not here of course but at other locations. We are fortunate that we have some of
the surveying team and engineers amongst our group, who are aware a little enclaves that
were reconstructed during the early days of colonization, most abandoned. We keep our
force moving."
"As for our operations: Predominantly reconnaissance, keeping tabs on their movements,
looking for additional survivors, and waiting for you. What is your mission?"
"We're here to collect and report intelligence. We are particularly interested in a detailed
Kra'vak OB, as well as ascertaining exactly what they're up to. We have some areas we
need to conduct reconnaissance of. I'm afraid we don't really know what the multinational
command has in store for Röt Hafen. Surely you can appreciate that operational Security
measures demanded that we were kept out of the follow-on planning loop. But I'm sure it
is something big." Gerard grinned.
"We will cooperate in anyway we can. For now, I suggest you rest since we will be
moving shortly. We have about a two hour movement to our next location. You can stay
here. I need to go attend to some details."
"Very well, Commander." Matthais left. They gathered closer around the map.
"Pretty gruesome, huh?" Mention Charlie.
"No shit." Said Gerard.
"Well, in the morning we get to work. First thing we should do is get those LZ/DZ site
surveys done."
"Right. You and I can get those missions organized and out the door as quickly as
possible. Kenny, you work with their guys and collect and collate all the intel we
gathered. Work up a good OB on the enemy. Then work with Brooks to prepare the
message for our next contact."
Kenny sat silently, obviously deep in thought, staring at the map. "You know what I
want?"
"What?" Asked Gerard.
"I want to have a little chat with one of those overseers. That's gonna be key to our intel
gathering."
"We talking a snatch here?" Asked Gerard.
"Yup."
"Hmm," thought Gerard. "Sounds very risky."

"Think of the intel benefits! I mean, these guys are actually communicating with the
Kra'vak on a regular basis. The first humans to do so. You want to find out enemy
intentions. What better source?"
"I don't like it, we can't risk compromising this mission by exposing ourselves to that
much risk."
"What the hell you talking about, Sir? We need to talk to one of those rat bastards. That'll
equal a month of snoop and poop."
"How the hell are we supposed to get in there."
"I'll work with the partisans on this one. I'm sure Matthais would love to get his hands on
one of those guys."
"I don't know. If one of those guys goes missing, you know there will be civilian
reprisals."
"Can't make an omelet of you don't break a few eggs."
"Yeah, whatever, lets say if you think that when you see some three year old skewered on
a stick."
"Look, Sir. We need that intel. I know the price is high. I have a three year old. But
without this intel, we have a huge vital hole in our intelligence picture. Besides, put it up
to Matthais, see what he says."
Gerard frowned, worry lines creasing his forehead. He looked over to Lawrence. "I don't
know, what do you think?"
"Fuck it, I say we do it. Who dares wins."
Aboard the KRS Köhl
Unknown Space, approximately 25 light years from Röt Hafen
24 July, 2193, 1000 ship's time

"You must be joking?"
"I wish I was Herr Kapitän, but it is true. The external power coupling to the boat bay
was bleeding emissions. We found the damage to the shielding which could have
occurred during our initial warp. The cable was probably a sub-standard part. This could
very well have led to a compromise in our cloaking system. While not a major leak, it
could have been enough if one was looking in the right area. Especially if they noticed
the shuttle being deployed." The assistant. chief engineer, did not look very comfortable.
"Is it repairable?" Asked Hauser.
"Possibly, Herr Kapitän. However I recommend that we just remove the whole assembly.
After all we no longer have a shuttle to hide or deploy, do we?"
"Good point. Make it so." Hauser scratched his eyes and reached for his coffee mug. It
was a long day. "Number one, run down the status of other repairs."

"Yes, Herr Kapitän. The jump drive is back on line. It will work just fine. We have a
good fix on our location and have already worked up a solution for reinsertion to Röt
Hafen in order to pick up the mail. The main drive is just now back on line. We had to
replace the entire fuel flow control unit and mixture sensor, but testing, so far, shows that
it is operational. We will be completed with final testing within two hours. The three aft
engineering spaces have been cleaned up, and all components which suffered damage in
he fire have been replaced or repaired."
"Good."
"The one system not operational yet is the cloaking subsystem. The emission lattice in the
aft quadrant of the ship was damaged when we were hit. It's taking longer to repair and
fabricate new lattice as needed. Also we are removing the entire shuttle mount assembly
since it's no longer needed and degrades our cloaking performance anyway, bad power
coupling or not."
"Well, when do you anticipate being back on line with the cloaking system."
"We have about two more hours of work, then three hours of testing. Then we need to put
the Köhl through an entire shipwide systems diagnostic."
"Very well, Number One. I want this ship ready for transit by 2000. Navigation, I want
you to plan on a three-jump return cycle. I'm looking for precise accuracy in our jumps
here. The last one should put us just inside of minimum safe jump distance from Röt
Hafen. We jump in, check the mail, then leave."
"And if they've gotten our satellite," asked Hrabek.
"It's all in the communications annex of he plan, Number One." Hauser thumbed through
the document to the appropriate section, then read aloud. "In the event of a missed
scheduled contact. Procedure will be to attempt to make contact exactly 24 hours later. If
that is missed, then the next scheduled contact will be used. Failure to make two
scheduled contacts and their back ups will result in the assumption that the mission has
been compromised and the team has entered the Escape and Evasion net."
Hauser looked around at his staff. "Anyone have any further questions?" There were
none. "Good, then dismissed."
Hrabek hung back in the room and waited for the others to leave. She shut hatch after the
last exited. "Paul, you realize the grave risk we take going back so early. It's a safe
assumption that they know what we were up to in system. It is an awful risk."
"I agree, Anika." Began Hauser. "Nevertheless, getting those transmissions and getting
them back to the task force is the whole purpose of our mission. Without that
intelligence, this whole endeavor is a failure."
"Understood. I just wanted to point out that us getting killed ensures failure of the
mission also."
"Point taken. And your suggestion?"

"We extend our stay here an additional twenty-four hours. Spend the time on some
further modifications and improvements to the cloaking system. Cut the jumps down to
two. I have faith in our young navigation officer to put us on the mark."
Hauser sat back in his seat sipping coffee. He removed his dirty white Captain's cap and
scratched his scalp through his unkempt hair. "You realize you are cuttng it close
regarding picking up the mail?"
"Maybe so, but we will make it."
"Very well. I agree. Make it so."
"Jawohl Herr Kapitän!" Hrabek winked at Hauser and left him alone in the room. Hauser
browsed through the mission operations order as he enjoyed the last dregs of his coffee.
NAI (Named Area of Interest) 002
Röt Hafen
25July, 2193, 1400 local

Frament read down the DZ site survey checklist to the next item: "Obstacles."
"So for obstacles, I got a gully that runs along the northeast corner of the DZ. I'd say it's
about 150 meters in length."
"Width and depth?"
"What and I a fucking magician?" Asked Miner. "Wait till Hans gets back with the
measurement."
Colin put down his datapad and affected an annoyed look. "Look for the second time, the
guy's name is not Hans, it's Rudi."
"Whatever, as far as I'm concerned all these schwabs are named Hans." Eric twirled his
bushy red moustache.
"Nice way to build rapport, Sergeant."
"Actually, you know who that guy reminds me of?"
"Who?"
"Steve Topp."
"What? You mean the guy in C Company?"
"Yup. You know he used to be in Company A?"
"Musta been before my time."
"Yeah it was back in '87. He worked in headquarters as the space movement NCO." Eric
chuckled to himself. "He was a funny guy."
"I only know who he is, don't really know much about him."

"Check this out. One day, him, Max Delsignore, and me were running PT out by the
officers housing area on post. We had just run by the post commander's mansion. So all
the sudden Topp starts grabbing his belly. I'm like, what the fuck, over?"
"He goes 'guys I gotta take a shit real bad. Wait up for me'. Me and Max just shrug and
tell him to hurry up. So there we are, me and Max, jogging in circles in that little tiny
park on that's at the entrance to the General's Mansion, running in circles like two idiots
while Steve's in a corner behind the park bench in the bushes doing his business."
"Anyways, he finally finishes up then realizes he doesn't have any shit paper! Here we
are in our PT gear with nothing to help him out with. Quite a dilemma."
"Yes it would seem so", commented Frament.
"Then all of the sudden, Steve sees little kitten coming towards him all friendly like. It
had a tag so it musta belonged to one of the families from housing. Heck, maybe even the
General! So he calls to it, all friendly, and coaxes it over, then grabs it by the neck."
"Suddenly it dawns on me, and I'm going: 'Steve, for chrissakes, what are ya doing?' He
looks around all guilty like and says Shut up! Then proceeds to wipe his ass with the cat."
"God…"said Colin laughing.
"When he's done he tosses the thing aside and it's like all stiff and annoyed looking
arching it's back all disgusted like. I swear to god it was the funniest thing. Steve didn't
think anything of it. It was the damnedest thing I ever saw."
Colin fell over onto his side grasping his sides unable to breathe he was laughing so hard.
Miner kicked him in the side. "For chrissakes will you shut the fuck up. I would remind
you we're like a million light years behind enemy lines!"
Colin regained his composure, picked up his datapad and brushed himself off. He was
still chuckling. "Oh my God that's some funny shit."
"Yeah, Steve was a riot. How many people can say they wiped their ass with the Post
Commanders cat? So anyway, let's get back to this DZ survey, shall we?"
"Hey, you started the story not me."
"Here comes Hans."
"Rudi!"
"Oh yeah, right."
The third man in their little recon party, Rudi, was one of the members of Mathais'
partisan group. "I have ze measurements."
"Good, lets finish up this survey so we can get back."
Wiederstandstelle 24
Röt Hafen

25July, 2193, 2300

946 were safely tucked away in their new hideout, another underground cave complex
ceremoniously dubbed a "resistance post". The team was given it's own section and
Mellor had converted one chamber into an operations room adorned with maps, boxes of
paperwork and data disks, a small holo-projector and his notebook computer. Working
with Mathais' operations officer, Mills, he collated all the intelligence that had been
collected by Mathaius' band. To that he was now adding the Site surveys. The last of the
teams had gotten in 30 minutes previous. Now the captain was anxious for an update.
Gerard, Lawrence and Matthais, as well as Mills were gathered in front of Ken.
"OK, at this point we've done all four LZ/DZ surveys. At a glance all of them are
technically suitable but two of them have potentially hazardous obstacles for drop troops
while one is not suitable for anything larger than a 30-ton lander. Of course when we get
a good picture of enemy forces in reaction times then we can make a better
recommendation as to the suitability of these DZs. Mister Mills hooked me up with one
guy in the band worked for the meteorology office here so he's been hooking me up on
the weather data we need to complete the picture."
"What about these reconnaissance patrols you wish to take to Röt Hafen?" Asked
Matthais.
"We'd like to launch those late tomorrow morning." Said Mellor.
Gerard continued. "Sergeant Lawrence and myself have been working out the details. As
you know, we've been mandated to observe these locations by our mission orders. We
have made some minor modifications to the locations based on the current situation and a
more accurate picture of the terrain." Kenny used to Holo-projector to display the sites.
"One has a good view of the spaceport, one the capitol building, and one will observe the
main road as it crossed a deep valley into Röt Hafen. Based on the information your
Mister Mills provided, we are shifting the last team to observe the Kra'Vak enclave here,
between the capitol building and the space port The men you assigned to our
reconnaissance teams today were instrumental in getting our teams out and back so
quickly. We'd like to keep them working together if that's all right with you?"
Matthais leaned forward in his seat, his elbows on his knees, cigarette in one hand. "I
don't have a problem with that. As I said, we're here to support you. Anything that rids us
of these pigs as quickly as possible, we will do."
"Well, I'm glad you say that, Sir, because we are going to need your support on an
additional operation we are planning." Said Mellor.
"Which is?"
"We need to capture one of the slave overseers that the Kra'Vak are working through."
Matthais puffed on his cigarette staring at the map, thinking. "No. This cannot be done.
They are too well guarded."
"Believe me, this mission will be well planned out."

"Makes no difference. They all live within the Kra'Vak enclave. You cannot get in there.
And when you try, and fail, this will result in the deaths of many, many civilians."
Mellor joined in. "Matthais, you said yourself, anything that can help get rid of these
aliens you would do. Well here it is. We need to find out Alien intentions. What better
way than by snatching one of these guys? They'll know the purpose and extend of
construction. If they are living in the enclave like you say, they may know enemy
defenses, capability, and intentions. It's too valuable of a resource not to pass up. They
have exactly the information we need to pass back to our superiors. Without them it could
take a month to gather half the intel."
"How are you going to get in? How are you going to find one of them?"
"We don't have to get in. We'll take him on one of the job sites. What we need is some
detailed surveillance from within the city of several of their worksites. Then we'll piece
together target, time and place. I've already drawn up and preliminary collection plan for
the data I need. Some of it will come from the four recon teams we're setting up."
"What will you do with this person after you get him?"
"Interrogate him for every last piece of information we can."
"Then what?"
Gerard saw what he was leading to. "I think it would be best if we turned him over to UN
authorities for War Crimes Tr…."
Lawrence grabbed Gerard arm and squeezed shaking his head. "We'll turn him over to
you."
Mathaius nodded his head at that, the first indication that he found anything favorable in
the plan. He looked at Mills. Mills nodded imperceptibly. "Regardless of what you say,
this will result in reprisals against the civilian population."
"We can make it look like an accident."
Even Mellor looked at him askew. "Sir, we can't guarantee that."
"That's right. Many innocent people will die because of this." Said Matthais.
"That's why we are putting it up to you". Said Lawrence "It's ultimately your decision.
We've told you how important this is. Now it's time to make the tough decision."
Matthaius stood slowly, staring intently at the ground, contemplating all he'd heard. He
dropped his cigarette and rubbed it out slowly with his heel. Exhaling his last puff, he
walked slowly for the exit, stopping at the door and turning to the group.
"One thing. When you turn him over to me, he' needs to be conscious and capable of
feeling pain." With that he was gone. Mellor felt a chill in his spine.

Looking for a Trouble
Röt Rafen Chapter 4

Röt Hafen
1900 hours local, 26 July, 2193
The distant sun of LT1533 was rapidly fading behind the towering red cliffs. The patrol
was halted and taking a break, having just moved ten kilometers in two hours. Given the
rough terrain it was a veritable speed walk. Now, the lengthening shadows reached for
them with icy fingers of cold. Some watched others rested.
Frament lay back resting against his ruck, helmet off, turning a cheek towards the fading
sun in an attempt to get at least some rays. With his boyish good looks and unruly crop of
chestnut brown hair, he was the team ladies' man. Colin never passed up an opportunity
to catch some sun. Nevertheless, he enjoyed the cold air against his sweaty face. Beside
him, Miner sat on his own ruck, relacing a boot. Though opposites, they made a good
pair. Frament spoke in a quick staccato manner. He was single and enjoyed surfing, zeroG handball, skydiving, and spelunking. Miner lived on a farm with a wife and three kids.
His hobbies were carpentry and explosives. Deliberate and methodical, he rarely spoke,
except to friends. Both were competent operators with much experience under their belts.
"Man, my dogs are killing me. Tell me something. Here we are in 2193, the height of
technological advancement. Why is it that we're still walking? How the fuck is it that
every move is like a twenty-kilometer walk? They've got all this great miniaturization.
All this high-speed lightweight gear, which you think would make it easier on us, but
instead now we're just loaded down with twice as much stuff. Shit, even leaving our body
armor behind, I'm still lugging' 40 kilos of stuff. Good thing we're at .85 standard gees
here. Still it's rough going. What the fuck, over?"
Frament grunted, tried to ignore his friend, and get some rest.
"I mean, I'm walking just as much as my great great great grandfather. Or for that matter,
as much as some damn roman legionnaire from 2200 years ago. Go figure. Our lot never
changes. Doesn't that piss you off sometimes?"
"No man. You know what pisses me off? You running your suck while I'm trying to get
some rest."
"Now, you see. Why do you have to go and act like that now? Here we are having a
friendly conversation, and you start that shit."
"We're not having a conversation. You are! I'm fuckin' sleeping."
"That's another thing. All you ever do is lay in the rack like a piece of shit. It amazes me
that you ever pass the PT test."

Colin sat up, annoyed. "Pass the PT test? You got big balls. Dude, I'll run circles around
you any day of the week."
"Relax. I'm just fuckin' with ya."
"I'm hungry, give me something to eat."
"How about this?" Asked Miner, grabbing his crotch.
"Fuck you, I'm serious. I know you have a bunch of gorp in your pack."
"Uhh uhh, no way. You want to dig into my stash and we haven't even gotten to the hide
site yet? Forget it. Besides, I happen to know for a fact that you have a couple of bags of
the stuff too."
"Yeah but I'm laying on my ruck. You're sitting with the middle outer pouch of your ruck
right there next to your hands."
"Have you been rummaging through my ruck? Conducting some clandestine ops in
search of chow?"
"A good soldier always knows where his buddy keeps his sensitive items. You never
know when you might become incapacitated and I have to take over your stuff."
"Now I've heard everything". Said Miner, shaking his head and smiling.
Rudi sat silently by the two soldiers, regarding them with curiosity, He had trouble
following their banter. They always seemed to be fighting with one another, like an old
couple. But apparently it was usually in jest. "I have something for you Sergeant
Frament." He held out a piece of dried beef.
Colin took the offering and examined it. "Mmm, smells good, what is it?"
"Dried Kra'Vak," said Miner.
Colin pulled his nose away quickly. "Bullshit?"
Rudi laughed at that one. "Of course not. It is…how you say auf English? Jerky?"
Colin sniffed again and took a bite of the tangy meat. "Mmm. Excellent. Thanks Rudi.
You are The Man!"
Before Rudi could respond, Gerard signaled for the patrol to ruck up. Miner slung his
pack onto his back by slipping it and the straps over his head like a sweater. Frament got
into his straps while laying down then got a hand up from Eric. Within a minute they
were on the move again. Moving for another hour, as the sun dropped below the horizon,
they reached the release point. The 14-man patrol was within five kilometers of the
outskirts of Röt Hafen, which lay over the next large ridge. From here, the patrol would
split up into four reconnaissance and surveillance teams. They would make their way
along carefully selected concealed routes, under cover of darkness, to their hide sites. The
intent was for everyone to be in position by dawn, remain in place for 48 hours, pull out,

reassemble, and move back to their base. Each reconnaissance and surveillance team,
(R&S), consisted of two 946 personnel and two partisans.
Frament, Miner, Rudi Gant, and a fourth man, Hans Reidel, were R&S team three. Their
objective was the spaceport on the northern edge of the town. The distance to their
proposed hide site from the release point was eight kilometers. They moved carefully,
and it took them four hours to reach their objective. They had pre-selected a site using
imagery and detailed maps. Arriving in the area after midnight, they could see that their
spot was unsuitable. It was the highest and most obvious peak in sight. Getting up and
down would be difficult and could only be reached through an exposed part of the rock
ledge. They spent an hour checking out other likely positions and found two. One was a
lower hill, which had a good view of the overall spaceport area. They could reach the top
from the far side of the hill, which masked any observation from the spaceport. Several
large boulders at the summit would provide them cover. Frament and Reidel would set up
an observation post there.
Miner spied a second spot further down the valley. In fact it was just off the main road
leading to the spaceport. Fifty meters from the road's edge was a collection of boulders.
The must have tumbled down from the ridge during some past seismic event. In fact the
entire area consisted of smashed rocks small and large. It was as if God had taken a
sledgehammer to the entire region. One particularly large boulder was leaning
precariously against a rock wall. Miner discovered a small hole in the rear of the pile.
Upon further investigation it was found to lead into a small cave with an observation
opening in the front. This spot was two hundred meters from the spaceport. A perfect
observation post. Eric and Rudi would take this site.
The two teams spilt up and carefully occupied their Ops, moving stealthily to remain
hidden. Once in place, they camouflaged their areas and covered any tracks leading to the
OPs. A key component was a special net, called a HideNet. When placed over the
observation side of the OP, it would provide camouflage and dampen and heat signature
coming from within.
They quickly settled into a routine. Frament's site was more exposed, with a constant
high wind sandblasting them. Miner's site had more cover, with almost enough room in
their little cave to stand, but had a narrower view of the spaceport. At each OP, one man
would observe while the other would record or rest. From the back end of Miner's site, he
could observe Frament OP up the hill behind them. Even though he couldn't see them, it
gave Eric a good feeling knowing they were there. For the next forty-eight hours they
would work a rotating two hours on two hours off schedule.
Röt Hafen's spaceport was a large sprawling facility located on the north end of town.
Several low building on the town side represented the passenger, office and control
facilities. On the west end of the port, close to Miner's OP, were located the maintenance
and hangar facilities. Launch area was to the north. On the east side were the industrial
and corporate facilities, where minerals were lifted into orbit. Most prominent visible at
the site were two large Kra'Vak ships parked near the control tower. Each was at least
100 meters long. Both teams recorded many pictures and vids of the ships. They had the
telltale twin boom feature sported by most Kra'Vak ships. One the east side of the port,

many small Kra'Vak craft were parked. Miner recognized the ships, which had flown
over head the day they had landed. There were three distinct designs. Each was
photographed and catalogued.
There were only two human craft visible. Both were parked near the passenger terminal.
However, there were numerous wrecked ships and craft pushed off the perimeter of the
spaceport, cast aside like so many toys. There was not much movement in evidence.
Some of the buildings, including the maintenance facilities bore evidence of
modifications. Several Kra'Vak could be seen working on various ships or obviously
overseeing the numerous humans which still worked on base construction. Still, a heavy
security presence was not in evidence. They saw three Grav combat vehicles which
looked like they could be have an air defense function posted about the port. But that was
it. In some way, that made Miner and Frament more nervous, since they both new the
Kra'Vak had to be taking spaceport security serious. It was their lifeline off world.
Eric used a Minolta K45 vidcamera to record the spaceport. The camera would remain on
throughout their entire mission. Occasional, Miner would take the disks and edit them
down in a small mixer. He would add comments, remarks on coordinates, and other
pertinent information. They made their cramped little space as comfortable as possible
and settled into their routine.
Charlie Lawrence and Donald Mills waited near an intersection on the outskirts of Röt
Hafen. Hidden from the road, they nervously eyed their watches, awaiting their contact.
Both were dressed as workers. Charlie wore a brownish gray full-length duster and a knit
cap, as was the style on Röt Hafen amongst the miners. A small workbag was slung
across his shoulder with his miner's helmet attached. He wore a bandanna around his
neck to protect against the wind and dust. Several days' growth of beard completed the
look. Mills was dressed similarly. Both were armed solely with pistols. Charlie also
carried a K45. They were going to meet Mill's contacts within the city and gather some
information about the traitors. Charlie, with his fluent German, chose to accompany
Mills. They were alone.
Aurora activity in the sky had temporarily lessened and it was pitch black. They peered
through their night vision, observing the area for anything suspicious. After twenty
minutes of waiting a group of vehicles appeared. They consisted of a half dozen wheeled
passenger buses and two escorts. The windows had steel mesh welded over them.
Charlie, filming the little convoy, could see that they were packed with people. Two alien
grav vehicles bracketed the convoy. Each had a small turret with duel stubby barrels. The
hatches on the rear deck were open and several Kra'Vak were sitting exposed, watching
the buses. This was Charlie's first good look at live Kra'Vak. They were larger than
average humans. Based on their torsos, he estimated they were at least two meters tall. It
was difficult to make out the details of their equipment, with the NODs, but it appeared
they wore a flat helmet on their heads, which contoured the shape of their skulls. He
could make out pronounced shoulders or shoulder pads. Each carried a stubby rifle, and
had additional equipment draped over them. They wore some sort of goggles over their
eyes. He could see their air tubes, looking like dreadlocks, swaying with the breeze. He
wondered whether Röt Hafen's cold climate effected them adversely.

"Miners returning from work", said Mills.
"They get back late."
"And they'll be out again early. The Kra'Vak are guarding the mines because they fear
sabotage."
"I still can't believe how fast they've put together their operation here."
"Obviously the whole thing was well planned out ahead of time."
The convoy passed out of sight. Charlie stopped recording. "What kind of vehicles were
those?" He asked.
That's sort of their infantry-fighting vehicle. Has a turret mounted rail gun. I've seen up to
six infantry on the back of that thing. As you can see it works on grav technology. We
call it the Salamander. All Kra'Vak vehicles have been named after amphibians."
"How many other vehicles have you identified?"
"Four so far. A heavy and a light tank, that IFV we just saw, and this thing with a huge
gun on it. I think it's a mobile artillery piece. All mounted on grav chassis. There may be
more, but they keep the vehicles in shelter when not being used. Some at the starport,
some at the enclave. We've also identified three separate VTOLs and flyers. One is the
aerospace fighter, which you guys spotted on the first day. Then there's a smaller scoutlike skimmer and a larger workhorse/transport ship."
"We'll need to get the exact location of their vehicle parks as well as an idea on
numbers."
"I have people working on that."
"You know something Mills, you've built a pretty efficient little intel network for a cop.
And your English is flawless."
"Yes, well I lived in New Jersey for five years when my father's corporation transferred
him there. Then we did three years in Birmingham, England. As for my little network of
spies, well I was the chief KRIPO (KRIminal POlezei) investigator here on Röt Hafen.
So I had my sources. There is a medium sized well-established criminal element on this
planet. Don't ask me how the Kra'Vak, enterprising bastards that they are, were able to
tap into it so quickly. Anyway, the threat of an FSE or ESU attack forced us to always
keep our contingency plans for invasion in order."
Charlie listened but wasn't buying it. Mellor had pulled him aside and shared his belief
that Mills was most likely GeSAMT, (Schwabian Geheim Sicherheits Amt or secret
security bureau) Most likely Department III, counter-espionage. Corporate intelligence
gathering and stealing tech secrets was a flourishing business in the 2190s. Since the NSL
coordinated the protection of corporate secrets directly related to their defense industries,
it would not be unusual for Röt Hafen to have it's own GeSAMT office. Secrets on the
new state of the art atmosphere processors working on Röt Hafen were highly sought

after by many governments.
Another five minutes past and a second vehicle came into view. It was a garbage hauler.
"Wait here", said Mills. He got up from behind cover and casually walked into the
intersection. The vehicle stopped and he said something to the passenger in the cab. The
vehicle pulled to the side of the road and the both riders exited. The driver popped the
engine access hatch and peered under the hood. Mills motioned for Lawrence.
Charlie approached the vehicle. The rear hatch of the trash hauler was open. A woman
tossed Charlie a garment, and told him in German to put it on quickly. Mills donned his.
It was a one-piece polyvinyl coverall that completely sealed. Attached to the face piece
was a small rebreather.
"Get in", said Mills. "I hope you don't mind the accommodations." They both climbed
into the rear hatch amidst the garbage. Most of the trash had been arranged so they could
crawl to the rear of the compartment and through a small access hatch. There was just
enough room for the two of them. They crawled in and shut the hatch behind them,
entombing them in absolute darkness. A loud whining noise indicated that the hydraulic
compactor was being activated. In a moment the hauler was on its way again. They rode
in silence, uncomfortably packed in tight together, feeling every bump. The smell was
none too pleasant, even through their rebreathers.
It seemed an hour before they finally stopped. Several times along the way they could
hear garbage being tossed into the back and the compactor being operated. Charlie was
not claustrophobic, but he found the whole experience unsettling.
Eventually the vehicle stopped and they felt the entire rear compartment tilting over.
Charlie was squished by Mill's weight. Apparently they were dumping the trash. The
temperature in the cramped space was rising at an alarming rate. Mills surmised they
were probably at the reprocessing plant and near the smelter. After several minutes the
rear compartment righted itself and the vehicle moved on. Twenty minutes later it
stopped again and was shut down.
They waited for what seemed like an hour. Occasionally, movement and voices could be
distantly heard. Finally, the hatch to their compartment was opened and they felt hands
dragging them out into the light. They were inside a large public works garage that
appeared to be shut down for the night. A man motioned for them to strip off their
coveralls. Two others stood behind them, armed with pistols. He quickly identified Mills
and asked in German who Charlie was.
"One of us. That's all you need to know", replied Mills.
"Jawohl", the man replied.
"I am Reinhart", said the man for Charlie's benefit. "We're going to take you to a safe
house for the night. These two will be escorting you. As you know there is a curfew in
Röt Hafen after dark. Anyone found traveling without official pass and escort is shot on
sight. So stick close."

"Asshole to elbow," replied Charlie.
"Excuse me?"
"Nothing."
After exiting the garage, they moved cautiously along the back alleys of the city. It was
still pitch black. There was almost none of the sound one expected from a big city at
night. Their footsteps reverberated through the narrow streets and alleyways. Charlie
thought they could be heard for miles. The safe house was ten minute's walk.
Occasionally a wheeled patrol vehicle would move down the main road, but they were
not seen. They entered a filthy-looking dome building and made their way into the
basement. Both men were quickly photographed, scanned and then taken to a small room
with two bunks and left alone.
"OK, we're home," said Mills. "We will rest now. First thing in the morning we will
make a pass by the enclave so you can orient yourself. My people should have already
identified a few possible targets so we'll start observing them as soon as possible. Then
you can decide which one we want to grab."
A moment later, a man entered and handed Mills two ID's. "Danke," he said. "He tossed
one to Charlie. Here's your identicard. Without it you are dead. But if I were you I would
make sure I never found myself in a position where I had to pull it out.
"Jeez, you guys are efficient. That was fast."
"Memorize all the information on that card. But for God's sake, lay low."
"Don't worry about me,. I know how to stay gray."
"I worry about everything. That is how come I am still alive."
R&S Team 3 OP
Röt Hafen Spaceport
27 July, 2193, 0630 hours local

Shortly after dawn there was some activity at the spaceport. Eric, panned the camera
around and followed several Kra'Vak as they walked over to a hangar, not two hundred
meters from the OP. The Overhead door slowly opened to admit a large wheeled vehicle
of some sort. As the door opened wider, Eric zoomed inside the building, adjusting
controls to compensate for the light difference. There were several more creatures within
the hangar. Sitting in the middle of it was a ship. It looked familiar. He adjusted the K45
further to clarify the details. As it came into focus, Miner realized with a chill that he was
looking at the interface shuttle which had inserted 946.
Waldek grimaced in pain as she hobbled along through a field of fist-sized rocks. She had
sprained her ankle, or worse, and banged her knee the day before while descending a
steep ridge. Cold sapped at her will to continue. She still had a kilometer to go before she
reached the far ridge and safety. Worse, the sun was up. She felt exposed. She was down
to her last few drops of water in her canteen. Her requirement to keep moving had
prevented her from trying any of the water gathering techniques in her survival book.

Several times, Kra'Vak ships had passed near by and she was sure they were hunting her.
A small rock gave way and she fell into a heap, injuring her bad ankle further. The pain
was sharp and would not subside. She sat hunched over holding onto her ankle, trying to
think of what to do next. She had to make it to the far wall, as there was absolutely no
cover here. Fishing around in her survival pack, she pulled another pain pill from the med
kit. After swallowing it, she rose unsteadily to her feet, still in pain and walked gingerly
forward.
There was a terrible green flash and a roar filled the air above her. Waldek sprawled face
first on the ground. Ten meters above, hovered a Kra'Vak skimmer. She knew she was
trapped. In a moment of clear thinking she reached into a cargo pocket and removed the
small data disk from the shuttle, then hid this under a flat rock beneath one of her legs.
She rolled away a two meters from the spot. Despite her fear Waldek attempted to draw
her pistol, struggling with the straps and webbing of her pack. Two large creatures
hopped out of the craft on either side of her, grunting something in a language she could
not understand. One struck her in the head with its weapon and she was knocked out cold.
Downtown Röt Hafen
27July, 0921 local

Lawrence and Mills moved along the busy street, blending in with the crowd. With
daytime, Röt Hafen, erupted into activity again. Despite the occupation it was still a large
city, which required essential functions to run and a population to feed. Many had been
taken for slave labor, but the Kra'Vak seemed to realize that basic necessities had to be
performed if they intended to keep their slave population alive. At regular intervals,
Charlie spotted Kra'Vak guards, who kept individuals moving along with a threatening
grunt or a swat with a rifle. No assembly larger than three persons was allowed to form.
He noticed that most walked with their heads down. Fear gripped the city.
At one intersection a small alien wheeled patrol car sat with three Kra'Vak and a single
Human. Before them lay two bodies, a man and a woman. This was Charlie's first look at
a collaborator. He or she wore a long coat and had a red armband on each arm. A long
truncheon hung from a belt. The collaborator wore a helmet with a dark visor over the
face, making identification impossible. They were careful not to stare and moved past
quickly. A small clandestine camera in Lawrence's palm photographed the scene.
They entered a building on the corner of the next block. The first floor held a grocery
store. Charlie and Mills proceeded to the back of the store and went through a door,
which led to a stairwell. They descended to the basement. Mills nodded to a man there
who pointed to another set of doors. This led to a machinery room. Another man, tall, old
and thin, was waiting for them. Mills introduced him to Charlie as Dirlwanger.
"Hello Mills", he said. "Here is the situation. Through here is an access shaft paralleling
the elevators. We'll climb here to the top of the building. There is a good concealed spot
up here where you can observe the enclave. It is as close as we can get since there's a
roadblock preventing all traffic right on the other side of this building."
"Fair enough, lead on."

They stepped into the small shaft and climbed a ladder, which led up six floors to the roof
of the building. Dirlwanger was in the lead. He moved surprisingly quickly for someone
who appeared so old. Once on the roof, he eyed the area carefully and checked the sky.
Then, bent low, they scurried across the roof to another small outbuilding. It contained
the air circulating machinery and filtration system. A single window, covered with steel
mesh, looked down into the enclave. This would serve as their OP.
Below them, the enclave was sprawled a section of the city like an urban renewal project.
This was the main contonement area for Kra'Vak forces. It was a rectangular area at least
600 by 400 meters across. Around it was a rectangular clear zone where all buildings had
been flattened. Some of the original buildings within the enclave had been allowed to
remain, but other large structures had been erected also. At each corner of the enclave
stood a large tower, perhaps fifty meters in diameter and forty meters in height. Charlie
and Mills surmised that these were defensive emplacements. Another large dome stood in
the middle of the enclave. Mills believed that this was a shield generator. Hundreds of
human workers moved about selected areas of the enclave where more construction was
under way. Apart from that there was little movement.
"So this is where the Kra'Vak live?"
"Most of them." Said Dirlwanger. "There are other little garrisons spread about the city,
the largest being at the space port. But this appears to be the center of their attention."
"Do you have any idea how many Kra'Vak are here on the planet?"
"No we don't, but we believe we've identified four distinct groups." A large crack rang
out and their attention was drawn to one of the construction areas in the enclave closest to
their OP. A guard had just shot and killed a worker. The other workers pretended not to
notice. "That goes on all the time. It's how they keep everyone working. Shoot a few
every once and a while to serve as examples."
"Gruesome."
"But effective," said Mills.
"Anyway," continued Dirlwanger. "As I said, we have identified four groups. Here at the
enclave there is one large guard force. They dispatch patrols all over the city, and are
responsible for security in Röt Hafen proper. Also here is where their technical staff
seems to be, though there are many at the spaceport also.
"There is another group which we've started to see a lot of as more work details are. They
are dressed differently than the others,. They wear what appears to be shimmering purple
robes. Some have been spotted coming out of that large low circular building near the
power generator or shield generator, whatever it is, and they walk to that large warehouse
over there. These are the aliens that direct the work details and modifications being made
here and at the Spaceport. They are occasionally seen moving with some of the
collaborators."
"A fourth group appears to be a second military unit stationed at the Spaceport. They

have many Grav combat vehicles and seem to be responsible for patrolling the
hinterlands outside of the city. They have been the ones engaged in hunting the partisans
down."
"Their uniforms are slightly different in color. I can give you the details later. We've seen
them actually fighting with other Kra'Vak."
"What do you mean fighting?" Asked Lawrence.
"Not with guns but physically beating each other. My guess is that they are from a
different unit, or clan or whatever they call themselves."
" It's something we have noticed from time to time" Interjected Mills. "The Kra'Vak are
apt to treat each other very harshly. One of my agents has actually witnessed one
Kra"Vak, a leader of some sort, actually shoot and kill another. For what we don't know.
But if they are that harsh with each other you can imagine how they treat humans.
"Except for these collaborators", said Lawrence."Let's get back to them, Herr Dirlwanger.
Do you know how many there are?"
"We don't know how many there are, but we've counted as many as 34 on duty at the
same time. You will usually see one with each work party, acting as a translator or go
between with the Kra'Vak. Some of them are stationed with larger Kra'Vak patrols on
some of the intersections. I don't know what the others do."
"And they are all part of the criminal element?"
"Yes, we believe so. About three days after their ground forces landed we started seeing
them moving with enemy patrols. We know that the Kra'Vak took over the detention
center here in the city on the first day. In the first days of the resistance, before a halt was
put to active operations, we did kill a few Kra'Vak, and ambushed some patrols which
included the collaborators. They were always killed by the Kra'Vak before we could get
to them. No one was taken alive but we were able to identify the bodies as criminals from
the detention center. We don't know how the Kra'Vak initially communicated with them
or whether they are working with the aliens of their own free will or are coerced
somehow. However, we've never seen one mistreated by the Kra'Vak."
"Interesting."
"It is our intention to capture one of them alive." Said Mills.
It was Dirlwanger's turn to look surprised. "Really? Do you realize the massive retaliation
we that will occur?"
"I do. But nevertheless, it must be done. We must get a clear picture of what is going on
inside that enclave, what the Kra'Vak are doing here, and what capabilities they possess."
"Is there any way inside the enclave that you know of? Sewers or underground tunnels?"
Asked Lawrence.

"Not that we've been able to detect. Security is very tight. The sewer system feeder pipes
are very small. All waste is preprocessed at individual housing first. And it never rains
here. "
"What about the workers leaving and entering?"
"Once you are taken to work in the enclave you stay there. The Kra'Vak will just go out
into the city and bring in a draft or one or two hundred at a time. You never see these
people free again. They are kept in there. Work details that leave the enclave are under
strict guard and in enclosed vehicles."
"Dirlwanger", said Mills. "I want you to review your surveillance logs. We need a
pattern. I want to ambush one of those work vehicles that contains a collaborator. You
look for the pattern we will arrange the action. You have 24 hours to present a
preliminary list of targets to me. We will then review the data and order further
reconnaissance if necessary. Lawrence's men will make the actual ambush, but be
prepared to support it as necessary. Verstehen?"
"Jawohl."
"Good. Now leave us and get to work. We will be down in about two hours or so."
They watched Dirlwanger leave. "Sounds like you have a plan," said Charlie.
"Very tentative, but yes I do. The laborers, which are working at the spaceport, are
housed here at the enclave. They are brought out there every day and returned every
night. I'm sure there is a "foreman's party" that accompanies the work contingent. If we
can identify this vehicle, we can ambush it, and you can have your prisoner. It will be a
near run thing, and the people of Röt Hafen will pay dearly. But it must be done. This
seems like the best course of action given the time we constraints we have."
"I agree." They watched as a guard beat another worker to death.
Röt Hafen Spaceport
27 July 2193, 1030 local

Miner was awoken from his catnap by Rudi. He could hear a VTOL coming into the
spaceport. Miner sat up and watched as two ships came in and landed out on the tarmac
about three hundred meters from his position.
"Looks like another patrol coming in," said Miner.
"Yes but look!" Said Rudi.
Eric donned his helmet and activated the imagine enhancement viewer and switched it
over to 6x. He saw several Kra'Vak exit the ship first followed by a smaller, human
followed by several more Kra'Vak. They pushed and dragged the prisoner along. "Looks
like they got somebody."
"Poor devil." Said Rudi.

Eric zoomed in further. It was difficult to identify the tiny human surrounded by the large
Kra'Vak escorts. However the prisoner fell to the ground and for a moment, Eric got a
good look. Though he couldn't make out the face, he recognized the uniform at once. It
was the pilot of their shuttle. "Holy shit! Are you getting this on the camera, Rudi?"
"Yes."
"Well that does it. Guess who that was? The pilot of our shuttle. Won't be long before she
spills her guts." He cursed because there was no contingency for emergency
communications from the OPs to the base. They would have to wait until they pulled off
the OP in another 40 hours.
Waldek was picked up and physically thrown into a room with no furniture or windows.
The impact against the wall knocked the wind out of her. The door slammed shut. She lay
sprawled on the cold plasti-crete floor. It took all of her effort to move a hand up to the
side of her head. Her face and temple were throbbing in great pain and she felt the
wetness in her hair. She drew back her hand covered in blood. Her mouth ached as her
tongue ran over two broken teeth. Waldek tried to sit up, but the pain grew worse and she
gingerly lay back down. She had been stripped of all her possessions save her uniform.
Several minutes (or hours?) later, the door opened again. The light blinded her. Two
hulking creatures entered, (Kra'Vak), grabbed her arms, lifted her and pinned her against
the wall. Pain shot through her head. Another Kra'Vak entered the room followed by a
human. The Kra'Vak was different than the others. It was unarmed and dressed in a
purple gown or robe. It had no helmet on its head. Two beady black eyes stared out from
its sunken sockets, the protruding ridge of its brow whitish yellow, highlighted against
the mottled green of the rest of its head. The air tube extensions were very long, reaching
nearly half way down its back. The creature's tusks seemed to always be working, and the
inner mouth glistened with saliva and rows of sharp teeth. Waldek felt sickened with fear,
while at the same time riveted with curiosity
The creature held a device in front of it, pointed at Waldek. It hummed slightly, glowing
blue. It passed the device across Waldek's body, flicked its head down and to the right,
then stepped aside. The Human stepped forward. He wore blue padded coveralls with red
bands on each arm. A helmet and visor covered his eyes but she could make out a broad,
stubbly chin. The man grinned, exposing a row of uneven yellow teeth.
"I'm going to explain something to you and I won't repeat myself." The man stopped for a
second and cocked his head, his smile gone. The purple Kra'Vak cocked his head to one
side also and emitted a humming sound. The man grinned and continued. "You belong to
us now. We own you. The slightest attempt to resist will be met with a very slow and
painful death. You will tell us everything we want to know."
He reached out with one of his thick hands and grasped her throat, his fingers digging
into her larynx, nearly ripping it out. His second hand grasped the bloody side of her head
and squeezed. Waldek felt a wave of renewed pain sweep over her that was so strong it
brought on nausea. At the same time she couldn't breath, her mouth groping for words
that would not come. The man's mouth twisted into a sardonic grin. He was actually

drooling. He let go of the side of Waldek's head and groped clumsily between her legs.
Waldek vision blurred. Her lungs were bursting.
"You're pretty. I'm going to..."
The man let go of Waldek and cocked his head to the side again, his smile replaced with
a grimace. The purple creature was communicating again. Waldek gasped for air, dizzy
with pain, confused and frightened. The interrogation duo stopped communicating
amongst them. The man, composed now, continued.
"Name?"
Waldek was still catching her breath and didn't respond.
"NAME!"
Her Kra'Vak guards smashed her against the wall to help her memory. The back of her
head hit the wall so hard she nearly passed out.
"NAME!"
"Waldek. Nonna Waldek. Leutnant. Kriegsraumflotte."
The man placed a hand gently against the undamaged side of her head, caressing her
short hair. "You see how that works? I ask, you tell. Verstehen Sie?"
She nodded.
"Are you the pilot of shuttle X2037 which we captured several days ago?" There was a
moment's hesitation, then the man grew serious and grabbed her ear, pulling violently,
nearly ripping it out of her head.
"Yes, yes I am!"
"Why can't we access any of the shuttle's systems? Why won't it work?"
"Because I erased the main computer core memory after landing. It is standard procedure
in such situation."
There was another pause as the two captors communicated.
"Just a warning. You will be taken back to our main facility where we have devices
which can verify the information you have given us. If any of this is a lie, you will be
severely punished or killed."
"Now the big question. What are you doing here?"
"My ship crashed, I had no choice."
The man cocked his head, as did the alien. The Purple Kra'Vak held out his device again
and it glowed blue. Waldek felt a severe sharp pain in her midsection, so sharp that her
knees gave out. She felt her bowels and bladder give way.

The man put his hand on her chin and raised her head. "I assure you, my associate has
neither the understanding or patience for any passive aggressive resistance you might
offer. If it were up to them, they would already have started slicing you open. I've
persuaded them to leave your interrogation to me. It will be much more pleasant." He
gently stroked her tear-streaked cheek. "Perhaps even for the both of us."
Waldek realized she could not resist them. But she loathed the man in front of her. It was
obvious he lusted after her. She knew she was a dead woman, but perhaps there was a
way to take this swine with her. She would work to that end. She would kill him.
Wiederstandstelle 24
Röt Hafen
27July,2193, 1600

"No! No! No! Everyone hold up right where they are. Umm, halten Sie! Good. Now I
want everybody to look around and see what's going on." Kenny waited for his translator
to get the message across. He was standing in the middle of a dirt trail. At his feet lay
sprawled three "dead" men. Around them where numerous G's (Guerrilla's as they were
known in Special Forces parlance). Standing next to Kenny was Rolf, his interpreter.
Kenny was going through some ambush drills with a small group of schwabs. He was the
only one back at the base. He spent half the day working on the intelligence report and
the second half of the day working with a group of twenty Gs, to form a raiding party.
Only three had any prior military experience and only one of those had been in the
infantry. Three others had been police.
"OK, first off. I want everyone to look at the security teams. You two, what are you
supposed to be doing?"
"Two men looked at each other. "We came to support the firing group."
"That you did. But what are you supposed to be doing?"
"Ahh, rear security, Sergeant."
"That's right, rear security. Now if you two are here, tell me who's watching our rear right
now? What's to stop another enemy force from attacking us from the rear right now?"
Another one of the G's said something in German to his comrades. "What did he say?
Ask Mellor.
"He's telling ze others that everyone must observe their sector of responsibility, just like a
zone defense in a football match." Answered Rolf.
"Yes that's a good analogy. We don't all run to the point of firing. We have to have
security. Remember what I said before. All actions must follow these four principles:
Planning, reconnaissance, control, and security. By pulling of your rear security
assignment we have violated the principle of security. There's no defense against a rear
attack. Let' see what else we can find. Now once the patrol leader blew the whistle to
advance across the kill zone, what happened to the far side security team?
"They went over the far side of the trail and down the ridge". Answered the student patrol

leader.
"They didn't just go over the ridge, they went fifty meters down the ridge and out of sight.
Now what did we violate there?"
No one answered.
"Control, people, control. That team is out of sight and out of communication. The patrol
leader has no control over them. When we perform our actions on the objective here, you
must maintain tight control. You must be able to communicate to all your elements. And
you must limit the amount of time you remain here to the shortest possible exposure. As
soon as we initiate the ambush, the whole world knows we are here. Expect reaction
forces to be on the scene momentarily. Hence the reason for your security teams need to
be alert."
They were all listening and nodding now.
"Now, just a few other things. As you guys sweep across the objective." (Kenny ran
across demonstrating) "Grab these weapons and kick them out of the way. Someone may
be just wounded and could still fire back. Better yet, you should also double-tap every
body as you sweep across, just to make sure. Also. I saw you two run right in front of the
support fire team. You masked their fire. If a threat had popped up right then they would
have had two choices. Shoot you or not fire and risk watching the whole assault element
getting killed. So watch where you are running."
"This one has a question," said Rolf. One of the "dead" men asked something in German.
"He's saying that once we have stopped firing and moved across the killzone that it is
against the Geneva Convention to kill prisoners."
Kenny felt his blood pressure rise. "Ok, A: As you are going across the objective you can
classify the action as still being in the heat of battle. And two: We're fighting fucking
aliens here people! I don't have to tell you what they would do to you in a similar
situation. It is not our intent on this mission to take any Alien prisoners. If that changes
you will be the first to know. If it's a human, jump on him and grab him that's who we are
going after. But you see one of them warthogs, you blast him utill he stops moving.
Understand?"
They nodded.
"All right. Enough philosophy. Let's do it again until we get it right. Patrol leader, let's
pick it up from the release point...."
Röt Hafen Spaceport
27 July, 2193 2200 Local

Waldek was carried into an awaiting grav transport and dumped into one of the oversized
seats. She slumped to one side against her human interrogator's shoulder. She had learned
that his name was Zell. They were taking her to their main base. There they would verify
the information she had given them. Before leaving they had cleaned her up and given
her a pair of coveralls and a parka. Waldek was affecting an air of helplessness, which

was not hard to do given her pitiful condition. Interrogation had continued intermittently
throughout the day. Whatever the Alien had zapped her with had done something to her
insides which left her sick and helpless. She was bleeding from her rectum.
They had pumped her for information, and she eventually confessed to deploying the
surveillance satellite. After more beating she had also confessed to dropping "three
agents". Truthfully she did not know what their mission was but that denial had garnished
more rough treatment. Finally, she had given up several details about the Köhl and her
early involvement on the mission.
She had resisted as much as she could, giving away a piece of her initial and then deep
cover stories. Slowly she had manipulated Zell to the point where she felt he believed that
she was relying on him to save her if she cooperated. Several times, during the
interrogation the purple Kra'Vak had left the room, and Zell had put on a show of
gentleness with her. She said she would do "anything" if he could help keep her alive.
She told him that she hated her commanders for sticking her in this situation and was
very angry. Zell, despite the obvious alien influence he was under, let all this go to his
head. He had even persuaded his "handler", to allow her to get cleaned up, get a bite to
eat, and put on some new clothes. The purple Kra'Vak deferred to his human associate in
these matters, only interjecting when he thought something in her testimony was false or
unclear. It bothered her that Zell never took off his helmet or raised his visor, so she
couldn't get a good look into the pig's yes.
Sitting across from her in the tight compartment was one of the disgusting aliens. She
studied it curiously. It's skin was tan with freckled green and brown splotches. The hairlike strings on the back of it's head were shorter than the purple one's. It clasped a stubby
rifle. Each hand had three fingers, two of which were opposable jointed like thumbs. The
most prominent were its stubby tusks. They were attached to the face through large
prominent muscles on its jaws, which kept flexing almost involuntarily. Working on grav
drive, the vehicle interior was fairly well insulated from sound. There was an odd smell
in the compartment. Almost like old musty leather. She could hear it breathing. It made a
wet rasping sound and she saw that's tiny bubbles formed from mucous in around its
nostrils. Maybe it was sick? She hoped so. It stared at her with its black beady deep set
eyes.
The creature wore a grayish brown thickly padded suit that covered most of its body.
Hard plates seemed to be attached to the chest, arms legs and midsection. A wide harness
stretched across it's chest. She figured it was a bandoleer, as it held several bulging
pouches. In the center of it's chest was a blue marking, in some alien tongue. Maybe it
was a rank. On its head it wore a helmet that looked more like a skullcap. Draped around
its thick neck was what appeared to be a set of wide goggles.
The purple Kra'Vak sat up front in the vehicle next to the driver, leaving them alone in
the back. Zell looked around then put his arm around Waldek. He whispered into her ear:
"There's nothing to worry about as long as you've told the truth. When we get to where
we are going, you'll be allowed to rest until morning. I've persuaded them that further
interrogations, even with their devices will be less effective in your current sate. So you
see, I am looking out for you best interests." He slid a hand down and onto her coveralls,

feeling up her breast.
Waldek made no effort to resist. Still in great pain, she led him to believe that she was
becoming dependent on him, despite the fact that her single-minded focus on killing this
pig drove her and had helped get her through the day. Now if she could get him alone.
"I...I don't want to be left alone tonight."
Zell smiled. "No worries, I think I can persuaded them to let me stay with you." His hand
continued rummaging around in her coveralls.
The Kra'Vak across from them grunted something. The purple Kra'Vak up front grunted
something back. The guard leaned over and thwacked Zell on the head. Zell immediately
pulled his hand back and took his arm from around Waldek. "Don't you worry" he
whispered. "Don't you worry."
Waldek spent the rest of the trip thinking about the home and family she would never see
again.
Safe house, Röt Hafen
27 July 2193, 2300 Local

Lawrence and Mills studied the map. Dirlwanger continued. "There are two routes they
use to get back and forth from the spaceport to the enclave. This and this. Almost always,
the work details take this route. However, several hours after they leave for the spaceport,
usually around 0900, a second trip is made. It is usually just one vehicle, a wheeled IFV.
It takes this route and visits the capital building. Usually they pull into the underground
garage, but once it has been observed pulling up to the front steps. Both times a purple
robed Kra'Vak has gotten out with one of the traitors, plus two guards, and entered the
front of the building. Regardless of how they get in. They never stay for more than an
hour, then they head of to the spaceport. Here they stay all day. They Return to enclave
along the same route after dark, usually between 2100 and 2200."
"This happens every time?" Asked Mills.
"Yes. Only twice in the past ten days has the routine varies. Once early last week it didn't
come out to the spaceport at all. The second time was yesterday. They went directly to
the spaceport via the main route and arrived there about 0800. One of my men at the
spaceport reported an abnormal amount of air traffic very early. The vehicle remained
there all day and was still there by last report."
"But every other day they follow this routine?" Asked Lawrence
"Yes."
"Well there's our man."
"Agreed. Dirlwanger, I want you to start focusing more resources on the second route and
that one vehicle. I want to find a good place to along this route where we can ambush it.
We need a covered and concealed rout to the ambush point and out. And we need to get
away fast. You will need to get us to the outskirts as fast as possible."

"Very well, we will get to work on it."
Inside the Enclave, Röt Hafen
28 July 2193, 0100 Local
Waldek lay on a flat table. A single dim light in the ceiling illuminated the empty room.
The room had the scent of freshly poured plasti-crete. The hard bench was no comfort to
her sore body. She was alone for the first time in hours. As was the case in times of high
stress, her thoughts drifted to home. Waldek was born and raised on Nue Salzburg, where
her parents still lived. Her father was a chemist, her mother a pharmacist. She
remembered they had tried to talk her out of the der dientst, but her love of flying
outweighed their words of caution. She tried to stretch her mind across the light years to
them. What were they doing right at this instant? She thanked God they had no idea of
her predicament. As it was, her death would crush them. She felt more sorrow at how her
passing would affect their lives than hers. Odd.
The door quietly slid open and Zell stood in the threshold. Outside she could see the back
of a guard. Zell entered and shut the door behind him. He was alone. Waldek was
trembling with fear and anticipation. Though she had steeled herself from this moment,
she found it difficult to think straight. Was this the end of her life?
Zell strided over confidently and sat on the table. "Are you feeling better?" He placed an
arm on her shoulder.
"Yes," she managed.
"Good." He began to caress her. When she failed to resist, he became emboldened and
roughly pushed her on her back and began to pull apart her coveralls, exposing her naked
body.
"Can't you take off that helmet? I want to see your face."
Zell hesitated for a moment. Thinking. He looked around like a boy doing something
wrong, unbuckled the chinstrap and raised the visor, and took it off. He set the helmet
down on the table. Zell had an ugly hard-bitten face, unshaven with the skin of his jowls
hanging loosely. His brown eyes were deep-set under a heavy brow. He had a crew cut.
Waldek saw in horror that he had some sort of implant on the side of his head. A metal
circular disk several centimeters in diameter. He also removed his equipment belt and the
truncheon, which hung from it. These were also placed on the table.
Zell roughly pulled the coveralls from Waldek, hardly containing his excitement at the
sight of her naked, if badly bruised and cut up body. He forced her back and climbed on
top of her, fumbling with his own pants.
"Wait, wait", Waldek said, gently but firmly pushing him back. "Let me do that for you".
He stood back and Waldek slid off the table and dropped to her knees and unbuckled his
pants, releasing him. She leaned forward and he roughly grabbed her head and thrust into
her, grunting in lust. Waldek took him in. She waited several minutes until he was fully
involved with his own pleasure. Steeling herself for what must be done, she bit down as
hard as she could, twisting back and forth, cutting, and grinding. Zell shrieked in horror
and pain, punching at her head but she wouldn't let go. He was trapped. She could taste

and feel blood pouring into her mouth. Zell pushed forward and grabbed his truncheon,
then brought it down heavily on her head over and over until she let go. Then he
collapsed into a heap next to her body screaming in pain. His whole crotch was a mass of
blood. He screamed over and over again.
The door slid open and two large Kra'Vak guards entered followed a minute later by the
purple Kra'Vak. They observed the scene. The purple Kra'Vak had no ability to discern
what had happened outside of the fact that his servant was damaged, as was the captive,
who lay beside him unmoving. Zell was awash in blood, having lost several pints now,
crying uncontrollably. It was evident to the Kra'Vak that Zell had acted against his
directives and assaulted the captive. It had evidently found enough strength to defend
itself. The purple Kra'Vak grunted something at the guards. One bent over and grabbed
the sobbing Zell by the shoulder and dragged him out of the room, trailing a thick trail of
red blood. That one would have to be discarded. No worries there were others. The
fars'tok guard would have to be put to death for incompetence. His subfamily would be
disgraced.
Waldek lay curled in a ball. Her face covered in blood, as was the side of her head. She
was bleeding from her ears also. The alien scanned her with a device. He ordered the
other guard to pick her up and put her on the table. Poking and prodding and using
different force levels in its device failed to elicit any response form the captive. However
it was alive. They would need to find a way to repair it sufficiently to continue
interrogation. This was of paramount importance.
East of the Spaceport
29 July, 2193, 0130 local

R&S Team Two picked its way carefully along a treacherous rock shelf. Their plans for
an easy exfiltration had been dashed when a Kra'Vak patrol was spotted moving along
their initial exfil route. In fact, they had heard firing, but Molitoris and Donner could not
discern the nature of the action. From the look of their activities, it seemed as if they were
training. This sudden turn of events had necessitated a change in plans. Since they had
the longest walk back to the release point, they were none too happy.
The smashed rocks, large and small gave way easily underfoot, and the clacking
reverberated along the smooth canyon walls. Moving at night made things more difficult.
Again there was little aurora activity and no moonlight. However, they were experienced
climbers and the schwabs with them had been moving in these parts for a month. Once
down off the cliff the going was easier and they made good time. They skirted well east
of the spaceport with the intent of swinging wide north around Röt Hafen.
They came across a deep ravine, perhaps 50 meters wide, which had not been on their
maps or digital imagery. It stretched off kilometers in each direction. Donner made the
decision to go across instead of picking a way around. They moved east two hundred
meters until they found a small natural trail along one wall of the gully that could lead
them down. The far wall looked scaleable.
Carefully they descended. It took fifteen minutes to get to the bottom. At times, their
heavy packs made the balancing act tricky, but they were driven by the desire to link

back up with friends. At the bottom, the ravine was only twenty meters wide. However,
there was no place to safely climb so they headed further east looking for a suitable spot
to ascend.
Donner was at point, moving quickly in the sandy bottom. He stopped for a moment to
inspect the rock wall. There was less wind down here and it was warmer. He wrinkled his
nose at a strange scent. Holding up a closed fist, he signaled his team to freeze. He stood
silent and still, trying to ascertain what he was smelling. After a minute, he signaled Eric
forward with a flick of his hand.
"What is it?" Asked Molitoris.
"You smell something?"
Eric cocked his head. "Nope."
"Well try harder."
Molitoris removed his helmet and sniffed again. "Hmm, I do smell something."
"I smell it too", said Havitch, one of their Schwabs.
"Let's keep moving." As Donner moved down the ravine the smell grew more powerful.
It was the smell of death. Rotting flesh. "Something's dead up ahead."
They continued moving as the stench grew. Donner was a bit spooked. The green hue of
his NVGs, the smell of rotting flesh and the howling wind whistling along the tops of the
ravine walls unsettled him. He gripped his rifle tighter and raised the butt to the pit of his
shoulder, at the ready fire position.
As they turned a corner they found the source. Before them appeared to be a huge pile of
discarded clothing. But as they walked closer, the men realized that the rags and clothing
were actually dead human bodies, piled ten meters high. The heap stretched along the
ravine as far as he could see. They had walked into a large mass grave.
"Oh my God." said Molitoiris. One of the Germans did the sign of the cross. The smell
was overpowering. They could not remain. They began to back away.
"Wait," said Donner. "We gotta get a picture of this. Eric let me see the K45. Molitoris
hit his quick release strap and dropped his ruck, eyes fixated on the carnage. He fished
the device out and handed it to Donner. "The rest of you pull security. This'll take a few
minutes."
Many of the bodies bore grotesque bullet wounds. Some looked like they had simply had
their heads smashed in. Others had no visible damage. There were men, women, and
children of all ages. Almost all were civilians. There was no way to get an accurate count
but it had to be in the thousands. Donner filmed it all. Once he'd had enough, Donner
walked back to the others and handed the camera back to Molitoris. "Good Lord, brother.
I hope I never see anything like that again."

They reformed and headed back west down the ravine. It took another twenty minutes
until they found a way up and out. No one spoke the entire trip back to the RP.
Rallypoint One
29 July, 2193, 0400 local

Gerard sat in shock as he watched Donner's playback. "Unbelievable", was all he could
say. He took Donner's vid disk and fed it into his data compiler unit. Here, reports, video
and other data, were compiled into one report, with his comments as commander added.
It was then encrypted and prepared for transmission. Once done, the reconstituted patrol
of 14 men headed out. Four kilometers to the west, they had selected a patrol base to
remain hidden for the coming day.
After the patrol was settled in, Gerard, Miner, and two Germans headed out to make the
commo shot back to the base. The guerrillas had been using a secure focused IR laser
datalink, which operated on line of sight only. Any type of omni-directional transmission
or FM/UHF/VHF transmission was too risky. Also the heavy Aurora activity effected
communications adversely. Brooks had come up with a plan to get the R&S data back to
the base without having to hand carry it there. After thorough terrain analysis, they had
selected four hilltops within line of site of each other, yet masked from Röt Hafen (city).
Matthais had arranged for two-man teams to occupy the two middle mountaintops and set
up relay sites. Brooks operated the base station site. Gerard and Miner would send from a
different hill at a prescribed time.
It was a two-hour climb to get to the correct hilltop. They set up the device, (known as an
LDL-12). It sat on a telescoping tripod. The device was not was not much larger than a
sniper scope, attached by cable to a disk reader. They entered in the correct positioning
data for their location and the target site. When ready, Gerard activated the LDL-12, and
the rest happened automatically. It queried the relay site, received a confirmation, and
then sent the data in one burst. The relay site confirmed data reception and a green LED
signaled Gerard that the device has done its job. The commo team broke down the relay
and headed back to the patrol base.
This process was repeated at each relay site until Brooks had received the data. He took
the precious information to Mellor, who would spend the next six hours compiling it,
together with his own information. He ensured the data was in the proper format needed
to be sent off planet. Brooks worked with his team four schwabs which would be making
the scheduled off planet shot. They reviewed the communications route. He cross-trained
them on operation of his PSC33 satcom. They worked out a few simple patrol SOPS and
rehearsed some immediate action drills in the event they ran into trouble.
Once Mellor had finished preparing the data he made a copy of the disk for himself, then
encoded the information onto a transmission disk and gave it to Brooks. Brooks would
not know the three one sentence phrase that determined the encryption key. This ensured
that if the commo team was captured, none of them could divulge information on
breaking the code.
At 1500, Brooks and his patrol set of on the ten-kilometer hike to the communications
site. If for some unforeseeable reason their mission was compromised, or the

transmission was pinpointed through enemy direction finding methods, they would be far
away from the base. Caution was a communications specialist's middle name in these
types of operations.
Mellor remained behind and worked with Matthais in analyzing the information
pertaining to the prisoner snatch. Lawrence and Mills had included much information
about proposed targets. Matthais and Mellor agreed that the initial plan proposed by them
was sound, and set about preparing the equipment and personnel they would need. Once
everything was ready, they prepared a message to be sent back to the patrol, confirming
details of the link up and other matters. This was sent back to Gerard via the same relay
system at 1900. After that, Mellor and Matthais gathered their twenty-man team and left
for the rendezvous.
At the patrol base, Mellor's return message was deciphered and read. With his
confirmation of the initial plan, they could now set about planning the details in earnest,
But not before the patrol relocated to new patrol base, ten kilometers away.
Communications site two
29 July, 2193, 1900 hours local

Having reached the pre-selected commo site for the satellite shoot, Brooks and team
spent two hours observing the location for any sign of enemy activity. It was so far off
into the outback that they expected none. The spot he picked was at the bottom of a deep
valley between two high peaks, which should provide sufficient masking. Brooks set up
his gear, with the help of one other, while the rest of the team pulled security. He oriented
the satcom antennae, which looked like the skeleton of a tiny umbrella, to the correct
direction in the sky and waited until it was time. The shot was scheduled for 2200. There
was a five-minute window on either side to make his transmission. At exactly 2155, the
satellite should be "waking up", and preparing to receive the transmission. He thumbed
the query key on the SATCOM, and the device sent the "hello it's me, is that you" Signal.
The Satcom should have sent a "yes it's me" signal and then both systems would
commence their synchronization handshaking followed by the transfer of data.
There was no reply. Initially Brooks wasn't too worried as there could very well have
been a variance in time synchronization which could have left them out of synch by as
much as a minute. As the ten-minute window ticked away, he started to sweat. He
performed a system self check and verified that his gear was working correctly. No luck
on the query. The window expired.
"Fuck, Fuck, Fucking Goddamn Son of a bitch!"
"Ist der a problem?" asked his assistant.
"Fuckin'n A there's a problem! This shit's not working."
"Vat do vee do?"
"Well by SOP we're supposed to pack up and leave, then try again tomorrow. But this
doesn't smell right. That satellite is supposed to be in geo-synchronis orbit. Either it's
there and broken or something's fucked up. Or it's destroyed or off course, in which case

we'll never find it."
"Zen vee no make der communications?"
"I'm gonna try one more thing." Brooks reprogrammed the PSC33 to accept his
emergency code and switched the frequency over to the broad band guard net. This
would allow the SATCOM to "wake up" the satellite even if it was outside of normal
scheduled broadcast. The transmission band, though still unidirectional, was wider also,
and there was a greater risk of compromise. Nevertheless, Brooks sent the query. Again
there was nothing.
"Well that does it. I ain't got nothing. That satellite is gone."
"So. No communications?"
"Not tonight, bud. Let's pack up and get the hell out of here. We just lit up the
neighborhood."
Aboard the KRS Köhl
Undisclosed location outside the Röt Hafen system
30 July, 2193 1435 ship's time

Chief Braun steadied himself against the workbench as he leaned over the sitting repair
technician's shoulder. Having excused himself from sickbay earlier this morning, he still
felt the occasional dizzy spells. They were an after effect from his concussion. Of course
he wouldn't tell the ships doctor, as he would just be confined to bed rest again. Of course
there was no time for that.
Technician first class Radchedl didn't notice the chief's unsteadiness. He was too busy
inspecting the hard fiberglass cover of the amplitude rheostat power splitter. It was a key
component to the Spiegel Mark IX cloaking system. Braun was in the process of turning
it into the Mark IXa.
"But Chief, I am only rated for level four repairs. This is factory sealed. And it is only to
be opened by a Spiegel factory technician."
"Give me that thing." Braun took it from Radchedl's handset it down on its edge and
jammed a screwdriver into the crease between the upper and lower halves. He twisted
hard and snapped the box open, cracking the aluminum seal. He set the splitter down so
they could study the circuit board inside. From his leg cargo pocket he removed an
identical splitter and placed it bedside the one I just opened.
"There you go", he said with a smile. "Pay close attention. Do you see these micro cards
here. And do you see these two resistors?"
"I see them. The ones in your box are different."
Exactly. Before our last action I had been reading the technical supplement for this
device. It occurred to me that if I replaced these resistors with a pair of 230 ohm resistors,
and swapped out the micro card for a D247, then this would increase the power soak to
this box. I ran some tests on my computer and I believe we will gain a 10% increase on

our effective cloaking ability. This increases amplitude of the cloaking field without
increasing bleed off of residual EM. "
"But this will generate greater heat within the box. That will reduce the life of the
component by a factor of ten, nicht wahr?"
"Yes it will. According to the documentation, this component is rated for a service life of
two years with regularly scheduled preventive maintenance. Given how far we are
sticking our necks into trouble over the next few weeks, I'll take two months of good
service. Then Spiegel can have their whole lousy contraption back."
"Now here is what I want you to do." He pulled out a small box and set it on the table.
"Here are the new resistors and micro-cards. Don't damage any of them because that is all
we have on the ship. Four of these boxes run the cloaking field generator. Pull each one
out and replace the components as I've done with our one spare." Braun set a small
datapad on the table. "Here are my notes on the modification. I want hem all done and
replaced by 1700. I want to do a complete field test starting at 1800."
"While you are doing that I am going to see Uscha. I have some similar work for her to
do. Your modifications will increase our effective cloaking ability. The ones I have for
her will increase our ability to see through the cloaking. I want all modification done,
tested and ready for operations by midnight. Verstehen?"
"Ja."
At 0200, Hauser held a command staff briefing in the officer's mess. They started with an
update on the ship's status. Hrabek did the talking.
"Herr Kapitän. All repairs have been completed. Both holes in the hull have been patched
and all internal bulkheads made secure. All systems operational. We can go back in at
any time."
"Very good."
"That is not all. Chief Braun has implemented some enhancements to the Mark IX. We've
conducted some tests over the past few hours. This included deploying three maintenance
bots carrying a number of sensors moving about the ship at a distance of 150 kilometers.
The new enhancements have increased our "cloakability" by 13 percent. And..."
"How is that?"
"The chief has a report repaired for you, which has been transferred to your datapad.
Perhaps you would care to read it after?"
"Very well, go on." Hauser sipped on a coffee.
"What's more, a different modification to the Mark IX has increased our outgoing sensor
effectiveness by 78%." Hrabek could not contain her smile. It was a rare occurrence.
"This has all been tested.

"Chief Braun. Are you sure you've been in a comma? Or have you been communicating
telepathically with Spiegel Industries back home." Everyone laughed at that except
Braun, who puffed nervously on a cigarette and wore a sheepish grin.
"So, as I said before, the Köhl is ready for action."
"Excellent, number one. All hands are to be commended. Note that commendation in the
logs. You especially Chief. Now on to the task at hand. Go on Number one."
"We are required to reenter the Röt Hafen system and extract the communications data
from our surveillance satellite. The NAC Special Forces team will have made their
required communications by now. Leutnant Bester will describe the mission profile."
The navigation officer cleared his throat and started. "Köhl will make the jump back into
the system at 0745 ship's time tomorrow morning. We will be conducting a fast drift
passed at Röt Hafen at 45,000 kph. We will be following this path. He activated the holodisplay, which showed Köhl moving past the planet passing within a half light second.
"Köhl will pass by the planet query the satellite and be on its way. From this point we
will execute the first of three jumps back to the fleet rendevous. Total time in system: 30
hours."
"What happens if the satellite is not there?" Asked Hauser.
"If the satellite is has been intercepted or is dysfunctional, the team has one more chance
to communicate us according to their plan. It'll be on a broadband emergency frequency,
using VHF. We'll be in range at the emergency broadcast time, which will be at 0530 on
the 1st."
"Well lets hope they are still alive. I want every sensor on and recording from the minute
we enter the system until we leave. I want to know about every ship, every satellite, and
every dust particle in that system. If we remain hidden we should harvest some excellent
intelligence. We'll turn that over to fleet together with the sensor logs from insertion and
the intelligence section can go to work."
"I also want the ship on general quarters for the entire time in system. We were caught
once with our pants down but not again. Number One work out a suitable rotation.
Everything that's come before, all that has been endured has been for one thing. To
extract that data and get it to the fleet.
Röt Hafen
31 July, 2193, 1930 local

Lawrence hunched over the dim light, a kneeling on the cold floor of the abandoned
building. A small holo-map was projected onto the floor before him. Gathered around
were the element leaders for tonight's ambush. Yesterday, Mellor and his 20 schwabs had
linked up with Lawrence's 14 men. There they had conducted final mission planning,
briefings and rehearsals. The move into Röt Hafen had been without event. Dirlwanger
and his men had got them in unseen. They set up in an abandoned building before dawn
and lay hidden throughout the day. Dirlwanger's men were maintaining surveillance on
the ambush site and on Kra'Vak movements in the area. They had opted for making the

hit on the return trip because there was a chance the enemy would be less wary as they
headed back to the enclave. Of course that was just a guess.
Lawrence, Gerard, Mellor, Matthais, Miner, Donner, and Mills had just returned from a
leader's reconnaissance and were about to issue the final coordinating instructions. The
ambush site was selected at a point where the Kra'Vak return route took them through an
abandoned part of the city. This had been one of the first areas they had come for their
slave labor. There had been some resistance and many buildings were destroyed or
damaged. Still, it was advantageous that it was empty, as this would reduce civilian
casualties.
They had selected a part of the route where there was a bend in the road, followed by a
short one hundred-meter straight stretch then another bend. Miner and Freeman had
arrived early and oversaw the emplacement of demolition charges at both bends to cut off
and isolate the enemy vehicles from escape. The road was flanked on either side by
multi-story buildings. It had been a living area in the city, so there were apartments and a
tall cathedral.
"Ok, at this point there's no change to the situation. The surveillance team reports no
traffic along the road now for about two hours. Watch out because there is a lot of rubble,
broken glass and other debris laying around. Some of the wrecked buildings might be a
little unstable inside but there should be a good opportunity for cover and concealment."
"There's a number or wrecked vehicles along the side of the road also. My guess is that
the best firing positions will be from the second floor. The element leaders all know
where to go. That's about it. Are there any questions?"
There were none.
"Ok then. Good luck. Let's move out."
They gathered up their equipment and formed up for the last movement to the release
point. The security teams, with Mills in charge, led off. Followed by Lawrence's support
elements. Then came Gerard and his assault teams. The rear security element trailed.
They negotiated the narrow abandoned alleys carefully. They stepped over fallen crossmembers and plasti-crete and the occasional decomposed body. Lawrence, near the
middle of the formation, was constantly checking back and forth to ensure there was no
break in contact. Using so many Gs, given the little time to work with them, made him
nervous. Still, Charlie had confidence in 946's capability to see the job through.
The file of men stopped in the dark and took a knee. The signal was passed back. They
were at the release point. They moved forward a few steps at a time until Charlie, at the
head of the security elements, reached the RP. Gerard and Donner were there to great
them. The surveillance element had not reported any changes to the situation. They
waited for what seemed like forever until Mills signaled that the security teams were in
place. Next came the support teams. Charlie shook Gerard's hand then was off with his
men taking them off to the right down another back alley and into the wrecked housing
complex. Miner took his team off to the left.

They entered the building through a portion of collapsed wall, moving as quietly as
possible through the wreckage. Charlie's team consisted of himself, Matthais, and 3
schwabs. Matthais was with one man who carried a heavy power plasma gun. This was
one of the partisan's few remaining heavy weapons. Charlie would control the anti-tank
element with their HVARs (High Velocity Anti-Tank Rockets) known in NSL parlance
as panzerfausts.
They climbed a set of stairs to the second floor. Broken glass and fixtures crunched under
their feet. Charlie selected a corner room. Matthais moved into an adjacent room. There
was sufficient space and openings to fire of the panzerfausts without giving everyone a
concussion. It offered a good view down the road towards the center of town and into the
kill zone. After verifying their firing positions and reading their weapons, they settled in
to wait.
In the dim light of dusk he could see they were in a bedroom. On the floor was a picture
frame. Charlie picked it up and looked a family portrait. It was a husband, wife, and two
little children, maybe three and five. They were so happy in the picture. Charlie though of
his owns family and felt like crying. The picture, in the current surroundings, was terribly
sad. What had happened to this family? And all the others who had lived here? Were they
in Donner's gully? He passed the picture frame over to his men. They peered at it in the
dying light, but their expressions were inscrutable. Perhaps they had already seen enough
of this so that one more tragedy failed to move them. Charlie waited his outlook grim and
angry. It was the perfect mood for executing an ambush. So he held onto the thought.
After Gerard settled in with his team he gave the signal to Dirlwanger and Mellor.
Dirlwanger's men were across the street in a blocking position further south ready to
intercept any reaction force coming from the enclave. They were careful to avoid Miner's
command detonated mines. They would start the show if with a nice bang.
Mellor and Dirlwanger crossed the street at the same spot so as to minimize evidence of
crossing. Once over to the other side, Mellor said goodbye to the old man then headed off
to cathedral on the left After poking around for a bit, he opted for a spot on the third floor
which ad a good view of the killzone. They would also be above the firing from across
the street, he hoped. He avoided the tower because it was too obvious and unnecessary
for the short range. Kenny and the other sniper took up positions and made themselves
comfortable. He sent the third man across the room to keep an eye out the back window.
There was still at least two hours to go until the vehicle showed up, so he made himself
comfortable.
Once Miner emplaced his team, he left the position to get a quick view of his demo
charges and ensure that no one had set up near them. Miraculously, the occupation of the
ambush site had gone off well.
Dirlwanger moved slowly. He picked his way in and out of abandoned building, some
intact, some damaged or destroyed for more than one hundred meters until he found his
men. They were a twelve-man detachment. His job would be the most dangerous. Though
he didn't share it with his people, he was sure none of them would survive the night. They
would engage the inevitable reaction force. After a short fight, they would withdraw in

the opposite direction of Mills and company. The withdrawal route was carefully planned
out and seeded with command detonated minds, to which Dirlwanger was handed the
radio control. They needed to create enough diversion to pull all pursuers after them. He
sat down on the floor to wait, his knees complaining. Dirlwanger was 62 years old. I'm
much too old for this game, he thought. He had never imagined this situation when he
had first signed on with Mill's operation two years ago. What a turn of events. He was
actually going to give his life for the schwabs....
Soon it was completely dark. A slight hint of aurora activity cast weird light patterns
amongst the ruins. It seemed to them as if the dancing shadows were ghosts of the dead,
celebrating some weird ritual. The wind was strong today and howled through the
abandoned buildings. A spooky night.
Minutes slowly ticked away into hours. They tried to stay warm and comfortable. Some
dozed off despite efforts to stay awake. This was the hardest part of any ambush. Gerard
noticed one of the schwabs dozing. He picked up a pebble and hit him in the head with it.
He jerked awake, confused. Gerard hoped the security teams were awake or else they
would fail to give warning of the approaching target.
Mills eyed his watch nervously. Ten o'clock had come and gone and there was no sign of
activity. Did they take the main road today? That would be a real cock-up if they did. He
peered through his night vision goggles down the deserted city street. Where the hell
were those bastards? He rested his head on the sill, watching, his eyes drooping...
He was jolted awake by a jab in the ribs. "Look", said one of his men. He looked at his
watch 2300! Had he slept the whole time? Sheisse. Mills could hear the feint whine of
vehicles. He adjusted his night vision binos. Instead of the one or two GEVs he expected
he could see four vehicles. There they were travelling at about thirty kilometers per hour.
One light GEV in the lead, followed by a bus, then a wheeled vehicle and another GEV.
Maybe ten meters between vehicles. He smiled at the thought of them being bunched up.
"Six, this is security one. Targets in sight.
"Report."
"I have four vehicles travelling in column. One light GEV in the lead, followed by a bus.
I think it's the prisoner bus. Then a wheeled armored car with a turret, and another light
GEV. Maybe ten, fifteen meters between vehicles. They're travelling fast, twenty or thirty
kilometers per hour. They'll be here in a minute."
"You said a bus?"
"Yes, looks like the work detail from the space port is accompanying them back. Don't
ask me why."
"Damn. OK thanks."
"Everybody copy that?
"Roger."

"Yes."
"Jawohl."
OK Wait till the mine detonates. Support one has the lead GEV if the mine doesn't get it.
Support two the rear one. Fire should go from outside in. Our targets should be in the two
middle vehicles. Try to disable them Watch out for all the prisoners. Copy?"
"Roger."
"Yes."
"Jawohl."
Now, they waited. Their hearts beating forcefully in their chests, mouths dry. Charlie
hoped Miner timed the detonation right or someone would get away. It was all a matter of
timing. They could hear the whine of engines and suddenly, the little convoy rounded the
bend. The lead vehicle passed his position. Fifty meters down the road, Eric detonated the
charge.
There was a tremendous crash, which stunned Charlie for a moment. A wrecked
passenger vehicle which was sitting on the side often road, half buried in rubble, was
tossed like a toy spinning through the air and crashed into the lead GEV. The vehicles
behind slammed on their breaks or other wise came to a halt. The rear GEV rammed into
the wheeled APC. A second tremendous explosion at the initial bend in the road sealed
off any means of escape for the wheeled transports. The explosions had been so violent
that for a moment no one fired.
The first GEV had the thrown-vehicle wreckage draped over the turret and front glacis.
The repulsors whined loudly as they tried to compensate for the extra weight. Charlie
could see a body hanging limply in the commander's cupola.
"Jesus Christ", said Charlie. "Fire goddamit!" One of his schwabs stood in the windowsill
and fired his panzerfaust. The loud explosion stunned Charlie for a moment despite his
earplugs. The round missed and splattered molten sparks on the street next to the vehicle.
"Fire again!"
The second schwab stood and fired his panzerfaust. It impacted on the top of the rear
hull, and set off a tremendous detonation as it hit the vehicle's fusion plant. The flash was
so bright that Charlie was momentarily blinded as a safety circuit shut down his NVGs.
The man who had fired the rocket was tossed back from the window and flung to the
floor. Debris fell upon them. Charlie flipped up his NVG visor. He could hear shooting
and further explosions now. While it wasn't quite up to the standard of an NAC infantry
platoon, Mellor had done his job well, and the partisans maintained a high if ragged
volume of fire. He saw one of his men on the floor grabbing his neck and gasping while
the other one tried to help.
"Leave him! Keep firing!"

Charlie poked his head out the window. Directly below him was the bus, its engine still
running. It was trying to move. Charlie selected HEDP on his L7 and fired off two 20mm
grenades straight down into the front of the bus. There were two small explosions and the
movement stopped.
Gerard was firing at the small-wheeled APC. Ten meters away, with the other support
element, Freeman was spraying the back hatch with his SAW. Several Kra'Vak had
jumped out with the first explosion. Some took cover on the far side of the vehicle using
it for cover. Two others inexplicably charged straight at them. Freeman poured fire into
them. They were tough, but twenty or thirty 4mm slugs tore them apart. Gerard fired
20mm grenades at the vehicle's wheels, disabling it for good. Three small explosions
went off against the wall above his head. Return fire. The rear GEV fired its main gun
and the wall collapsed in the next room, immediately silencing the firers there.
Mellor peered through his scope into the chaos below. He was taking a bead on the three
Kra'Vak hunkered down on his side of the wheeled APC when rear GEV exploded,
ruining his aim. He reacquired his targets. He depressed the first trigger, which lased the
target, and provided the targeting chip in the rifle with the information it needed about
range, and atmospheric conditions. He could hardly miss from here, as it was less than
100 meters. Once the green LED in his scope lit, he squeezed the trigger and the Guass
barked. His target feel over a fist sized hole in its back and a larger hole through its chest.
Kenny switched to the adjacent Kra'Vak which was returning fire and hadn't noticed it's
comrade fall. This shot blew its head clean off. The third Kra'Vak, having seen the other
two die, jumped up and ran around the vehicle charging Gerard's position. It was gunned
down in the street after a few paces.
Gerard saw that enemy fire had slackened off. He called for a cease-fire and fired the IR
chemlights off into the street. Firing continued for another thirty seconds as 946
personnel struggled to get control of their men. Once the firing stopped he called for the
assault teams to move out. They stood up and rushed across the street. As they passed
fallen Kra'Vak they fired extra rounds into them. One, on the far side of the wheeled
vehicle, was crawling towards them along the ground, trailing entrails. It looked as if it
was trying to attack them. A burst of rounds to its head finished it. Once on the far side of
the vehicle he called for the search teams to get to work. Two men approached the
wrecked wheeled-APC and clamored up on the roof.
"Watch out." Warned Gerard. "Come on let's hurry," he said to others. The clock was
ticking. The top hatches on the rear roof of the vehicle were open. Part of a Kra'Vak was
still in the turret's hatch. The rest of it was nowhere in sight. The two schwabs searched
the inside using flashlights.
"There are three bodies in here!" Once cried.
"Drag them out." Ordered Gerard, distracted by all the shouting going on in the bus.
"We need help."
"Fuck." He slung his rifle and climbed up. The inside of the vehicle was smoky. One
Kra'Vak lay against the rear wall, a hole in its head. "Leave that one." A second Kra'Vak

lay on the floor still. It wore a flowing robe. This was one of the purple ones. Excellent.
Beside it, also unconscious was a human.
"It's one of the collaborators!" One of Gerard's Gs raised his rifle to smash in the
unconscious man's head, but Gerard grabbed the muzzle.
"What the hell is the matter with you? We need him. Pick him up and pass him out.
Hurry! Then we'll get that purple one."
Miner kicked aside the wrecked forward door of the bus. There was a small fire coming
from under the front grill. Inside there was shouting and agitated movement. The
prisoners were in a panic. As he forced his way in he saw that the driver, a human and
one Kra'Vak up front were clearly dead as were several prisoners. A second dead
Kra'Vak, dressed in purple robes lay sat slumped over in another seat. Several prisoners
were beating its lifeless head. There seemed to be in two heaps, one near the front of the
bus the other at the rear. Some forced their way froward and tried to get passed Miner and
his schwab counterpart, who was calling for order.
Miner started pulling prisoners out and shoving them towards the front of the bus. There
was much crying and screaming. Some grabbed at his arms. A partisan pushed kicked
and yelled for them get off the bus before it caught fire.
He came to the first heap of people and saw they were piled on a helmeted figure. That
was who he was looking for. Luckily for the traitor he was still wearing his helmet as one
man was beating his head with a truncheon. Miner fired a burst into the roof to get their
attention then began pulling them off one by one. Some gave a parting kick or punch as
they left. The entire scene was chaos.
He pushed his way to the back of the bus. There were more dead prisoners strewn about.
It appeared that either the guards had opened up indiscriminately, or 946 had killed them
in the opening fusillade. At the bottom of the rear pile he could see a struggling Kra'Vak.
They had dog-piled him when the firing started. Between it and the writhing mass above
him were several dead prisoners, who had been killed in the attempt to subdue their
captor. As soon as Miner could make some room he shoved the muzzle of his rifle in
between the creature's tusks and pulled the trigger. There was shouting and cheers, then
more disentangled themselves from the heap and exited the bus
"Six, this is Assault two, we got another tango in the bus. Bringing him out now. He's
pretty beat up. All Karlas in here are dead."
Frament ran about the kill zone attending to casualties. His first priority had been injured
in the attacking force. Lawrence had reported one man killed when the lead GEV
exploded. Two more were dead on The assault team. Injured prisoners were pouring out
of the bus. Frament estimated that there must have been 70 or 80 men and women packed
into there. The most severely injured he directed to be carried back over to the assault
position. Molitoris had run to Gerard and was assisting with their captive. It appeared that
the purple Kra'Vak was alive. Gerard has his men bind it as securely as possible, then
detailed four men to hoist the heavy beast and carry it back to the release point. Molitoris,
with two assistants carried the wounded traitor.

Gerard was furious now. Seven minutes had elapsed and the kill zone was still chaos.
"Let's get The fuck out of here! Security, anything coming?"
"Not yet boss."
"Demo teams get to work."
"Already on it", replied Miner. They rigged each vehicle with a prepared explosive
charge. Matthais directed that three dead partisans be tossed into the bus. Better to
destroy the evidence. Charlie counted people past him on their way to the release point.
"Mellor pull off!"
"On the way."
There were many prisoners milling around. Matthais fired a pistol in the air to get their
attention. "We have to get out of here. The enemy will be here shortly. You can come
with us but you have to move fast. We need you to help carry the wounded. Run through
that gap." Most responded to his orders but at least fifteen ran in the opposite direction,
preferring to either take their chances alone, or determined to get back to their homes in
the city.
"Charges rigged Sir!"
"Gerard called for the rest of the assault team to pull off the kill zone.
Mellor and his team ran by. "That's it", he said.
Gerard ran back to the assault position where Miner waited. "Support pull off." The
support element gathered up their weapons and left. He eyed his watch nervously. They
were going on eleven minutes.
"Security, pull off!" The security teams had longer to travel, but gave the heads up when
they were safely out of the way.
"OK everyone's clear". Reported Lawrence back at the release point.
Gerard and Miner got up and ran back through the alley. "Go ahead", he said.
"Fire in the hole. Fire in the hole. Fire in the hole." Shouted Miner. Four huge explosions
shook the buildings as the remnants of the vehicles were blasted to bits.
Twisting through the narrow alleys, they arrived at the release point. More chaos. Freed
prisoners were milling around, still in an agitated state. Many wounded were crying.
Freeman and Molitoris working on the worst chases.
Lawrence ran up. "That's everybody, Sir."
"Jesus, will you look at this circus?" He turned Matthais. "W have got to get out of here
fast"

Matthais turned to his mean and barked orders in German. They picked up the freed
prisoners and moved them out, some with rifle butts or by kicks. This was no time to be
subtle. Of course the benefit was that they had sufficient porters to carry the wounded and
captives. Everyone was still wide-eyed and breathing hard from the action. They moved
out at a walk, too slow for Lawrence and Gerard, but as fast as they could make it.
Dirlwanger and his group waited grimly for what he was sure must come. He was
surprised as his watch passed fifteen minutes since the first explosion and still no enemy
had arrived. At twenty minutes he was beginning to think they might get away, when one
of his lookouts shouted. "Six vehicles coming down the main road from the south. All
armored GEVs!"
They waited in silence, tracking the relief force through their weapons sights as it rapidly
approached the command-detonated mine. A few seconds before they passed, the
building on one side of the street exploded in a tremendous roar and collapsed into the
street. The first vehicle in the formation barely made it past the collapsing building, but
the second was buried in the rubble. Thick dust and smoke obscured the street. They
opened fire into the darkness. The one vehicle that had made it through stopped and spun
with amazing agility. It fired into Dirlwanger's position and two men were killed
instantly.
"Pull back! Pull back! Let's go!" The rest of the partisans scrambled from behind their
positions and tore off at a run to their next assembly point. Dirlwanger was last. He was
just too old to keep up with the youngest, plus he carried the detonator. In a last glance
back, he saw Kra'Vak picking their way across the rubble and emerging out of the dust
running towards his old position. The GEV had pulled right up to the building and was
firing at point blank to cover the infantry's assault. Dirlwanger ran around the bend of an
alley just as a explosion from a Kra'Vak rail gun chipped of a piece of wall above his
head. He pressed button one on his little console and another tremendous explosion
destroyed the building that had been their initial position. He hobbled down the alley, a
few meters from the assembly point. The remainder of his men, kneeling or squatting
behind cover. Behind him he could hear the whine of repulsor motors as a GEV tried to
follow them down The alley. Over head he heard the roar of a skimmer. The chase was
on.
It took twenty minutes to get to the outskirts of the city. As they moved away from the
ambush site, the sounds of Dirlwanger's action receded, though punctuated by an
occasional explosion. Miraculously, nothing had come their way yet.
The greatest risk came when they left the outskirts of the city. There was a two hundred
meters of open rolling moss-infested terrain before they reached the foothills. They sent
small groups of five or six across at a time, and were forced to hug the ground several
times as flying craft were heard. But most were heading towards the fighting.
Their entry into the outback was through a deep ravine which, when entered provided a
relatively covered route away from the city. In an hour they had covered an additional
two kilometers. Here they stopped.

"We'll never get away with this huge a gaggle. We have to split up". Observed Lawrence.
"Agreed", said Matthais, breathing hard.
"I have a proposition", said Mills. "We split into three groups." The first group is the
Special Forces personnel, the captives and enough of us to carry them. We head straight
back to our patrol base. The second group will be the wounded with some people to carry
them along. We'll be moving slower and begin making the long trip back to the resistance
nest. The third group will be the rest of the freed workers. We can take them on yet a
more circuitous route. This will thrown off any trackers and allow your men to make the
fastest possible time."
"Sounds like a good plan", said Lawrence. "But who goes where?"
"You're whole team goes with the prisoners."
Frament and Molitoris were working on casualties within earshot of the conversation. "I
can't leave these people", said Colin. "Some of them will die if I do".
"There's no choice. We have to make better time."
"No argument there, but someone has to treat these casualties. I'll stay with this group.
Molitoris can go with you guys and monitor the prisoners."
"Yeah but who's gonna cover your ass?"
"I've got Rudi and Hans with me. I'll be alright. We'll link up back at the base".
Gerard and Lawrence were against splitting up their men but they had to think of the
casualties and maintaining rapport with the partisans. "Ok, you go with them. Who leads
the other group?
"I'll take them myself, said Matthais. We'll link up in a few days back at the base".
"Well alright then let's get moving." Said Gerard. They picked themselves up and sorted
out into their groups. The first group, with 946, totaled 25 and included the two traitors
and the still unconscious purple Kra'Vak. They moved out first. The second group with
the wounded was made up of Colin, 18 partisans and unhurt ex prisoners, 15 ambulatory
cases, eight of which had to be carried. The third group, led by Matthais, consisting of ten
of his men and the remaining 25 freed prisoners, set off in a different direction.
Before they left Charlie pulled Colin aside. He put a hand on his shoulder.
"Listen up, brother. We can't afford to lose you."
"I'll be alright."
"I wouldn't trade all of these guys for you."
"I know that, but I have a job to do here. Man, quit worrying. Rudi and Hans will cover
my butt."

"Well, be careful. We'll see you in a few days."
"OK, Sarge."
After Charlie walked away, Miner walked up. "Hey Colin."
Colin was already walking back to his patients. He spun. "Yo?"
"Here. This'll help keep you going."
Colin walked to his friend and accepted the bag of Gorp. (A trail mix made of nuts,
chocolate bits and dried fruits.) "Thanks man. Now I know I'm doomed if you're giving
me your chow."
"Yeah well. Don't eat it all at once." They shook hands and parted.
Aboard the KRS Köhl
Röt Hafen system
31 July 2215 ship's time

The Köhl drifted silently through the vast emptiness of space. Even in a solar system with
as many ships as Röt Hafen, she was nearly impossible to spot. Her most vulnerable
moment had been the warp transit. As soon as the ships main cortex has rebooted it had
activated the cloaking device. Sensors had detected no enemy in the area.
The run in to the planet had been uneventful, if tense for the crew. Only the sensor
specialists were busy, cataloging everything they could with their passive recording
devices. Already they had catalogued 48 different sensor contacts, which could be
classified as ships. With only passive measures available it was difficult to determine the
exact nature of each contact but these would be passed on to fleet intelligence for a more
detailed analysis.
There was little radio traffic coming from Röt Hafen considering its size. That did not
bode well for the population. They noticed that there were a few more satellites in orbit,
no doubt planted by the Kra'Vak. As they approached the planet, they could receive more
detailed information on the space station. There were many Kra'Vak ships in the station's
vicinity It was reasonable to assume that they had taken it over for their own purposes.
Hauser's hopes sank as they got within sufficient range to confirm that their satellite was
no longer in orbit. They were well within the time window for transmission. The BzKh11
was to have released a single transmission canister into a higher orbit for a burst but that
never came. A detailed studied of the orbit it was supposed to be occupying came up with
no traces of the clandestine satellite of anything for that matter.
As the Köhl slipped away from Röt Hafen, hopes for making contact sagged. Still there
was the narrow possibility that the emergency contact would be made. That seemed
unlikely. Hauser believed that the mission had been compromised on insertion and the
shuttle as well as the Special Forces team either were killed or captured. Still, they were
getting some good intel off the sensors. That would be something.
Wiederstandstelle 24
Röt Hafen

1 August, 2193, 0200

Brooks finished his pre-operational checks on the data cone of the MBE (Message
Beacon, Emergency). He took the message disk and loaded it into the MBE's message
memory. He checked, then double-checked that it had been loaded correctly then packed
the cone away into the carrying case with the rest of the MBE. It was early enough that
he could still catch three hours of sleep before they had to leave for their third, and
probably futile attempt to make commo.
He was depressed by the whole situation. Every special operations commo man had it
drummed into him that no matter how successful the operation on the ground may be, if
you didn't make commo, then the mission was a failure. Even if the problem lay beyond
his control, he still was responsible. Well there was no use worrying about it now. There
was plenty of time for that tomorrow after he sent up the MBE. Oh but wait, he thought,
by then I'll be worrying about the fact that I just let everyone on the planet know more or
less where I am.
Patrol Base
Röt Hafen
1 August, 2193, 0418

946 rested in a small cave. Mellor, Mills and Molitoris were gathered around one of the
traitors peering at him with a flashlight. Two others guarded the prisoner and the Kra'Vak
while a third guarded the opening. The rest slept. The man was finally regaining
consciousness after several stim shots given by Eric. Attention was drawn to the odd
metal circular disk that seemed to be implanted in the side of his head. Mills and
Molitoris were kneeling beside him while Kenny stood.
"What do you make of that?" Asked Mellor.
Eric studied the device and the work that went into implanting it. "Hmm. I'm not sure
what it does but they did a crude job of sticking it in him. Check out around the sides of
the disk. Then skin is red and irritated. At two spots, here and here, you can see where it
is suppurating. Looks like whoever put this in either did a rush job, doesn't give a shit
about the patient, or isn't that familiar with human physiology. Or all three."
"I think this device is how they are controlling all their handlers."
"The traitors?"
"Yes", said Mills. "How else could they get so many to help them? And it makes sense.
Through this device the Kra'Vak can probably pass messages to the handlers that they
pass onto their slave workers."
Eric studied the wound and the device a bit further. "That could very well be. Makes
sense."
"Hey, he's coming to."
The traitor was a heavy-set man in his mid forties, his close-cropped gray hair and a thin
moustache. An ugly scar ran along his left cheek. Apparently a souvenir from some long

past knife fight. He opened his eyes and squinted in pain at the bright light of Eric's
flashlight. He looked around then looked at the three around him. His situation was
immediately clear. Wild fear gripped the man. He was in the hands of the partisans. He
started hyperventilating.
"Nicht Shiessen, nicht Shiessen!" He proclaimed squirming in an attempt to crawl
backwards.
Mellor stepped forward and placed a boot on the man's chest and pushed him flat to the
ground and shoved his rifle in the man's face. "Shut the fuck up! What's this fucker
saying Don?"
"He asking us not to shoot him." In German. Mills replied, "We won't shoot you if you
cooperate fully. Anything less than full cooperation and I'll turn you over to the rest of
the partisans. You can imagine what they want to do to you, no?"
"No problem, no problem, I cooperate. It's not my fault. It's not my fault. They made me
do all these things. You see?"
"No I don't see", answered Mills, after translating.
"They've put this thing in our heads", he touched a finger to it and winced, "Aye, it hurts!
They tell us what to do. I can hear them speak and they can understand what I hear. I
don't know how this device works but it does. I had no part in all this. I was merely being
used. Please, you must make the others understand. Please!"
"What are they doing here? Why are they here?"
"I don't know, I don't know. I've been working with a construction detail at the spaceport.
They can understand what I think, but I can't understand what they think. Only what the
want me to. Please, you have to remove this thing from me. They'll come for me."
That perked up Mills. "Can they track you with that thing in your head?"
"I don't know!"
"What kind of construction were you doing?"
"I'm not sure. We were building alien structures to their specifications. They were passing
the directions through me. I'm not an engineer. I never even finished Gymnasium. But I
talked to others at night when we were off duty. I think they are building a repair facility
or some sort of supply base here. Some have been forced into orbit to work with slave
crews transported up there. They never come back. But I think there is a big facility up
there too. I've seen many ships land and take off at the space port."
"Have you been staying at their base downtown in the evenings?"
"Yes I have."
"How many of you are there?"
"I don't know. More than a hundred. There was over eighty in our living area alone, but

there are other areas."
"How many Kra'Vak are there that you know of?"
"A lot. Hundreds, maybe more. I've never seen them all. But I have seen…ughhh
ughhaahhaaahhh!" He grabbed his head in pain, then his temple ruptured out, splattering
brains and blood all over Mellor's legs.
"Son of a…!"
"Get down!" In a flash, Molitoris had his pistol out of his holster and fired two rounds
into the Purple Kra'Vak head from across the room. As soon as the man's head exploded
he looked up and saw the Kra'Vak, trussed up as he was, had regained consciousness and
was holding something in his hand pointing it at their prisoner. Both guards had dozed
off.
Everyone was awake and hugging the ground. Molitoris walked over to the Kra'Vak,
pistol trained on it. A quick inspection showed that it was dead.
Mills ran over and kicked both guards. "Idioten! We've lost a valuable prisoner because
eof your incompetence!" He was so angry that he fumbled with his holster trying to
remove his pistol. Mellor restrained him until he calmed down. Both guards stared
guiltily at the ground.
Gerard stepped up. "Well that does it. We have to leave here now. That shot could be
heard for a long way. If they're out looking for us, they might have heard it."
"Shit". Said Mellor "We were getting some good information out of this one until his
head exploded."
"Check it out". Eric had been examining the body. "I guess they missed this when they
frisked this thing. He held up one of the Kra'Vak's hands. It had a wide ring on one
finger. Molitors had seen the creature pointing it at their prisoner when his head
exploded.
Mellor tore off a piece of the dead man's coveralls with his knife and started wiping
away, blood, bone and brains from his pants. "Jesus. This sucks."
Freeman couldn't help laughing. "Gee man, I like the camouflage pattern. Maybe you
should leave it."
"Fuck you!"
"Alright. Knock it off. Let's get out of here". Said Lawrence.
"Goddammit Chuck. That guy was full of information. He couldn't spill his guts fast
enough."
"Did ya get it on tape?"
"Of course", he grinned as he continued to wipe.

"Well we still got another one, if he ever wakes up. He's had the shit beat out of him."
"Man we had some good info. These guys live right in the enclave. Assuming fleet
launches a counter offensive. They could probably figure out a way in. Or at least fill us
in on what's in there."
"Excuse me. Did you say you vere going to try a get in ze base?" A short thin ragged man
stood before them. He was one of the workers they had freed. He had helped carry up the
prisoners with four other workers.
Mellor looked at him suspiciously. "What's it to you?"
"I spent time verking inside der base when it vas first being constructed. You must not go
in zere."
It occurred to Kenny that these workers would be another valuable source of intelligence.
"Why?"
"Vun of our first tasks was to excavate a tunnel that led under ze facility. At first I had no
idea what it was for. Then I found out later from anozer friend on a different detail. They
planted a large bomb under ze base. Nuclear. He felt it vas big enough to destroy ze city.
Ze Kra'Vak have placed similar bombs at uhzer sites. My friend worked with a party
installing the arming console in one of zeir control rooms."
"This friend. Is he here?"
"He is the ze only survivor of zat party. Ze others have died. He was very sick. He was
injured in your attack. He left mit anozer party."
"Shit we have to find him! Chuck you hearing this. Captain?"
"I heard it."
"Me too."
"Did you know what kind of bomb? Did your friend see it?"
"He did, but I don't know vat kind."
In Mellor's mind, this changed a lot of things. He looked at his watch. "OK. First, we
have to get this information to Brooks ASAP so he can get it off world. Second. If the
fleet attacks and conducts a ground attack which threatens the Kra'Vak hold on this
planet, then they may be planning to nuke the whole place.
"Scorched Earth", said Mills.
"Right. So we have to come up wit a way to disarm those weapons. This guy says they
installed systems to detonate The device from a central console. Well we gotta figure out
a way in there and eliminate that console or disarm the bomb. Hey Miner?"
Miner was bent over the dead Kra'Vak, with Molitioris, studying the body. "Yeah?"

"How good are you or Freeman at disarming nuclear weapons?"
"Come again?"
"Seriously. How good are you or Freeman at disarming nuclear weapons? Potentially
Alien design.
"I can spell nuclear."
"Come on. Seriously?"
"What do you think I am, a quantum physicist? I can blow shit up. I can wreck shit. I can
build a house. I can disarm a mine. A few booby traps. I can scratch my right ass cheek
with my left hand, but I can't disarm a nuclear detonator! And ass face over here doesn't
know either."
"Hey umm, Eric, you know I can speak for myself.," Said Freeman.
"What about you Bill?" Mellor was growing impatient.
"Umm, nope I can't disarm a nuclear bomb."
Mellor turned back to the diminutive worker. "How about your friend?"
"I vould not think so. He is an advanced skill electrician. Not a bomb experten."
Mellor turned to Lawrence, Mills and Gerard. "Are you guys following me on this?"
"I am", said Charlie.
"Me also", said Mills.
"Maybe I'm a little slow, Sergeant Mellor. What are you getting at?" Asked Gerard.
"What I'm getting at is this. If what this guy says is true. We have to infiltrate that base or
through some other means find a way to disarm those weapons or prevent their
detonation. If not, this planet goes up, potentially when the first soldier sets foot dirtside."
"Or as soon as the Kra'Vak feel they can't hold on any longer", added Charlie.
"Whatever. Some thing."
"You want to plan a mission to get into that base? Forget it. That's not part of our mission
profile."
"Oh for chrissakes Tom, quit being such an officer!"
"At ease Sergeant Mellor!" Gerard was angry at this overt challenge to his authority in
front of the men.
"Whoa, whoa everybody calm down," said Charlie.
"Look, Sir. Ken's right and you know it."

Gerard took a deep breath and waited for his anger to subside. "Even if he is, we have no
one with the skills to disarm that weapon.. We'd be wasting our time. I wouldn't even
know what I'm looking at. We might even prematurely precipitate detonation."
"Sir that's why we got to get a message off planet to the fleet. Maybe request they insert
someone that knows this shit. We can spend the rest of the time figuring out how to get
in."
"I agree that we have to get that message in. Problem is that Brooks has his shot at 0900.
Knowing him, he has at least a two-hour walk planned first. Maybe longer since it's the
MBE. We may be too late."
"Not if we hurry. Sir, help me word and encrypt the message. Charlie. Figure out where
we can go around here to hit the relay site. Come on you guys. Let's get all this latest info
in the message and out the door ASAP!"
Wiederstandstelle 24
Röt Hafen
1 August, 2193, 0600

Brooks finished the last of his "omelet with ham ration and washed it down with the
dregs of his coffee. "You guys ready?" He asked his patrol
"Ready, Sergeant". Their rucks were packed and at their feet. They were leaving to make
the commo shot.
Brooks lifted the heavy ruck slowly and swung it onto his back. Fuckin' pack mule, he
thought. Once he had it on, he grabbed his L7, which was leaning against a wall. The
other four were waiting for him. "Ok let's go."
They made their way down the corridor and had gotten to the first sentry when one of the
partisans manning the relay site came in from the outside. "Sergeant Brooks, Sergeant
Brooks! Another message has just arrived for you. It's marked urgent."
"You gotta be kidding me. We're half way out the fuckin' door."
The young man didn't know what to say.
"Gimme the thing."
Brooks popped a quick release and lowed his ruck to the ground. "Have a seat guys.
This'll take a minute." Brooks ran the disk through his pocket reader. The header was
encrypted with an internal team key. He could not read the main body of the message as
it was already encrypted for off world.
GRUMP DE GRIFF 010600XAUG93 BT
FOLLOWING MESSGAGE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH YOUR CYRIL BT
INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS MARKED MOST URGENT BT
SUCCESS OF OPERATION DEPENDS UPON IT REACHING GIZMO BT
INCLUDE WITH YOUR 010900XAUG93 CYRIL
BT AR

Brooks looked at his watch. Breaking out the data cone, clearing the message memory,
recombining this message with other one and reloading it into message memory was
going to take at least twenty minutes. He was starting to feel under a time crunch.
Brooks pulled out the MBE data cone and his fill device and went to work. There were
many steps to the process and they all had to be done in order if the MBE was to work
right and non-garbled data was to be sent. Completing all the steps took him 18 minutes.
He set the signal strength of the transmitter to full power. By the time they were out of
the base entrance, they were 30 minutes behind schedule.
They moved out carefully, now in daylight. He studied his map as they moved and
decided to pick an alternate site. It was a little closer and to the east. They could follow
the direction of a deep ravine. He lead off at a brisk pace. Occasionally breaking into a
run. The others struggled to keep up.
Ninety minutes and six kilometers later they had reached the approximate are where he
wanted to empalce the MBE. He found a flat piece of ground and set up the device. The
MBE was essentially a rocket flare. But instead of emitting light it sent out an
omindirectional data transmission. To be used in case of emergency. The rocket was
programmed to reach an altitude of 120 kilometers. Brooks hoped that would be high
enough to get a message to whatever hidden listener was out there to receive it.
Having prepared the device for launch, he set the timer for thirty minutes, then signaled
his men to follow along. They moved quickly, scrambling up the steep slope of a ridge.
Once on top they ran just below the crest on the far side to a flat peak. From here. Brooks
would watch the launch and monitor the transmission.
When he reached his observation point he was breathing hard. He gulped down half a
canteen or water. The others did the same. Brooks looked at his watch. "Here it comes."
Below there was a flash and a small whoosh. The one and a half-meter long rocket lifted
into the air and quickly disappeared from sight. "And there it goes! Alright let's get the
fuck out of here. We just let everyone know that someone is here."
Aboard the KRS Köhl
Röt Hafen system
31 July 1201 ship's time

"OK people, that's that. It is time to prepare us for the jump sequence. Number One, keep
all the sensor recording until the last possible moment."
"Jawohl, Herr Kapitän."
"Mister Bester, how is your navigational fix for the jump?"
"Excellent. Herr Kapitän. We can start the sequence at any time. I can pick it up at the ten
minute countdown."
No one on the bridge crew sounded happy to leave. Despite the excellent data they had
recorded on this last pass through the system, despite having remained hidden, they were
dejected. The lack of communication meant that the team, which had been inserted on the
planet, was most likely lost. Everything they had experienced up to this time pointed in

that direction. The missing Satellite. The missing shuttle. Having been tracked and
attacked after insertion. The crew felt the heavy burden of failure. They shared a
collective guilt. No amount of spin could put a happy face on the situation.
Hrabek was standing by Hauser's command chair. He looked over to her. Alright,
Number One, we might as well start transit preparations now. No use waiting around any
longer.
"Jawohl, Herr Kapitän. Leutnant Bester, begin the sequence."
"Attention all hands, Jump minus ten minutes, jump minus ten minutes. All hands to
jump positions. Internal gravity will be offline in five minutes."
"Herr Kapitän, picking something up on the EM band sensor." Said a communications
technician.
"What is it?" Hauser sat up in his seat.
"Message Sir!"
Hrabek moved over at the sensor console. She was replaying the last few minutes. "Very
feint, Herr Kapitän, but I have a launch signature in low orbit. Very, very small vehicle, I
can't even read its mass. But it is transmitting on the guard net!"
"Is it for us?"
"Running the message header through decryption now". The communications tech
manipulated her gain controls. "We lost part of the first transmission but it keeps
repeating itself. Herr Kapitän, the transmission has abruptly ended!"
"I see it". Said Number one. "It's been destroyed. The flash was clearly seen."
"Do we have the whole transmission?" Every head of the bridge crew was turned towards
the nervous communications tech as she verified the message.
"Jawohl Herr Kapitän. We have the whole transmission!" The entire bridge crew erupted
in cheering and backslapping. Only Hauser and Hrabek maintained her composure. He
gave a slight grin. She winked.
"Mister Bester, if you can find the time to pull yourself together, you can take us out of
here."
Röt Hafen
31 July, 2193 0930 local

After ensuring launch of the MBE, brooks and his party of four were trying to pt as much
distance between them and the launch site was possible. The going was difficult, with
loose rock and a steep gradient. They had moved for not more then ten minutes was a
brilliant flash lit the valley behind them.
"Down!" Shouted Brooks.

The detonation had gone of in the next valley over from the patrol. The ground heaved
and shook tremendously and everyone was thrown about like popcorn. Brooks was flung
down hill and landed thirty meters below amidst some rock out cropping. Above him
entire chunks of the hill sloughed off and came crashing down around him. Someone was
screaming. He was barely conscious of a large boulder passing by his head when
everything went black.
946 was threading their way through a narrow wadi-like depression. It gave them good
concealment from observation from the air, since the opening in the desert floor was
narrower up top then down where they were moving. Gerard, an amateur geologist, had
speculated that the crevice had opened up in the ground long ago during some
cataclysmic seismic event. The ground down in the depression was covered with the
greenish brown moss and even the occasional fern-like tree. It was as close to an oasis as
one would find on Röt Hafen.
A bright flash lit the sky above them. Everyone instinctively took a knee. Down where
they were there was no way to tell what direction the explosion came from, but fifteen
seconds later there was a tremendous roar and they could feel the ground shaking
slightly. No sooner had that subsided then another flash, followed only a few seconds
later by an overpoweringly loud roar shook them more violently. Behind them a piece of
the rock wall gave away and collapses where the patrol had just passed. Individual rocks
cascaded down amongst them, but miraculously no one was hurt.
They rained down even after both explosions subsided. Would there be more? Gerard
glanced back at Lawrence.
"Nukes." Said Charlie.
Mellor warily observed the sliver of sky above him waiting for the telltale mushroom
cloud to appear. "Looks like the Kra'Vak are getting serious."
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KRS Markgraf
First Combined Assault Fleet
Undisclosed Location in Deep Space
4 August, 2193

Colonel Rölle stepped off the shuttle into the hangar bay of the super-dreadnought. After
many weeks in the cramped confines of the Kreta it almost felt outdoors. A Yeoman
saluted and motioned for him to follow. With Rölle were Majors Wesreidau and Weston,
as well as Leutnant Makowsky, his adjutant, and Hauptman Emma Gehlen, his
intelligence officer, and Captain Torkleson, 5th SAS. The small party followed the
Yeoman through the First Combined Assault Fleet flagship to the commander's briefing
room. It was a spacious affair with walls of actual Mahogany. This was another welcome
sight after the gray steel bulkheads of the Kreta. The room was spacious and contained a
long Mahogany table with a dozen chairs. Small video consoles were in front of each
seat. A podium was against one wall with a large holo-projector behind it. Along the
walls were pictures of fighting ships stretching back almost three hundred years. On the
opposite wall hung the large red Imperial Eagle of the NSL. It was quite an impressive
room for a spaceship.
There was little time to appreciate the surroundings, as they had to set up for the meeting.
Two navy types entered and introduced themselves. "Good evening Herr Oberst. I am
Korvetten Kapitän Oslow from the commander staff. This is Lieutenant Commander
Mallory, from NAC fleet intelligence. Is everything in order?" Oslow's close cropped
gray hair and pencil thin moustache added to his rather severe and serious demeanor.
"Everything is just fine Herr Kapitän. Has the Admiral had time to review the materials
we forwarded?"
"Yes he has. Quite interesting. This should be a short meeting."
"Very well." Short meeting. Was that bad or good? There was something in the tone of
Oslow's voice, which made Rölle instantly dislike him.
After ensuring all the personal data consoles were loaded with the correct info and that
the Holo-projector was ready to loaded, they sat down to await the bigwigs. Five minutes
later they arrived.
"Achtung!"
All the officers present shot to attention as Admiral Wilhelm von Bulow, commander of
the First Combined Assault Fleet, entered. He was a tall, thin man. He was rather stately
in appearance. Worry lines dug deep into his forehead and around his slate gray eyes. A
small entourage of officers followed von Bulow.
"Ladies and gentlemen, please sit." Admiral von Bulow waved them down with a casual
flick of the hand. He walked directly to Rölle and shook his hand.
"Hello Peter. It is good to see you again. How long has it been, five years? I am glad to
have you aboard on this operation."
"The honor is mine, Herr Admiral."

"I don't know if you have met Admiral Bellamy. He is my Deputy commander as well as
the commander of the carrier task force so graciously provided by the New Anglican
Confederation." Bellamy was a medium height and solidly built, with a pug nose and
jutting jaw. A bit off looking for an admiral. he had a touch of gray about the temples of
his otherwise sandy brown hair. The NAC admiral looked impeccably turned out in his
dress blues. Rölle passed his eyes over the six rows of ribbons on his chest topped with
his gold aviator's wings. The man had been around.
"Pleasure to meet you Herr Admiral." They shook hands.
"Yes, the same here, Colonel."
"Allow me to introduce my staff Colonel", said von Bulow. "This is Commander Siegen,
chief of operations. A short stocky woman nodded. "To her right is Kapitän Oslow.
Kapitän Oslow is my chief of intelligence. Lieutenant Commander Mallory, NAC fleet
intelligence is his deputy. To his right is Major Blowers from OSFI (Office of Strategic
Fleet Intelligence). He's our resident Xenologist. That is Leutnant Zinger, my adjutant."
"A pleasure to meet you all. Sir, this is Major Weston. He's the operations officer from
the NAC 504th Assault battalion. Together with Major Wesreidau from RSL battalion 3,
they are my operational planning staff. Hauptman Gehlen is my staff intelligence officer
and Leutnant Makowsky is my space landing control officer. Captain Torkleson runs our
SOCCE."
"SOCCE?" Asked Commander Siegen.
"It's a NAC term. It stands for Special Operations Command and Control Element. It is
his job to advise us on the proper use and capabilities of the Special Forces elements
being employed on this operation."
"Very well, let's get started", said von Bulow. "Colonel, we've read over you report to
date and in particular the report from the NAC Special Forces element that you have on
the ground in Röt Hafen. Very impressive, and very disturbing. It raises a number of
significant issues and brings us to a decision point. I know you were planning to give us a
full presentation, but I believe the materials you forwarded have been studied by all and
we can skip directly to the discussion."
"Yes, Sir?"
"I'll let Oslow sum up the intelligence for us."
"Thank you Herr Admiral. There are several main points to be surmised by the operation
so far. The Kra'Vak have conducted an obviously well planned and prepared assault on
Röt Hafen. Upon eliminating the fleet presence and orbital defenses, they conducted a
bombardment of several settlements on the planet leaving only the city of Röt Hafen
untouched. Occupation of the planet was undertaken quickly and efficiently. Any
resistance was crushed with overwhelming force and brutality. Rather quickly, they were
able to land sufficient troops and resources to commence large-scale construction or
modification of facilities on the planet. Best estimates are that they are constructing a

logistical and maintenance base to support further operations in this sector. We've
reviewed all the Köhl's sensor logs and we have detected a major modification to the
Dortmund space station in orbit. There were many ships gathered around, or docked with,
the station. I'd say that they've turned this into a dry dock facility. It is also clear that they
have been careful to keep the mining operations functioning on the planet. Köhl's
catalogued over a dozen new satellites. Based on their orbital trajectories, we estimate 9
of these to be defensive platforms of some sort. The Kra'Vak are continuing to build up
their forces in the system. This is the first case where the Kra'Vak have gone beyond
raiding and are attempting to stake a foothold in human space."
"The Kra'Vak have displayed an utter disregard for human casualties in their operations.
Already this is shaping up to be one of the worst disasters in the past twenty-five years.
They've employed nuclear weapons on several occasions. In fact, a few minutes before
the Köhl warped out of the system, they detected two detonations on the planet. We have
photographic evidence off mass executions. They appear to be keeping the population
alive to use them as slave labor in their base construction and in the mines. It is an
appalling situation."
"Also there is some intelligence, which indicates that, the Kra'Vak have prepared for the
likelihood of losing the planet. There are reports that they have emplaced a number of
nuclear weapons, at various locations still inhabited around the planet to include
underneath the city of Röt Hafen."
"And that brings us to the subject of this meeting", said Admiral Bellamy "Is the
information to be believed, and if so, what do we do about it?"
"Sir, I don't understand what you mean by 'if the information to be believed'?" Asked
Rölle.
"What I mean is that it came from a single source. A worker who 'knew someone' that
had seen the weapons or some such thing. That's hardly a reliable source of information
for which to base a major change in plans.
Captain Torkleson interrupted. "Excuse me, Admiral. But with all due respect, this
information has been classified by the detachment intelligence NCO as B2. That means
that the information is believed accurate and that the subject in question is believed quite
reliable. That's the highest rating that can be given to someone that is not within the
detachment. Regardless of what we think, the men on the ground dealing with the
situation believe the report to be true. And they've forwarded their recommendations on
what to do about it."
Oslow scoffed. "Yes I see that. They want us to drop them a few nuclear weapons
experts. Then presumably they intend to infiltrate the base and disarm these weapons.
Sounds more like an action vid than realistic planning."
Rölle felt a sudden flash of anger. "I have known Master Sergeant Lawrence for many
years. He does not purport himself to be an action here as you put it. He has a great
amount of experience in these matters, as does the rest of his team. We must rely on their
judgment as they are the ones on the spot down there."

Oslow pressed on. Rölle could see the veins on his temples bulging out. "Colonel, this is
an immense multinational operation being put together at virtually a moment's notice.
Just the kriegsraumflotte assets number nearly 90 ships! We cannot amend our operations
at the last minute based on the word of one decrepit old prisoner and the opinion of one
enlisted man."
"And frankly, Sir, I have a problem with some of the decisions your team is making
down on the planet. Ambushing that column and order to capture that human traitor has
no doubt resulted in the deaths of many hundreds if not thousands of civilians through
reprisals. I think your men are out of control down there and jeopardizing this entire
operation. I assure you here will be a full court of inquiry into this matter once we've
taken back Röt Hafen." "Let's shelve that discussion for now, shall we people?" Said
Bellamy. "I would suggest we keep on the agenda."
"Perhaps we should review our objective as set forth by Herr Baumgartner and Mister
Pimms our respective government's Defense Ministers". Commander Siegen could see all
of the soldiers were on the edge of their seats and Rölle looked ready to leap over the
table at Oslow. "We have been tasked with executing this mission with the three
objectives in mind, in this order of priority. "
"One: We are to gain as much intelligence a possible as to the organization, ships and
equipment, fighting methods, origins, and motivations of Kra'Vak forces. This is in
anticipation of the fact that there will be an increasing threat to human space from these
aliens. Attacks have been on the rise with five serious incidents in the past year. All of
which have seen human forces come off badly in the exchange. We still don't know why
they have initiated this war against us"
"Two: To inflict so complete a defeat upon the Kra'Vak forces so as to deter them from
further aggression in Human space. They must be made to realize that we can amass
overwhelming combat power against their forces. Our Xeno people have worked up a
sociological/psychological background on the Kra'Vak which you have all seen. They
believe that overwhelming force is a message that they should understand."
Rölle smirked at that. At this point there was so little hard intelligence on actual Kra'Vak
psychological or sociological beliefs and activities. The whole thing was nothing but
SWAG. Scientific Wild-Assed Guess.
"Three: To evict Kra'Vak forces from Röt Hafen and return control of the planet back to
it's rightful government."
"I'm surprised that the safety of the population is not the top priority." Said Rölle.
"Colonel, the perspective governments of the New Anglican Confederation and the Neu
Schwabian League realize the grave long term threat that the Kra'Vak pose to all of
humankind. It's not just about this one planet. We are preparing for a long war here. Keep
in mind that news of events on Röt Hafen have not even been reported to the press or the
UN general assembly yet."
"What? How do you hide the disappearance of almost a million people? I can't believe

that the Prime Minister would take such risks with her political career."
"Now it was Siegen's turned to be annoyed. Damned Landser, she thought. Doesn't
understand anything. "Colonel you are hardly in a position to be questioning the political
decisions of the respective governments of our alliance. Your position is to carry out
those orders."
Rölle decided to speak directly at von Bulow. There was no point going round and round
with these people. He'd remember to settle his score with Oslow whenever they found
themselves alone. He was white ht with anger but had no intention of letting it effect this
meeting. He'd deal with it later. "Herr Admiral. If this information we have is correct, and
I believe it is, then we risk the elimination of the entire population of Röt Hafen the
minute we set foot on that planet. Not to mention losses to our own forces. Not
discounting the obvious moral ramifications to whoever makes that decision, I would
point out that we stand to gain extremely valuable intelligence from any portion of their
forces or installations that we can capture intact. This speaks directly to the primary
objective of this operation."
"You've seen the intelligence. You know what's happening to the people on that planet.
You've seen our recommendations for supporting operational detachments 946's plan.
Ladies and gentlemen, I implore you to consider this decision carefully!"
Siegen's voice raised an octave in annoyance. "Colonel Rölle. One of the greatest assets
we have right now is surprise. We choose the time and place of initiating the engagement
at Röt Hafen. The Kra'Vak are already at a state of heightened alert. We go back in and
we risk losing that advantage."
"Surprise? Do you think the Kra'Vak don't know we're coming for them. They're not
stupid, you know. You can always pick exactly when and how to strike, but they know
we are coming sooner or later. And the later we come the more thousands of civilians are
murdered. The more time they have to dig in and build up."
"There's no arguing the fact that we have to move quickly", said Mallory. "We cannot
allow the buildup to continue. The few ships we've encountered have given us enough
problems as it is. No one's looking forward to engaging the bulk of their fleet in one fell
swoop".
There was a pause as both sides stared each other down. Admiral von Bulow looked at
his watch. "I'm afraid that we do not have time to continue this discussion. We've listened
to both sides. Admiral Bellamy and myself with confer together and appraise you of our
decision before the end of the day. Colonel Rölle, I want to you continue planning the
insertion of the assets requested by your men on the planet. All other operational
planning and preparations will continue as scheduled. By the way, Oberst, I believe that
the last elements of task force Hannibal are arriving today?"
"Yes, Herr Admiral. The 4th Hussars, an armored battalion, the 43rd fire support
battalion, and the 18th Medical battalion are all arriving today. This will complete the
assembly of ground elements of Task Force Hannibal"

"Very well. See to their integration into your scheme of maneuver. I will call another
meeting as soon as practical. Dismissed." Both staffs filed out of the room with glum
expressions. Bellamy and von Bulow waited until they room was empty and the hatch
secured.
"Well Wilhelm. Quite a dilemma." Said Bellamy.
Admiral von Bulow put his elbows on the table and rubbed his temples. "Yes James,
quite a dilemma. What do you make of this report?"
"Well I am no intelligence analyst but from what we've heard of the Kra'Vak, it sounds
bloody well up their alley to pursue a scorched earth policy if they can't hold on to the
planet."
"Quite. But what about authorizing the attempt to disarm the mechanism?"
"Seriously? I don't see it happening. I don't care how switched on those lads are down
there. Sounds well nigh impossible."
"So you are against Colonel Rölle's plan?
"Now I didn't say that, did I? Seems to me if we don't even try we'll be marked as a pair
of callous bastards."
"We are following the directives set down by our governments."
"Oh dear that will go over just peachy in the press won't it?"
"I was merely suggesting.."
"I know, Wilhelm. Sorry."
"Do you think we would be throwing away the surprise factor if we insert these
individuals?"
"Well we sure had a few close calls. The Kra'Vak were onto Köhl on their first two
operations even if they couldn't pin them down. Things looked like they were going well
on the last show until they nuked the general vicinity of the transmission site right after
Rölle's boys made with their transmission to Köhl.
"They could be dead."
"Your boy Rölle thinks not. Apparently it is their SOP to make transmission well away
from the main body in these clandestine operations to prevent just such a likelihood."
"So that brings us back to the original point. We need to make a decision. We have our
visitors coming tomorrow and they will be expecting a brief on the mission. So, is it
worth the risk in losing surprise to get them in?" They both sat in silence for a moment.
Bellamy rubbed his chin in deep thought. He had been a boxer in his younger days. thick
fingers and wide knuckles were still callused from many ours of hard work at the Gym on
the punching bag. Suddenly a thought occurred. Then he held up a finger.

"Hmm. I think I have an idea that will get them in and still maintain surprise. Best of both
worlds, old boy."
Wiederstand Nest 42
Röt Hafen
4 August, 2193 1600

The two guards leaned back against the wall of their dugout, buried underneath a large
overhanging boulder. They were wrapped in thick coats. Scarves and goggles protected
their faces against the incessant sandblasting of the wind. From here they had an
excellent view of the approach to the resistance nest. Other OPs were manned around the
perimeter of base. There were also remote seismic sensors out ahead of them on likely
natural trails that led to the site. However with all of Röt Hafen's seismic activity they
had proven very difficult to monitor.
Below them they heard the feint sound of dragging steps, and they both sprung to
alertness. By the time they had fumble their weapons into position and were dialing the
cave entrance guardpost, a real enemy could have marched a platoon by them.
They saw two figures stumbling down the small gully towards the entrance. Once had the
other slung over his shoulders but was limping badly. They called in the sighting to the
cave entrance then both left their post to investigate.
"Halt! What are you?" One man was carrying another. Both had blackened faces and torn
up clothing.
"It is Meinriche. I...I have Sergeant Brooks with me." He leaned back against a rock and
set his burden down. The two guards could see he that he was in severe pain. His eyes
rolling deliriously in his head. One foot was missing, the stump wrapped in a bloody rag.
Dried blood was caked on both their faces. Another arm was wrapped in rags also.
"Mein Gott, what happened?"
It was that bomb..."
Later that evening, at another hidden observation post, two partisans sat huddled against
the howling cold night air. A third slept in the floor of the dugout wrapped in blankets.
This OP observed the winding twisty gully which 946 had used to escape from Röt
Hafen. The Aurora activity was fierce tonight and the shimmering greens and oranges
vied for the two sentries' attention with the sensor.
"Hals. Hals! For god's sake wake up, man!"
"What? What is it?"
"There is movement down below. I'm reading it on the motion sensor."
"How much?"
"A lot."
"Shit." He scrambled to his feet. "Let me see." Hals looked at the motion sensor to

confirm Erik's readings then dug out his night vision scope. At the bottom of the Gully he
saw two Kra'Vak moving cautiously down the trail. Ten meters behind them was a file of
6 more figures. The lead was holding a device in one hand. They stopped for a moment.
The point element stooped to examine the ground. They were held in rapt attention by the
aliens. The way they moved, their posture, their equipment. Everything was so...different.
"This is not good. It looks like a tracking party." Hals scratched the remaining sleep out
of his eyes and peered again. This had to be reported. But he dare not risk a transmission
from here. The creatures were about fifty meters from their position.
"Petra. Listen to me. Take the radio. Sneak out the back way and get to the next
observation point and warn them. Don't use the radio until you are well away from here.
When you are done come back. I don't want to risk a transmission from here in case they
have a direction finding device with them. Understand?"
"Ja", she said.
"Good. Now go quickly and silently."
"After she left, they watched the Kra'Vak sit in place for an additional ten minutes. It was
difficult to discern what they were doing. Suddenly they stood up and continued on, past
the OPs line of sight. A second unseen group followed behind. That left the count at
nineteen Kra'Vak. Hals and Erik waited nervously for more groups to appear but none
did. Knowing the Kra'Vak had passed by them added to the tension. Had Petra made
contact?
"Erik."
"Ja?"
"Go out the back and watch our rear. At least for an hour, until we know they are away
from us. Hopefully Petra got through." The young partisan buttoned his coat up to the
neck grabbed his rifle and squeezed out through the opening in the rear of the dugout.
Hals heard him shuffle off a few steps then the howling night wind was his sole
companion.
Hals returned to peering through the night vision goggles. He swept its view throughout
the length of the gully until it disappeared in a bend. Dancing shadows from the Aurora
made detecting movement difficult. He set down the scope for a second and rubbed his
eye which was getting sore. Beside him he saw the motion display flashing and picked it
up quickly. Erik must have been using it with the sound alarm off or turned down,
because he hadn't heard it. It showed a single contact approaching from the rear. Must be
Erik. Hals heard the footsteps approaching and then someone squeezing through the
opening. Goddam what the hell is he doing back here already? Erik's head came through
first, then shoulders. Hals thought it odd that his head was lolling from side to side. In a
panic, Hals brought his rifle up as Erik's body came through the opening and was thrown
at him. Before he could get a shot off, he was knocked back by the weight. Hals became
entangled in the lifeless body. In the dancing green light he could see Erik's eyes staring
out at nothing, a huge slit nearly separating the head from the rest of the body. By the

time Hals had pushed the carcass off him, the Kra'Vak crouched at the opening. It lunged
at him, a long blade flashing in green light just before it struck.
Petra was moving as quietly as possible over the lose rock along the steep ridge.
Occasionally, one would slip and bounced down the slope. She was sure she was being
followed. One hand steadied herself on the steep slope while the second gripped the
handheld radio. Her rifle was slung across her back. She paused for a moment behind a
ledge outcropping and thought she heard a feint noise of loose rock or sand collapsing. Or
was it the wind? The green aurora caused shadows flickered like candlelight. She started
wide-eyed at them, trying to control her breathing. A second sound of moving rocks
rattled in front of her. She stared off in that direction, mouth agape. She looked at the
radio in her hand, gripping it tightly now with both hands. She would have to make the
call from here.
She turned it on and spoke quietly the built-in microphone "Post two, post two, this is
post one, come in. Post two, post two, this is post one, come in!"
Very faintly amidst the crackle generated by the heavy aurora action, she heard a reply:
"This is post two. Say again, last calling station."
"Post two this is post one! Enemy in sight. Enemy in sight!"
"This is post one. Did you say you have enemy in sight? Where? how many?"
"Unknown. We saw six to ten. I think I'm being followed."
"Where are they?"
"In the gully and on the ridge. Can you come get me? I think I'm trapped!"
The response was heavily garbled.
"Post two. Post two. Come in. Come in!" She shook the radio, trying to make it receive
better.
Static.
She stared at the small radio in disbelief, then another sound caught her attention. More
rocks moving. Faintly. Petra, put the radio on the ground and slowly grasped the sling of
her rifle with both hands. Squatting against a rock, she couldn't bring herself to slip the
rifle over her shoulder. She was too afraid of making noise. Right in front of her the
shadows danced. She noticed one of the shadows moving out of synch with the others.
The creature hopped down in front of her. It squatted in front of her, its long air tubes
swaying from side to side. It too had its rifle slung and a long blade was held in one hand.
Petra closed her eyes in fear as the Kra'Vak soldier sank it into her belly.
Frament and Molitoris sat at Brook's bedside monitoring his vitals. Outside the room
stood most of 946 except those actually working on the raid plan. Brooks had been
brought in, near death. Meinriche had reported that after the nuclear detonation they had

been flung down the ridge like ragdolls followed by a landslide. Three of the partisans
had been killed outright. Brooks' helmet had probably saved his life. Meinriche found it
smashed in two pieces beside his head. Obviously something large had rolled over
Brook's head. He had also suffered a compound fracture to the forearm. Worse, however,
was his ankle. Another large boulder had crushed it, ad the foot was hanging on by a
thread. Meinriche, no medical expert himself, cut it away from the last threads of flesh,
then applied a tourniquet and bandage. Then he had carried Brooks on his should the
entire way back. He had found Brooks morphine syringes and administered both tubes,
one a day, to lesson the pain. Still it had been an ordeal. 946 were grateful for the little
partisan.
Brooks still looked in sorry shape. Infection had set in on the stump and they had been
forced to take his left leg off, just below the knee. He wore a CV collar around his neck,
having suffered some compressed vertebra and a concussion. A fractured ulna had been
reset also. Now he was stable but still unconscious. Hopefully the infection had been
arrested.
Frament walked into the hall. "Well. What's he deal? How is he?" Asked Donner.
"He's resting and stable right now. Gangrene had set in just above his ankle so we had to
take the rest of the leg off just below the knee to a make sure we got it all. I've got him
pumped full of antibiotics right now. He's got a concussion so there's no telling when
we'll be able to speak to him. He's gonna need a few days of rest before he's in any shape
to talk. But he's gonna live."
There were a few sighs of relief. "Way to go, Doc."
"Hey no problem man, that's my job.
Gerard came tearing down the hallway. The Kra'Vak are on the way. Let's saddle up! We
gotta go!."
KRS Markgraf
First Combined Assault Fleet
Undisclosed Location in Deep Space
5 August, 2193

The VIP shuttle pulled into the Markgraf's hangar bay. Admiral von Blow and Admiral
Bellamy, their staff and a small honor guard in dress uniforms waited patiently as the
tailgate opened and the official party stepped out. Three gentlemen and a lady in business
suits exited followed by their own entourage of lessor minions.
Admiral von Bulow recognized Herr Baumgartner and Mister Pimms instantly, but was
surprised to see Frau Leni Mostik the NSL Foreign Minister accompanying them. Also
with them was a short black man. Bellamy leaned over to von Bulow and whispered. "Do
you know who that is? That's Elias Tesfane, UN Secretary of military operations. If the
UN knows about this then it is safe to assume that everyone does."
"Humph."
Baumgartner, erect and stately in his manner of walk, proceeded directly to von Bulow.

"Admiral von Bulow, good evening to you, Sir."
"Herr Minister, on behalf of the First Combined Assault Fleet, Welcome aboard the
Markgraf." He snapped to attention and saluted.
"I believe you know Mister Pimms, the NAC Minister of defense?" Pimms nodded.
"Of course". Your reputation proceeds you, Sir.
"And of course, Frau Mostik, our illustrious Foreign Minister."
"Please, Rudolf. Stop being silly." She said with a smile.
"Oh forgive me Madame", he said with a smile.
"And this is Mister Elias Tesfane, Secretary of Military Operations for the United
Nations." It is an honor to meet you all. You will forgive me if I'm taken somewhat at a
disadvantage. I was not aware that Frau Mostik or Mister Tesfane would be
accompanying you on your visit."
"A last minute change in itinerary. you will forgive me Admiral."
"Of course. Lady and gentlemen, I'd like to introduce my deputy commander, Admiral
James Bellamy."
" A Pleasure."
"Would you like to be taken to your quarters to freshen up?"
"We've had plenty of time to rest on the trip out here. We'd like to get right down to
business. Are you ready for the briefing?"
"Yes of course. Right this way. Your bags will be taken to your quarters."
"That's not necessary. We will be staying aboard our transport. Also I'd like for the
meeting to consisted solely of yourself, Admiral Bellamy, and the four of us if that's all
right with you?"
"Of course, Herr Minister. Right this way."
Once in the briefing room all aides and lessor officers were asked to leave. Baumgartner
began the meeting with little fanfare. "All right Admiral. We received your report on the
way in and have gone over it. Perhaps you can summarize the situation and your plans for
us?"
"Of course, Herr Minister. As you are aware on 6 July, 2193, Staffel II/KG14 was
conducting exercises in the outer system of Röt Hafen. It was ambushed by a Kra'Vak
force and destroyed, together with the Spiegel owned research vessel Gussman. However
due to the nature of the exercises, one of our ships, the Köhl, was outfitted with an
experimental modification to the cloaking device. Käpitan Markmann, commander of
II/KG14 had the presence of mind to order the Köhl to remain hidden and record all

events. The Köhl subsequently remained in system for several days observing the
Kra'Vak occupation from afar before exiting."
"The Kra'Vak promptly secured the space around Röt Hafen and eliminated all shipping
and satellites in orbit except for the Dortmund station and its associated smelter. They
eliminated three settlements on the planet and then conducted an orbital landing and
occupied the main city and spaceport. The Kra'Vak were able to rapidly gain control of
the entire planet. They also secured the mining facility and left the atmosphere processors
intact. Using slave labor to operate these facilities, they also began major modifications
and construction on the plant, which suggests to us that they are turning Röt Hafen into
some kind of base or logistical facility. Apparently they are able to communicate with
their captives through a kind of neural/telepathic device installed in certain individuals
which act as go-betweens with the slave workforce and their captors." An image of one
of the handlers, captured by 946, appeared on the holo-projector.
"The Kra'Vak occupation has been brutal and much suffering has been inflicted on the
population. They have employed nuclear weapons, both in the initial attacks and in some
dealing with the partisan force, which was rapidly established to oppose them. They have
treated the population with brutality and are using them merely for slave labor." Bellamy
engaged the holo-projector and the scenes of the mass grave, shot buy Donner, were
displayed.
"Gott im Himmel!"
"Oh my God." The politicians were visibly shaken. The scene switched to a number of
short clips taken by 946 during their reconnaissance. As you can see, conditions on the
planet are extremely harsh and there is much suffering. Deaths are at least in the tens of
thousands.
The First Combined Assault fleet was called into being by combined order of both the
Nue Schwabian League and New Anglican on 11 July 1998. After rapid consultations
and initial planning we established the fleet rendezvous site here and began preparations
for an eventual counter offensive against Röt Hafen. Throughout this period, the Köhl,
with her special cloaking ability, continued to observe the situation in system. On 21
July, we inserted a NAC Special Forces team to conduct clandestine surveillance of the
target area and to establish contact with the resistance. The excellent intelligence we have
can be traced primarily to the Köhl and this Special Forces team."
"I'd like to meet the Captain of the Köhl. Quite an impressive job he's done."
"I'm afraid that's not possible Herr Minister, The Köhl is once again in the Röt Hafen
system on another intelligence operation.
"Pity." When this is all over he'll be honored as a hero."
"Yes, well, as I was saying..."
"The First Combined Assault Fleet has been gathering here for the past fifteen days. It
has been conducting pre-battle maintenance, mission preparation and training exercises.

From here we are two small jumps form Röt Hafen. We currently have at our disposal
over 90 warships ranging from Corvettes to Super dreadnoughts. Admiral Bellamy's
carrier task force contains 3 fleet carriers and 2 light carriers, plus a fifteen other escort
warships. Our ground component, headed by Colonel Rölle, consists of one aerospace
landing battalion, one air assault battalion, (Skimmer), one armored battalion, a fire
support battalion, a small contingent of Special Forces and of Power armor, and a large
medical support unit."
The overall goals of this operation as laid out by National Command Authority are as
follows:
"One: We are to gain as much intelligence a possible as to the organization, ships and
equipment, fighting methods, origins, and motivations of Kra'Vak forces.
"Two: To inflict so complete a defeat upon the Kra'Vak forces so as to deter them from
further aggression in Human space.
"Three: To evict Kra'Vak forces from Röt Hafen and return control of the planet back to
it's rightful government."
"With these goals in mind we have designed UnternehmenSAuml;GEWERK, or
Operation SAWMILL in English. The destruction of all Kra"Vak forces from Röt Hafen.
Phase One of SAWMILL is to trap and destroy the bulk of all Kra'Vak forces at Röt
Hafen. Once space supremacy has been established, we move into Phase Two: Conduct
an assault landing on the planet and eliminate all Kra'Vak resistance. Phase Three will
consist of a Humanitarian Assistance operation to help the population and get the colony
back on its feet."
"Admiral, how can you be sure that you have sufficient combat power to get the job
done?" Asked Mr. Pimms.
"Herr Minister, we have amassed every ship which both governments can spare. We
believe that we contain the minimum sufficient combat power to eliminate the Kra'Vak.
We are looking to you lady and gentlemen to provide us with more forces. However you
raise a good point. Our knowledge of Kra'Vak operations is limited to the engagements
on 6 July, plus a few other isolated encounters. There are specific data that we need
before we undertake a general engagement against their forces. To that end, we have
designed an operation to be carried out before the main assault begins. Call it a raid if you
will. Admiral Bellamy, perhaps you would care to explain."
"Of course, Admiral." Bellamy stood up and straightened out his dress coat. He changed
the view on the holo-projector. Now they saw a 3d view of Röt Hafen depicting the
orbital satellites, and defense forces believed to be station near the planet.
"We intend to launch a raid against several of the orbital defense platforms here and
here". He used a laser pointer to designate targets. "Code name is HARBINGER. A small
force from III/KG14 will enter the system at minimum safe distance and proceed direct to
Röt Hafen. A fighter strike will be launched against these two platforms. Meanwhile the
rest of the force will attempt to engage this small force of enemy ships that are kept, in

proximity of Dortmund station. The bulk of Kra'Vak forces are kept further out in
anticipation of a larger assault. It is not the intent of III/KG14 to become decisively
engaged. Once the fighters hit their target, they will be recovered and the force will make
its escape. The Köhl will be propositioned in the general vicinity of the battle, hiding in
cloak, and will be conducting extensive sensor recordings of the Kra'Vak response. We're
looking to catalogue Kra'Vak ships and their offensive and defensive systems. All of
III/KG14 have been outfitted with extra sensor packages to help also."
"How can you ensure that your forces won't be overwhelmed by the enemy?" Asked
Tesfane.
"We do have fairly good intelligence on their forces in the vicinity of Dortmund station.
While there are many ships there, a majority of them are there for repairs or maintenance.
We believe we can get in and out in time. Of course, nothing s guaranteed. However,
Rear Admiral Geller is one of the most capable officers in he fleet."
"Well that's hardly a reassuring recommendation Admiral", said Leni Mostik. "Sounds to
me like its a desperate gamble."
"I might add something", said von Bulow. "The Kra'Vak are obviously waiting for us to
do something. "They aren't foolish. They have to expect a response from us sooner or
later. There is a chance that the Kra'Vak will believe they have fought off the only
response we could muster against them in such a short time. This could work to our
advantage."
"The bottom line is, that we need this data on their ships performance and tactics
desperately. Or else we stand to be the ones getting surprised during the main
engagement". Said Bellamy.
"That summarizes our operation. Logistically, we've nearly amassed the resources we
need. We are expecting further humanitarian assistance supplies to arrive before we go.
Also we are expecting two more medical units. We will be feeding information back to
headquarters on Neu Salzburg via courier shuttle."
"Admiral, what date have you set for the operation?"
"III/KG14 is holding one jump out of the Röt Hafen system as we speak. They will be
going in tomorrow. The main operation is set for 9 August."
"Admiral are you aware of any other Kra'Vak operations within the past two weeks?"
"Other operations? No Sir. Please, keep in mind, we've been out here in the wilderness, if
you will, and there's not been much news from home."
"Yes we understand, and that is part of he reason why we are out here. You see there
have been a half dozen other Kra'Vak attacks in the past two weeks. Most of the attacks
have taken place on rim colonies. They have all been raids. They have hit ESU, NAC,
and PAU colonies. 4000 people were killed on Kinshasa when a Kra'Vak raid destroyed
the Mobutu space station with all hands on board. A large Kra'Vak fleet, almost thirty

ships, swept into Calloway's world and attacked the orbital mining facilities there. They
inflicted billions of credits in damage and 900 casualties. Two NAC cruisers destroyed.
Also five ships currently missing are believed to have been intercepted by Kra'Vak
raiding forces."
"So as you can see, Admiral. The problem is spreading. This is no longer just an NSL
issue. Heavy raids on the rim. Now we see them actually taking one of our planets. If the
Kra'Vak reinforce this planet, then we believe it signals a move to stake a permanent
claim here in human space. It's why you must move as soon as possible. It's also why we
can give you no more ships. We're rushing forces to other rim worlds. UN forces are
stepping up their presence in the area. However, I have authorized the attachment of two
UN cruisers to your operation. This way it will cement the presentation of this as a joint
operation."
"The two UN cruisers are welcome but hardly a significant contribution to this
operation."
"Maybe so, but what is important here is that this operation be seen as a joint venture.
Politically they are of immeasurable value. You see Admiral, it is our belief that unless
the various human governments can be made to work together on this problem, there will
be serious consequences for all humanity against this alien threat."
"And it is because of this, Admiral von Bulow, that all eyes are now on you..."
Röt Hafen 5 August, 2193 0330 hours

Charlie Lawrence squatted in a small gully surrounded by his three platoon leaders and
Eric Molitoris. He had taken the makeshift company, (really just 59 men) out on a
mission to secure water for their new base. Charlie scratched out a little map in the dirt. A
full moon and the Aurora shed plenty of light. The arrival of the
Kra'Vak had necessitated a mad scramble to evacuate in time. Luckily, the base had been
selected because it had a cave, which after some tunneling work offered a rear exit. They
had gathered up their equipment and the wounded and evacuated out the back. Charges
had been long readied to demolish the base in just such a likelihood (there was no
shortage of explosives on a mining world like Röt Hafen). Unfortunately, the Kra'Vak
ability to track them down was impressive. They had lost all of their Observation Posts
along the way, resulting in the deaths of ten. Still, as the partisans escaped out the
backside of the mountains, two kilometers away their pursuers had cautiously entered the
recently abandoned base. Their curiosity had been rewarded by a series of massive
explosions, which had brought down the whole base on their heads. They had gotten way
but just barely.
The new base lacked a steady water supply. However, there was an abandoned farm, six
kilometers from the site. It was a throwback to the settler's first abortive attempts at
agriculture here on Röt Hafen. There was a well dug, and each man carried a three-gallon
water bladder. With him in addition to his own canteens.
"OK the place looks abandoned. Looks to be about 500 meters from here. Eric, I want

you to take your platoon down the wadi and set up an overwatch position on threat small
finger overlooking the buildings Take one of the machineguns with you. As you are
advancing in the wadi try and keep parallel with our movement that way if either of us
makes contact, the other can support from the flank."
"Bergmann, your platoon will move out along this route, head up over this finger and
wait while we check out this road. Once everything is all set, move your platoon around
this flank and get into this wadi here. Follow it to the buildings. It looks like you can get
within a hundred meters of the site. Then wait for my word. You have the radio. Make
sure it stays on low gain. Understand?"
"Ja."
"OK, Kleck. Your platoon will follow Bergmann. I want both platoons to move in squad
wedges, just like we practiced. Remember keep a good five meters interval per man.
Once at the finger, I want you to send a squad across that dirt road and check everything
out in the rocks on the other side. When Bergmann's men move out I want you to
establish a position in along the rocks. You will have the other machinegun. You have
two jobs. Cover Bergmann's rear when he goes into the wadi, and cover the whole
company's rear from your position. Since we have the SAM launcher with us, I want you
to detach a team and put the SAM launcher up high on that ridge.
"Now when everyone is in position I want you to let me know. If anyone sees the enemy,
give a shout. If they are just passing by overhead then let them go. Stay low. Remember
we need to get that water and get out. Once the buildings are secure and we have
ascertained that the water is good, we'll form a perimeter around the farm and shuttle
people in to fill up the bladders. Then we're out of here. Any questions?"
"I have one. Said Keck. I'm supposed to guard both flanks?"
"Yes. Both flanks. Have one squad cover the rear of Bergmann's advance and the other
can face about in the direction we came."
"Yes, I understand now."
"Good. Any other questions?" There were none. Charlie wondered whether they actually
understood the scheme or whether they were just afraid to ask. Either way he would be
running back in forth to his budding platoon leaders trying to keep everything organized.
This was part real mission and part training after all. With a wave of his hand, Eric
moved out with his platoon. Charlie watched as they set off in single file and quickly
disappeared down the steep walls of the wadi. Once they were gone he signaled for
Bergmann to move out. He issued a shout (which made Charlie wince) and they stood
and walked off. They definitely needed work on their hand and arm signals. At least
Bergmann was running back and forth to his squad leaders telling them to keep their
distance. Charlie went with his platoon. After they had shaken out into wedge of squad
columns, and moved off fifty meters, Keck followed. His men bunched together more
than the others did and Keck seemed a bit overwhelmed by the tasks. Charlie frantically
gave the hand signal to spread out. Keck finally understood and ran around to his men
pushing them into the position he wanted. Charlie hoped there would be no contact.

They moved quickly and crossed two fingers of rock that ran down off the ridge. The last
one overlooked the road. With a signal four men ran across and disappeared into the
rocks on the other side. There were no tracks in the road, as it had been abandoned many
years before. The wind out here blew continuously, erasing even recent signs of passage.
Several minutes later the all clear came back and he moved both platoons across the road.
After ensuring that Keck had deployed Third platoon to his satisfaction, Charlie ran after
Bergmann's platoon to accompany them on third part of the mission. Molitoris called
ahead to say they were in position and saw no activity. They climbed into a deep wadi,
perhaps twenty meters deep at this point and worked their way east in a file towards the
target. They halted fifty meters from their assault positions and a few men crawled ahead
to ensure all was clear. When the OK came back they scampered up the back of the gully,
shallower here, and waited for the go ahead. Charlie scanned the area thoroughly with his
NVGs. He signaled to Bergmann to send a squad forward.
"OK We're going in," he said into the radio.
Five men scampered over the lip of the wadi and ran to the buildings. Everyone else
covered. The farm consisted of three old domes, each about ten meters in diameters, plus
a few broken down out buildings. Old tractors, broken down and sandblasted to shiny
aluminum by the never-ending wind, sat mute on flat tires. The small group checked each
building then gave the all clear.
"OK Bergmann, put a squad on the far side and leave one squad here facing about. Eric,
this is Charlie. Bring your platoon down and set a perimeter from six to twelve.
Bergmann's got the other half."
"On the way."
"Keck do you read me?"
"Yes I'm here."
"Your platoon stays where it is. Understood?"
"Yes Sergeant."
"Good."
Once they established a perimeter, Eric checked the well. The pump was gone but they
had foreseen that eventuality and brought a portable one. His handheld spectra-analysis
unit conformed that the water was potable. He oversaw filling of the bladders while
Charlie oversaw the perimeter. It took an hour to fill up 60 water bladders. Once
complete they herded everyone together and moved them out, leaving a small stay behind
group to sterilize the place before following along.
An hour into their return trip, The company was spread out of two hundred meters
picking their way over rough terrain. To their left was a wide wadi to their right a tall
ridge. Charlie was constantly on the run, talking to this or that squad leader or platoon
leader. He was with Bergmann's platoon up front followed by Molitoris then Keck. He

had just admonished the first squad leader for the distance between his men. He wanted
the first fire team out fifty meters in front of the others. He was constantly stressing
"Always make contact with the smallest possible element".
Ahead of them was a small ridge maybe fifty meters high but stretching across their
entire front. As the point element disappeared over the top there was a spate of frantic
shooting, shouts and inhuman grunts. Everyone dropped to the ground. The lead element
was out of sight. Charlie could see the rest of the first squad scampering up to support
their comrades, but before they got over the ridge they fell to the ground and began firing.
Charlie looked behind and saw both platoons had also gone to ground. He shouted in the
radio for them to spread out to each flank and keep 360-degree security. He had to see
what was going on over the ridge.
"Bergmann, get second and third squads in line and spread them out left and right. Then
wait here!" Bergmann gave a nod and scampered off after his squad leaders.
Charlie stood and ran up the ridge, tripping over a rock, and falling on his face along the
way. As he got to the top of the rise, he fell to the ground near one of he partisans that
was firing madly. On the other side of the ridge, he could see one man lying motionless,
shot. The other three crouched behind rocks. There was a depression then another ridge.
At the bottom of the depression lay a fallen Kra'Vak. He could see fire coming from
behind some rocks halfway up the next ridge, maybe fifty meters away. This looked to
him like a chance contact with a Kra'Vak patrol. The angry buzz of railgun armatures
zipped over his head. He crawled over to the first Squad leader. "Listen up. I want you to
get a hold of everyone and pull them back. Run as fast as you can like you are retreating.
We'll try and get he Kra'Vak to follow. You understand?"
The woman stared wide-eyed and out of breath at Lawrence but nodded anyway. She
hopped over the lip of the ridge and dashed ten meters to the nearest man on the other
side. A hail of railgun fire followed her but she made it. Charlie crawled from man to
man and directed their fire in support for the exposed point team. Once he had them all
shooting semi-intelligently, he radioed back to Molitoris.
"Eric. You hear me?
"I got ya, boss."
"Looks like we ran into a Kra'Vak patrol. I'm gonna try and sucker them back over the
ridge into you guys. "I've got 2d and 3rd squad swung out on a line to each flank. Bring
your platoon up on line in the middle. "Don't fire until I tell you. Tell Keck to pull
security with his platoon. OK?
"Roger."
"Bergmann did you hear that?"
"Yes, Sergeant."
"Charlie peeked over the ridge and saw the first Squad leader looking for him. She gave

him the ready signal. He nodded and waved her back. She shouted at her people to move.
Charlie tossed a smoke grenade to help cove their withdrawal. As they started to retreat,
he could make out movement through the rapidly thickening smoke. Hopefully they were
following. The point element ran buy him at a falt out sprint followed by the rest of first
squad. Suddenly it occurred to him that he was alone so he turned and ran also,
scrambling down to the left in order to link up with second squad (Bergmann was with
third squad). He found them hunched down in cover. He motioned for them to follow and
they dashed twenty meters farther up the little ridge where they could get a better
flanking fire into whoever came through the smoke.
Sure enough, the Kra'Vak emerged over the ridge. Down below, first squad was still
running for all it was worth, giving the impression that they had routed the enemy. Some
of the Kra'Vak grunted out loud and chased after them. He counted four chasing with
another three atop the ridge. They squatted down and aimed their weapons. Another
Kra'Vak remained standing and motioning with his arms. Charlie figured him for the
squad leader. He directed second squad to take aim at the group atop the ridge and gave
the command to open fire.
From all sides of the pocket the partisans opened up on the trapped Kra'Vak. The firing
last for maybe five minutes. Charlie pointed out targets to his squad. The first to go down
was the Kra'Vak leader. He saw the others look to his fallen body then pop up and run
straight ahead. That didn't make any sense, Charlie thought. One stayed behind trying t
keep under cover. He held his weapon out in front of him muzzle down and stood up
stepping back down the ridge. Odd behavior. Charlie called to second squad to cease fire
but the far man, not hearing the command fired a last shot off and the remaining Kra'Vak
tumbled to the ground.
"Cease fire, Cease fire!" It took another thirty seconds of shouting to get the partisans to
stop shooting. "Platoon leaders get your ACE reports." The platoons reorganized as they
were taught reporting the status of ammunition, casualties and equipment. Squad leaders
and platoon leaders oversaw the redistribution of ammo. There was some milling around.
"Bergmann get your platoon io cover in the direction we were travelling Keck you cove
the rear. Eric get your platoon out here and let's check these bodies. I want to strip them
of anything they have. This is a good opportunity to check out their gear. But for god's
sake do it fast in case they got a warning off or if here are others in the area.
"OK Boss."
Molitoris' platoon moved out over the killzone and began stripping the bodies. Charlie
walked to the fallen on the ridge. He checked the point man. He was dead with a hole
through his midsection. He removed the man's weapon and water bladder and passed
them to another. He walked down to the last Kra'Vak who had been shot. That was odd
behavior. In two engagements now, he had seen Kra'Vak make suicidal charges exactly
when they were under the heaviest casualties and fire. Was this some sort of panic
mechanism? Bur what about this one. He'd started backing up, weapon held rigidly ahead
of him muzzle down. It seemed like some sort of ritual move. Was it surrendering? He'd
have to think on what he's just seen. It was time to get back to shouting. As it was they

would spend ten minutes here before he could get the company moving again.
Miner held the small direction finder in one hand set it to discriminator mode and
thumbed the activation switch. It sent out a query signal and was immediately answered
by a similar device in "the can". He got a quick bearing and range and ran over to the
location followed by three men. Others were hidden around the site guarding against an
ambush or other nasty surprise. He found what he was looking for in a small depression.
"The Can" was a stealth entry delivery vehicle used in special operations for delivery of
various physical packages. This one was roughly one meter tall and a half-meter in
diameter. The passing Köhl had dropped it off to land at this prescribed place and time.
Once found, Miner scanned it with a second device to ensure there had been no
tampering. Once that was complete he looked around and smiled.
"Mail call!" He keyed in the opening combination and checked the contents. Once sealed
packet containing data disks. That would be the reply from HQ as well as any additional
orders. Perhaps new crypto also. He continued checking: Two cases of 4mm small arms
ammunitions and two cases of binary propellant. Once case of 20mm grenades for their
L7s. Once case of SAW ammo. Two boxes of spare power pack batteries. A box of
various drugs for the docs. At the bottom was a package wrapped in brown paper with a
note. He read the note. It was from John Nolan, A Company's supply sergeant. It read
"Don't eat them all at once. This'll help impress the ladies down there." He tore open the
package and found a two packs of Chunko's chocolate bars and two packs of chewing
gum. Miner smiled to himself. What a guy!
"OK let's get out of here." Also inside was a set of straps that affixed to the outside of the
can to facilitate carrying it. He took out the case of Grenades and SAW ammo and
handed that to two of the men. He had the third man lift up the can and then Miner slung
it onto his back.
"Let's get back to base. We've got some important material here." There wouldn't be
many guys from the team around. Molitoris and Lawrence were out with the Gs on water
run. Donner and Freeman were running the follow-up R&S teams up at Röt Hafen.
Freeman was taking care of Brooks and Th other casualties. Mellor and Gerard were
working on planning. Everybody was pretty damn busy. And here Miner was fantasizing
about chocolate bars the whole trip back.
Charlie ran back and forth along the line of slow moving men as they winded their way
along the sandy bottom of the deep and narrow wadi. They had spent too much time at
the scene of their last contact and were moving to slowly. They had descended into the
wadi, which traveled parallel along their route. First and Second platoons were in and
Third was descending the steep banks now.
Three loud explosions flashed in the open ground above the wadi, followed by a whoosh
of air. Charlie was too deep down to see what had happened, but the entire column went
to ground. "Eric, Eric, What's going on can you make out who's hitting us?"
Molitoris had been at the rear of second platoon overseeing the rest of the company's
descent into the wadi. "Air attack!" Third platoon had been entering the Wadi through a

small tributary that ran into the main gully. About half of third platoon was descended but
the other half had been caught in the open by the first pass of the Kra'Vak fighters. No
one had heard them coming before three airbursts had gone off over their heads. Eric was
thrown to the bottom of the small gully, his ears ringing from the explosions. He could
make out some feint screams. Around him men clutched at the ground in an attempt to
become one wit the earth. At the lip of the gully was a pair of legs and lower torso. The
upper half of the body was nowhere to be seen.
Molitoris raised himself up and ran up the gully to where it was shallow and narrow. He
could see the two Kra'Vak ships coming in very low for a second pass. He saw several
projectiles released form the craft and ducked as they passed over head and exploded
along the lip of the gully. Ten meters more to the left and they would have dropped right
in. They banked up to come around for another pass. Torn parts of bodies lay strewn
across the open ground outside the wadi. Sitting out there alone was the SAM launcher.
He watched the Kra'Vak birds arc around and instinctively vaulted out from cover and
dashed for the launcher. In a few seconds he was there, extracting the shoulder strap from
a part of the carrier's remains he spun and dashed back in time to dive head first into
cover as more explosions bracketed the wadi walls on the opposite side.
Eric fumbled with the tube covers and then removed the tracker head from its carrying
case. In a rush he failed to seat the tracker on the rail mounting with the first attempt and
willed himself to slow down and do it right. There was grit from the billowing dust and
sand into everything. Finally getting the two sections mated together, he activated the
small freon charge that super-cooled the seeker head then brought the sight to his eye
facing in the direction of the oncoming Kra'Vak. After getting a good sight picture he
uncaged the seeker eye emitted a growl and oscillated around until it looked on the lead
Kra'Vak craft. Eric super-elevated the launcher, heard the warbling tone of a good lock
and fired off the missile. The Kra'Vak craft were virtually on top of them when the
missile streaked skyward and caught the lead craft with a direct hit. The explosion tore of
the rear section of the fighter and it tumbled end over end into the ground in a massive
fireball. The second fighter flew through the explosion, banked slightly and sped off over
the hill. A series of small puffs followed it as it extended. Eric couldn't tell if it was
damaged or if it was dropping countermeasures.
"Fuck you, you rat bastard!" Shouted Molitoris. Others were cheering.
A moment later Lawrence was by his side. "Nice fuckin' shot, man!" He signaled to
several partisans still crouching at the bottom of the gully and motioned for them to
follow him. They ran out into the opening to check for survivors. There were none.
Eleven men had been killed. They stripped the bodies of usable weapons, ammunition
and water, and ran back under cover. Molitoris had already discarded the launcher tube
(someone grabbed the tracker) and was ministering to an injured man with a sucking
chest wound. He dropped his aide bag by his knee and cut the man's coat and shirt pen.
Frothing blood was escaping from a small hole in his chest. He checked for an exit
wound but found none. The man was gasping for breath but other wise was not in pain.
One of the partisans squatting next to the wounded man seemed in a greater panic. "What
is happening! He is dying!"

"Relax there, Fritz. It's called tension pneumothorax and I can fixed it in my sleep."
Molitoris tore open an abdominal bandage and slapped its plastic cover over the wound
forming an airtight seal. He then grabbed condom from his aid bag and stuck the tore
open the packet with his teeth. He felt along the man's ribs for the right spot, then fished
out an alcohol swab with his other hand, tore it open and swabbed over the spot where he
was holding his finger. Eric took a 14 gauge catheter, pulled it out of its sterile container
and passed the needle through the condom which he held over the mans ribs. The condom
would ensure a one way valve. With this in place, air could escape and allow the lung to
reinflate. It was field expedient but would suffice until they could get him back to base
and insert a real chest tube. 50cc syringe stuck it in the man's chest and helped reinflate
the cavity. Soon his breathing returned to normal. He wrapped the bandage around the
man's chest then checked for any other wounds. The pain was still there but greatly
reduced. At least the patient was ambulatory. Molitoris directed two others to carry his
gear and help him along.
"Nice work, show off." Grinned Charlie. Eric stood up and surveyed his handiwork,
shrugged matter of factly and shouldered his aid bag. "Let's get the hell out of here before
more fighter come." This time the company moved out with a spring in their step.
Kampfgruppe III/KG14
Delta Station
6 August, 2193

The ships of III/KG14 held at the final jump station silently awaiting the word to execute
the transit to Röt Hafen. The jump distance was less than one light year. This would
allow for the smallest possible spherical error probability (SEP). A zero percent SEP
would mean that the ships had transited exactly where they expected., ensuring a tight
formation. Unfortunately that seldom happened in real life. However the smaller the jump
and the more time spent preparing for it brought greater accuracy.
II/KG14 actually consisted of two separate formations. The main body consisted of one
was led a super dreadnought, the KRS Tirpitz. The Escort Cruiser Schöngau would not
leave its side throughout the operation. Two Richthofen class battle cruisers, the
Derrflinger and the Scharnhorst comprised the main striking power. A screen of four
missile destroyers, the von Stueben, Galland, Trautloff and the RNS Ajax, rounded out
the first formation. The Tirpitz carried a dozen fighters from Jasta 26
A second force consisted of the NAC light carrier RNS Ark Royal, with the Escort
cruiser RNS Achilles, and the destroyers, Bainbridge and Cummings. Ark Royal's fighter
compliment was 24. The fighter groups would be conducting a strike against two orbital
defense platforms covering the Western Hemisphere. Finally, two other vessels would
play a key part in the strike. The Köhl was already hidden in system, and in the general
vicinity of the anticipated battle area. She would remain cloaked and would catalogue
every detail of the Kra'Vak response. Finally there was the RNS Meadows. This small,
special-purpose, insertion vehicle from No. 160 Special Operations Group would be
inserting the two specialists requested by ODA 946. The Meadows would be conducting
it's own FTL transit then going into cloak right after they entered the system.

All crew were at General Quarters as they prepared to jump. Fighter pilots were waiting
in their ships. Their most vulnerable moment would be the minutes after they transited
into the system. It would take vital minutes for the crews to come out of warp effect and
systems to come back on line. However the odds of actually warping in on top of an
enemy fleet in the vast openness of space was miniscule.
Without a doubt the two most nervous individuals in the battlegroup were Lieutenant
Hanley and Lieutenant Commander Gibbons aboard the RNS Meadows. Both were
experienced weapons technicians with specialization in the care and feeding of nuclear
weapons. The First Combined Assault Fleet had been combed for anyone matching their
skills and they had been selected. Neither had any experience in field operations nor were
they too keen to make the hazardous insertion. Two intensive days of weapons handling
and survival training did little to ease their frayed nerves. Yet they were both longserving military officers so they would do as ordered.
The fact that the professionals of No. 160 Group were inserted them offered some
consolation. Known in the Special Ops community as the "Night Stalkers", they had been
in this business for over 200 years. The quite competence and professionalism exuded by
the crew of the Meadows helped allay their fears of the insertion. Accompanying them
for the ride in was Sergeant Major Mullen of A Company, 5 SAS. It was his men down
on the planet's surface, and he wanted to make sure that this precious package arrived on
schedule. He had undertaken their preparatory training personally and felt it only proper
that he accompany them on the Meadows.
Lieutenant Jimmy "Beak" Thompson awoke with a start. It seemed he'd been out for
hours, but the Domotril B injection had only rendered him unconscious for three minutes.
He quickly reoriented himself to the inside of his cockpit. The fighters' computer had
already conducted a full self-diagnostic of its systems and was displaying green across
the board. Thompson shook the last cobwebs from his mind and tried to relax in his seat
by regulating his breathing.
"Jump SEP .03%"
"Thank you, Natty."
Excellent, he thought. Right on the money. The Ark Royal would be making its run to the
launch point. He could see nothing of the space outside his cockpit, since his fighter was
enclosed inside the launch bay together with the rest of No. 16 group.
"Release point in five minutes."
Five minutes. Might as well be five hours! Thompson busied himself by rechecking his
ECM instruments. He would play a key role in his squadron as defense suppression, also
known as "wild weasel". It would be his job to suppress enemy scanning attempts, apply
squadron countermeasures and otherwise interfere and degrade enemy's targeting during
the approach to the defense platform they were to destroy. His target was designated
"Stumpy".
Once he completed the checks, Thompson switched one of his multi-function displays

(MFD) to external feed and linked into the Ark Royal. He wanted to get a good view of
the space outside. It looked like space anywhere else, but it made him feel better.
At times like this Thompson was always struck by the dichotomy of being a fighter pilot.
Here he sat in his own one-man ship, somewhat in control of his own fate. On the other
hand, he was but a tiny part of an immense operation. His fate was mostly decided and
sealed by the decisions of some old guy with more scrambled eggs on his cap then he'd
had for breakfast.
Still he knew his ship and that would be of some consolation. She was a General
Dynamics/Venodyne GR11 Greyhound. Designated officially as an attack fighter, she
was perhaps a tad less nimble in a straight up dogfight, (though no self respecting
Greyhound pilot would ever admit it The Greyhound's real strength lay in strike role and
especially anti-shipping attacks. She had four ordnance hardpoints and carried two AL-66
argon lasers with the new focussed ceramic diode. The laser was cryogenically cooled to
near absolute zero between shots allowing for an incredible efficient energy throughput.
Thompson's Greyhound, Number 211, was configured for wild weasel and would be
carrying no antiship missiles. Instead, she carried an ALQ-178 ECM pod and an ABTC77 deception pod. Both worked in tandem The ALQ 178 provided countermeasures to
enemy targeting and tracking systems. The ABTC-77's role was to work in deception
mode by falsely projecting additional fighter contacts to enemy targeting systems. The 77
had dual projectors, which could turn No 16 Groups' eight fighters into 24 fighters. She
could even simulate damaged or hit ships, which would often draw additional missiles or
fire from enemy point and area defense platforms. Of course it had never been used
against the Kra'Vak, so there was no telling how effective the system would be.
Figuring out what the Kra'Vak would be throwing at them was the role of hardpoint
three's BM-66 advanced sensor array. It's function was to provide advanced sensing
capabilities, both active and passive, to his ship and hence, the rest of the group through
the squadron datalink. The BM-66 would analyze, catalogue and tailor Thompson's
countermeasures package to the specific Kra'Vak systems.
Hardpoint Four contained Thompson's sole means of getting in a swat at the enemy. It
carried a pair of Z34 DSMs (Defense Suppression Missiles). Normal tactical doctrine
called for 11 group to launch her antiship salvos together. The DSMs would ride in with
the salvo and provide local ECM for the package as well as target specific enemy point
defense systems.
Tying all these systems together was NNAT, (or Natty, as wild weasel crews
affectionately called her). NAT stood for Neural-net Anti Tracking. It was the most
advanced computer system in any NAC fighter today. One NNAT computer cost more
than an entire stock Greyhound. Natty would coordinate and employ all the ships systems
in conjunction with the mission profile and current enemy situation. It would check with
Thompson throughout the flight when it needed to ask questions or make
recommendations to the flight profile. Natty essentially filled the role of the three
electronic warfare officers that it would normally require to control Greyhound 211s
complex systems. Of course, Thompson didn't mind Natty's alluring female voice, which

made the ride a bit less lonely and impersonal.
She was an incredibly advanced single seat fighter, and Thompson loved flying her. Of
course from the outside she looked the same as any other No. 11 group Greyhound. An
unimaginative flat dark gray paintjob with only a single yellow unit marking stripe and
the number 211 adorned her outside. Current Royal Navy regulations frowned upon
garish paint schemes. This contrasted sharply with their allies in the NSL
Kriegsraumflotte. KRF squadrons adopted many interesting paint schemed, many dating
back to camouflage schemes their ancestors had flown in during World War Two back in
twentieth century. The Schwab squadrons sure were nice to look at.
"Dog Lead to all dog elements. Stand by for a situation update on both targets. You
should be receiving an update to your nav and targeting computers now with latest enemy
ship positions. Rot Hafen just lit up like a christmas tree. It looks like someone kicked
over an ant pile out there. The bulk of their forces, in the vicinity, are heading to III/14.
Our mission profile remains unchanged. Launch in two minutes."
Thompson reviewed the downloaded data. Looked like ten ships of various sizes were
heading for the main battle group. The carrier group drew the attention of three others.
Several ships remained in orbit around the Dortmund station. I'll worry about all that
when I get outside, he thought. He was full of nervous energy and he had to urinate
badly. Too much damn coffee. He concentrated o letting go into the piss tube but
couldn't. Hopefully there would be time after launch.
"Thirty seconds."
Ahead of his fighter, the launch doors opened. There was nothing to see but stars. Rot
Hafen should be somewhere off to his right once he launched.
"Ten seconds." Thompson activated the reel lock on his shock frame, to help against the
intial kick of launch. Below he could hear the whine of the rail launcher as its capacitor
wound up.
"Three. Two. One."
Thompson was kicked back in his seat as five Gees of acceleration shot the Greyhound
away from the Ark Royal. His HUD showed all systems green across the board. Once
free of the Ark Royal's inertial Dampening system, 211s own dampers took over and
gravity returned to 1 Gee constant.
"Nominal point designated and downloaded," said Natty.
"It's about damn time." With the nominal point designated a grid reference system was
superimposed over the HUD. Human pilots, constrained by gravity, found that the feint
gridlines helped with orientation. "Update group position."
"Group position on screen." The strike package heading for Stumpy, designated Strike
One, consisted of four Greyhounds, three configured for strike and his configured for
defense suppression. Escorting them were four No. 11 group General Dynalete F47

Griffin space superiority fighters. A similar package was heading for the other orbital
defense platform, code named "grumpy". Time to target was 25 minutes. Their ships
were configured for a mission length of one hour and fifteen minutes plus an additional
15-minute power reserve.
"Formation is a standard four by up and back. Let's start off with deception mode CX
one."
"Deception Mode CX one is active." Strike One went from eight fighters to twenty-four
in two line abreast formations separated by 20 kilometers. Or so the 77 pod would have
the enemy believe.
"Anyone tracking us yet?"
"Negative."
"Dog four, Dog one. How's it looking out there?"
"All clear, threat board is silent. Deception mode set for CX one."
"Roger that, Strike two reports same same. Begin turn in to waypoint two." Strike one
turned in toward Röt Hafen. The brilliant red shimmering ball hung before them like a
large stop sign warning all visitors away. Perhaps it was another bad omen. Behind them,
the Ark Royal had already disappeared in the distance. "Engage Auto-pilot, Nav mode
C."
"Nav mode C engaged."
"OK, lets see. Natty, engage BM-66. All sensors passive only. Give me full detail on the
Threat board. Let's see what we're on to."
"Displaying full detail." He studied the tactical display. Waypoint two would put them
8000 kilometers out. From there, it was a two-minute run to the initial point and then
Thompson would be pretty busy. They anticipated releasing their missile salvo at 1000
kilometers.
"Natty give me fleet tactical on stud three. Might as well listen in on what's going on for a
while."
"Fleet tactical frequency selected on channel three."
There wasn't much ship to ship chatter going on over the fleet channel. A few terse
messages here and there but nothing that could clue him in on how the fight was going.
Most of the key communications would be going through secure laser datalink ship to
ship anyway.
Already Thompson's own tactical display showed a number of small contacts within the
vicinity of Stumpy. He attenuated his long-range sensors to get a better fix on them but
they matched nothing in the known enemy OB database. Hmm, new ships. They were
still too far away to get details but their mass was roughly equivalent to a single seater.

He designated the contacts as Alphas one through six. He fed the info through his laser
datalink to all Dog elements.
"Dog four to all dog elements. Updating your tactical displays now. We've got six small
contacts all within 500 Ks of Stumpy. I'm designating them Alpha one through Alpha six.
Still too far out to get specifics but their mass is relative to a fighter. They've remained by
Stumpy so it looks like they are her escort. I'm sending through a second set of contacts
now, designate them Bravo one through six. Range from Stumpy: 9000 Ks. Bearing 349
off our azimuth. They look like they' may be heading behind the planet soon. I don't
believe they haven't seen us yet." Thompson read a message confirmation on all fighters.
"Looks like their fighters operate in six ship squadrons." Said Dog Lead, Strike One
commander.
"Roger that," said Dog one, the escort leader. "Looks like they operate in three ship
elements within the squadrons." No one had ever contacted Kra'Vak fighters before so
they were all seeing something new.
Two separate alarms went off in Thompson's headset, which nearly caused him to jump
out of his suit. The threat warning receiver (TWR) alerted him to an active sensor scan
underway from Stumpy. A second alarm warned of a second sensor type scanning high
on the EM frequency band.
"For fuck's sake Natty! Set TWR volume to five. Set ALQ volume to five."
"TWR volume set to five. ALQ volume set to five." Now the fun would begin. Stumpy's
sensors were reaching out to Strike One in an attempt to catalogue the intruders and
getting a targeting lock. Thompson noted the different frequency band and designated
responses to block each one through the ALQ-178 jammer pod. He was able to shut down
the enemy scanners for less than two minutes, before they switched frequencies and
scanning modes. He picked up on it instantly and directed Natty to match and block. The
second jam only lasted forty-five seconds then they switched up the target tracking again.
Thompson turned over control of the little fencing match to Natty.
"Waypoint two reached. Turning to IP. Battle go." On command from Dog Lead, they
split into two ship elements, individual separation at five kilometers. Distance between
elements: ten kilometers. Staggered displacement on the X, Y, and Z-axis. Thompson
modified the deception program accordingly. Once at the IP he might be forced to break
off datalink, as maneuvering became violent.
"Dog six this is Dog one. Alpha group is inbound. I'll set our intercept for three hundred
kilometers. We will commence our intercept burn in thirty seconds. We're gonna pull an
opposing drag on them. Suggest you shoot the gap."
"Roger that, Dog One. Will comply."
Thompson plotted out how far he would have to move his ship to cover the fighters
during their engagement. It would be impossible to keep up the jamming and deception
mode for two separate engagements but at least they would be covered for the merge. He

took control from the autopilot and made the correction.
"Dog leader to all elements. You'll notice that Bravo group has turned and is heading our
way. I calculate that they won't reach is before release but we'll have to deal with them on
the way home."
Two new warning lit up on the threat board. Both Stumpy and the alphas were reaching
out for them with a new sensor. UV laser. He'd attenuated the sensor system to cover that
eventuality as it had been mentioned that the Kra'Vak relied heavily on UV. But the rest
of Strike One would have no defense against the UV tracking other than what Thompson
could give them.
"IP reached. Full military power. Begin evasion program Bravo. Release in one minutes."
"Natty from here on out lets go active. Time to start shutting them down for good."
"BM-66 active. ALQ-178 active." What that did was immediately draw a lot
uncomfotable attention at his own ship. The target tracking icons swing out towards him.
Natty caught and shut down each attempt. Meanwhile he continued to amass valuable
information of the enemy ships. One life form, one engine. Fusion drive. No detectable
missiles. Active sensors scanning on EM UHF and above. UV target tracking. In the last
moments where datalink was still possible, Thompson updated Strike One.
"Natty concentrate all UV jamming on Alpha's one through six. Maintain that for thirty
seconds then return to Stumpy."
"Shutting down Alpha one through six."
A moment later the call came through from Dog one. "Fight's on!"
In the vital seconds of the merge not one of the Alphas got off a shot. Two exploded from
front-aspect missile attacks deliver by the Griffins. That evened the match at four vs.
four. The enemy fighters split into two groups. Going after both escort elements. Each
element broke one fighter wide to the outside of the formation while the second
continued ahead for a few seconds. In both cases the Alphas broke after the leading
fighter. Perhaps they had not had very much experience in dog fighting, as the drag and
bag was one of the oldest in the book. The second fighter in each element would break
back on the two pursuers chasing after the lead ship. He would then have a clear shot at
both Alphas. The trick was not to lose the lead ship to a rear shot by the enemy. The
advantage the dragging team had was in their pre-planned execution of the maneuver,
which would give then a few vital seconds up on the enemy. Initiative was life.
There was no time for Thompson to be a spectator as the Greyhounds sped past towards
the release point. He concentrated all the UV jamming back on to Stumpy and began to
set up for his own weapons release. First he set the ship into an evasive jinking pattern.
Together with his jamming, it would degrade the enemy firing solution. It was known
that the Kra'Vak had a close in defensive system known in Navy circles as the scatter gun
which as deadly effective at least out to 3000 kilometers. The BM-66 would get a good
scan on the system should it be employed here.

"Self test DSM one and two."
"DSM one and two in the green."
"Arm DSM one and two and set both to mode C."
"DSM one and two armed and set to mode C."
"Set DSM one and two for automatic release."
"DSM one and two set for automatic release."
Ten seconds before the release point Natty reported that Stumpy was firing.
Spread across the front of the Greyhound formation for a hundred kilometers were a
series of bright flashes. On his HUD, he saw Dog seven wink out of existence without so
much as a word of warning. Luckily the deception pod continued to confuse the enemy
with eighteen dummy targets or the initial scattergun volley would have been worse.
"Weapons released." Thompson went into a full power reversal as the fighter fought
against Newtonian physics to reverse course. Lit up like she was, 211 was too good a
target to miss at this range Thompson caught another series of flashes off to his left and
this time heard a loud band. Several LEDs on the Christmas tree went from red to green.
He hit the extinguisher button as he caught a glimpse of the Fire alarm flashing.
Whatever hit his ship took the deception pod offline, which eliminated all the fake targets
the enemy was seeing. More serious was an imminent failure on his inertial dampening
system. Without the inertial dampers to counteract the inhuman Gs the Greyhound could
pull, he'd turn into so much meat paste if it went off line. His heart was in his throat as he
called up damage control. Flying and evading with one eye, he studied his limited repair
options with the other eye. He could reroute the signal processor power and command
interface through the through life support sub-system and that would keep it functioning
albeit at a reduced rate. He watched as the repair timer competed with the failure-warning
timer. Which would win? Snapping out of his macabre spectator view, Thompson set the
g limiting governor to 15 gee, down from the 30gee it could normally take. That would
keep him from pulling the ship into any maneuver that could overload the inertial
dampers.
"Target destroyed." Called Red six. Thompson looked up from his life or death struggle
to keep the ship going and saw that Stumpy had winked out of existence in the tactical
plot.
"Inertial Damper system repaired. Warning: Do not exceed 15 gees under the present
condition."
"Thank you, Natty! Remind me to buy you a drink when we get back."
"Illogical statement."
"Never mind."

With the immediate crisis averted he studied his situation. The deception pod was down
for good. Life support was at half power due to having to support the inertial dampers.
But that was no problem because he could live off his suit for the rest of the mission. The
sensor pod was still working but datalink was inoperable. That was important because the
intelligence that Thompson gathered off this mission would be priceless. If he could get it
back. He thought about dumping it ahead to the Ark Royal but saw that long-range
communications array was down. He'd work on that next. Also, the port side AL66 laser
was disabled. He'd been hit pretty hard by something.
He studied that tactical plot carefully. Dog Leader was still alive, as was Dog six. Dog
one was gone but Dogs two through four were forming back up. With the rest of Strike
One having dispensed with the Alphas, the big problem was now the Bravos. Instead of
undertaking a futile attempt to intercept the strike package before they released. This
fighter group was wisely attempting to cut off before they reached the Ark Royal.
The survivors from Strike One formed back up and headed home. They kept a wary eye
out for the bravo contacts. Thomson's attention was riveted to the damage display,
watching for cascading systems failure. Dog leader led them through a number of course
corrections and precautionary jinxing.
"Dog four, Dog Leader. Look here what's with your maneuvering?"
"Sorry Dog Leader, but my crate's knackered. Caught some junk back at the release point
and my inertial damper's standing on one leg. So I'm a little ginger."
"Understand. Can you make it back?"
"Sure as long as I don't have to do any heavy maneuvering. Unfortunately it looks like
that second group of bandits will head us off."
"Not to worry. Fleet needs that data badly. Take a direct course to Mother. The rest of
Dog element will cover you. Be advised that reception escort is on the way too."
"Roger that, Lead."
"Right then, rest of Dog section, on my mark, battle go and break right...Mark" The five
fighters peeled in front of 211 and headed off after the closing Kra'Vak. Thompson
pushed the engines as hard as they would go. He was experiencing some odd yaw in the
controls. He alternated between the damage repair display and the tactical display where
he attempted to follow the confusing fight that ensued. His yaw thrusters were firing
intermittently and he couldn't stop them.
"Dog Four this is Raven leader. Make your heading 262 mark 17. Raven three and four
will be escorting you home. Raven's One and Two on the way to help out Dog Lead."
"Roger Raven Lead, and thank you." The reception escort would ensure the straggling
strike groups got home safe. A Griffin pulled in on either side of Thompson, within
visual range.
"You've got a few nice dents in your bird." Said Raven Three.

"There's a few nice dents in here too. Inertial Dampers at 50%. I have the power and
control circuits rerouted through life support. The deception pod is down. My bloody
autopilot is out and I'm yawing like mad due to intermittent thruster misfire. It's a bloody
mess."
"Righto, look here. Handing you off to STC on stud four. We're off to help out the rest of
the blokes."
"Thanks, boyo!"
"Mother one this is Dog Four. Request permission to enter the pattern. Uploading status
now." There was a slight delay as Ark Royal's Space Traffic Controller analyzed
Thompson's situation.
"Dog four this is mother One. Sorry but due to your damage we can't hand you off to
landing control at this time. Especially with your autopilot down. We're going to recover
the rest of the strike first. Uploading your hold location, bearing and speed. You are to
enter a holding pattern there until we call for you. Understand?"
"Roger, wilco" Thompson fed the data into the navigational display and followed his cues
into the holding tank as it was called. The rest of the strike came in for recovery, together
or in pairs. The Kra'Vak pursuers had been defeated but at the loss of two more fighters.
Ark Royal began recovering them. Three fighters were in the holding tank. Himself, a
lightly damaged Griffin without autopilot, and a severely damaged Greyhound.
There was a loud bang. "Warning Fire on port engine." Thompson jumped at the
warning, which coincided with a bank of yellow and red caution lights on the christmas
tree.
"Fuck!" Thompson hit the emergency plasma cut off, shut down the port engine and
activated the halon system. The inertial damper system went red. Before he could do
anything about that, weapons and defensive systems all shut down. The Greyhound was
experiencing cascading systems failure.
"Dog four this is Hyena two. Look out your port side." Thompson snapped his head
around and saw another Greyhound one hundred meters away. It was Lt. Becker. Callsign
Scrump. "Beak, you're venting plasma out of a gash in your port engine. Have you
activated your Halon system?"
"I have, it's no dice."
"Well you're going to have to dump your power core. How are your accumulators
reading?" Thompson checked. They were on line and charged. Good news for once.
"My accumulators are up."
"Well that's it then you have to dump the power core now. That'll nick the fire and give
you fifteen minutes off your accumulators to get on board." Thompson thought for a
moment. There was no other choice. Venting burning plasma would only consume the
whole engine and probably blow up the ship. The accumulators stored emergency power.

By skimming it off the main power core. This ensured a steady supply in emergency
situations if main power went off line. Thompson flipped up a red switch cover and
punched the power core clear of the fighter. With the source of feed gone the fire in the
port engine was quickly extinguished. Thompson shut down every unnecessary system he
could. He left up comms, the starboard engine, and flight control.
"Mayday, mayday, Mother One, this is Dog four."
"Go ahead Dog four."
"Uploading my diagnostics to you, now. I've got ten minutes tops and then my ship is
cold."
"Roger Dog four. We're recovering the last of the strike now. Will bump you to the top of
the cue in the hold tank. Uploading your approach flight path. You can start on it now
since I understand your dampers are gone and you'll need to take it easy. Once you get to
waypoint three, hold there until I hand you off to the LSO."
"Roger, wilco." Thompson gingerly eased 211 out of the holding tank and brought it
around on the approach waypath. He was careful to keep the maneuvers under 6 gees, as
there was no way to tell what structural damage he had incurred in that last explosion. He
swung the ship around and took up station at waypoint three. That put him five
kilometers back and slightly starboard of the Ark Royal with matched speed and course.
He watched as the last of the strike package recovered. It was standard procedure to
recover all the undamaged craft first in case accident on landing shut down the flight
deck. Thompson set the HUD to manual recovery and awaited the call from the LSO. He
hoped it came soon as the accumulator power level wound down past four minutes. Only
two Griffins remained aloft on Barrier CAP. They would recover minutes before warp
transit.
"Dog Four this is Chandler One. You are cleared to enter the pattern. Establishing link.
"Roger, Chandler One. Entering pattern now." His HUD displayed the Glide slope and
path information as well as the landing cues. He hadn't done a manual landing in months
and he was sweating profusely inside his flight suit. With one eye watching the
accumulator level and the other the landing cues, he eased the throttle forward and
brought 211 onto the beam. He set up a 50 meters per second approach. With a last
minute decel, that would put him on the ramp in two minutes. That left 70 seconds of
spare power to monkey with.
Ahead of him, the Ark Royal grew in size. Thompson found the yaw was getting worse at
slower speeds. At one kilometer, he brought the speed down to 15 meters per second. The
ship yawed violently and momentarily the ramp swung out of site. Thompson
overcorrected and the Greyhound yawed in the opposite direction. He punched the
throttle forward and picked up some speed, which oddly enough reduced the yaw.
Thompson eyeballed the spot he wanted o hit on the ramp, and cut power completely to
the engines and yaw thrusters He was still four hundred meters out.
"What the hell are you doing! Wave off.! Cried the LSO.

"Can't. Yaw thrusters malfunctioning, I'll just smash into the back of the ship if I do that.
I'm going to fire off bow attitude thrusters just before I pass the threshold then edge the
nose down. I still have pitch and roll authority."
211 approached the Ark Royal at 25 meters per second. Thompson waited until he was
100 meters out then fired his bow attitude thrusters until he crossed the threshold. He was
still travelling at fifteen meters per second when he edged the nose down onto the flight
deck. There was a tremendous screeching of metal as the Greyhound ground to a halt
near the port bulkhead. He shut down all power and hit every extinguisher he had left. An
emergency lifter quickly snatched up the stricken craft and moved it off into one of the
air locks to make way for the other fighters behind him.
He waited in his cockpit as two deck personnel made a quick 360 check of the greyhound
and verified that all power was cut off and any fires extinguished. They gave thumbs up
to the lift operator and the fighter was past through to the maintenance deck. The lift set it
down in one corner reserved for damaged birds known as the 'krankhouse".
There was a knock on the cockpit and Thompson saw Sergeant Gomes, his crew chief,
grinning at him. Wearily, he decoupled the shock frame and crawled out of the seat as the
canopy popped open. The loud noises of the hangar deck seemed oppressive to him after
the relative silence of the last 90 minutes. Was that all? It seemed like six hours.
Sergeant Gomes helped him to the deck. Thompson removed his helmet and gloves.
"Cor, Sir. That was a close one!" Thompson felt his knees weakened and steadied himself
on the nose of the greyhound. "You all right, Sir?"
"Quite. I've just been in there for too long." "Christ! The skipper's gonna flip a bird over
this one. Ignoring a wave off and all that. Still, it's not your fault. Them bloody warthogs.
Take a look at her." Thompson took a walk around the fighter. It really was in sad shape.
The rear of the fighter over the port engine had a three-meter gash in it large enough to
stick his head in. The whole area was scored black by the fire, as was the inside of the
vacant engine well. There were a half dozen large holes in the aircraft leading forward
from there including one less than a meter from the cockpit.
"Bloody Hell."
"That's right, Sir. Another meter and you'd 'ave caught one in the bollucks." He slapped
Thompson on the shoulder. "Not to worry sir, we'll have her back in space again in no
time, just you wait and see."
"Thanks Paul. Just get the data storage cans from all the pods up to intel pronto."
Thompson walked away from 211 as several of his squadron mates came running. They
needed to get up to debrief right away. Ark Royal was to transit out of Röt Hafen in
twenty minutes. Stuart, one of the other Greyhound pilots in dog flight was first to greet
him.
"Cripes, Jimmy. That was bloody close!"
"Tell me about it."

"Marvelous work on the jammers old boy. You got us through."
"Well we lost Biggles just before the release point. So I didn't do that good. "
"Don't be wet. With all the fire Stumpy was putting out we should have all been snuffed,
save for that deception job you ran."
"Doesn't make me feel any better. Let alone getting my crate knackered like that."
"Oh for Christ sakes, Jimmy. Give your brain a rest."
"Well let's get up to debrief, I suppose the skippers already tapping his toes. I'll probably
be grounded for ignoring that wave off" Paul stopped suddenly. A look of surprise was
on his face. "Oh for fuck's sake you don't even know."
"Know what?"
"Skipper's bought it in that last tangle with those bravo contacts. I'm afraid he's gone."
"Oh, Shit."
Röt Hafen system
1350Z

At 1350z the Meadows made its transit into the Röt Hafen system. The crew was known
for their accurate, which were routinely below .01% SEP. As soon as the crew had a
precise navigational fix, they went into cloak. The ship had two separate cloaking
systems. One was the traditional black globe generator known as 'Blackout". It prohibited
all contact from inside or outside of the globe and rendered the ship invisible even to the
naked eye. They would remain in this mode for the run into Röt Hafen. Normally, a ship
in blackout would have to rely solely on internal navigational information or "dead
reckoning", to maneuver. Meadows' blackout system was specially modified by the
"skunkworks" (R&D) section at the Night Stalkers. She could use the globe projectors to
detect subtle changes in magnetic fields caused by a planet's gravity well. The Meadows
route was carefully planned to pass between Röt Hafen and it's one moon. In this manner
she could use subtle readings from the two planetary gravity wells to keep her on track to
the initial point. The technique was known as "handrailing", and the Night Stalkers were
the only ones to use it.
Once at the IP, the Meadows would switch from blackout to "Looking Glass". This mode
was actually similar to the Spiegel Mark IX system currently installed in the Köhl. It was
in fact developed separately by Raytheon-Martin Electronics on Earth. Looking glass
allowed the Meadows to "see out" from cloak, and use passive sensors. While in this
mode, she was no longer invisible to the naked eye. However, space being so huge, this
was generally the least of her worries. The Meadows was constructed with special
electro-magnetic and radar defeating materials and painted in a light-absorbing flat black
so she would be difficult to spot. If necessary, she could oscillate between blackout and
looking glass, in order to maintain maximum cloakability and maximum accuracy for the
drop. Today's plan called for Meadows to remain in looking glass mode from the IP to
the release point where the drop capsules would be released. It was anticipate that the

diversion from the other attacks combined with the destruction of both defense platforms
with a direct line of site to the RP would provide sufficient cover. The Meadows would
return to blackout and handrail herself out to the transit point.
Gibbons and Handley were kept deliberately unaware of the specifics of the Meadows'
flight plan and capabilities in case they should fall into enemy hands after insertion. After
coming out of their Domotril naps, both men had nerve a wracking thirty minute ride
ahead of them. The passenger compartment on the Meadows was small and utilitarian. A
locked door lead forwards to the secret inner workings of the crew. Passengers were not
allowed to pass forward of this bulkhead. SGM Mullen appeared to be sleeping calmly.
Warrant Officer Second Class (WO-2) Brandon, crew chief of the Meadows, moved
about the cabin checking instruments and talking quietly into his headset with the crew
up front. At T-minus twenty minutes he kicked Mullen awake and motioned for the two
passengers to unhook themselves and stand up.
Mullen and Brandon worked together on final preparations. Mullen helped the two men
don the web harnesses that would hold personal survival gear, sidearm and power packs.
Each man wore a helmet similar to those carried by 946. Mullen rechecked the crypto fill,
power supply and navigational programming. Both men were visibly nervous, sweaty and
wide eyed. Mullen kept up a friendly banter as he worked on them.
Brandon made final checks on both drop capsules. Each was three meters in height and a
meter in diameter. To Gibbons and Handley they looked alarmingly like coffins. Both
were finished in an odd flat black ceramic material. Brandon opened the hatch on each,
made a detailed internal inspection, then plugged a datapad into a jack inside the door and
ran a number of systems checked. When he turned from the second capsule, he saw
Gibbons and Handley geared up and standing behind him. Both men were positively
ashen. Mullen had a large grin.
"Got two kids here for the merry go round."
Brandon let out a hearty laugh. "Bloody marvelous." The Glum expressions of the two
passengers showed that they didn't quite appreciate the humor. Mullen tried to allay their
fears: "Relax you two, everything will be all right. The Night Stalkers do this sort of
thing all the time."
"Maybe so. But we sure as hell don't." Gibbons made no effort o hide his fear. He was a
technician not a field operator. He'd never even been to the field.
"Look you two", said Brandon. "You've been through the briefings and the training. From
your end there's nothing to it. You step in, we strap you down, shut the hatch and spit you
out the bum. There's a bit of a fun ride, maybe five minutes tops, then you're on the
ground. The door will pop itself open, free your harness and open your little cargo hatch.
Then you're on your way. Bloody simple. The only thing you control is the red lever by
your hand here. Once you get on the ground, if the hatch doesn't open, you pull on that
and the whole thing will come apart around your ears. Nothing to it! Just make sure you
wait until you're on the ground before yanking on it. Any questions?"
"I just hope there's someone down there waiting for us."

"Don't worry. My boys will be there. That is assuming Mister Brandon here can hit the
ground with his own feet when he jumps out of the rack in the morning."
"Cor...You wanker! If I was you two I'd worry more about those fookin' drunks and
thieves down there that passes themselves off for Special Forces."
"IP in five minutes," came a call from up front.
"Roger. Right then, on your bikes." Brandon guided each man into the capsule and
strapped him in. He adopted a serious tone. "Look boys, you'll be on the ground in fifteen
minutes. Just relax and let us do our job. You'll be fine. Good luck." The hatches were
shut and the men were cloaked in black. It was not a place anyone for claustrophobic. A
minute later a green display screen lit up and both men could see the capsule readouts
through their own helmet heads up displays.
"You two hear me in there?"
"Roger.
"Yes."
"Ok we're at the initial point. Now it's a ten-minute run in to the release point. You guys
sit tight." What else could they do? Both men concentrated on the timer, willing it to
move quicker.
Brandon sealed the tube access hatch and lowered the capsules into the firing position.
Mullen sat back in his seat and plugged into the ship's intercom. He listened to the crew,
preparing for the drop.
"T-minus five minutes".
"Got a fix on the beacon. Navigation is good. Feeding through course corrections to auto
pilot."
"Tactical display showing lots of debris and radiation out where Stumpy was. Some of it
is already falling out of orbit. Beautiful cover for us. Six contacts, looks like fighters,
about two light seconds behind us chasing after Ark Royal's group. No one is paying
much attention over here. Other than that threat board is clear."
"Sparks, run all the cameras. We can get a pretty good look at the city and spaceport for
at least a few minutes. I'm sure someone will appreciate the footage."
"Roger, boss. Everything is rolling."
"T-minus three minutes to release."
"Tubes in the green."
"One minute. Stand by for Deceleration."
"Engaging maneuver drive for a 3-Gee burn. Hold on." The Meadows shook as she

slowed down to drop speed.
"Thruster cut off. Velocity at 250 meters per second. We are in the pipe."
"Opening tube doors."
"All systems in the green."
"Threat board clear."
"Ten seconds...five..."
"Package away. Outer doors secured."
"Stand by for main engine burn. Course correction to waypoint four."
"Both capsules looking good. Falling on the planned trajectory..."
Gibbons had been grunting in discomfort under 3-Gee deceleration. He had to urinate
also. Shaking within his capsule, he watched the timer count down to zero. There was a
slight bump and then...nothing. The nauseating feeling of weightlessness overcame him.
The timer now started a five-minute countdown to landing. A second readout gave the
altitude, starting at 150,000 meters. Soon the capsule began to vibrate and bump as it fell
through the upper atmosphere. His attention turned to a set of duel readouts that
represented the capsule heat sinks. They climbed into the upper limit of the tolerance
band, but both stabilized at 85% capacity. There were two major bumps on the way down
as outer capsule sloughed off. Then a third bump as the parafoil deployed. From here the
capsule would automatically steer itself to the beacon. He wondered if the beacon was a
decoy set up by the Kra'Vak. Gibbons felt very vulnerable strapped in helpless to a
capsule hanging by a parachute. He half expected to be blown out of the sky at any
moment. There was a loud roar as a braking rocked fired within ten meters of the ground
and then the capsule set down with a surprisingly light thud, then slowly deployed itself
so Gibbons was on his back.
The readout said: Landing successful, atmosphere breathable. opening capsule in ten
seconds, press NO to Abort. The door popped open and bright light blinded his eyes. The
belts, having been disengaged by the capsule's computer, popped free. Before he could
pull himself out he felt hands grabbing him and lifting him roughly out of the capsule. A
dozen men wrapped in torn up and filthy overcoats or parkas surrounded him. One
hundred meters away he could see the second capsule with others around it. The group
stepped aside to make way for a soldier wearing a helmet like his.
"Welcome to Röt Hafen. We hope you find your stay here pleasant and brief." The man
flipped up his visor and Gibbons saw a grin peeking from under a bushy red mustache.
"I'm Sergeant Eric Miner, New Anglican Confederation Special Forces. And you must be
Mister A-bomb." Miner held out a hand. Gibbon shakily grasped the firm hand.
"Lieutenant Commander Gibbons, Royal Navy Ordnance Corps."
"I trust it you had a pleasant insertion?"

"Christ! It was bloody awful. I think I left my balls up there in orbit somewhere""
"Yeah, well, look back on it fondly, pal. Because for you, today was the last easy day."
KRS Markgraf
First Combined Assault Fleet
Undisclosed Location in Deep Space
8 August, 0530z

Admiral Bellamy was asleep in his quarters when a staff officer dropped off the After
Action report from HARBINGER. He signed for the report poured a cup of coffee, and
decided to read it in his quarters.
Classification: NÜR NSL
Subject: AAR of Unternehmen HARBINGER (Röt Hafen)
Routing: Commander, First Combined Assault Fleet;
Ia OberKommado KriegsRaumFlotte Nue Salzburg
DTG: 091300ZAug82193
From: Kapitän zur raum Rudolf Bergmann (III/KG14)
This AAR covers the actions of III/KG14 during its participation in Unternehmen
HARBINGER in the Röt Hafen system on 08AUG93. Referencing document is
Operations Order 227a annex B.
Attachments:
1. First Combined Assault Fleet Operations Order 227a annex B
2. III/KG14 Operations order 07.08.93
3. Joint Operation Graphic: Röt Hafen series IIIB
4. Technical extract: Sensor log summary Unternehmen HARBINGER.
5. Technical Extract: Recommendation changes to enemy order of battle.
6. Holographic replay log 2347.90
Ia. Order of Battle NSL
1. III/KG12
a. Missile destroyers: KRS von Steuben, Galland, Trautloff, and RNS
Ajax
b. Escort Cruiser: KRS Schöngau
c. Battle cruiser: KRS Scharnhorst (flagship), Derrflinger
d. Fighter carrier: Tirpitz
e. 1 Jagdstaffel: (II/Jasta26)
2. Attachments:
TF 52.3
a. Destroyers: RNS Bainbridge and Cummings
b. Escort Cruiser: RNS Achilles
c. Light carrier RNS Ark Royal

d. 4 fighter groups (No's 11, 16, 32 34)
No. 160 SOG (Special Operations Group) RNS Meadows
KRS Köhl
Ib. Order of Battle Kra'Vak (estimated)
a. 6x Hunter class cruisers
b. 1x Striker class battle cruiser
c. 2 orbital defense stations
d. 6 fighter groups
IIa. Mission:
III/KG14 warps into the Röt Hafen system and conducts a raid against Kra'Vak
forces. III/KG14 will lure local defense forces into a battle far enough from the
planet to allow Ark Royal to launch a strike against the orbital defense platforms
covering Röt Hafen's Western Hemisphere. RNS Meadows conducts clandestine
insertion of covert assets onto Röt Hafen.
IIb. Desired Endstate:
III/KG14 engages the Kra'Vak forces in system on favorable terms and
significantly degrades the Kra'Vak force. III/KG14 collects valuable information
on Kra'Vak OB, weapons, sensors, operational and technical capabilities so as to
upgrade alliance intelligence estimates and orders of battle. 160 SOG successfully
inserts assets into Röt Hafen.
III. Events Transpired:
III/KG14 warped into system at 1300Z as per plan. We emerged at 4 light seconds
from Röt Hafen. The transit was not without difficulty, resulting in damage to one
of the fighter launch bays on the KRS Tirpitz. This effectively cut our launch
capability by 50%. Also KRS Scharnhorst had three beam batteries go off line. At
1330Z RNS Ark Royal warped in 3 seconds from Röt Hafen and launched two
strike packages (from No's 11 and 16 fighter groups) aimed at destroying orbital
defense platforms designated Stumpy and Grumpy. Once releasing her fighters
the Ark Royal increased distance from Röt Hafen to 4.5 LS.
Since II/KG14 made no attempt at maintaining EMSEC (Emissions Security), it
was relatively easy for the Kra'Vak to detect us. They took the bait and dispatched
every ship within range toward us. At 1350 the RNS Meadows transited
undetected and commenced its insertion operation.
Admiral Geller's plan was to keep the incoming enemy fleet off to our starboard
and avoid the usual interpenetration of a standard head on fight. Consequently, he
deployed the missile ships 6 MUs (Maneuver Units) ahead of our main force and
spread into a skirmish line 12 MUs across. The main force was kept in a compact
group within 6 MUs of each other. His intent was to shower the incoming

Kra'Vak with missile salvos, and launch a fighter strike to swing wide around the
aft of the Kra'Vak fleet sandwiching them between us. The Admiral was
commitment to get their missiles off as early as possible. Also it was estimated
that our heavy beam batteries have a 6 MU range advantage of Kra'Vak systems
and he wanted to keep them at bay to take advantage of the range difference.
Our plan began to go awry at once. The Kra'Vak commander maintained a tight
control of his fleet, and instead of rushing right at us, he maneuvered his force in a
way which resulted in 60% of our missiles (Our first two full salvos) not finding
their mark. The Kra'Vak ships synchronized their movements very well. However
the salvos did serve some good, as they shepherded the Kra'Vak squadron of to
our starboard flank and prevent the interpenetration that Adm. Geller had wished
to avoid.
It was clear that the Kra'Vak had a marked maneuver advantage over our ships.
This allowed them to close to fewer than 30 MUs. Thus we were not able to take
advantage of our superior beam range. A number of our ships began taking hits
and the Scharnhorst 50% loss of batteries upon transit was severely felt. Our
destroyer screen took severe damage with the RNS Ajax being destroyed and the
KRS Trautloff suffering a bridge hit which put her out of control for the duration
of the fight. The remaining destroyers in the screen, now moving at a high speed,
bypassed the flanking Kra'Vak ships spun and fired an additional salvo. This
coincided with fighters from Jasta 26 conducting an extended burn. Thus the
Kra'Vak found themselves sandwiched between 2 missile salvos and 2 fighter
groups attacking from their aft quadrants. This took them by surprise and a
number of ships suffered heavily. It was the first good news of the battle. Our
fighters would continue to harry the Kra'Vak ships from their aft quadrant for the
duration of the battle.
At this point the Kra'Vak commander made his first error. He attempted to close
range with us. I believe that the Kra'Vak should have remained at long range since
their railgun systems hold their damage potential better at long range than our
beam systems. They closed to within 20 MUs of the main force, suffering another
well-timed and aimed missile salvo in the process. (At this points the destroyers
were out of missiles and were allowed to drift out of the fight, having been harried
by Kra'Vak fighters.)
By the time the Kra'Vak began to close in, all Scharnhorst's batteries had come
back on line and the Kra'Vak began to suffer under 18 class 3 beam batteries from
our heavy units. The Kra'Vak units responded with heavy railgun fire as well as
the attention of their fighters. However we could see our beams taking effect as a
number of ships began streaming atmosphere. Two Hunters exploded as their
power cores gave way. We suffered also, as various systems would go down, be
repaired and go down again. The heaviest loss came when Scharnhorst suffered a
catastrophic bridge hit resulting in the death of Admiral Geller and the entire
bridge crew. At this point I assumed command. Our main force had already
swung aft while fleeing to keep the heavy beams bearing on our pursuers. The
Kra'Vak ships, dealing with our main battery fire from the front and Oberst

Halfek's fighter attacks from aft, broke formation and became separated.
The high point of the battle occurred as the Kra'Vak dreadnought and two hunters
closed range. Our ships were shot up and the Scharnhorst was still drifting out of
control. Oberst Halfek's fighters were at the end of their endurance and had
already been recalled. When he saw the danger to the staffel, he led his remaining
fighters in for a desperate attack. The Kra'Vak fighters had been pulled back to
pursue, but Halfek's pilots ignored their deadly attacks and enemy scattergun fire
to press home their attack on the dreadnought. Apparently a bridge hit on the
behemoth effectively put her out of action and spared us from her punishing
railguns at close range. This allowed me to concentrate on the two Hunters,
killing one and severely damaging the other. Our most dangerous moments were
over.
While we were heavily engaged, the Ark Royal's strike groups closed to within
launch distance and destroyed both defense platforms. It appears the success was
attributed in part to our ability to win the ECM struggle against the Kra'Vak. In
part it was due to establishing local space superiority over the enemy fighter
groups. This day's action was the first encounter with enemy fighters. They were
not handled with the tactical acumen of our groups, (both KRF and RNS units). It
also appears that the Kra'Vak fighters were not armed with missiles or the
sophisticated sensor and ECM packages available to our forces.
At 1455, we detected the Ark Royal's transit beacon signaling all clear. Now to
extract ourselves! I ordered our remaining destroyers, the KRS von Stueben and
Galland to execute maximum burns into our Kra'Vak pursuers to cover our
withdrawal. As the range separated, our heavy batteries destroyed another Hunter.
The final Hunter kept up a steady railgun upon us, but the appearance of the
destroyers and our final salvos severely damaged this ship and she broke off
action.
We were now faced with emergency repairs on a number of ships to get them
ready for Warp transit. Unfortunately Life Support on the Scharnhorst was
permanently disabled, so the Derrflinger hove along side and pulled off her crew,
then scuttled the great ship. There was no time to affect more detailed repairs
since two more groups of Kra'Vak contacts were reported approaching and we
were in no condition for another fight. Apparently, a large force has been on
station over 20 light seconds out and could not return in time to aid their
comrades in the fight. We identified twenty contacts in this group. It consisted of
numerous Hunters and several heavier units. A second smaller group approached
from behind Röt Hafen. It consisted of a large dreadnought sized ship, two
cruiser-sized units and six Hunters. We transited out of the system with this group
under 4 LS away.
IV. Summary:
Our final losses were 1 destroyer (RNS Ajax), one Battle cruiser (KRS
Scharnhorst) and 23 fighters destroyed. Heavy damage was incurred on the KRS

von Steuben, Trautloff, and Derrflinger. There is light to moderate damage to all
others. We suffered 353 killed and 237 injured. The RNS Meadows conducted a
successful insertion without detection from the enemy, who were busy with us. I
consider our mission a success though at a very high cost. The synchronization of
Kra'Vak maneuvers signals an adaptation of their tactics in an attempt to avoid
deadly missile salvos. Never the less the Kra'Vak lost one dreadnought and 3
hunters. 2 others were last seen drifting out of control streaming atmosphere and
the last one was heavily damaged and withdrew under her own power.
I expect III/KG14 to be out of commission for at least three weeks as we refit. We
have rendezvoused with FSU (Fleet Support Unit) 33 and are making repairs.
This concludes my debrief.
Bergmann, Rudolf
Kapitän zur raum
III/KG14 Commander (acting)

Bellamy set down the memo and took a deep breath. Quite an action. A quick glance at
the results gave the victory to the humans. However, the fact was that a relatively small
force of light ships had put III/KG14 out of action for at least three weeks. That worried
him. What would the main engagement be like? There was much work to do in
preparation.
He thumbed through the various annexes looking for the technical section, and read that
in some detail. The use of UV targeting for fighters and point defense systems was a bit
alarming. He knew that the news had already gone through the fleet and UV detection
capabilities were being installed in threat warning receivers everywhere. The Kra'Vak
didn't seem to be big on missiles, but their excellent railgun systems more than made up
for it. Missiles you could at least shoot down. Railgun defense was much harder. At least
the NSL ships were heavily armored. His NAC ships were light on armor and relied on
shields, which were useless against the railguns. There was an advantage in ECM
systems, but no doubt the Kra'Vak would be analyzing the battle and drawing
conclusions just like he was. Also interesting was the Kra'Vak point defense system
(PDS) known as the scattergun. The system actually fired off garbage scan sized canisters
of railgun launched armatures which exploded in the vicinity of attacking ships or
missiles. It's principle was similar to an automatic shotgun with deadly canister rounds
set to explode at predefined distances. The system had a high rate of fire and was very
accurate.
In the many ships of the First Combined Assault Fleet, preparations continued at a
fevered pace. Information from HARBINGER would be reviewed dissected and
analyzed. Conclusions would be drawn, Operational and technical modification would be
undertaken. The information would be disseminated. Every contact with the Kra'Vak
bought the humans more of that most vital of commodities in war: information.
Meanwhile crews would continue to conduct routine maintenance, and repairs. Training
would continue at a feverish pace, both in the simulation chamber and with the
maneuvering of actual fleet units., The Royal navy and the KriegsRaumFlotte would
improve their coordination in conducting joint operations. In the assault transports, the
constant thumping of gym shoes reverberated in the halls as squads and platoons sought

to keep up their fitness amid the most of their narrow confines. And in everyone's mind
lay thoughts of home and loved ones left behind. These thoughts pulled at the soldiers
and spacemen. They tugged with equally powerful thoughts of what lay ahead. How
would they perform when they came to grips with the alien forces that had such a
deathgrip on Röt Hafen?
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The flickering flames of several candles provided only dim light and no warmth to the
men huddled around them. With their rucks packed and web gear on, they sat back and
waited for darkness to fall. 946 were heading to an advanced patrol base to make final
preparations for insertion into the enclave. Most sought to grab a few minutes rest, since
fatigue was now a growing concern. They had been on the go for two straight weeks and
Charlie had been forced to implement a sleep plan for everyone's safety. The mission was
wearing them down, and each had lost between 15 and 20 pounds since first setting foot
on the planet.
Now they lay back, quietly sleeping or staring at he ceiling. Only Donner stirred. He sat
on his ruck, fiddling with one of the captured Kra'Vak rifles. The weapon was heavy and
unwieldy for a human. He had already discerned how to load and fire the weapon. The
trigger mechanism was buried deep within the rear of the bulky stock, inset in a small
channel specially fitted for the three fingered hands of the Kra'Vak. He'd been able to
break the weapon down and get it back together, but was unsure how to work the
complex electronic sighting mechanism. Donner had fired the rifle in one of the deep
chambers of the cave. It had quite a kick for a rail gun. But that was due to it's unique
method of operation.
What a wild 24 hours they had been through. The biggest news had been the arrival of
their two naval guests. The team had grilled for any information from back home. They
related preparations of the fleet, though there was little information on the actual battle.
All had observed with some satisfaction as one of the orbital platforms had made its fiery
reentry into the atmosphere. That had been cause for some celebration. Gibbons and
Handley didn't share in the enthusiasm. Both were visibly uncomfortable with their

predicament on the planet. The troglodyte life, dangerous conditions, and feelings of
isolation were unfamiliar experiences. The few goodies, which Mullen had sent along
with the two officers, had been appreciated. Meds, candy, chewing tobacco for Donner,
and a few other sundry items were received enthusiastically.
The ebullient mood of the team had been dashed with news from Mills' R&S teams at the
spaceport. There had been an expectation that reprisals would occur in reaction to the
ambush but the Kra'Vak reaction had shocked them all. They had slaughtered thousands.
A ring of heads, stuck on poles surrounded the city boundaries. Vid shots had sickened
the team, and the knowledge of their responsibility, regardless of how necessary it had
been, weighed heavily on everyone. The R&S teams had also reported a new
development. There was an increase of flights from the spaceport. Hundreds of humans
were being taken off the planet with each lift, slaves for some unknown purpose. It
underlined the sense of urgency in getting the job done. Many of the lighter craft had left
the field also, to unknown points on the planet. The Kra'Vak were preparing for an attack.
Much work was going into the plan for breaking into the enclave. They had brainstormed
for days, analyzing and rejecting courses of action. Finally they had come up with an
outline for a plan that was at least plausible, though hazardous. One of the mining
facilities was under close scrutiny by Mill's R&S teams. Daily, prisoners were brought
out to the site for work, then bussed back to the enclave in the evening, leaving a small
security force. Working with information from the freed prisoners, it was clear that the
Kra'Vak handling and accounting of their slave work force was lax. Much information
had been gleaned from the interrogation of the second handler. An anti-bug device was
kept around his head at all times. It created a field, which kept all EM from interfering or
transmitting to his implant. Mellor had led the prisoner to believe that only he alone kept
his head from exploding like the last handler. His control of the on/off switch had freed
the prisoner's tongue significantly and they were gathering much useful information
about internal security at the enclave and the condition prisoners were kept, handled and
accounted for. The captive had been one of the original inmates from the planetary
correctional facility. These 300 souls had been the first implanted with the alien
technology. With it, the "purple" Kra'Vaks (actually a special caste of elder Kra'Vak
which were no longer warriors), could communicate with their charges, relaying orders
and garnishing information in return. The purple Kra'Vak were able to receive the
implant's signals through their own device. The prisoner had no knowledge of how it
actually functioned. Thought waves were somehow transferred into actual radio waves
and relayed via the implants.
The team hoped to take advantage of this information by sneaking into the shaft and
swapping out a small party with some of the prisoners in the work detail. This would get
them on the bus and into the enclave. From there, they would have to play it by ear. It
was an extremely hazardous proposition, but really the only option they had. They had
been given a time window for which to deactivate the nuclear demolitions, which Charlie
assumed coincided with the invasion. They could not risk an open assault and they didn't
have sufficient forces to conduct one anyway. The smallest possible party was chosen for
insertion into the mining facility. Gentz, the freed prisoner who had worked on the initial
detail to set the device, would be their guide once in the facility. He was extremely

reluctant to go back into the enclave but was given little choice in the matter. The
importance of his participation for the good of the colony was impressed upon him
forcefully. He was the only one available with knowledge of the whereabouts of the
device, as well as familiarity with the inside of the enclave. Gibbons and Handley were
going along to do the work of disarming the device. It had decided that three team
members would accompany them in. Captain Gerard had insisted on leading the mission
himself. Miner, with his demolition skills would be going. Frament, with his cool head,
medical expertise, and dead on shooting, was the third.
Charlie was secretly glad he wasn't going. In his mind, the whole mission was a one-way
trip. They all knew it, but no one said it. Sure there was some hope of getting out, but
there was no way to plan how until they got in. They would have to ride out the planetary
assault and stay low. That would be difficult once the Kra'Vak realized that their
demolitions happened been tampered with. That is, if they could disarm the devices. It
was unknown technology, though Gentz had been there to install it. They could very well
detonate the device as they attempted to disarm it.
Their chances were decreased by the fact that tree of the team had no special ops
experience at all. The two naval officers rode desks back in the world. Donner had
worked with them for a few hours with a little more shooting practice. They were as good
as they could hope for given their limited training. Still, Charlie figured they were as
likely to panic under fire as not. Gentz was downright against going in and trembled like
a leaf at the prospect. Gerard, Frament and Miner would have to shepherd this circus into
the enclave. All would be clad in the rags worn by the prisoners so equipment was
limited to pistols, some extra ammo, and the barest of tools and demolitions which could
be smuggled in.
Still, the actual planning and preparations for the mission was consuming so much of
everyone's thought and energy, that it left them little time to contemplate the
ramifications for those who would be going in. Charlie pulled a picture of Anne and
Gregory from his pocket and stared at it intently. So far away. He wondered what they
were doing and this instant. His heart sank and he realized that pulling out the picture had
been a mistake. Angry with himself, he put it away quickly, looked at his watch and
kicked the team awake. It was dark. Time to move out.
The enclave
Röt Hafen
09 August, 2193

Doctor Maya Vilnit kept her eyes on the floor as she was escorted down the depressing
dirty gray hallways. One of the handlers, Boscht, had come for her. He led her through
the facility past numerous work details until they entered a restricted section under guard
by two Kra'Vak sentries. She waited outside a room for several minutes. One of the
purple Kra'Vak appeared with a second handler. The door slid open and the sight of a
guard dragging out a body revolted her by the ankle.
"Do you recognize him, Doktor?"
Vilnit looked carefully. The head was bloody and had a hole in the temple. Still, the face

was intact. It was Peter Blum, a pediatrician when she had worked with at the city
Hospital. Tears welled up in her eyes.
"Yes. Yes I do."
"Good, Please enter the room, Doktor." She stepped inside. The room held a table with a
woman laying on it. Along the wall was a counter with several medical readers and tool
kits. Boscht, the other handler, and the Purple Kra'Vak followed her in.
"We have a patient for you, Doktor. This prisoner was damaged during interrogation
several days ago and remains in a coma. Your are to revive her and restore her to
sufficient health so as to survive the completion of interrogation with our mind reading
device. She only needs to last through the interrogation. It is imperative that she be
revived as soon as possible. Fail to do so and you will find yourself in the same condition
as your former colleague. Do you understand?
"Yes."
"Good. Do you have any questions?"
"No."
"Very well. You should find everything you need on the counter. Magg, here will remain
with you and assist. If you need further materials he will procure them for you. We had
better see progress within a day. The information in this prisoner's head is of vital
importance to us."
Boscht turned and left without another word, followed by the purple Kra'Vak and one
guard. A second guard remained, leaning against the far wall. Magg waited quietly, his
expression indecipherable behind his visor. Vilnit grabbed a med-analyser off the bench
and went to work on her patent.
Röt Hafen
Wierderstandstelle 42

The howling wind blew stinging sand into Gerard's face. They were picking their way
slowly across a broad rocky basin outside of the resistance nest. He and Freeman had
stayed behind when the rest of 946 left for the advanced base, waiting for the arrival of
Matthais. The partisan leader had gone to Röt Hafen to meet with his forces there. Gerard
had wished to coordinate some details of their extraction from the enclave. They had
arrived 12 hours later and worked out the coordination of the surveillance effort around
Röt Hafen for when he deployed into the enclave. Once this was accomplished, they
moved to the patrol base. Matthias left one of his officers behind to oversee the final
evacuation for 43. It was time to move on. There was no decent water supply.
A sandstorm was in progress. Matthais had told him that huge storm, hundreds of
kilometers across, were not uncommon for this time of the year. Gerard felt it would
provide good cover for the movements, but worried about the effect on the landings when
they came.

The small group moved hunched over in the face of stinging sand particles. All wrapped
scarves around their faces. Two schwabs lead the group, followed by Matthais, Gerard,
Freeman, and three others. The wind was howling so loudly that it was impossible hear.
But Gerard was happy for the cover. There would be no overflights from Kra'Vak
fighters in this weather.
There was a bright flash and Gerard was knocked to the ground, senseless. There was a
louder roar, but in his condition he could not discern if it was real or imagined. He
struggled to open his eyes. After a time, he succeeded. He was laying n his stomach his
face half buried in the sand. He could not move a muscle. He focused on his legs, but
something was odd about them. They seemed...too far from his body. Gerard struggled to
focus looking at his boots, then his knees, his legs, and his lower torso... Still confused he
couldn't understand how the lower half of his body could be so far away. Beyond his legs
he saw Freeman laying on his size, a smoking hole clearly visible in his chest. His legs
were twitching and his eyes open.
Beyond Freeman, Gerard saw the shapes of figures walking out of the swirling storm. His
attention was drawn to their odd gait. They swayed from side to side as they walked.
Kra'Vak. One was motioning with his arms and others scurried at its commands. A
second Kra'Vak came into his field of vision. It scuttled up to Freeman, whose legs were
still twitching. The Kra'Vak fired into his head, which disappeared in a red mist. The
leader Kra'Vak roared and hurried forward, squatting beside Freeman's body. He grunted
loudly, pointing at the carcass, then turned to the other Kra'Vak and slapped it on the
head. The recipient of this reprimand bent over double in an odd position of supplication,
emitting a screeching noise. Gerard though the whole scene absurd. Here he was dying or
dead, half his body lying in front of him, and he was watching these two creatures argue
over Freeman's remains. He saw the leader stand up and noticed that two human skulls,
bleached bright white, hung from a chain around its waist. The second Kra'Vak ended its
supplication and grabbed Freeman's arms and studied his hands. Gerard notice that the
Kra'Vak had a necklace of small bones hanging from its neck. Fingers....
The leader Kra'Vak squatted down in front of Gerard. He could not move even his
eyeballs so he stared at the creature's three toed boots. There was a metal on metal sound
and then he felt his head being moved. He looked up into the sunken black eyes of the
Kra'Vak leader, who was holding a long, flat blade in one hand.
Advanced Base
11 August, 2193 1445 Local

Charlie, Ken and Miner stood waiting in a small rock chamber, pacing back and forth.
"Where the fuck are those guys? They should have been here by now."
"Maybe the storm slowed them up," responded Mellor. "They might have holed up
somewhere to wait it out."
"No, I don't buy that. Tom knows he has to move out within twenty-four hours if he's
going to stay on schedule. He'd press on through the storm no matter what."
"Well we've got to finalize the insertion details. Eric, you'll just have to fill him in when

he gets here.
"OK, team daddy."
Mills and a woman entered. "Sergeant Lawrence. I would like you to meet someone. This
is Nena Karlsen. She ran the maintenance group at the Endura mining facility. She knows
every nook and cranny of the place and has been working with the resistance since day
one."
"It's a pleasure." They shook hands.
"Hello, Sergeant." Her wide face, chestnut hair and dark complexion belied strength and
confidence. A well-worn pistol grip poked out of the thigh holster on her right leg. A long
scabbard and knife was strapped to the left leg.
"Nena here is also one of Röt Hafen's most accomplished climbers. You'll be needed both
of her talents to get into the enclave."
"OK what do you have for us?"
Karlsen opened up a paper map of the surrounding area of the mining facility. She
withdrew a cigar out of her breast pocket and lit it up. The others looked on surprised.
"A habit I picked up from my mother. I hope you don't mind."
Miner laughed. "Not at all. Got another?"
Karlsen broke the cigar in half and tossed a piece to Miner. "My last one. Go ahead."
"Thanks." Lawrence looked at Mills, bemused. The intelligence chief grinned and
shrugged his shoulders.
Karlsen began. "This is a plan for the Endura Mining complex. As you can see, it can
only be accessed from this road. There is a landing pad here, but the Kra'Vak seldom
bring in skimmers. The workers are transported along this road to and from the enclave
every morning and evening."
"Security at the site is tight. The Kra'Vak leave a grav Tank and about twenty soldiers on
guard around the entrance to the mining shaft and another tank and squad at the ore
processor. They change shifts occasionally but that's about it. Grav haulers take the
processed ore to the space station under armed escort."
"There is another spot up the mountain, here. This small building contains the atmosphere
circulation and physical plan for the facility. There are another 8 to 10 Kra'Vak up here at
all times. "
"Seems locked down pretty tight." Observed Miner.
"Ja, that is true. Except for one thing."
"Which is?"

"Which is this here." She pointed to another building a kilometer away on the far side of
the hill. This small building holds the atmosphere scrubber for section four east. The
problem is that there was a collapse of section four east ten years ago. It was considered
too unstable and the entire section was shut down. Since then there's been a lot of new
digging, but in more stable areas of the mountain. Apparently, this has been dropped off
the blueprints because I don't think the Kra'Vak know about it. There is no guard
stationed up there."
"But I thought you said the tunnel collapsed."
"I did. What I didn't mention is after it collapsed an attempt was made to reopen it, until it
was determined that the instability of the region made operations there unfeasible. SO the
tunnel was sealed. The feeder shaft is secured with a locked metal hatch. I've been in
there. It's a little tight at spots, and certainly not for the weak hearted. But there is a route
from this building down the shaft through four east to the main dig."
"And once we get in?"
"Most of the machinery of the actual mining operation is automated. The stupid Kra'Vak,
instead of looking for trained workers from the facility, rounded up anyone with a pulse
to meet the quota of workers. Less than ten percent of those actually out there are from
the original Endura work force. So it's been a mess, which is slowly getting sorted out.
But you should be able to get into the work holding area and make your swap there."
"How do you know this?" Asked Charlie.
"Because I've been in there." Nena grinned devilishly. The day before yesterday I made
the climb myself, got down the shaft, up four east, and conducted a little reconnaissance."
"No shit." Said Miner
"Excuse me?" She asked.
"He means he's impressed with you dazzling reconnaissance skills," said Mills.
"So that's your way in," she said, grinning.
"Here's what we propose." Said Mills. "A small team inserts you into the shaft. It will
consist of Nena, your group, two of my men, plus myself. We have ropes, ascenders,
carbiners and pitots. We get you to this building. Nena takes you down and gets you into
the main facility. She knows inch of the mine. What to avoid, security cameras, etc. Your
team makes contact with the workers, and makes the switch. She takes out the prisoners
you are replacing. Then by evening you are on your way to the enclave."
"How do we ensure that they don't notice the missing prisoners? Asked Mellor. Karlsen
flicked the ashes from her cigar. "They won't. I watched them load up and leave the day I
was there. No roll calls. There's one purple in there with a half dozen collaborators. They
can't observe everything that goes on. That's why the mine is only operating at about 20%
capacity. They don't know what they're doing."

"It's like they've bit off more than they could chew on this planet," said Mellor.
"So what do you think?" Asked Mills.
"Well." said Miner. "It's a plan. Let's make it work."
There was some talking and commotion down the hallway. "You guys stay here and work
out the details. I'm gonna see If that's the Captain."
"You know what's weird about this'n here rail gun?" Donner was holding it across his lap
and explaining its workings to Frament, Molitoris, Gibbons, Handley, and the
convalescing Brooks. "It's the way it propels the Armatures." Donner tossed a single
round in the air and Brooks caught it.
"Goddamn this fucker's sharp. What the hell you trying to do, cut off my hand. I already
lost a fuckin' foot."
"Sorry Brother. That's what this thing shoots. 7mm armatures. Don't know what they're
made out of but they're hard as fuck. Something non-ferrous. Note the ribbed veins, razor
fuckin' sharp. They're held in this cassette here. You see this middle depression halfway
up the shaft. If ya got long fingers like mine, then you can barely reach the cassette
release." Donner squinted and hit the release mechanism. "The railgun's cassette
magazine dropped free. Pops out and slides back in like this." He reattached it. "Fairly
basic. The cassette has an integral power supply and three different rotary magazines.
The armatures are different colors. One is standard, one explosive I haven't figured what
the other ones are yet. You fire it from back here. The trigger is recessed into this well
here. It's made for Kra'Vak hands do it's hard to get at.
"What do ya do it you got little hands and a little dick like Colin here?"
"Fuck you, Dave."
"Be nice, I'm convalescing."
"I'd recommend sticking your utility tool down the hole and just pressing it in with the
heel of your palm. A heck of a lot easier that way."
"How do ya aim it? Asked Molitoris.
Apart from just pointing it at a target, I haven't figured that out yet. There's a bunch of
controls up here on top but I haven't figured those out. Nor have I determined out how
and in what combination you manipulate them to switch ammo types. Still in a pinch you
can use it."
"How heavy is it?"
Donner handed it over to Molitoris. "Yikes, this thing ways more than the SAW."
"Fuck yeah it does. It's a solid piece or work. And it's got a kick like a mule."
"Why's that? I thought it was a railgun."

"It is. But the actual magnetic firing mechanism is weird. Instead of passing the magnetic
current up two rails and tossing the armature out the muzzle, this one has a ring that
mounts to the rails. The ring itself generates the magnetic current that holds the projectile
in place. Another magnetic coil pulls and pushed the ring up and down these two rails
giving it the velocity it needs to fire. When the ring reached the end of the muzzle it
momentarily cuts off it's magnetic field and lets fly the armature. The ring then gets
pulled back down the rail and smacks against a buffer assemble where it mates up with a
chamber and picks up the next round. That causes the kick. Odd but effective."
"I bet you Weasel would like it," said Brooks.
"What about Weasel," asked Donner.
"You mean you haven't heard?"
"Heard what?"
Brooks sat up on his elbows. "You know, we got a lot of real assholes on this team. How
many times have I told you guys that everyone on the team is responsible for reading all
the incoming message traffic?"
"Hey you little runt, I read the message traffic." Said Donner.
"All of it?"
"Well, there was a lot there, I just skimmed through it."
"Oh well there you go. Then you don't know that the Weaselboy is coming down with the
first wave. The Sergeant major added 'Tell Donner that the Weasel will be coming!' to the
message"
"Well ain't that some shit. Heck I wonder how they're gonna use him?"
"They ought to just cut him loose," said Frament.
Molitoris stopped playing with the Kra'Vak weapon for a moment. "Who's Weasel?"
"Oh that's right, I forgot you're still a cherry," said Frament. "He used to be in our
company. What's he know a warrant-two?"
"Yeah," said Donner.
"Warrant Officer-Two Kurt Waterman. The deadliest sniper in Special Forces. Currently
master instructor at SOTIC back on Earth." The Special Operations Target Interdiction
Course was one of the most sought after courses in the Regiment.
"Well if he's still cadre at Hereford, then what's he doing heading here?" Asked Eric.
"Hell if I know." Said Frament.
"I'll be glad to see that boy," said Donner. He still owes me some money from a poker

game a few years back."
Lawrence walked into the room. He looked ashen.
"What's up Sarge? Asked Donner.
"It's the Captain. And Bill. They're dead."
"Dead? What the fuck happened?" Jaws dropped around the room.
"The Kra'Vak hit 42. Apparently they caught Gerard, Matthais, Bill and the others after
they had come out the rear entrance. They never had a chance. Simultaneously the
Kra'Vak hit the main entrance at the same time. They got in and wiped out the whole
place. Only three people escaped. They used the sandstorm as cover."
"You mean they wiped out everyone there?"
"That's right. Apart from the isolated patrols that are about, plus whoever is in Röt Hafen.
Everyone here is all that's left of the resistance."
"Shit."
Mellor had joined them. He slammed the rock wall with his fist. "I knew Tom shouldn't
have stayed. What was so important that he couldn't have met Matthais here? Goddamn."
Charlie felt pretty bad about the whole situation. "I tried to tell him that myself." He
looked around at the men and saw all were dejected by the news.
Handley seemed panicky. "Well does that mean we are in danger here? What if the
Kra'Vak hit us at this place."
"I don't think so. We've got our security posted. The storm would have erased any sign of
our tracks. And we won't be here for that long anyway. My guess is that the Kra'Vak
tracked them back from Röt Hafen. They've got some clever bastards."
"Still, it seems all rather precarious."
Charlie left the others to be by himself for a moment. He was upset about the deaths of
Freeman and Gerard. However his real dilemma was now someone would have to lead
the infiltration into the enclave. It would obviously have to be him. He felt in his bones
that it was a one way mission. Walking to the end of a tunnel, he pulled out a picture of
his family. God damnit. I was so fucking' short! For a moment he felt he was going to
lose emotional control, but he fought to reassert himself. This is what he was. A soldier.
His wife and son would be well taken care of. She could probably move in with mom and
dad. He laughed bitterly at the irony. Twenty years. So many times he had come close to
death. Then right when there was light at the end of the tunnel, right when he was about
to start a new life free of death and violence, this had happened. But there was little
choice. Everything seemed so pre-ordained. Huge forces were at work here, all of which
were beyond their control. An unfathomable enemy, fleets of ships, armies, civilians.
Events were moving so fast. They had no control but all the responsibility of their

actions. The atrocities. And now the deaths of Tom and Bill. They were not the first
friends Charlie had lost by any means, but they were still his men. Allowing the Gerard to
stay behind like that had been a mistake. Yet one of many he would have to live with. At
least Tom was separated. Bill had a wife and young son. What was he going to say to
them? The boys were looking up to him. Charlie put the picture back into his pocket and
headed back to the team. He could control only one thing. The job they did. He could put
his head down and press on. It was damn little, but it was all he had.
When he arrived there was a heated argument in discussion. Donner and Gibbons were
staring each other down. "What the heck is going on?"
"He thinks he's in charge now", said Donner. He stepped up to Charlie and spoke in a
lower voice: "You better do something about this, Sarge. I'm about to break this fucker
down like a shotgun."
Gibbons straightened out his jacket and puffed out his chest. "The death of Captain
Gerard changes everything. Surely you still don't expect to try and infiltrate the alien
base. If they were able to find out where the resistance is, then I'd say your plan could
very well be compromised."
"What fuckin' plan?" Said Donner. "Nobody knows the plan except for us. And it ain't
even been finalized yet."
"It's ill advised. And as the senior ranking officer now present on Röt Hafen, I forbid it."
Charlie's eyes bulged with anger. He dismissed all non-NAC personnel from the room.
He waited as they scurried off sensing an impending clash, which they wanted no part of.
Lawrence stepped over to the officer until they were inches apart. Gibbons was taller, but
Charlie's look betrayed a violent burst of anger simmering just beneath the surface of his
calm demeanor.
"Let's get a few things straight, Sir." Lawrence spat out the last word like it was poison.
"When you're up there in your ship, tweaking circuits and playing with algorithms, then
you're in charge. But down here you're in my world. What I say goes. We are going
forward with the mission because we have to. That's why they dropped you here. When it
comes to matters technical concerning the bomb, then we listen to you. Other than that
you keep your mouth shut and do what your told.
"Look here, Sergeant, I'll not be talked to like some ranker. I'll have you on report as soon
as the fleet arrives. We'll not be any part of some irresponsible action that will just get us
all killed."
"I'll say this one more time. You two are going on that mission. If I hear one more
complaint out of you, so help me God, I'll kill you right where you stand." His voice was
low and even. Charlie cast his gaze over to Handley, who stood there wide-eyed. "That
goes for you too Lieutenant." Gibbons saw in Lawrence's eyes that he was serious. He
looked around at the other men, who also wore the stone-cold expression of killers . He
realized he was in real danger and tried to mouth a response but couldn't find the words.
"I...I'm sorry Sergeant. Of course, you are in charge. I was merely trying to..."

"I know what you were doing, Sir. Just forget it. Let's concentrate on this mission. I'll be
taking the Captain's place. We need to get the final planning done. I want to have this
wrapped up before we rest tonight. Then we can spend the remainder of the time before
move out preparing. Now let's get back to work."
The Enclave
12 August, 2193, 0830 hours local

Maya Vilnit studied the unconscious Waldek's pupils with her opthascope. There was no
reaction to the light. That was not good. Dr Blum had bandaged her fractured skull. Her
scans of the area proved that internal bleeding had occurred, which had increased
pressure inside the brain. What she really needed to do was relieve the pressure and
eliminate the abscess. She loathed operating on the woman in her present condition just
so the Kra'Vak could turn around and kill her in their infernal interrogation machine.
Magg stared over her shoulder at the instruments. Vilnit, glanced back at him. "Do you
mind?"
"What is the condition of the prisoner? Any change and status?"
Vilnit continued to work. Not really. I'm afraid were going to have to operate. I'll draw up
a list of materials we'll need." Vilnit stood back and smiled. "Here have a look yourself."
Magg stepped up and peered at the readouts of her instruments. She knew he couldn't
read them, but she pretended not to notice. Magg tried to look important as he checked
out her findings, nodding knowingly several times. "Tell me, what's so important about
her?" She asked. Magg was busy looking knowledgeable. "She's an NSL pilot. Her ship
crashed here over three weeks ago while she was inserting spies. We need her
information on what the enemy's plans are."
Vilnit wanted to milk him for more information. The fool was distracting himself by
reviewing her instruments and pretending to understand them. "You mean troops have
been landed?"
"Just a few. Oh don't worry, they're being taken care of. Their fleet was repelled just
yesterday in a major battle."
Vilnit tried to hide her wild excitement. Somebody was doing something! Could their
rescue be imminent? That would explain their frantic desire to get Waldek conscious. She
would have to delay her revival as long as possible.
Magg looked up from the med panel instrument readout. "I support your symptoms
Doctor. An operation seems to be in order. Give me a list of what you need and I'll gather
the materials."
"Thank you, Herr Magg." I support your symptoms? What an idiot.
Eudora Mining Complex
12 August, 2193, 1200 hours local

Lawrence peered up into the swirling sandstorm but could not discern the top of the
mountain. The wind howled at 60 kilometers per hour and fine granules of sand worked
into every nook and cranny of their bodies. The insertion team was hidden at the base of

the mountain. Nena Karlsen and Colin Frament would be the lead climbers on the ascent.
The route had been carefully selected to avoid as much treacherous climbing at possible,
but pitons and ropes would be necessary in a few spots.
Mellor and Donner also waited at the base of the hill with several other partisans. They
would remain there until they received news of successful insertion into the mining
complex, then head back to the advance base with Karlsen and the rest of the climbing
party. From there they would make the hazardous trek into Röt Hafen and await Charlie's
team at a pre-arranged extraction point. Mellor would also be responsible for making
contact with the invasion forces.
Lawrence, Miner, Frament, Gents, Gibbons and Handley were dressed in the worn out
clothing of prisoners. Underneath their baggy clothes they carried as much gear as they
could safely conceal. Each carried a pistol and 3 magazines. Gibbons and Handley
carried the tools and instruments needed for their job. Miner carried some electronic
debugging devices and lock picking tools. Frament carried the bare minimum medical kit
necessary and a silencer. Charlie carried a comlink and a silencer. Small explosive
charges were divvied amongst the three 946 men. They gear was held secure by straps
and harnesses under their clothing. Each wore a jacket to protect them against the biting
cold. The clothing had been gathered from the freed prisoners.
Karlsen and Frament had left cover and gone ahead to set up a handrail with ropes and
pitons on the base leg of the mountain, which was also one of the steepest segments. As
they waited for the lead climbers to set up, Charlie and Ken went over some last minute
details.
"So you're all set. Brooks should be able to handle the commo up to the assault transports
when the time comes. He seems to be coming along OK."
"Don't worry Charlie. It'll be taken care of. You guys just get in there and do the job.
We'll be waiting for you near the west entrance just as planned. Send the signal and we'll
figure out how to crack you guys out of there."
"Yeah well, there's not many people left I'm afraid."
"Don't worry, we'll make due with what we have,.
"I know you will. Hey Ken, I want you to do me a favor."
"What?"
Charlie handed Ken an envelope. "See this gets to Anne."
Kenny took the envelope with a frown. "Why don't you give it to her yourself?"
"Look, lets quit fuckin' around. Between you and I you know this is a one way trip. Just
do it for me, OK brother?"
"Man what the hell is the matter with you lately? Ever since we got here you've been
morose. . Look Chuck, everybody is looking to you to pull this gig off. I know how it is. I

miss my kids too. But you keep thinking about them and you're gonna get yourself and us
killed. Now snap out of it."
Charlie nodded. "I hear ya. Look I'm Ok. I'm ready to get it on. Just do this for me will
ya?"
Kenny looked at the ground embarrassed. "I got it."
"Hey Sarge, they're ready for us." Called Molitoris.
Kenny looked up at Charlie and smiled. "Go forth and make trouble."
"Who dares wins." Charlie shook his hand and then the small group was on its way.
A cold stinging wind fought the group every meter of the way up the mountain. They had
left their undersuits behind so the cold was keenly felt. Visibility had dropped to less than
twenty meters. Frament and Karlsen were the lead climbers, working the ropes,
carabiners and pitons, where necessary, to traverse dangerous sections of the climb. Mills
and Miner stuck close to Handley, ensuring that no harm would come to the valuable
weapons expert. Charlie and one of the partisans did the same for Gentz. Miner remained
close to Gibbons, who had some climbing experience. Another partisan brought up the
rear, scanning the area for any unlikely Kra'Vak. Nena had told them all to keep at least
three points of contact on the mountain at all times, and to keep their center of gravity
over their hands and feet. But the wind would occasionally gust up 100 kilometers per
hour. Gentz had nearly been blown off the mountain in one gust, except for the quick
thinking of one of the partisans who had grabbed him but lost his rifle over the side in the
exchange. Fear gripped them all and the tedious climb wore down everyone's nerves.
However if there was one good thing to be said about the storm, it was that no one could
see how high up they were. That was a good thing for the non-climbers. Four long and
treacherous hours later the team reached the ledge just below the Four-East machinery
house. They stopped and rested for ten minutes as Karlsen and Mills went forward to
inspect the building. They returned shortly with reports that it was deserted. Reluctantly,
the team picked themselves up and moved to the building. With two partisans left outside
for security, they squeezed into the small space, thankful for a respite from the wind.
The condition of the building itself was poor. The roof had been torn off in places. A
large boulder rested against one wall, having stove it in. There were four large recycling
vents. Karlsen already had the grate off the one they would be using. With Frament's
help, she had already rigged ropes, which dropped into the black opening.
"This is it." Said Karlsen. "From here it's a forty-meter rappel to four-east."
"OK."
"I'll go down first, followed by Sergeant Molitoris. We'll check it out and then send up
the all clear. Then the rest of you can come down. Mills will stay up here. There are some
12-foot ropes there. tie yourselves some rappel seats. Carabiners are in that sack."
"We're on it."

Karlsen snapped into the rope and went over the side. Once she was down, Molitoris
followed. Charlie helped Gentz into his rappel seat and explained the rappel one more
time to him. The man was afraid. "Don't worry. Molitoris will be at the bottom to belay
you, even if you fall. It'll be all right. Mills was leaning over the opening watching the
descents. "They say its all clear."
Frament went down next, followed by Handley. Then it was Gentz' turn. He was shaking
like a leaf.
"Relax," said Charlie. "It'll be all right." Charlie pulled up some of the rope and snapped
it into Gentz' caribiner. "OK. Turn around so that your back is to the hole. That's right.
Put one hand up here and with the other grab the rope and tuck it behind your back.
Remember, this hand controls your descent. Make short hops down, bringing the rope
into the small of your back to stop. You understand?"
"YÉYÉYes."
"Nothing to it old boy. You'll see. Now put your heels on the edge and lean back into the
seat forming an L-position."
Gentz leaned back very slowly. He stopped, shuffled his feet a bit, scrambled for balance
and froze still.
"Go on, keep going.. That's it. Now there you are. It's just like walking on the wall. Now
loosen up with your lead hand. That's not holding you in place. It's merely there for
stability. With your break hand slowly let some slack through."
Gentz swung his hand out too much, slipped and slid down the wall ten meters, yelling.
He rotated to his right and smacked into the wall with his head. Panicking he reached out
with his break hand to grab the rope above him and plummeted to the bottom screaming
all the way. Molitoris was on belay and expertly brought the quivering man to a stop,
three meters from the bottom. Gentz dangled helplessly upside down on the rope. He was
carefully lowered to the ground. Charlie looked back from the edge and smiled to Mills.
"Well. It's a technique, I suppose." The rest of the team made the descent without
incident. At the bottom of the shaft they followed a large air duct for twenty meters and
crawled out through an access panel and dropped to the tunnel below. Several flashlights
lit the dark and abandoned space. An abandoned mine car was tipped over against one
wall. Beneath it was a skeleton arm.
"Jeez, you came down here alone? Asked Frament.
"Ja. This is the route I take." Answered Karlsen.
"You've got some intestinal fortitude."
"Excuse me?"
"Never mind."
Karlsen led them off down the tunnel. Portions were collapsed and several times they had

to crawl through narrow spaces. She broke chemlights open along the way to mark her
trail out. One long passage had them crawling on their belies for fifty meters. Charlie was
pretty spooked at this point. He though he could feel slight tremors in the rock and also
here sand and pebbles falling. Never having been too fond of confined spaces himself, he
thought that the others must be absolutely terrified. All pressed on in silence. There were
several descents down very steep portions and one part need the rope to help them down
a twenty-meter drop. Ninety minutes had elapsed before Nena called a halt.
"What's up?" Asked Charlie.
"This is it." She passed the light over a hatch. On the other side of this hatch are the main
tunnels."
They gathered together and rechecked themselves to make sure no hidden gear was
showing. They had a last drink of water, rest break and bite to eat. Molitoris studied a
motion scanner.
"All clear on the other side." Nena operated the access panel and the hatch unlocked. She
opened it enough to slip out and then shut it behind her. They waited twenty minutes.
When she returned, she had six prisoners in tow. They seemed almost in shock when they
entered the dark chamber. Flashlights lit up their gaunt faces. They'd obviously been
through a lot. All looked severely malnutritioned and weak.
"Ok. These six were on an unsupervised work detail one hundred meters up the corridor
that is at your one o'clock. They should be sounding worker recall in about five minutes.
You have the map to the assembly area. That will get you to the buses. Put these black
armbands on. It marks you as part of the mining detail. Any questions?"
"What were they doing?"
"They were replacing track lighting in the tunnel. Anything else?"
Charlie's' heart was racing. "No."
"OK. This is as far as I go. From here you are on your own."
Charlie looked at his team. All wore worried serious expressions. "You guys ready?
Remember keep your heads down and try not to draw attention to yourselves. If things go
to shit we'll make our way back here."
"We will wait here an hour for you. That's it."
"Understood. Ok let's go."
"Good luck guys," said Molitoris.
"You too pal. See ya in a few days."
"Yeah, sure thing."
The hatch opened and the six men slipped out into the light. After the door was secured,

Molitoris and Karlsen surveyed the six shocked captives, which had just been freed. They
were too worn down and weakened to even appreciate it. Molitoris made a quick
inspection of each and found two of them to be extremely ill. He began to have concerns
that they would not even make it out of the tunnel. They were simply too weak.
"How the heck were these people even working?" They can barely hold their heads up.
Two of them are very sick. They'll never be able to make the trip out of here. I question if
the others can either. Molitoris searched through his pack for some food and water. He
divided it up amongst the captives. Karlsen surveyed the captives. She struggled to find a
better solution than the one she had already come up with.
Five minutes after the assembly call had sounded over the mining complex PA system,
Charlie led his men into the main tunnel and melded in with the other shuffling workers.
They drew little attention due to the high turnover in slave workers. They passed into the
main assembly area and were roughly pushed and beaten into a formation by the
handlers. Very few actual Kra'Vak were in evidence. Most were stationed outside against
external threats. Four buses pulled up outside the building and the Handlers motioned for
them to come forward one column at a time. Each worker was counted as they passed.
The count was added to those that had been killed in the day's work, and when the
number equaled the morning's tally, the buses were sent on their way, escorted by a pair
of heavy GEVs. The team managed to keep together and enter the same bus. Charlie was
glad to see there was no sort of discernible electronic scan. Stupid-assed Kra'Vak
security, he thought.
Molitoris and Karlsen led the six freed prisoners back along the tunnel. At the twentymeter climb they realized that taking them out was extremely difficult if not impossible.
The two sickly prisoners could do little more than walk. A third had a broken her wrist
and she had sought no medical attention for fear of being "replaced". If you worked, you
served some purpose. It kept you from being taken out of the city in the middle of the
night. Not one of the other three could make his way up the ropes either.
"Please, just leave us here", cried one of them, a tall, thin, frail looking man. "We'll just
hide here. We promise not to say anything to anyone. We just want to be left alone.
Please, you can't understand what we've been through"
Eric tried to reason with them. "You can't hide here. There's no food or water for you. It's
just a risk that you'll be captured gain. We cannot risk you falling into enemy hands now
that you know what's happened. You have to try harder to make it out."
Nena called Eric to one side. "Eric, they are not going to be able to make this trip. And
we can not leave them here, There's too much of a risk that they will be found."
"Well what else is there?"
I want you to go on ahead and tell Mills about this. Maybe he can send down some food."
"I thought you said..."
"Just do it quickly. There is not much time. We still have to get down the mountain."

Eric shrugged and started his climb. "I'll be back."
Karlsen watched him climb the rope effortlessly and then he was over the ledge and gone.
With her back to the prisoners, she slipped her hand into a pouch and withdrew a small
silencer. Nena pulled out her pistol and screwed the silencer in place. She bit down hard
on her lip.
Molitoris had crawled ten meters into the narrow, collapsed passage when he heard six
distinct thuds. He was experienced enough to know what they were, and smart enough to
have anticipated them. It bothered him a bit, but he wanted out of here and back with the
team. They weren't going to be able to carry them out of the complex and leaving them
here could jeopardize the entire mission. Eric had never been one to agonize over moral
dilemmas, and apparently neither was Nena...
Aboard the KRS Markgraf
Yankee Station
12 August, 2193

1st CAF hung silently at the final jump off point prior to Röt Hafen. The fleet had already
shaken itself out into its component task groups and was conducting final preparation.
OPERATION SAWMILL called for the 1st CAF to be split into three task forces. Task
Force Gold consisted of the main fleet subdivided in four task groups. Its mission would
be the destruction of the Kra'Vak fleet. This operation was code named PRIZEFIGHT.
Task Force Silver consisted of two task groups and comprised the bulk of 1st CAF's
carrier forces. Its mission was to secure Röt Hafen's near orbit in preparation for the
landings. This operation was classified HARBINGER II. Task Force Bronze was
composed of the assault transports and fleet trains that carried Task force Hannibal, the
ground component of 1st CAF. To them would fall the responsibility of liberating the
planet's surface from the Kra'Vak. This operation was known as HANNIBAL. D-Day for
SAWMILL was set at 13 August. This day was known as ADLER TAG, or "Eagle Day".
This was a direct reference to the first main attack conducted by the German Luftwaffe,
which occurred exactly 252 years ago during the Battle of Britain.
In Admiral von Bulow's meeting room was gathered every task group commander in the
1st CAF. To his right sat the Task Group (TG) commanders for PRIZEFIGHT. Admiral
Bellamy, vice commander 1st CAF, was also commander of TG1, the NAC carrier force
assigned to support the main fleet action. TG2 was commanded by Admiral Olsen and
comprised the main super-dreadnought battle line for TF Gold. Admiral Peters
commanded TG3, a small battlecruiser element that would play a vital role in the coming
operation. TG4, which was Silver's screen of missile destroyers, would have first crack at
the enemy. The most accomplished destroyer commander in the KriegsRaum Flotte, Rear
Admiral Jacob Stasny, commanded them.
To von Bulow's left, sat the commanders for HARBINGER II. Admiral Johnston, who
had the powerful NAC carrier group at his disposal, led TG5. He would also be overall
commander for TF Silver. Admiral Roth commanded TG6. His difficult mission would
be to secure the Dortmund space station and surrounding facilities.
Also in attendance were Vice Admiral Braun, commander of TG7, and the assault

transport group, and Admiral Zergebeil, commander of the all-important fleet trains.
Colonel Rölle, as commander of TF Hannibal was also in attendance. A surprise member
of the command group was Kapitän Hauser from the Köhl. He would be playing a vital, if
unanticipated role in PRIZEFIGHT. Several staff officers rounded out the powerful
group.
The officers were working through SAWMILL's details, in particular reviewing
intelligence updates from the RNS Meadows. She had been left in system to report on
final enemy dispositions. She carried a number of courier drones for the task. There had
been an increase in FTL signatures as Kra'Vak ships left the system. Others were
entering. Von Bulow was about to wrap up the meeting.
"So there you have it gentlemen. Any comments?" Asked Admiral Bellamy.
"Well I'll say one thing. It an ambitious plan." Said Admiral Stasny of TG4
"There's no question about that, Milo." said von Bulow. "We must hit the Kra'Vak
simultaneously in order to swamp and confuse their defenses. You're role as the lead
screen is vital. I will be counting on your missile salvos to attrit the Kra'Vak before Olsen
gets his hands on them. Also your salvos should serve to either herd the enemy together
in evasive maneuvers or split them into penny packets. "
"No fear, Herr Admiral. As long as I can finish the battle with empty missile racks, I am a
happy man."
"To tell the truth, I am less concerned with PRIZEFIGHT than I am with HARBINGER
II. I know we should be able to defeat the enemy orbital defenses but it's capturing
Dortmund intact that has me concerned. There are so many civilians on the station and its
surrounding facilities."
Admiral Roth shifted his bulk in his seat. "Task Group Six is prepared, Herr Admiral. I
am very pleased with the addition of three strike cruisers. Their needle beams, needle
missiles, and EMP weaponry should disable the Dortmund with little collateral damage.
Our Marines have been training on rapid boarding for weeks. We are ready."
"And you Kapitän Hauser? I'm sure you never expected you would find yourself in this
situation."
"Nein, Herr Admiral. My crew and myself are honored. The Köhl has finished
preparations and has linked up with the others. We are ready to go."
"It goes without saying that your crew has already accomplished the most vital work for
this operation. We are indebted to you."
"Thank you, Her Admiral!"
"Rölle, all this fleet nonsense must be boring to you, nicht wahr?"
Rölle laughed. "Of course not Herr Admiral!"

"Let us not forget that everything that happens tomorrow serves one purpose. To put
Colonel Rölle and his men on to Röt Hafen in order to evict these aliens."
"Very well. Everything is in order. We will await the final report from the Meadows.
Gentlemen, go prepare you crews." Von Bulow rose to his feet. Every officer in the room
snapped to attention.
"Dismissed!" said Bellamy.
RNS Wasp
Yankee Station
12 August, 2193

Major Natalie Burns sat back in her seat and sipped her tea. As 2IC for No.1 Squadron,
Oceanic Union Defense Forces (OUDF), she juggled the day to day routine of 12 pilots,
64 ground personnel, and 8 Pterodactyl-D aerospace attack fighters. And she still had to
maintain her flight currency. Her squadron would be landing with TF Hannibal and
provide forward air support from an advanced field. Because the NSL and OU rarely
worked together on military operations, they had requested a Forward Air Controller to
act as liaison between No. 1 squadron and TF HANNIBAL. Lt. Colonel Cobb had left it
up to Burns to select a pilot. She had just the man in mind.
There was a buzz at her door.
"Come in."
A young, tall blond haired officer stepped smartly into her office came to attention and
snapped a salute. His cocky swagger annoyed Burns. He was a renowned womanizer.
"Flight Officer Muldoon reporting as ordered, Mam"
"At ease Mister Muldoon. I suppose your wondering why you're here. Well I shan't drag
on the suspense. TF Hannibal has requested one of our pilots to act as liaison between
No.1 group and their staff. What with us never having worked with them before, it's a
bloody good idea. And that officer, Muldoon, is you."
Muldoon looked absolutely crestfallen. He was one of the youngest pilots in the squadron
and certainly a ladies' man. Burns considered him immature. "Me, Mam? How's that,
then?"
"Because I say so, that's why. Any other questions?"
"With all due respect, it's just that I'd imagine we need every pilot right now."
"You're right, Muldoon, we do. But the fact is the Old Man, has agreed to it and it makes
sense. You're getting the nod for two reasons. Number one. There was that nonsense you
pulled with the base commander's daughter back on Digaby. You gave the whole
squadron a black eye. You're lucky you are still on flight status. Number two, you were
actually dopey enough to be in the infantry before you got commissioned and switched
branches. So there you have it. Understand"
"Yes, Mam."

Burns stood up, walked around the desk and leaned against it. "I'll remind you that
Number 1 Group is the oldest active flying unit in the Oceanic Union Defense Forces and
traces its lineage directly back to the Royal Australian Flying Corps in World War One.
That's almost 300 years. Keep that in mind because you will be representing us and the
OU with your new assignment. Do a good job and all will be forgiven." She smiled.
"Yes, Mam."
"Very well. Get your space bag together and report to the hangar deck in two hours. Two
corporals will be accompanying you with the necessary communications gear. There's an
NSL shuttle that will be taking your little party over to the KRS Kreta." She held out a
hand. "Good luck."
Muldoon saluted and left, obviously dejected by the turn of events. Burns felt sorry for
him. But just a little.
Aboard the KRS Markgraf
Yankee Station
12 August 2193, 2100 fleet time.

Von Bulow relaxed in his cabin and reread some old letters from his family. Lona, his
wife of 38 years lived at the fleet base on Neu Salzburg. Their daughter Magda also lived
on Neu Salzburg and was a chemist. She had given them two wonderful grandchildren,
who had brought great joy into von Bulow's life. He realized that he had never had time
to devote to his own children, who had been raised by Lona. Now, at the eve of his
retirement, he looked forward to dedicating his full attention to his grandchildren. Von
Bulow's other daughter lived on Earth and was Deputy Director for Outworld Medical
Affairs for the United Nations. Stefi had always viewed working for the United Nations
as a higher calling.
They'd had many arguments over the decision. Von Bulow of course, supported a strong
system of decentralized governments as the best way of ensuing that humanity moved
forward. Stefi saw the power blocks of the NAC, NSL, ESU, and others, as ensuring that
the old ills of Earth would simply be transported to the stars. Peace would never come.
She felt the current status quo divisive to humanity. In quieter moments von Bulow
supposed she was right. But how would all of humankind ever assemble itself under one
government. Perhaps the Kra'Vak were the answer. Would this threat force them to work
together? 1st CAF contained forces from the Nue Schwabian League, the New Anglican
Confederation, the Oceanic Union, and the United Nations, and a number of independent
nations. That in itself was one positive aspect of this whole operation.
Von Bulow wrote a letter to each of his three women, as he feared he might not get
another chance. 1st CAF would be expecting a courier drone form the Meadows in less
than 8 hours. The final enemy dispositions would be disseminated to the fleet and
necessary alterations in the plan made. The fleet FTL transit officer had already reported
preparations complete. Accuracy of the FTL transit into the system was paramount to
prevent scattering of forces. TF Gold would be first in. They would hopefully draw upon
themselves, the bulk of enemy fleet. This would allow TF Silver to slip into the enemy's
"rear" (not that there really was a rear in space).

Von Bulow sat back in his chair and sipped his tea, thinking what to write his wife.
Around the fleet, he knew 1st CAF would be conducting final briefings and preparations.

"Meine Herren, Adler Tag......"
Röt Hafen Chapter 7
copyright 1998 by Carlos Lourenco
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KRS Freidrich and KRS Bismark
Task Group 2

"Meine Herren, Adler Tag. Die totalle vernichtung der Kra'Vak flotte im Röt Hafen..."
And so began the final briefings in squadron ready rooms throughout the fleet. In Jagd
Staffel (fighter squadron) 26's "Schlageter" ready room, Major Brandt, the squadron
commander, gave the briefing himself: "Gentlemen, I present to you, Eagle Day. The
complete destruction of the Kra'Vak fleet in Röt Hafen. Jasta 26 will provide escort for
strike package 2 consisting of Jasta 54 and Jasta 14. At J+ 45 we will launch and proceed
to assembly point seven where we will pick up 54 and 14...."
"... Our target for today is a shipping strike against the Kra'Vak super dreadnought
squadron", said Major Golob, commander of Jasta 14 aboard the Freidrich. "We will
rendezvous with Jasta 54 after launch and proceed to assembly point Seven, where we
will meet our escort, from "Schlageter". From there we anticipate a 30 to 40 minute
ingress to the target...."
"...The trick is to coordinate our fighter attacks with the arrival of KG4's missile salvos."
Said Major Oesau, commander of Jasta 54 aboard the Bismark. "Grunherz". "Because of
this, adjusted flight plans, targeting data, and timings will be downloaded via datalink just
prior to departing the assembly point. So make sure your receivers are set to X2 mode.
Once we reach the IP, remove all safety protocols from your ordnance packages. We'll be
in for the first strike, the egress for a regroup. I'll designate our regroup point before we
reach the IP. After regroup, be prepared to go in for a second pass, guns only...."
"...Expect opposition from enemy fighters. As you know, they appeared in strength
during HARBINGER I." Continued Brandt. "Don't expect another easy time like they
had. The Kra'Vak have shown themselves resourceful and able to adapt. Call out your
reports per squadron SOP. Everyone is to maintain strict formation and communications
discipline. Set your emissions security protocols to level II. I will call the engagements.
Unless there is a major response from the Kra'Vak fighters, I will dispatch kette's only (2

ship formations), for intercept. I will lead Schwarm one, Haptmann Schnorr will lead
Scwharm Two. The entire strike package will only have one ECM bird in support as the
rest have been transferred to HARBINGER II. Don't expect too much from one bird in
scrambling their fighter direction control."
"We wouldn't want that anyway, Sir." Said a young pilot from the back. "Then there
might not be enough Kra'Vak fighters to go around."
"Don't worry. There'll be enough enemy fighters. Even for you, Bruno." Laughter erupted
in the room.....
RNS Invincible
Task Group 5

...The Kra'Vak have repositioned their orbital defend platforms to cover the hole left by
HARBINGER I." Said Squadron leader Malloy, No. 42 Group (Attack). "There are now
three covering the Western Hemisphere, while only one covers the entire eastern
hemisphere. A fifth has been moved in direct support of Dortmund Station. They've been
designated Manston, Biggins, Kenley..."
"...Dover, Hawkins. Our target is Hawkins, the Kra'Vak defense platform protecting the
Dortmund orbital complex. That includes all stations." Major Beeson, operations officer
for No. 13 Group (attack) continued. "It is imperative that we destroy the platform on the
first strike. Strike cruisers from Task Group Six will be making a direct run in to
Dortmund and attempt to disable her weapons and sensors in preparation for a boarding
action. Hawkins must be prevented from interfering with their operation and or firing on
Dortmund station. That's why we have two additional ECM birds attached...."
UNS Provider
Task Group 6

"...Once the fighters have cleared away Hawkins, these strike cruisers will commence
their task of disabling Dortmund's defenses. Our task, together with the UNS
Peacekeeper, will be to engage and Kra'Vak escort ships in the area and lend assistance to
the strike cruisers as necessary. Once we have secured local space, The OUS Australia
and the KRS Bittburg will commence their boarding actions. Marines from both UN
ships will board the ore processing facility. We must be prepared for the eventuality that
the Kra'Vak will attempt to scuttle the station. In that case we will drop everything and
commence search and rescue..."
"...KRS Kreta
Task Group 7

"...So there you have it. That's an update to the fleet attack plan. HANNIBAL remains.
We are as ready as can be. All forces and equipment will be rigged for landing before we
make transit. Order of insertion remains unchanged. Power Armor platoon 301, RLS 3,
504th Assault, 43rd Fire support, then 4th Hussars. One change to our operations is that
the Oceanic Union has made available one close air support fighter squadron for TF
Hannibal. Their aircraft will be deploying to the planet's surface with the 504th. So be
prepared to dedicate one platoon to airstrip security. It goes without saying that the fast
response time of having our own dedicated air support will be vital. With many civilians

in the area, we might not be able to rely an accurate ortillery. Its CEP may be to large for
the precision we'll need. We haven't had much experience working with the Oceanic
Union so they are providing a liaison team. We have One officer and two NCOs. Flight
Officer Muldoon would you and your men please stand?"
Muldoon was sitting in the back of the room. He stood and nodded to the curious
onlookers. Bloody schwabs. I can't even speak German. The CAS team will be going in
with the first wave." Said Colonel Rölle. "Major Wesriedau. See that he's integrated into
Raum Lande Sturm 3's deployment order. But go easy on him. He can ride down in one
of the Drop ships. No jumping."
Thanks for the bloody favor, Muldoon thought. He looked around the room at the
multinational force assembled. There were the rough looking German paras of RLS3 side
by side with tankers of 4th Hussars, and the Skimmer pilots of 504th Assault. A few seats
from him sat two especially dour-looking Schwabs with a shaved heads. He could see the
small silver dots implanted in the their skulls behind their ears.
"Oy, what's with those two, Sir?" Asked Corporal Glover.
Muldoon had seen it during his short stint in the infantry, before switching to aviation.
"Those two blokes are power armor. Those leads interface with their suits. There's a few
more on their body, also."
"Pretty serious looking crew"
"Yeah, you could say that. Last thing I'd ever want to do is be cooped up in one of those
cans for a day. Bloody ripe, it is. Not to mention that they always get the dirty work."
"Better thems then us, hey?"
"I wouldn't be to cozy if I were you Glover. We're not much safer where we're going."
"Hey look there, Sir. They got shielas too."
"So, what?"
"Not a bad lookin' bunch. Wouldn't mind being cooped up in a suit with her."
"Though I supposed the old `trouble and strife' would have a thing or two to say about
that," said Corporal Max, leaning over.
"Here now, don't you be talking about my Amanda like that. She's no trouble at all, and
causing me little strife too." Glover was talking about his wife. "You know why?"
"Why's that then?"
"Because she ain't here." He jabbed Max in the side with an elbow. They both laughed.
"Bloody hell!" Whispered Muldoon. "You two blokes keep it down. You're gonna get us
thrown out!" Why did that girl have to be the base commander's daughter? He thought.

Later, in the evening, after all preparations were complete, the men were allowed one last
trip to the officer or enlisted clubs aboard ship. Because of demand, 504th took over the
officer's club and RLS 3 the enlisted club. There was some cross-pollination between the
two units, but most stuck with their units. Rölle circulated amongst the men, talking to
individual soldiers, sharing a beer here and there. Officers and NCOs could be seen
sitting in small groups, discussing the morrow's operation, working out last minute
details. Everyone was allowed three beers. Most seemed glad that they would be in on
"The Big Show". There were a few scuffles as some individuals keyed up for action got a
little too enthusiastic. But any transgressions tonight would be overlooked. Late in the
festivities, the RLS3 mess broke into a roaring verse of Röt Scheint Die Sonne (Red
shines the sun). This had been the German paratrooper's song for two and a half
centuries. Rölle was moved to tears as he sang along and he felt the powerful camaraderie
of the men. And in every soldier's eyes he could see the aggressive hunter's instinct
simmering below the surface. They were the culmination of all who had come before. It
was now time to foster and encourage this aggressiveness. Bring it out in the open and
feed it. They were going to war.
KRS Köhl
Yankee Station
13 July, 2193; 0300 Time.

"T minus sixty minutes before jump." Said Leutnant Bester.
"Herr Kapitän, message coming in from the flagships. From the fleet commander. It's
marked for all hands."
"Go ahead and pipe it through." Said Hauser.
"To the men and women of the First Combined Assault Fleet. Today we stand on the
precipice of he greatest endeavor of our time. Today we must do battle with an alien
menace, the first ever encountered in human history. The Kra'Vak forces have undertaken
a hostile invasion of human space. The plight of the citizens of Röt Hafen is beyond
description. If the Kra'Vak are allowed to prevail here, all of human space is threatened.
So today you stand together not as spacemen of the New Anglican Confederation,
soldiers of the Neu Schwabian League, pilots of the Oceanic Union, or crew members of
the United Nations. Today you stand together as Human beings. Citizens of our great
race, which faces the direst threat ever encountered. Because of this we will not fail. We
will not falter in our task. We will not rest until the Kra'Vak occupation of Röt Hafen has
been destroyed and the Kra'Vak incursions into our space have been defeated. All of
humanity stands behind you. You represent the hope and safety of billions of people. I
know you will do your duty. I know you will herald in a new era of cooperation and
determination and bravery. For it is with these tools that we shall prevail in this struggle.
God's speed and good luck."

Admiral Wilhelm von Bulow.
Commander, 1st Combined Assault Fleet.
The Enclave
Röt Hafen
13 August, 2193, 0155 local

Charlie eased the door open slightly and peered out into the hallway. One human guard
sat on a chair besides the exit. A second stood talking to him. He eased the door shut
carefully. They were in a large room crammed with sleeping prisoners. Charlie made his
way back to the corner where his men sat huddled.
"Still there?"
"Yeah. Here's what I was thinking: We know there are three guards in here. Two rovers
and one at the exit. If we're gonna walk around outside we'll need at least one of them
with us."
"Keep in mind I only have two EM-damper bugs on me." Said Miner.
"I know. The camera is the problem right now. I say we take two guards with us to cover
our movement outside."
"How are you going to do that?" Asked Gibbons.
"We nab both and put the bugs on their helmets. That stops all transmission from getting
in or out. Then we have a little talk with them. Worse case scenario we kill them both and
then one of us can put on his clothes."
"What about the gate guard."
"He'll need to stay since there's a camera watching him. Eric, you have the emitter. You
zap the camera. That'll blank the camera with a damper field while we take care of the
guard. We prop him back in that chair, get everybody outside and hopefully do it quick.
Anyone who happens to be watching the camera will think it was a glitch. He'll just look
asleep. By the time they send somebody down here we'll already be at work." The emitter
could be adjusted to leave a residual effect that could seconds, minutes, or hours.
"The whole plan is on a bloody shoestring." Said Gibbons.
"You got a better idea? I'm listening." There was no response. "Now when we walk out
of here we go to the storage locker out back and grab some tools. The guard ought to
have the key. Gentz will lead us down the block to the old Gym. Supposedly there's a
tunnel that leads to the physical plant. We'll take that tunnel a block and climb into the
basement of the physical plant where Gentz says the bomb is. From there we go to work.
We'll figure out the rest from there once our two specialists have a peek. Everyone got
it?" Nervous faces peered back at him.
"OK, that guard has been coming in every half hour so he'll be around soon. When he
comes in we pounce on him. Then we get the guy on the chair and finally the other guy."
Charlie and Frament were already screwing the silencers on their pistols. "Now we wait."

They had arrived at the enclave just before midnight. The storm had made the trip four
hours instead of two. Entering the enclave had merely necessitated passing a checkpoint
and a quick conversation between the guards. As soon as they entered the enclave,
Charlie noticed a change in posture of the Kra'Vak guards. While outside of the enclave,
they had seemed tense and alert. In here they visibly relaxed their vigilance. That was
good. He was surprised by how much activity was going on within the enclave even at
night. It was still a mix of original buildings and new alien architecture. There were many
more handlers than Charlie expected. Some were even armed with shotguns. The bus had
been driven to an old school. After a weak soup dinner, the prisoners were locked
classrooms for the night.
Charlie and Eric waited by the door, backs against the wall. Colin covered them from a
corner. The rest of the prisoners, exhausted from never ending toil, had fallen into a deep,
undisturbed sleep as soon as they had returned to their bunks.
They heard approaching footsteps. Doors could be heard opening and then closing as the
guard checked the room. Charlie tucked his pistol into his pants and readied a garrote.
The door opened and the guard took a step in. Charlie looped the Garrote around his
helmet and over his neck in one practiced move. Eric pushed him into Charlie and shut
the door. He then attached the damper-bug to the side of the handler's head. Now no EM
transmission could get either in or out of a three-meter radius around the man.
Charlie pulled tightly on the garrote handles and the man gasped clutching ineffectual at
the flex-steel wire around his neck. "If you make another sound or continue to resist I'll
cut your head off. It's up to you." The man relaxed his struggle instantly. There were a
few murmurs from the sleeping prisoners. "Now listen carefully. You go lay on the floor
right there with your hands behind your head. One sound and we'll kill you. Understand?
"Ja...Ja." Colin grabbed the guard and laid him out on the floor
"OK, let's get the guy at the door." Eric removed
They slipped out quietly. The guard at the door sat in his chair looking at a datapad. Eric
removed a device and aimed it towards the camera. It sent an electro-magnetic pulse,
which would scramble the camera's circuits at least momentarily. The Guard looked up
and saw the approaching prisoners. He grabbed his truncheon and stood up.
"Get back in your room you scum!"
"We're sorry, Sir. The other guard told us to come get you. There's been an accident."
"What? He took two steps forward when Charlie lashed out with a hard punch to the
man's throat. He stumbled back, gasping and was pounced upon by both men. Charlie
worked the Garrote around his neck and tightened down, careful not to cut his head off
but enough to kill the man. He kicked for two minutes before he ceased struggling.
Charlie removed a flex-cuff and clamped it around his neck to no oxygen could get to his
brain. They then propped the limp form back up in the chair, arranging him carefully so
he appeared asleep. Several moments later they heard footsteps from around the corner.

"Rolf, I forgot to mention this before but...." Charlie grabbed the guard around the neck
and twisted him down to the floor. Eric affixed the bug, then stuck a gun in his face. "One
more sound and I'll blow your brains out right here. The stood him up and dragged him
back to the sleeping area. Both guards were told to sit up in a corner, hands behind their
heads. Both had been frisked. With Eric's bugs attached to their helmets, their belligerent
attitudes had changed to fright.
"OK you two. Here's the deal. We are going to the gymnasium and you are taking us.
First we will need tools to look inconspicuous. Is there a materials locker nearby?"
Neither said anything. Charlie jabbed his silencer into one of the men's mouth. He let out
a sharp yelp. "Answer me."
"Ja."
"Very good. Now listen. There's a bug attached to the side of your helmet which will
prevent any communications with the Kra'Vak or anyone. So don't even think of it. If you
want to live you will do precisely as I say. Understood?"
"Ja."
"Ja."
"Good. You are going to take the six of us out of this building. Is there another guard
outside?"
"There is one outside the exit."
"If he asks then tell him you are taking a work detail to the old gym."
"He will not ask." Said one of the guards.
"What about Kra'Vak? Are there many around?"
"No. Most of them are on external defense or at key facilities within the enclave. Most of
the internal prisoner security is left to us.
"Good. All right. Stand up. Now let me make myself perfectly understood. When we get
outside, if any of you utters a word, I'll kill you all. Now move. And look natural."
The slipped out into the hall. One of the guards led off followed by Charlie, Gentz, Eric,
Gibbons, Handily, the second guard and Frament. Both guards paused for a moment
when they saw their still comrade in the seat by the door. The lead man unlocked it and
led them out into the street. There was an additional human guard outside with a shotgun.
He looked at the group but said nothing. It was not uncommon for work details to be
dispatched at all hours of the night. There was a smaller building around back that was
unlocked. They each grabbed a tool kit. Charlie slipped his pistol into a satchel. As they
moved to the Gymnasium, the group tried to appear as inconspicuous as possible. Just
anther work detail. Charlie was sure to remain right behind the lead guard to remind him
of his fate should anything go wrong. They passed several other work details on the
dimly lit streets. Kra'Vak vehicles occasionally sped by and they passed one building

with two Kra'Vak guards standing out front. Neither showed more than passing interest in
them.
PRIZEFIGHT
KRS Markgraf
TF SILVER
Röt Hafen
13 August, 2193 0600 fleet time

"Mean Transit SEP 99.2% Herr Admiral."
"Excellent. Note a commendation in the logs for the fleet navigational staff." 99.2% was
damn good transiting in anyone's book for a fleet so large. Von Bulow surveyed the
strategic plot, counting the 44 blips that made up TF Gold. The ships advanced in a wide
crescent formation with TF1 on the right, TF3 on the left and TF2 making up the center
of the mass. Stasny's missile destroyer screened out ahead of the main formation 6000
kilometers.
"All ships report having gained original formation, Herr Admiral."
"Fill us in on our opponents, Kapitän."
"The enemy has formed a kampfgruppe of 18 ships, all cruiser class or higher. Range,
one light second. A second group of four ships. Four more on the way. Mass equals
battleship or larger. Range; one and a half light seconds." Von Bulow did some quick
calculations. Twenty-two ships, all cruiser-class or larger against his 44, 16 of which
were destroyers. "Any reading on fighters?"
"None detected yet, Herr Admiral." TF Gold carried 104 fighters with it. Hopefully that
would be their ace in the whole. "Estimated time to firing range?"
"Forty-five minutes, Herr Admiral."
"Very well. Hold present course and speed. Set Fleet at EMCON (Emission Condition)
Level Two." EMCON II was the fleet's second quietest setting. No active sensors allowed
and all communications through laser data link. Maneuver drives operating normally. All
beam batteries remain unpowered. There was no use in giving away more information to
the enemy until absolutely necessary. He only hoped that Hauser would appear where he
was supposed to be.
RNS Hornet
Task group1

Admiral Bellamy tracked the developing situation from within Hornet's CIC (Combat
information Center). Sitting in his command chair, he gripped his coffee mug in one hand
and light pen in the other. Before him lay a large five meter by five meter 3d holo-plot of
the entire battle area. The room was darkened to better see the multi-colored displays set
along every wall. The reflections danced of the stern faces of the CIC staff.
"The fleet will be within engagement range in 10 minutes, Sir."
"Right, then. CAG, you may launch the strike packages."

"Aye, Sir."
"Receiving Nominal point from the flag, Admiral. Right on time. It was transmitted
broad band as per the plan." Transmitting the nominal point broadband would ensure that
Hauser, running under cloak, could receive it. A series of feint XYZ grids adorned the
holo-plot. Designating the nominal point was the traditional start of fleet action.
"EMCON IV, for all task groups except ours. We are to remain at EMCON II. Flag just
transmitted Longhorn go."
"Very well, comply." TG3 and TG1 now accelerated so as they represent the two horns of
the special Longhorn formation. TG4 was still running out ahead of the main battle The
Kra'Vak were maintaining a compact formation of ships that centered on the middle of
the Longhorn.
"New waypoint information received from Flag. They're authorizing weapons free at max
range. However TG4 will hold their Salvos until the strike packages pass through phase
line Gamma." The new information updated itself on the holo-plot. A green line marked
where Stasny would let fly with his first salvo. If anything, TG1 would be out of the early
fight since they were farthest away from the Kra'Vak group. Already the red dots were
shaking out into smaller 4-ship maneuver elements and changing vectors. There was still,
no clue on intentions however. Out ahead on the left flank of the Longhorn, TG3
comprised of two battle cruisers and two strike cruisers, and were several thousand
kilometers ahead of the rest of TF Gold. It was a slight lead, but calculated to offer the
Kra'Vak some bait to commit their forces in one direction.
Bellamy used his light pen to designate two super-dreadnought target groups for his
strike fighters. They still kept their fleet in a compact mass, but led off with their cruiser
screen. "I'm designating group red four as target for strike one and red five for strike two.
Let Stasny know that I want him to target those ships if possible with his second salvo."
"Aye, Admiral. Both strike packages have rendezvoused with escort and are on the way."
"God speed to them."
Both fleets raced at each other with a combined speed of 15,000 kilometers per hour.
"Admiral, it looks like the Kra'Vak are taking the bait. They're heading for TG3."
"Excellent." The Kra'Vak were committing themselves to TF Gold's left flank. That
would allow TG1 to swing wide behind them.
"The main battle line is engaging. No return fire from the Kra'Vak."
"That confirms our suspicions. We do have a range advantage on them.
"Either that or they're holding fire."
"Kra'Vak are opening fire on TG3. They're concentrating all their fire on the two battle
cruisers."
"What's the results of our first beam firing?"

"Several hits scored on various ship. They should be marked on the holo-plot with and
orange halo."
"You know what's off Admiral?
"What's that, Jim?"
"Everything we've learned about their ships tell us that they're generally faster and more
maneuverable than ours, but they don't seem to be taking advantage of that yet."
"KG4 just launched their first missile salvo." A series of yellow dots erupted on the plot
from Stasny's destroyer screen, which was travelling in line abreast formation. As the plot
developed he watch the Kra'Vak ships maneuver deeper to the left of TF Gold's
formation. Apparently they had learned enough from the last encounter to realize that the
missiles should be avoided at all cost.
KRS Markgraf
Task Group 2

"Herr Admiral, the enemy is splitting into two elements! One is racing straight for TG3
and the other is maneuvering for our flank." Von Bulow watched as Stasny's first missile
salvo ran out of fuel without finding a single target. However it had served the purpose of
herding the entire Kra'Vak force into one compact piece of space, already a second salvo
would meet them there. The fighter strikes would be arriving upon the enemy
simultaneously. The Kra'Vak had split into two groups. Their heavies were driving direct
to TG3 where both Lutzow and Seydeltz were taking a severe beating but giving as good
as they got. A dozen cruisers used their superior maneuvering to change course almost
180 degrees and were about to fall upon TG1's flank. It was going to get ugly fast.
"All batteries concentrate on enemy target red one-one. Said Captain Schmerk, the
Markgraf's commander. The flagships heavy batteries stabbed out at the lead ship in one
of the cruiser groups. At close range the beams score heavily and red one-one was
streaming atmosphere with the first volley.
"Bismarck reporting damage to main drive. They're at half maneuvering speed."
"There was a series of violent shudders as the Markgraf took its first hits."
"Hit to port armor plating! More Hits! Beam battery three damaged."
The Markgraf now endured a continuous series of railgun hits as the Kra'Vak
concentrated exclusively on her. The enemy Super-dreadnoughts added their fire and
soon over two dozen garbage can-sized solid core penetrators punctured Markgraf.
Systems began going off line as a dozen cruisers concentrated on the flagship. She
stabbed back with her own beam batteries and pulse torpedoes.
RNS Hornet
TaskGroup 1

"Second salvo about to hit, Strike one and two coordinating their targeting with the
missile attacks. Perfect synchronization, Admiral!"

"Excellent." Rather than spread the attacks across the enemy fleet, the fighters and
missiles struck key ships in an attempt to overwhelm the deadly scattergun defenses.
Enemy fighters had also been deployed from the super dreadnoughts. Six separate
squadrons were being tracked as they screened their capital ships. The strike package
escorts now peeled off and engaged the enemy fighter screen, allowing the attack groups
to close within range. The holo-plot erupted in orange blossoms as missals and fighters
stuck a number of Kra'Vak ships simultaneously. Larger nuclear tipped capital missiles
added their destruction to the chaos, and when the first strike was over eight Kra'Vak
ships were in various stages of damage.
"What's the status of our strikes, CAG?"
"Reporting heavy casualties form enemy defensive fire, Sir. They're regrouping now."
"Sir, the Markgraf is suffering heavy damage. She streaming atmosphere!' The enemy
cruisers are concentrating all their fire on her. Seems like they're practically ignoring the
rest of the fleet."
"I hate to say it but that's probably the best news yet. They're concentrating all their fire
on our heaviest ship, which is already combat-ineffective. Don't ask me why. But it's
giving the rest of the SDs and BCs a free hand." One of the blue dots in TG3 winked out
of existence. "Lutzow gone. Seydeltz reports heavy damage."
"Lets get the task group turned around. Looks like the Kra'Vak are fully committed to the
trying to drive a wedge on that flank. By the time Stasny's third salvo hits my guess is
they'll try and bug out. I want to prevent that, so lets maneuver TG1 here. That'll also put
us in a better position to recover the fighters."
"Aye, Sir." We'll need to watch those two Super Dreadnoughts, target group Red seven.
They've remained relatively unengaged so far."
"Noted. Maneuver the Orion and Churchill to port. Right...Here." Bellamy outlined the
position wit his light pen. "They'll have to watch them."
"Admiral I'd send half the destroyers there also. We'll be within missile range in ten
minutes."
"Do it."
"Sir, the Markgraf is out of control, communications down."
"Understood. Transferring TF control to the Hornet. I am now in command. Notify the
fleet."
"Aye, Sir."
Aboard the strike cruiser KRS Slovenia
Task Group 3

Obermaat (petty officer 3rd class) Stefan Cesnik went to wipe sweat from his brow and
only succeeded in getting blood in his eyes. Cesnik had been assisting ship's Doctor

Esterhazy in sick bay. He had been assigned the task on the sole virtue of having had a
year of pre-med before enlisting in the KriegsRaumFlotte. This had qualified him to be
taken off a damage control party and sent to the sickbay. The Slovenia had taken a severe
beating in its role as bait for the Kra'Vak fleet. Fifteen minutes earlier a particularly
accurate salvo of Kra'Vak penetrators had taken the inertial dampers off line for five
seconds while the Slovenia was in the middle of a maneuver. In that instant, one third of
her crew, 21 men and women, had been killed and wounded by being thrown about the
ship with no gravity. One of them was Doctor Esterhazy, who still lay crammed half into
a supply bin with a broken neck.
Cesnik now found himself with the terrible life or death responsibility of attempting to
save his wounded and dying crewmates with little training to guide him. The 6-bed
sickbay was now crammed with 23 casualties. Cesnik had a working knowledge of the
first aid equipment but little else. Slovenia was in such a dire state that no one could be
spared to help him at the moment. He struggled amidst the cries and groans of his friends.
Cesnik hooked up a resuscitator to a man with a fractured skull, who lay beside a horribly
burned engineer, which lay beside a woman with a crushed leg, who lay beside a man
with a missing hand, who sat beside the lifeless corpse of a man who had been
disemboweled within his vacc-suit. Cesnik assessed, triaged, stabilized airway, breathing
and circulation, then administered morphine and moved on to the next, in a never-ending
cycle. The stifling smell of blood, burnt flesh and feces was thick in the small room.
Cesnik worked like an automaton, realizing that he would pay for all this later with many,
many sleepless nights.
"Bridge to all hands. We are preparing to dump the power core. All hands remain at
MOPP-Three. We can keep life support going for a while but we're shutting down all
non-essential systems."
Cesnik was in his vacc suit but could not work with his gloves or helmet on. Suddenly all
power in med lab cut out, save for emergency lighting. Without power it would be
impossible to save many. He mashed the intercom switch with one bloody finger.
"Bridge this is sick bay. What the hell are you doing? I have no power. I need it back
now."
"Sorry sick bay. One of the switch relays is down. We can either keep up life support or
restore power to your quadrant of the ship but not both."
"Well God damnit, then shut down life support. I have at least fifteen people here that
will die unless I get hem stabilized and reestablish their suit integrity."
"Wait one, sick bay. I'll confer with the Captain and Chief Engineer."
The hatch opened and two men carried in a woman whose arms ended in burnt stubs. The
victim sobbed quietly as they looked for a spot on the floor to set her down. Cesnik
pointed to a place then asked the two ratings to stay and move a person off one of the
beds. While they did that, he leaned over the new casualty and did a quick assessment.
She had severe radiation poisoning, third-degree burns on both arms, and shock. He
administered a morphine injection to her. Then an antibiotic spray over her two stumps.

"Sick bay, bridge."
"Yes, go."
"OK, we have figured out a way to rout full power to sick bay but the fix will only last
twenty minutes. And we'll have to cut life-support and put everyone into MOPP-Four."
"Twenty minutes won't do! It isÉ"
"That's all you have! Get a grip of yourself. Now how many stasis tubes do you have?"
"I've used one so I only have five left."
"The Kapitän suggests that you put serious cases with the greatest chance of being saved
into the stasis tubes and try and seal-up anyone else you can."
"In twenty minutes? It can't be done. And I'm not qualified to make those decisions on
who to save!"
"You'll have to make due! You have twenty minutes. Bridge out." Cesnik stared
incredibly at the speaker for a moment then slowly turned back to his patients. Most had
heard the conversation and were staring quietly up at him. Only a few groans punctuated
the silence. In the background he felt the Slovenia lurch as she took another hit.
KRS Markgraf
Task Group 2

Thick smoke filled the bridge. The primary fire control panel was ablaze and a damage
control party was fighting the fire.
"Admiral, Kapitän Schmerk is dead." Said the ship's executive officer. "All weapons
down, but we still have fifty percent capability on our maneuvering drive. Shall I pull us
out of the line?"
"Absolutely not. We must keep drawing the fire upon us. They must have determined that
we are the flagships. The enemy commander probably figures that our destruction will
cripple the fleet. But they're practically ignoring everyone else. We'll stay in the line and
soak up fire for as long as possible."
"Jawohl, Herr Admiral."
There was no turning back now. The battle was a bloody knife fight at point blank range.
Some ships were within several hundred kilometers of each other. Railgun fire at this
range, even from the enemy cruisers, was deadly to even dreadnought armor. But the
Kra'Vak would soon be trapped. Where was Hauser...?"
KRS Köhl
Stealth Group 1

Hauser scratched his stubble chin and studied the plot. (He'd been forced to shave for the
staff meeting yesterday). The holo-plot was augmented by long range visuals of the
battle. Because Markgraf had transmitted on wide band, the Köhl had been able to

receive the nominal point information while cloaked. A second wide band
communication had sent encrypted targeting data to Hauser, which identified the exact
spot where von Bulow had wanted him to decloak. Hauser hoped the other ships had
received the vital information.
"Decloaking in twenty seconds."
"Missiles armed. Preliminary targeting information?"
"Target Red seven-one, the closer Super-dreadnought.
"Jawohl, Herr Kapitän. Targeting information confirmed. Red Seven-One."
"Well, people here it is," said Hrabek. "We finally have an opportunity to get in our own
kicks."
RNS Hornet
Task Group 1

Nuclear explosions lit up space like fireflies. The fleets had now closed to short range.
The Kra'Vak were nearly on top of TG2. TG3 was in dire shape. The battlecruiser
Lutzow was gone, and the Seydeltz was drifting out of control. One of the strike cruisers
was destroyed but the other was still fighting back as the distance opened up between the
two forces. Railgun fire was particularly deadly at this range. Stasny had fired off his last
salvos and had reversed course back into the Kra'Vak.
It was with relief that the CIC plot marked the emergence of eight new friendly contacts
in the rear of the enemy fleet. That would be Hauser and his squadron. The great success
of the Köhl had spurned an emergency refit of the new technology into seven special
corvettes. The small ships carried nothing but two missile salvo racks, a short range PDS,
and the Mark IX cloaking system. Spiegel Industries had completed refit and a hurried
testing program less than 30 hours ago. Hauser had been given last minute control of the
squadron. Now the small ships, dubbed affectionately as "pig boats". Emerged in the
Kra'Vak rear. Oddly enough they drew no Kra'Vak fire, so intent were they on knocking
out the heavies. Each pig boat fired a missile salvo at close range.
Bellamy watched with satisfaction as Stasny's last missile salvo struck the Kra'Vak the
same time as the pig boat attack and his second fighter attack. Kra'Vak Scattergun
counter-fire was severely diminished. It was believed that they carried a limited amount
of scattergun charges. Most of these had already been fired off against KG2 or defending
against the first combined missile/fighter attack. A second round of explosions lit the
space surrounding the Kra'Vak fleet. Two cruisers and a Super Dreadnought exploded.
Both Super-dreadnoughts from Red-Seven, heretofore unscathed, suffered severe
damage. Just about every Kra'Vak ship was now streaming atmosphere.
Several of the CIC crew let out cheers but they were cut short when the Markgraf's blip
changed to gray. She was gone. Goodbye old friend, thought Bellamy.
"The enemy is shifting all fire back to the Bismarck, Sir."

Again the Kra'Vak concentrated their powerful remaining railgun fire on the Bismarck. In
several minutes she was streaming atmosphere and riddled with railgun penetrators. Still,
she fought back and cruiser after cruiser either exploded or drifted out of control.
"Seydeltz is gone Sir. She exploded. That's it for TG3. The Slovenia dumped her power
core 5 minutes ago and is drifting out of the fight."
"We'll worry about her later."
"Strike one and two returning for recovery, Casualties very heavy."
"All four battle cruisers from TG2 were now concentrating on Red Seven. Both enemy
Super-dreadnoughts were streaming atmosphere.'
"Pour it into him, boys."
"How long before our battlecruisers are in range."
"Five minutes, Sir."
"Good. Keep driving to waypoint six. I now the Kra'Vak are going to break any minute. "
As if on cue: "Admiral, the Kra'Vak fleet is accelerating past the battle line. Looks like
they're trying to pout some distance between themselves and TG2. The battle line is
turning to follow. TG4 is already in pursuit."
"I knew it. That last missile/fighter salvo broke their back. All ships in TG1 maximum
acceleration. I want to catch them before they cook off their FTL drives."
"Aye, Sir."
"Bismarck has given the abandon ship signal. The Freidrich is now receiving heavy fire."
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KRS Kreta
In orbit above Röt Hafen

14 August, 2184 0100 Fleet Standard Time

"Bloody Hell."
Muldoon stared at the pile of field kit in front of him and sighed in resignation. As a
young soldier, he had been posted to an infantry unit for four months until his acceptance
to OCS came through. Those four months had been a most unpleasant experience, which
he swore never to repeat. Now here he was getting ready to repeat the experience.
"'Ere, Sir. What's this thing, then?" Asked Glover, holding up a contraption of interlacing
straps.
"How the bloody hell should I know?" He answered.
"That's your protective-mask canister retaining strap, but the schwabs call then spaghetti
straps." They looked up and saw a slim sandy blond-haired man standing in the
hatchway, hands in pockets. He wore the gray green (known as feldgrau in schwab
parlance) coveralls of RLS-3 but spoke with an English accent. With a smirk on his face,
he walked forward and offered a hand to Muldoon.
"Lieutenant Grant, liaison to RLS-3. I'm from the 504th." Muldoon stood up and shook
the man's hand. "I'm Lieutenant..."
"Muldoon. Yes I know I saw you in the briefing."
"This here is Corporal Glover and that's Corporal Max."
"Hello, chaps. I thought I'd come by and help you sort yourselves out before the big
show. I know there's not much time left, and I don't suppose any of you flyboy types
know much about field kit. Here, let me have a go." Grant knelt before Muldoon's pile
and quickly sorted the gear into various groups. "Let's start at the bottom, so to speak."
He was holding up a white one-piece undersuit. "This is a polypropylene-D undersuit. It
keeps you warm, helps whisk moisture away and retains heat when wet. You'll want to
put this on first."
Glover and Max stripped off their coveralls and donned the one-piece. Muldoon stripped
down and was already wearing his own. "I'll stick to my aviator issue.
"Christ, the bloody thing itches, said Max."
"Right, next is this one-piece uniform." Grant held up a reddish brown-mottled one-piece
field uniform adorned with numerous pockets. "This is the standard-issue RLS field
uniform for our environment. It's heavy duty for cold weather. It's been impregnated with
a special U-blocking aerosol so as to help make you less visible to the Kra'Vak at night.
Supposedly they see in UV. The impregnated chemicals become useless if you wash your
uniform, so don't. There's a zipper here, Snaps there. Cinch down these straps at the
waist, neck, legs, and arms when done." They donned their suits. "Oh I almost forgot.
You have to put this on first. He was holding up a small white patch with a few ECG
leads on it. Unzip for a moment and I'll attach it for you. Goes right onto the skin. The
wire goes out through this hole. That way, a medic can get a quick vitals check on you if

you go down. Now the boots here..."
"That's all right. We're going to wear are own."
"I'd think twice. These are specially insulated and have protective inserts."
"The time to break in a new pair of boots is not two hours before an operation. We'll stick
with our own, thank you."
"Suit yourself." Grant held up a thick smock. It looked almost like another jumpsuit with
the same mottled camouflage as the rest of their kit. It had full arms but the legs only
came down to mid-thigh just above the knees. "This, my friends, is what the schwabs call
a "bone sack". It's got flexible kevlar-type III plates sewn into the chest, thighs and
shoulders. Again, these straps, zippers, and buttons adjust the fit. You'll notice its web
reinforced to attach your kit to. It's also designed to carry your gear inside the bone sack
if you should choose. Go ahead and get it on. I'll help adjust them." They stepped into
their bone sacks and zipped them up. A flap containing the kevlar trauma plate attached
across the chest. Grant then attached additional kit to the purpose-built smock. Your
water canteens go over your kidneys like this. You butt pack with personal belongings
sits over the small of your back."
"Not very big, is it?"
"No it's not. Travel light, freeze at night, that's the Schwab para's motto." He held up a
belt-like bandoleer with a number of pockets. "The bandoleer goes around your neck like
this, then snaps into the web belt around your waist. Behind your neck is an additional
strap to hold the bandoleer in place. Magazines go in the top four pouches, binary
propellant goes into the bottom two. There's an option for a continuos feed bottle that
hooks below your butt pack.
"I don't suspect we'll be doing much firing. That's why we're bringing the radios along."
Grant laughed. He swung his own rifle around and held it up. "Old boy, this'll be red-hot
before you get any help out of that thing."
"We bloody-well hope not, Mate."
"Each one of these pockets will fit a day's rations. Now for this extra stuff, it goes in your
pouches and buttpack. Survival kit; Utility tool; medical kit; spare lamp; heat tabs;
cooker. The sleeping bag goes into this auto-compression tube and attaches to straps on
your buttpack. Gloves, spare socks, balaclava, etc. can go in there to." The men were
busy stowing their gear after a quick inspection.
"This canister contains your protective mask. You can attach it while wearing your
helmet and it will provide a vacc seal. There's a spare filter on the bottom of the
container. You'll get a red blinking LED in your helmet if the filter on your mask is going
bad. Just pull the new one out, unscrew the old one and toss it, then screw in the new one.
Simple."
"Okay, now to the helmet. It's lightweight kevlar-type III in build. There are six attaching

point adjusters inside to get it sorted out to your head size. If I were you I'd adjust it with
the skullcap on first. The skullcap holds your earpieces and mike, as well as electrodes
for the vitals reader. That wire attaches behind you neck to the Y splitter on your vitals
harness. Now you have a plain flip down visor, which reacts to light and can provide
glare protection. The lever for that is on the right side here. This left side lever flips down
your night vision. Inside the helmet below the right ear is a three-way knob. Counterclockwise position is self-test. First clockwise position is off and the second is on. In the
back of the helmet there are three DLI slots. They're interchangeable with a number of
options but one slot will hold your battery, the second your communications, and the
third will hold your GPS."
Grant removed a small monocle from a bag. "This is your monocle. It attaches to your
skullcap. You can use the left or right eye it makes no diff. Once attached, it'll project
targeting and other HUD data on to your retina. Much more efficient and comfortable
than the standard HUD you find in most helmets. Now, feel on the left side of your
helmet below your ear. There are four depresses. From left to right, Mode, select,
activate, and self test. Using them is self explanatory, much like a wrist watch, play with
it a bit and you'll get the hang."
"Last but not least, your rifle, the Sturmgewehr 58."
"We've had a few minutes of familiarization at the sim chamber." Said Max.
"Very good then. Just make sure you keep this bracelet on. That's how the gun
communicates with your helmet. So that's about it. I suggest you monkey with your setups between now an departure time."
Muldoon stood up. "Thanks for the help mate. Are you heading dirtside with us?"
"I'm afraid not, old boy. You chaps are going in with Second Company. I'll be with
battalion HQ."
"You say you're with the 504th. I though they were a yank unit?"
"Oh they are, mostly. But there's a few of us sprinkled about. I'm afraid I need to run
along. I have my own final preps to accomplish. Anyway, good luck and I'll see you on
the planet. I'm off to see if I can get the latest Gen on what's up. Ta ta for now."
"Yeah, you too mate. Thanks."
Grant left. When he was out of earshot, Glover remarked. "Imagine that. A pomm,
stationed in a yank unit, on secondment to the schawbs. Kinda funny."
"It's no more absurd than our lot." Said Max.
"All right let's pull our finger's out, shall we? Make whatever adjustments you need to
your kit and let's figure out how to carry all this other stuff we have. I want to report
down to the loading bay a half hour early."
"What for?"

"Because I want to make sure we hook up with the company HQ section early enough. I
still have to head up to TF control and see if there's been any change to the Air Tasking
Order. The squadron is supposed to have at least two birds on five-minute call for the
first landing. I just want to make sure there hasn't been any changes. So let's get
cracking."
"Hey Sir, do you think that pomm was joking about the red hot rifle and all that?
"I bloody well hope so."
Muldoon walked into the TF control room and found a seat. In his new uniform, he drew
a few quick glances. Colonel Rölle stood in the front of his officers besides a large
holoprojection.
"There are a few last minute changes to the plan. We're starting to get some detailed
imagery of the landing zones and of the operational area in general. Combined with
intelligence from our Special Forces people, we need to make an adjustment." The map
of their AO zoomed in to the road from the landing zones into Röt Hafen. The city itself
was set between a number of rugged mountain ranges. This reflected the proximity from
several large ore deposits. A single road ran west from the city out to several of the
largest mining complexes. At ten kilometers out of the city, this road branched off. One
route wound north up to the mountains and the Eudora complex while the second road
continued West. It passed through several narrow valleys and then continued out into the
large plan, which bordered the open desert. This road passed close to TF Hannibal's
selected landing areas and was the main avenue of approach to the city. The Kra'Vak
were also well aware of the strategic importance of this route. From the landing area the
road passed through a first set of foothills, which was the only natural approach to Röt
Hafen for 100 kilometers. This was Loki Pass. Beyond the pass lay a wide valley,
perhaps 8 kilometers across, and then another tight pass maybe 8 kilometers in length.
There, the road opened into the high steppe where Röt Hafen lay. A huge cliff structure,
known as Anvil Massif, stood at the mouth to this second choke point. It was this area,
which Rölle zoomed into and was talking about.
"Second Company, RLS-3 was initially due to land at the edge of this valley and occupy
a blocking position here at the mouth of Anvil Massif. Now that we are getting some
high-resolution imagery of the area, we have discovered a Kra'Vak force is in position
here. Our Special Forces had noted enemy activity here in their latest report. Given that
tip off, our IIa focused his collection effort in this area and has detected a cleverly hidden
enemy force. There are, however, several factors, which are contributing to a less than
detailed picture of their dispositions. As the meteorological officer explained earlier, a
series a large but intermittent sandstorms are blowing through this area. They are coming
up from the central desert, and are normal for this time of year. When they pass over,
detailed imagery is impossible to procure. Even in between storms a lot of dust was
tossed into the upper atmosphere, which degraded imagery. Also, LTT1583's solar
radiation interacted violently with Röt Hafen's magnetic belt. One offshoot of this is the
magnificent aurora borealis that lights up the skies most nights. This is playing hell on
sensors and making intelligence gathering much more difficult. It is clear that the
Kra'Vak were aware of these factors, as well as the possibility of fighting against an

enemy with space superiority. They have evacuated nearly all their craft and forces from
the spaceport to undisclosed locations. Due to the time constraints to get on the planet
and seize Röt Hafen as quickly as possible, there is no time for a detailed search."
"Anyway, having identified this force you will of course note that it is sitting directly
upon Second Kompanie's initial objective and overlooking their drop zone. Because of
this we're issuing a change in order for you, Hauptmann Plummer. The parachute jump is
called off. Instead, your company will land here amongst these low hills at Loki pass.
You are to establish your blocking position there and hold off any enemy attempts to get
at the landing zones. So essentially you have the same mission, but will defend at Loki
Pass instead of Anvil Massif. I anticipate you will need to hold out for no more than four
hours before we have the first elements of the 504th there to support you, It will take that
long to get them landed, sorted out and over to you. The 4th Hussars should be available
within 8 hours. Once we're in position our first task will be to clear the pass all the way to
the outskirts of Röt Hafen."
"Herr Oberst, has there been any changes to my attachments?"
"Yes. Second Company, hereafter referred to as Kampfgruppe Plummer, will consist of
the following forces: Second Company, RSL-3. Panzer-Aber zug 2 (anti-tank or Paz 2)
First section, PzRSL 301. 2 Aufsklarung (recon) sections. One pioneer section. 1 section
from battalion Area defense. One fire support coordination team, and OUDF FAC
liaison."
"Seven dropships will take you dirtside. The flight plan calls for your force to make
atmospheric entry below the horizon from Röt Hafen's defenses and proceed nap of the
earth the landing zone. It is imperative that you get unloaded and situated with the utmost
speed. It is very likely you will receive a counter attack once the Kra'Vak realize you're
there. You must hold this pass, since we can't let the Kra'Vak attack the landing zones
until we've established a secure spacehead.
"What Fire support is available, Herr Oberst?"
"TG8 has two monitors working over Röt Hafen as I speak. We will pull the Pommern
from that mission and put her in direct support. Lieutenant Muldoon's section will
coordinate air support from No. 1 Squadron's Raptors. Their airstrip will be collocated
with LZ GRUMMAN. They'll being making their atmospheric entry heavy, so will divert
to you're company if needed. However, due to their need to carry an interface module,
their ordnance will be limited. Apart from that you will need to rely on your internal fire
support until the task force has its tubes on line and the 504th arrives."
Plummer frowned as he entered the notes into his datapad. It was nice to have a full
monitor in direct support, but even at the best of times, they could not deliver the
precision fire support needed for a close in battle like this. They were better suited for
interdiction operations. That left the Raptors. With a limited number of half payload
sorties, they would need to be very accurate in their drops. After that he had nothing but
the mortars for fire support.
"Hauptmann Plummer, I wish I could give you more assets, but the other companies are

securing the rest of the landing areas for our heavy forces. You will have to make due. I'd
rather not have to nuke that pass to clear out the enemy. I know you will do your duty.
Do you have any further questions?"
"No, Herr Oberst."
"Well then I'll leave you and your officers here to make your final plans. Manifest call is
in one hour. Good luck" Muldoon took in all the information, then got on the line to his
squadron to get the specifics of their part of the operation. The Raptors were primarily
designed for planet-based operations, but had the capability to land from space under
their own power using a special interface mod with non-airbreathing engines. This
limited the ordinance load out. Muldoon confirmed that each two-ship element would
have one bird armed with HAGM-166 Hammerhead guided missiles and the other armed
with CBU-255 cluster bomb units.
Hangar bay four on the Kreta could best be described as controlled chaos. It was a
cacophony of sounds; shouting, hydraulic lifts, PA announcements, and clanging metal.
Eight squat Panavia 252s sturm landers were lined up in the middle of the bay. They were
rectangular shaped spacecraft, streamlined with stubby wings at each corner. Each wing
ended in an engine pack. The 252s were designed to accept modular payloads. They
could be configured for heavy lift, orbital drop, cargo, and troop transport and other
missions. These were configured for troop interface landing. The aft end opened to a
tailgate. They were painted in flat gray and black. Around them, crew and soldiers
scurried and attended to the great beasts like ants in their nursery. Red suited
maintenance specialists conducted preflight along with the pilots. Green-shirted payload
specialists worked with their RLS-3 counterparts to ensure the proper loading of the
company's equipment.
Special attention was paid to the small vehicles of the anti-tank and scout section. Both
used a vehicle based on the same chassis. The anti-armor model was known as the Lynx,
while the recon model was known as the Weasel. These small tracked vehicles carried a
crew of two and provided the foot-mobile infantry with much needed mobility and fire
support. It was three meters in length and one and a half meters in height. It carried a
crew of two and had a top speed of 70 KPH. There were two separate armament
packages. The PAK platoons were armed with a guided missile system (medium) known
as the sledge. It was capable of either fire and forget or guided operations. Maximum
range on the sledge was 10 kilometers and the hyper velocity warheads could penetrate a
meter of chobham armor. The recon platoon were armed with a plasma gun which could
provide effective direct support to infantry and double as an anti-tank weapon necessary.
Though lightly armored, their greatest asset was that they were small, and four could fit
with their crews onto a single 252. The vehicles were carefully backed up the loading
ramps and strapped down in preparation of takeoff, all under the watchful eye of the
lander's crew chief. Each of Second Company's four platoons would occupy a single
lander. Attachments were sprinkled into each ship. While the NCOs oversaw this loading
process, the platoon leaders and platoon sergeants received last minute updates on the
target area. The company commo and EW specialists went from trooper to trooper
making final helmet inspections. The men gathered in platoon huddles, listening and
following along as their leaders went through safety checklists, and recounted immediate

action drills for landing.
Muldoon was impressed by this ballet, which was final mission prep. The young men and
women in the hangar bay bore awesome responsibilities and worked under incredible
stress. However being young and well trained they performed their duties flawlessly.
Their civilian counterparts back home would be in school enjoying the best years of their
youth, with little worries or cares except passing tests and figuring out what to wear to
tonight's party. On the Kreta, every action was performed against the backdrop of life or
death.
He was also struck by how heavily armed and laden the paras were. Each man was
adorned with extra equipment, rations, throw-away rockets and bandoleer. Some of the
shorter troopers looked almost ridiculous under their burdens. Their faces were blackened
helmets on, chinstraps down. The final step before loading was the arming corner. Here
was a large barrel filled with some kinetic absorbing material. Each soldier locked and
loaded his weapon, then was inspected to ensure it was on safe. From there, they walked
single file to their landers, where they were boarded and seated by the deck apes and
crew chiefs. Inside some of the landers, the cramped troops sang "Rot Scheint die
Sonne", the paratroopers song.
"Ere, Sir, what's with those things?" Glover was pointing at the first drop ship in line.
Fork lifters were loading sleek black coffin-like capsules into sideports of the 252's cargo
section. Muldoon recognized them at once.
"Those are the power armor blokes. That 252's carrying a drop module. Once the troopers
occupy their capsules, they're loaded into the firing chambers. When the ship reaches the
proper firing position it spits them out in one large broadside. They'll be the first ones
dirtside."
"Bugger me. Looks like a bloody coffin it does."
"Yeah well, I wouldn't be caught dead in one of those."
Captain Vlad Gorsky, lay on his back in absolute darkness. Not sounds penetrated the
drop capsule and for the moment there was no chatter on the command net. Power armor
had never been designed to sleep in and laying on your back in one of the suits was
damned uncomfortable. Gorsky could not imagine a worse time then now, sitting alone in
the dark capsule, all preparations done, just waiting. He called up the self-test submenu
on his HUD and ran through a system check for the umpteenth time. Everything was in
the green. He wanted to tap his foot but the suit inhibitor was on so as not to damage the
inside of the capsule. Gorsky commanded panzer RaumLandeSturm Zug 301 (power
armor assault platoon). 36 specially trained and expensively equipped troopers were his
responsibility. Outside of the capsule he was in complete control of the situation,
planning, and his soldier's lives. But now with all the prep over, he was trapped in the
capsule and he shook like a leaf. Gorsky had always had a deep fear of enclosed spaces.
It was something he had hidden from evaluators because he had wanted a command in
power armor so badly. But with everything done and waiting for launch, the tremors
returned with a vengeance. Perhaps more serious than his fear of enclosed spaces was his

difficulty with trusting others. This was a by-product of his shattered youth and
dysfunctional childhood. And in Power Armor, half the game was about trust. Another
problem for Gorsky.
One had to trust that the 6 Million SM PZKpfZ III Power Armor Suit would function as
designed. If it ceased functioning, he would simply be frozen in place, as his life support
ran out. He had to trust that the maintenance techs had done their job properly. He had to
trust in the crews, which would pilot the drop ship and deploy him and his platoon with
exact precision. The wrong roll angle on the ship and his capsule could skip off the
atmosphere into space. More likely, the capsule would enter the atmosphere at the wrong
attitude and burn up in upper orbit. An incorrect velocity vector on the drop ship could
result in his platoon being scattered over hundreds of kilometers, maybe thousands.
Gorsky had to trust in the drop capsule's construction and maintenance. Would the ploycarbonate heat shield and heat sinks keep him from slowly frying to death? Would the
spoof capsules, drooped with the live ones, interfere and disrupt enemy area defense
targeting? He had to trust that the maintenance techs had checked the main capacitor in
the capsule, and that it held a sufficient power charge necessary for landing. And he had
to trust in the landing radar and control system to ensure it would fire the Gravatic
repellor drive at the precise second to slow him from terminal velocity to one meter per
second in less than three seconds. The capcitor would also provide that few seconds of
power to the inertia damper to keep him from being turned to paste in the few seconds of
deceleration.
It was a lot of things to rely on for someone whose trust didn't come easy. Gorsky had
been through the drill many times before, and he knew he would be fine once his feet hit
the dirt, but that didn't make the wait one bit easier. His lack of trust added to the already
legitimate uncertainty. Uncertainty was the air that battle breaths. It lay coiled at the heart
of every combat. Uncertainty of the enemies whereabouts, uncertainty of spotty
intelligence, the uncertainty of surprise, the uncertainty of a strange planet, uncertainty of
rescue, ones own performance and of confusion itself.
Gorsky had studied yoga for years, and he put it to good use now as the minutes stretched
by. He concentrated on each part of his body, relaxing it in turn. He selected a music file
to calm him and help the process along. It was forbidden by regulation to load personal
files into the suit's memory storage, but it was a common practice in the platoon, one
Gorsky had not sought to disallow. Now the music and his yoga exercises help wash
away the stress.
"One minute to launch. Depressurizing Hangar bay." The voice came from somewhere in
side his head. Each PA trooper had an interface implant behind his right ear. All
communications were jacked directly into his head through there. More importantly the
implant interfaced directly into his inner ear's delicate balance mechanism, which the suit
used to help control itself during movement.
There were several seconds of acceleration and then nothing, as the drop ship separated
from the Kreta and left for the unknown. Today would be a non-standard insertion since
the entire platoon was not dropping together. Gorsky and Section One would be dropping

onto Loki Pass, to secure it for 2/RLS-3. Half of second section would be dropping to
secure LZ GRUMMAN. The second half of the section was dropping into the mountains
west of the city to link up with the partisans for a special operation. Gorsky had not been
happy about loosing half a section but the orders had come from the top and his protests
had gone unheeded.
"Two minutes." Gorsky was now completely relaxed. The fear was still there, quivering
just underneath the surface of his consciousness. He knew it was there, waiting to get out,
but nevertheless he maintained control. Anyway there was no turning back.
"One minute. Commencing deceleration in twenty seconds." As an after thought, Gorsky
remembered to switch off the music. He had left it on occasionally during training drops,
but now with combat moments away, he was switched on to a new level of situational
awareness, and could not brook the slightest distraction. He felt the heavy pull of gravity
as the drop ship began the braking pattern that would put it at the precise velocity, vector
and attitude to spit out the first section. The maneuvering seemed to last forever. It was
important that the drop ship arrive at the proper position in the shortest possible time so
as to minimize the enemy's tracking capability.
"Twenty seconds." The whirring of the outer chamber doors was felt more than heard.
"Ten seconds." He was weightless once again as the ship achieved its optimal attitude.
Gorsky felt a violent kick in the back as the capsule was ejected simultaneously with the
rest of 1st Section and eight spook capsules. Moments later, he was weightless again as
the capsule hung over the planet, gravity gently pulling it down. Gorsky called up the
capsule sub menu and watched the altitude, vertical speed indicator and temperature
readouts. The capsule vibrated as it penetrated the upper atmosphere. Even though the
readouts showed internal temperature remaining steady, he was sweating profusely. It felt
hot. He knew it was just his nervous imagination but that did not alleviate his concern.
There was an additional pop as a drogue chute corrected the capsule's attitude and
decelerated it. That soon cut away and the capsule was back in freefall. At three
kilometers height, a second chute deployed as the capsule shell fell away in pieces. The
streamer chute kept Gorsky stable and in the correct attitude, though it didn't slow him
much. There was a brief moment's disorientation, which he was trained to expect, as he
found himself hanging in the air with the ground rushing up at an alarming rate. He
concentrated on the horizon as the grav repellor kicked in and was rapidly slowed him to
a 1mps descent. He touched the ground with no more force than if he had jumped off a
table. Gorsky took a knee and looked around getting his visual orientation. The map
showed a perfect spot landing. Green blips on his suit radar identified his troops... The
whole eastern horizon was solid with sound as ortillery pounded suspected enemy
positions around Anvil Massif. A quick head count showed everyone up. He experienced
a second of wild elation after having survived the drop, then brought himself back under
control. Ahead of him lay two hills, each roughly two hundred meters tall. For the
operation they were called MOE and LARRY. These commanded the western entrance to
Loki Pass.
"Let's move people. Everyone to their positions." It was an unnecessary transmission
since they knew their tasks. First squad with its eight suits quickly swept over the first

hill and cleared it. One team then moved on to the second hill and did the same. Gorsky
watched the characteristic loping run of power armored troops. A well-trained PA trooper
could reach speeds of 40 kilometers, but it required mastering of the "gait." Second squad
bypassed the hills and proceeded eight hundred meters to a single second hill (codenamed CURLY) which commanded the eastern entrance to Loki Pass. Having cleared the
hill masses, the section then climbed the sides of the ridges on both sides and ensured
they were clear of enemies. Once Gorsky was satisfied, he planted the landing beacon
atop LARRY. The entire operation had taken fifteen minutes.
"First squad in position."
"Second Squad in position."
"Six, check."
"Helga controller, Panther six. Objective secure. Ready for phase two."
"Hier ist Helga. Verstanten."
Gorsky selected TF datalink in his HUD and tracked the progress of the incoming
landers. They were racing in at twenty meters altitude from the west. He looked in that
direction and made out the small specks. The seven landers rapidly grew in size. Behind
them, and a bit higher, were two Raptors on escort duty. As they approached the ridge,
the fighters peeled back into a wide loop. The entire force was careful to remain below
the ridgeline from whatever was on the far side of the valley.
With a roar, the landers swept upon them. Their engines rotated vertical as they slowed to
a hover. Three sped by Gorsky to land by the hills beyond or behind CURLY. The other
four set down between MOE and LARRY. A storm of dust was kicked up as they set
down and disgorged their deadly cargoes. The troops and vehicles were unloaded with
rapidity, and in three minutes the 252s were headed back the way they came. They would
be busy throughout the day shuttling forces down to the planet.
Gorsky ran down the hill to meet up with Captain Plummer. He was talking with the antiarmor commander and the engineer section leader. He turned and saw Gorsky hopping
down the hill. The red strip on Gorsky's left shoulder pad ID'd him as the platoon leader.
"There's no way to dig in this shit. Said Sergeant Atkinson, the engineer leader. It's solid.
The good thing is that there is so much loose rock around that they can easily pile them
up and make some sturdy fighting positions. Overhead cover is going to be a little more
difficult."
"Can you assist? Maybe blast some positions." Well, my people are suppose to be laying
the minefields in those two kill zones. If I'm helping you dig positions I can't lay mines."
"Understood. I have a few demo-qualified men in the company. Can we get some of your
explosives and at least blast some holes for the vehicles? I want to build some hasty
fighting positions for them."
"That's not a problem, Herr Hauptmann. Send them to me and we'll give them what they

need."
"Very well." Plummer motioned for the Pak leader to follow Atkinson and turned to
Gorsky. Though they were both Captains, Plummer had overall control of the mission.
"Well, the landings went according to plan." He found it a little unsettling that he could
not see Gorsky's face.
"They did indeed. It's clear that your men are well trained."
"Naturlich."
"Your platoons are getting into their positions now. As soon as they're set, I'll take the
section forward and scout out the far sides of the ridge. We'll push out as far into the
valley as we dare and set up a screen."
"As per the plan. Just make sure you've checked the hills around here first. One enemy
OP missed and we're in big trouble."
"I've got people on it now."
Muldoon was breathing hard as he climbed the steep ridge that made up the southern wall
of Loki pass. Was he that far out of shape? He glanced back at Glover and Max. The two
pudgy Corporals were sucking wind worse than he. Both were no doubt wondering whom
they had angered in the chain of command to land themselves this assignment. Muldoon
had no doubts. Unused to carrying all this equipment, they were constantly grabbing for
balance and banging something off an elbow, knee or head. By contrast the four schwab
paras, maneuvered up the steep slope gracefully, alert and weapons ready, barely winded.
About twenty meters below the ridge, Sergeant Siegermann, the Company Fire Support
Coordinator, called a halt. "We'll set up here."
"We're not going up to the top?" Asked Muldoon.
"No, Herr Leutnant. It's too obvious up there. When the attack starts we don't want to be
exposed. From here we can direct fire onto the mouth of the pass almost from behind the
enemy. One or two of us can make their way up top if necessary, but were much safer on
the reverse slope."
Siegermann's assistant, Gerfreiter Acker had removed his radio pack and was performing
a self-test. He looked over at Glover. "Bring your equipment over here. Let's get this
interface hooked up."
Glover carried over his radio. Because the Neu Schwabian League and the Oceanic
Union had never worked together in the past, there was little compatibility in their
communications. Data to No. 1 Squadron would have to go through its own equipment.
"Do you have an SDLI port in that thing?"
"Yes. Right here." Acker removed a rubber dust cover from the side of his radio,
uncovering a standard data link interface port. A cable was connected between the two
radios, which would allow them to pass the targeting information between them. Glover's
radio would convert and encrypted the data in OUDF protocols for transmission. After

running a few tests, the interface was pronounced operational. Both Siegermann and
Muldoon could transmit their comms to the linked system where it would be relayed to
the appropriate recipient.
The other two paras were landsers (infantrymen) from one of the line platoons brought
along for security. They moved up the ridge to a position where they could maintain
adequate overwatch on everyone. Acker, Glover and Max set about piling rocks to add a
little protection to their position. Siegermann and Muldoon found a good spot where they
could overlook the action and then picked alternate positions they could displace to in the
event of trouble. They sighted in a series of target reference points, matching the planned
points with their actual counterparts on the ground. They were confirmed with laser
designation and polar plotted to GPS. Once set, they conducted their communications
checks to orbital fire control and the No 1 squadron command frequency. The confirmed
TRPs were passed forward. Once that was completed, they were in business. They used
the rest of the time to improve their positions.
As soon as Acker was satisfied with his position, he removed a container form his large
pack and opened it. Inside where was number of components, which he assembled into a
small, remotely piloted vehicle. It was an small airplane with a wingspan of a meter.
Slung beneath it was a small sensor package. He charged the engine then used a small
control console to start the engine and launch it. A small screen, (the vid feed could also
be jacked right into the HUD), showed the view from the RPV. It could remain aloft for
two hours at a time before recharging. The data could be used to direct fire support.
Acker wanted to take it up for a test spin and familiarize himself with the lay of the land.
With only 187 men and 12 vehicles, Kampfgruppe Plummer worked furiously to prepare
their positions for the inevitable enemy reaction. The men scraped at the hard ground
with their entrenching tools. They stacked rocks and built up individual firing positions.
Crew-served weapons were sighted in, ranges estimated, camouflage checked. The
vehicles selected primary and alternate firing position then built cover for each. Everyone
was working as quickly as possible. Every minute passed meant a greater chance for
survival once the attack began.
Plummer and his Company Sergeant Major, Oberfeldwebel Dahl, inspected all the
platoon battle positions. Dahl had over twenty years experience, and he put it to good use
helping the men set up their fields of fire and TRPs, or shoring up shakily-built fighting
positions. Plummer was satisfied that his men were doing all they could. A strong wind
picked up, gusting through the pass at over thirty kilometers per hour. The granules of
sand stung Plummer's face. The battalion net was not up yet so he contacted Makowsky
at landing control. The news was not good. The meteorological section had predicted a
sandstorm moving through the area with a potential impact on the landings. Makowsky
confirmed that one had passed through the landing zone for the 504th and visibility had
dropped to near zero. They were putting only one ship down at a time for safety's sake.
That threw the landing timetable out of sorts. It meant Second Kompanie would be
holding out longer than expected. Hopefully the Kra'Vak would be sluggish to react.
That hope was dashed with the sound of firing which lasted for nearly a minute. When it
subsided, the call came through from Gorsky. "Ender Six this is Panther Six."

"Ender go."
"Contact. I'm flashing you the coordinates now. We caught some Saus on the reverse side
of the ridge to the north. Looks like they had set up an OP and tried to pull back when
they saw us coming. Three all together. All dead. One of my suits took some damage but
we're working on it."
"What kind of equipment?" "One of them looks like it was carrying a communications
device of some sort. Hard to tell because it's pretty torn up."
"Any idea how long they were up there."
"Hard to say, but I'd assume they had a look at the pass and reported it back to their
higher."
"I agree. I'll report the contact up the link. Carry on with your screen. We're working
furiously down here."
"Roger. Out."
Damn. They'd been spotted. Hopefully they hadn't been there for too long. Plummer
needed more time to get his position ready. Again, that hope was dashed as a whooshing
sound roared over head. A series of loud cracks burst over Second Kompanie's head. A
half dozen airbursts at three hundred meters altitude exploded above the Company.
Deadly shards form canister like projectiles rained down on the positions. A second
salvo, then a third hit the pass. Plummer could hear the shouts and screams of wounded.
He hugged the hard ground of his own fighting position and butted himself up against the
small rock wall, trying to contract himself in the smallest amount of space possible. He
had an odd though at that moment. In novels he had read that many soiled themselves
when being shelled. For him, the opposite seemed true. With all his parts clenched as
they were, he was more apt to be constipated. The angry buzzing of shrapnel was
terrifying.
"Ender 42 this is Ender Six. Can you get a fix on that incoming?" 42 was the company
electronic warfare and information systems (EWIS) man.
"I'm working on a fix now."
"42 this is 49, link your data over to me, I have the RPV up. We can work them in
tandem." Another salvo exploded overhead.
"OK I have a azimuth on the incoming. 070."
"Confirming Azimuth. The RPV is getting a fix. One moment." Plummer flinched as a
canister exploded above his head spraying the area with deadly shrapnel. Though he
wasn't hit, he could hear someone gurgling horribly nearby.
"I have a fix and am passing it up to Ortillery control."
There was an interminable wait as two more salvos came in. The incoming sounded like

two pieces of slate being ground against each other. Then the firing stopped. Far in the
distance they could hear loud rumbling as orbital fire support blanketed the location of
the enemy artillery. Once he was sure the barrage was over, Plummer began to receive
situation reports from his platoons. The barrage had killed seven and wounded thirteen.
His own runner was dead. Chalk one up to the Kra'Vak.
"Ender six this is Panther Six. We have movement!"
"Go ahead."
"Counting them up now. Sending you the link. It looks like nearly forty vehicles heading
our way from across the valley. They're moving incredibly fast. Nearly 100 kph."

map

Using Gorsky's video feed, Plummer stared in fascination through his image enhancers at
he enemy formation. The black Kra'Vak tanks looked both sleek and deadly. They glided
effortlessly over the rough terrain and maintained a perfect line abreast formation as if
they were a parade ground somewhere. It was a beautiful and scary sight all at once.
"Good copy. Break. Four-nine, can you bring some Ortillery on them."
"Doubtful. They're moving too fast. They'll be on us in about four minutes. Orbital
control can't react that fast. It would be danger close. I will put fire on the TRP behind the
bridge. If anyone stacks up there then they'll be hit, plus it will hit any follow-on force. I
can bring the mortars in close though."
"Do it. Break. Pak One. Can you target them?"
"Jawohl. Opening up in ten seconds." Plummer linked into Four-Nine's RPV link and
watched the onrushing enemy grav tanks. A wide multi-channel wadi meandered across
the valley. The highway bridged it. Plummer hoped that the enemy would stack up there,
but the Kra'Vak tanks merely hopped over the gully in almost perfect line abreast
formation. PAZ 1's Lynxes fired off their first Sledge salvos. The missiles sped towards
the advancing formation at low altitude, then executed a terminal pop up in order to drop
down upon the enemy's (presumably) weaker topside armor. As the missiles dropped
down, half were destroyed before reaching their targets. The Kra'Vak had employed a
never before seen close in anti-missile defense system. Only two of the remaining
missiles found their mark and two enemy tanks exploded.
"The enemy vehicles must contain some sort of anti-missile defense weapon!" A second
salvo raced out from the Lynxes followed by a third, and four more enemy tanks were
left slewing out of formation. The Kra'Vak armor returned fire on the move and two
Lynx's were rapidly destroyed by railgun fire.

"Pak One, pull back to alternate positions."
"Moving!"
The Kra'Vak formation slowed. Two groups of vehicles spilt off and pulled as far as they
could up the ridges on either side of Loki pass. Several of Plummer' OPs reported that
they were disgorging infantry which were running up the slope on foot. The rest of the
vehicles contracted and ran straight through the pass. Siegermann guided in a mortar
barrage directly in their path, mixing in improved dual-purpose munitions (IDPM) with
their limited supply of precision guided penetrators (PGP) which Acker lased in with the
RPV. The Kra'Vak ran straight through the barrage, losing another four vehicles. Up until
now, the platoon battle positions had not fired. They were sighted in on the Kill zones
within the pass, which could be engaged from reverse slope. The kill zones were in the
narrowest section of the lanes, which ran on either side of CURLY. Each was seeded
with anti-vehicle mines.
The Kra'Vak were still running at forty KPH when they passed through the kill zones.
The ground erupted in smoke, explosions and fire as Second Kompanie opened up,
supported by the power plasma guns of the Weasel platoon. The crescendo of sounds rose
dramatically, with thunderclaps of the PPGs, burst of automatic fire, swishes of missiles
and the return cracks of Kra'Vak railguns reverberated in the narrow pass.
The Kra'Vak were moving so fast that nearly half the vehicles made it through the
gauntlet. Plummer expected them to turn around and assault his position but instead they
just kept on going racing for the open plain. Apparently they wanted the main landing
zones beyond.
"Wow, they blew past us like shit through a goose."
Muldoon was hunched in his position beholding the terrifying spectacle unfold beneath
him. He was mesmerized by the bold Kra'Vak attack and the relative ease with which
they had punched through Second Kompanie's defense. Ten or twelve vehicles had been
disabled or destroyed within the kill zone. Some carried infantry and the survivors
dismounted and now engaged the schwabs in an extended firefight. Two more groups of
infantry were nearing the top of the ridge and would soon be able to attack Second
Kompanie's reverse slope battle positions from above. The vehicles, which had disgorged
these troops, took hull-down positions and added their firepower to the attack. Muldoon's
main concern was the force that had broken through. They were still in sight, rushing
west. "Acker. I need that RPV shifted west to follow the leakers!"
"Adjusting the flight path, Herr Leutnant."
"Lubber, Lubber this is Walkabout, over."
"This is Lubber. Go ahead, Walkabout."
"Need air ASAP. Are you prepared to receive the data."
"Roger, send it." Muldoon keyed a switch and sent the coordinates and targeting data off

to No. 1 Squadron's space based air controller."
That's a good copy, Walkabout. I've got a two-ship element two mikes from your
position. Am handing them off to you now. Callsign, Koala."
"Thanks Lubber. Break. Koala this is Walkabout."
"This is Koala one. Push Two Walkabout.
"Roger." Muldoon switched over to Koala's tactical frequency. "Walkabout Push two."
"We read you Walkabout. Send us the dump."
"Sending now." Muldoon fed them with the latest targeting data. At this point he was
working off the RPV display which was following the speeding enemy. It occurred to
him that they might get out of range of the RPV. "Hey Corporal, what's the radius on
your RPV?"
"It's no problem, Herr Leutnant. I can follow them easily."
"Good, stay on them." Back onto the radio. "Koala, who's that up there."
"Magic and Coggs", came back the reply. Lieutenants Robert Mako and Todd Coggshall.
"State loadout."
"Mixture of hammerheads and CBUs. Can you lase the Hammer heads for us?"
"Negative I can't do that function from the schwab RPV. You'll have to target on your
own. Suggest a run on from east to west. Make your IP the large crater about five k's west
of Loki pass."
"That's a good copy. Any friendless in the area?'
"Negative."
"Any flak?"
"None that I can see but they blew through here in an awful rush. They're moving bloody
fast. About a hundred kph."
"Roger. We'll start out with the Hammerheads, at twenty K. Two, you designate, then
we'll flip flop."
"Two copy. "
"IP." At this point Muldoon was a spectator. Sixteen Kra'Vak tanks were racing across
the ground in four diamond formations, with fifty meters between vehicles.
"Two painting."
"Running in. Con target...Release"

Muldoon watched the RPV's view over Acker's shoulder. Just before the missiles struck
the enemy formations separated in all direction and a number of puffs exploded above
them. "There goes that canister-like antimissile defense again." He said. "Are you
recording this?
"Ja."
Three of the enemy tanks were hit and disabled or destroyed. The Kra'Vak now split up.
While this made targeting more difficult for Mako and Coggs, it reduced the
effectiveness of their missile defense.
"Switching to Snake."
"Two copy." The raptors ran on the surviving tanks and laid cluster bomb units in their
path. While it was harder to be as precise with free fall bombs, Each Raptor's the CBU
payload could blanket a four hundred meter square area. Five vehicles were destroyed in
the barrage. That left eight, half of which Coggs and Magic finished off with strafing.
The remainder escaped into the temporary safety of a billowing bank from another storm
"Walkabout this is Koala. Mission complete. All ordinances expended. I count twelve
enemy wrecks. And we did take some flak on that last pass."
"Roger that Koala. Many thanks."
Walkabout this is Lubber. I'm vectoring a pair of AV72s in on the survivors. They'll be
waiting for them on the other side of that storm. It's only five kilometers in diameter."
"Roger that Lubber. Walkabout out."
While Muldoon was attending to the enemy armor, Corporal Owen Glover had been
nervously following the remnants of the Kra'Vak attack. If anything, it had become more
dangerous after the main body blasted through. Survivors from wrecked vehicles and
dismounted Kra'Vak infantry now hid amongst the rocks around the Second Company
positions. A confused and deadly firefight was underway. A shout from above had gotten
Glover's attention and he saw one of the paras motioning for him frantically. Glover
grabbed his rifle, tapped Muldoon on the shoulder and told him to watch the gear. He
scampered up the hill, tripping twice and banging his knee painfully. Within twenty
meters he was panting heavily, and he would not recall breathing simply and normally
again until well after the battle. Eventually he made it beside the schwab. Glover didn't
speak German and the neither para spoke English but the frantic pointing was clear.
Seventy-five meters from where Glower lay, was a second finger that jutted out from the
ridge. He could make out figures hopping up, moving several meters and dropped back
under cover. Their odd gait made it clear that he was looking at Kra'Vak. For a moment
he was struck by the fact that he was looking at a non-human race for the first time. He
stared with mouth agape until the schwab tapped him in the head with an annoyed look
and motioned with his rifle. The schwab held up one hand telling him to wait. Owen
awkwardly maneuvered his rifle to sight in on the fleeting forms. Beside him, the two
paras opened fire and Owen jumped in surprise. He aimed and fired. Through the dust

and kicking sights he could see his rounds impacting around the Kra'Vak but they
continued scampering up the hill nonetheless. Owen realized that if the enemy got over
the top they would be out of sight and he would be in even more danger. He switched the
rifle to auto and fired off nearly a whole magazine in a series of continuos three round
bursts. One Kra'Vak flailed his arms and fell backwards, though Glover was not sure that
he had got him.
He used his image enhancement and scanned for targets. Surprisingly he saw one
Kra'Vak lying on the wrong side of a rock, exposed to him. Maybe they didn't know
where the firing was coming from? He thought. Owen sighted carefully and fired off a
burst, but his second trigger pull was rewarded with a click of an empty magazine.
Glover rolled onto his side and pulled frantically at the magazine pouch cover, finally
extricating another one. He slapped it into the weapon and rolled back into firing
position. A quick scan found his original target, which was now lying there motionless.
To be safe Glover fired another burst and saw dust kick up on the alien. Beside him,
grenade launcher barked as the paras blanketed the ridge with explosives. There was an
angry buzzing sound followed by spraying rocks. For the first time in his life, he realized
that someone was shooting at him. Somebody was trying to kill him! He felt a hand on
his collar dragging him back, below the rocks. The para motioned for him to follow and
they crawled ten meters to a new firing position. Glover glanced back and saw dust and
rocks kicking up by his former spot.
For awhile one of the paras had been shouting something in German. Siegermann now
appeared in their midst and began talking into the radio. They continued to trade shots
with the Kra'Vak across the gully. One of the paras ran farther up the ridge on their side
in order to keep an eye on anything trying to flank them. A particularly loud explosion
behind them got Glover's attention. Down in the valley he could see one of the Lynxes
burning profusely. Explosions from internal ammo storage were cooking off. The entire
pass was echoing with a dozen firefights. The Pak platoon continued to trade shots with
the surviving Kra'Vak vehicles but they were no match for the heavily armored alien
vehicles.
Four explosions in quick succession caused Glover to jerk his attention back around to
the Kra'Vak across from him. Mortar rounds were impacting on the ridge and in the air
above it. He felt a poke on his cheek and brought a hand up. It came away with red
fingertips. Must have been a piece of shrapnel. He kept his head down as a second salvo
of mortar rounds landed on the Kra'Vak. He looked over to Siegermann.
"Don't worry, it's just a scratch." He said. "I have to go. That's all I can give you for
now." Siegermann rose to a crouch and ran back down the ridge to his OP.
At that moment here was a roar of jets followed by a tremendous explosion on the
northern side of Loki pass. He looked up and just caught a pair of Raptors pulling away
in the distance. Way to go boys! He thought. He could see Muldoon father down the hill
talking n the radio and bringing in air support on the opposite side of the pass. They were
dropping their payloads less than three hundred meters from the nearest friendly position.
After the roar subsided, Glover noticed a marked slackening in firing. Far across the
valley, by the Anvil Massif, ortillery was blasting the hills. He could feel the tremendous

tremors and shock waves from where he lay ten kilometers distant. He crawled back into
his firing position and scanned for targets but he could see none. The Schwab up the
ridge was firing. The para beside him motioned for him to stay where he was and
watched the finger then pulled back and ran up top to join his comrade.
The roar of jets returned and another series of explosions hit the mouth of Loki pass. This
time as the jets pulled away, a group of black smoky puffs appeared in front of their flight
path. One of the Raptors banked hard to the left but the other rolled over lazily and
plummeted to the ground. Seconds before impact, the pilot ejected and Glover watched
with relief as he parachuted safely into the center of the valley floor.
Gorsky stood in a narrow gully and watched as the pilot floated down. He would land
right in no man's land. His section, working in mutually supporting pairs, set up in a line
one thousand meters East of the mouth of Loki Pass. The first Kra'Vak attack had
bypassed them. Gorsky had chosen to move his section out of that fight and prepare to
deal with the follow on attack which had not yet arrived, There was still no sign of any
enemy moves from across the valley, perhaps due to the heavy ortillery pasting they were
enduring.
"Second squad, send a team to get that pilot."
"Jawohl."
"Did anyone see where that flak came from?"
"Gehlen here. I'm working a fix on it. Permission to displace three hundred meters?"
"Go." With everything quiet across the valley, Gorsky looked for a way to help out
Plummer. The two airstrikes had devastated the Kra'Vak at the mouth of the pass and on
the northern ridge. However there were still 4 or 5 vehicles by the southern edge which
were putting accurate fire on the company and suppressing its ability to mop up the
Kra'Vak around their positions.
"Ender Six this is Panther Six."
"Ender go."
"Things are looking quiet out here. I sent some people to get that downed pilot. I think
we'll have a fix on that Flak position momentarily. Also I can get at those vehicles
causing you a problem just south of the mouth. Is there any other fire support available
that I can use?"
"This is Ender 46. Just got a call from Needler. They have two Av-72s inbound from the
504th. Each is carrying eight Hellcats. Contacting them on preset three, Callsign
Alligator."
"Can I have them? Asked Gorsky "I have a better Line of sight than you and if we can
take out their flak battery then the rest of the air will have a free reign."
"Permission granted. Ender Six out."

"Six this is Gehlen. I have a fix on the enemy Flak. Two vehicles five kilometers at 060
from my beacon."
"Wait one Gehlen." Gorsky selected preset three, mixing it in with his section frequency.
"Alligator this is Panther Six, over." "This is Alligator, go."
"We have some trade for you. One Flak battery and one platoon sized enemy battle
position. All armored vehicles."
"Sounds good, send the data." Gorsky sent. "Good copy. We need to take out those Flak
vehicles first."
"Right I'm handing you off to Gehlen."
"Alligator this is Gehlen. I'm painting both targets designated Red one and two.
Uplinking to you now."
"Roger Gehlen I have the signal. Two hellcats on the way." The two Av-72 skimmers
must have been in hull defilade somewhere over a ridge. Using their mast-mounted
sensors they could track and fire without exposing themselves. Two missiles streaked
over the ridge and dove for the valley floor. They swung wide south and came in behind
the Kra'Vak flak, popping up to only one hundred meters and plunging down onto the
pair of Kra'Vak Flak tanks. Both exploded.
"Good kill."
Gorsky had moved quickly down the gully and moved up one of its feeder arms to a
position where he could see the enemy battle position. From there he could see four of
the other vehicles. He sent first squad into a blocking position behind them to catch any
trying to escape after the attack. "Alligator this is Panther Six. Are you prepared to copy
my targets?"
"Roger, go ahead."
Gorsky selected IR to get a better fix through the dust and smoke but oddly, he could not
see any enemy tanks. He switched back to visual mode, full enhancement and acquired
then that way. He slewed the targeting cursor onto each one then selected
designate...hand off, and added it to the shoot list. In this manner all four tanks were
painted. He then sent the data to the AV72s.
"Good copy on your targets Panther Six. Priority firezone established. Four Hellcats on
the way."
Again the deadly missiles were guided on a circuitous course until the reached their IP
where they popped up, acquired the targets, and dove into their exposed upper decks.
"Very beautiful Alligator, four missiles, four kills."
"No problem."
There was some firing and a pair of explosions farther south. Using their GMS, first

squad had ambushed and killed the last two enemy tanks as they sought escape.
Plummer broke in on the line. "Alligator this is Ender Six. How long can you remain on
station?"
"As long as we have ordnance."
"How are things going back at the LZ?"
"Very slow. Only six AV-72s have been offloaded. The storm had subsided somewhat,
which allowed us to sortie. The others went after those tanks that got by you. But TF is
hours behind schedule due to the weather."
"Understand. We've got everything under control here for now. When will they have
medevac up? I have many casualties."
"They were off loading two Boxcars as we left. I don't know if the aid station is set up
yet. Contact them on push four and see if they're up."
"Thanks. Ender Six out."
"Alligator this is Panther Six. We're going to move our skirmish line forward to just this
side of the bridge. Can you cover us?"
"Will do."
"Thank you much, we'll keep this freq hot. Panther Six out." It was time to move his men
forward and get into the war for real...
Muldoon leaned back against the rocks and stared at the sky momentarily. The cold wind
whipped stinging particles of dust into his face and eyes, so he flipped down his visor. He
had just lived through his first land battle and it was an experience he cared not to repeat.
He had been gripped with terror the entire time. Miraculously, no one at their position
had been hurt. A squad was up combing the ridge above them for any left over Kra'Vak,
but the airstrikes seemed to have persuaded them to withdraw. Other positions were not
so lucky. Muldoon listened in on the company freq as the medevac requests and situation
reports were called in. Particularly hard hit was the Pak platoon. 6 of their eight vehicles
were destroyed with all crew. Two of the Weasels had also been destroyed. That had
severely degraded the company's antiarmor capability. Currently the 504th had a pair of
Av72s on station to augment their defense.
The line platoons had also been hit hard. Dozens of dead and wounded were being
collected down at the Company casualty collection point. The rest of the men were
working hare to improve their positions for a further onslaught. Heavy weapons and
fighting positions were shifted in case they in case the enemy planned on zeroing in on
them following intelligence gained ion the last fight. More rocks were gathered and piled
for cover.
Muldoon picked himself up and started working on his position. In just one short hour of
combat he felt hat he was now moving in a different world, than his squadron mates. It

was a world of absorption in the fight and in personal survival, which had started the
moment he had stepped onto the planet.
Plummer consolidated the reports from his platoon and called in a quick sitrep to
headquarters. Several paras made their way down the kill zones to assist the engineers in
resetting mines. All were fascinated to have a first look at the dead Kra'Vak and their
vehicles. Atkinson found himself shouting at the landsers to keep them from blowing up
themselves or anything else.
Suddenly, two previously dead tanks roared to life and sped off. One unfortunate para
was hit square by one of the escapees, and was mashed to a red smear by the tank's grav
repellors. The turret on a third, still immobile tank swiveled into action and began
spraying the surrounding area in all directions. Soldiers dove for cover and a general
melee broke out. Plummer watched as Atkinson ran up to the damaged vehicle, timing his
run with the swivel of its turret. He tossed a demo charge on the rear deck and ran for his
life, diving for cover just as it exploded. A blinding flash sent small pieces in every
direction, as the fusion plant exploded.
As second quick-thinking landser grabbed a Panzerfaust hyper-velocity anti-tank rocket
ran up and hit one of the Kra'Vak tanks before it could escape. The rocket hit it square in
the rear, causing a shower of sparks. The tank swung right in an attempt to dodge another
hit, exploded and flipped onto its back. It had hit a mine. The survivor sped off to the
east, listing heavily to one side from its previous damage.
"Clear the kill zone!" Shouted Plummer. "I want every wreck cleared or blown in place.
There may be more still alive. And get all the battle positions relocated. They've had
plenty of time to zero everything in by now." Swearing to himself at the stupid loss of life
he went back to his report.
LZ Dora
Twenty kilometers West of Loki Pass
14 August, 2184 1100 local

Rölle bent over and walked into the gusting winds on his way over to the Ops dome. The
whistling wind combined with the whine of shuttle engines as another 252 lifted off from
the LZ. The prefab shelter held a prominent position to one side of the landing area. As
new units made landfall their commanders reported in. Though the sandstorm was finally
subsiding, the landings were far behind schedule.
Rölle stooped and moved through the small airlock into the cramped dome. Four
workstations were spread about the room with a table and holoprojector in the middle.
This was TF Hannibal's Tactical Operations Center or TOC. Additional domes would be
erected around it and eventually there would be a star-shaped facility, which housed
operations, intelligence, logistics, Civil Affairs, and communications. However the lander
with additional domes had not yet arrived.
Get me Makowsky.
Jawohl, Herr Oberst. A moment later Makowsky's face appeared on the viewer.

Leutnant, the winds down here are subsiding. I want you to get this landing back on track
at once.
"I know Herr Oberst. I have already made the changes to the landing schedules. However
there is another storm that will hit the LZ in about 90 minutes so I cannot guarantee how
many I can get in. I have routed as much traffic to LZ Grumman as possible. The weather
cleared there about twenty minutes earlier.
What's the situation over there? What do they have down so far?
A Company, 4th Hussars is intact. They're pulling security until their attachments arrive
and B Company gets in.
Unacceptable. I want them moving to Loki pass at once. Wait. Rölle called for his
operations officer.
Weston, get on the line to LZ Dora and get A Company's commander. I need them
moving at once. Attachments can catch up later. 3/RLS-3 can handle security there. He
turned back to the monitor. All right Makowsky, continue.
As I stated before, I diverted some of the 504th's traffic to Grumman. They've already
off-loaded some more AV72s and Chinooks. Second squadron will be operational from
there within thirty minutes. B Company, 4th Hussars plus attachments will be fully
constituted by 1300. A battery from the 43rd FSU will be next down.
What about the area defense network?
Behind schedule. Air defense is still under controlled of local units. But with the weather
clearing we should have the net up shortly. We also have casualties that have to be flown
offworld at once, so that is slowing things down also.
"Very well, Leutnant. I want you to get as much force down here between the lulls in the
storm as you can. I need combat power! Rölle out. The TOC staff could sense Rölle's
anger. Colonel Rölle. Said Weston. The 4th Hussars are moving out at once. Their ETA
to the pass is forty minutes. We have enough AV72s dirtside at this point to keep four on
station at all times, but I'm pulling some off of their recon duties. The landings will be
back on schedule within three hours. The pass should be safe for now. I'm stripping our
LZ defense of another platoon and shuttling them out to Loki pass on the medevacs to
augment Captain Plummer. The Pommern is keeping up it's bombardment of the Kra'Vak
forces around the massif. I can shift the Donau there within five minutes if the situation
warrants.
"Well, it looks like we'll have to push back the attack against the massif."
Yes, Sir. I would recommend that we postpone it to past midnight. That will give us time
to adjust the plan and move our forces to their jump off positions.
All right lets get the planning cell working on it. Let me talk to Wesreidau.
LZ Grumman
Twenty kilometers Southwest of Loki Pass

14 August, 2184 1122 local

Major Natalie Burns pulled off her gloves and stuffed them in her pockets. She was
underneath the Raptor standing in its bomb bay, helping to shackle a 500-lb. bomb. With
the landings behind schedule the pilots were helping the ground crews to get their
Raptors ready to fly. They had removed the interface module and were loading ordnance.
One more bomb and she could start her preflight.
Another tech peeked under the Raptor's belly. Major Burns. Colonel Robson's on the line,
Mam. Burns saw the release claw snap in place and called for Corporal Collins to pull the
strap. Okay, it's in place. You two get the last bomb hooked up, I'll go see what the CO
wants. She squinted in the bright light as she crawled from under the fighter and sprinted
to the single squadron ops dome set up beside the make shift airstrip. Fifty meters beyond
were several pallets of bombs and missiles as well as fuel bladders. The ground crewmen
were shuttling the deadly cargo to the two fighters now squatting in one corner of the
field. Beyond them, 252s were landing and disgorging troops and materials. It was a busy
place.
Burns entered the ops dome and found Serena Long, her wingman already there. Her face
bore a single black smear across the nose. Obviously she's been working with her crew
also.
What's up?
Captain Martin, the ground control officer, was tapping info into a computer. "The CO's
off the line. But he wants you and Flight Officer Long sortied at once. There's an enemy
gun concentration dug in across the valley north of the massif. Ortillery is not sure they
can hit it with the accuracy needed. The CO's flight is out of ordnance. Magic and Coggs
are due in any minute. They're light also, so it's your turn in the barrel.
Right, give us the Gen.
Right here on the datapads. Here you go. I've already sent Brown out to the birds to fill
the targeting system. You're all set. Once you take off, I'll hand you off to ORCON, code
named Lubber, for the trip out. They'll hand you off to the FAC when necessary.
Is it going to be Muldoon?
I'm not sure. It may be the power armor blokes, but I know Muldoon is working with
them. His callsign is Walkabout and that's whom you'll want to contact first. He'll put you
on to whoever gets the hand off, if there is one. We'll see. You'd better get going, Mam.
Right. Serena, lets gear up. In one corner of the dome was their flight gear. They were
already in their flight suits. Both picked out their G-suits and strapped them on. The
Raptors, being light front line air breathers didn't carry the complex inertial damper
system of a space based fighter so G suits and G training were important. They affixed
the tight corsets to their thighs, arms and mid sections, each helping the other buckle in.
Next came the survival vest and parachute harness. When they were geared up, each pilot
was encumbered with an additional 35 lbs. of equipment. They grabbed their helmets and
datapads and walked out to the Raptors.

Despite the cold, Burns could see that Long was sweating. Her fair complexion was even
more pasty white than normal. It was her first live combat mission. Strands of dark hair
were pasted to her forehead as she pulled on her skullcap and then her helmet.
Relax Serena. Natalie put a hand on the young pilot's forearm. You'll do just fine. It's no
different than training. Just a few angry red b-b's tossed your way occasionally. Stick
close and follow my lead, per SOP.
Yes Mam.
Right then, off we go. They split up and ran to their fighters. Natalie called up the
preflight checklist on her datapad. She knew it by heart, but of course repetitions and
procedure were the key to growing some day. Especially in the excitement of combat, it
was easy to miss something simple, even for a veteran like herself. Her external walk
around found the bird in perfect shape, as she expected. Sergeant Wiggins was the best
plane captain in the squadron. She climbed up to the cockpit and eased into the narrow
seat. Wiggins was by her side, attaching her umbilical to the plane, and helping her strap
into the seat. He had his usual reassuring smile. His last act before climbing down from
the cockpit was arming the ejection seat, which Burns verified visually. She ran through
the engine startup checklist as the rest of the ground crew pulled everything away. The
APU whined to life. When it reached 50% RPMs enough power was generated to light
both turbofans. The reassuring roar of the Raptor's twin engines gave Burns a sense of
control and confidence. In her headset she heard the computer's female voice commence
its familiar litany.
Self test completed. All systems nominal. Volume check. One...two...three...four...five.
Wiggins was on the ground besides the cockpit. She raised one fist and jerked it up and
down. The plane captain nodded and pointed to his two corporals. They removed the red
safety tags from the ordnance. Burns was carrying eight 500 lb. General-purpose and four
500 lb. cluster bomb units in her internal stores bay. Slung in underwing pylons were
eight Hammerhead guided missiles. A Krait air-to-air missile was mounted in an internal
bay on either side of the Raptor's fuselage. Wiggins gave the thumbs up when they were
done. She looked over to Long's Raptor and saw her giving the thumbs up for ready.
Watchtower this is Dragon flight. Request take off clearance.
Roger Dragon Clear to taxi to point alpha and hold. Burns eased the throttles forward and
the Raptor slowly rolled out from its makeshift revetment to the Red marker hammered
into the ground 100 meters distant. The reinforced landing gear took the uneven ground
in stride. She applied a touch of brakes and the Raptor came to a halt, sinking onto its
front strut. She could feel the heavy weight of her ordnance. She looked to her right and
saw Serena parked twenty meters beside her. Natalie could not make out any expression
from behind the reflective visor, but the young lieutenant gave thumbs up, which her
flight leader returned.
Ahead of them, a 252 slowly rose off into the sky and began its climb back into orbit.
Dragon flight, this is Watchtower. Your are cleared for takeoff, heading 120 once you
reach 500 meters turn 100 and push three for Lubber. Have a nice flight.

Roger and thank you, Watchtower.
Natalie rotated the nozzle incidence quadrant, to 60 degrees and eased the throttles to full
power. The engines nozzles would now be pointed downward, directing thrust into the
ground and shortening take off. Superheated compressed air from the engines was
directed from the engines through pipes to reaction control valves (or RCVs) in the
wingtips, nose and tail. This also provided vertical take off and landing thrust stability.
The Raptor rolled over the uneven ground and within one hundred meters was airborne.
She could have done a straight vertical take off but this setting conserved fuel and still
got them airborne quickly. She reset the thrusters to zero, cleaned p the aircraft and
throttled back to 80% and they leveled off at 500 meters. Push three. Two. Lubber this is
Dragon Flight on three for Walkabout. Can I get a vector? Roger, Dragon. Walkabout is
095 for 65. Maintain current altitude. Contact Walkabout on two when you are 20k.
Threat picture is clear in all directions. Out. At five hundred meters, they would be well
above the low rolling hills that covered this part of the desert. Ahead she could see the
jagged mountains that protected the high steppe from the open desert beyond.
Natalie pushed a selector near her left hand. "Master Arm on."
"Two"
Go card. Tight.
Two.
Long's Raptor pulled to within fifty meters of Natalie and held its position off her right
wing.
Loki pass
1157 local

Muldoon was giving Glover a hand with a large flat rock. They were taking advantage in
the lull in the fighting to improve their fighting position. The rock would provide their
fighting position with little bit of overhead cover. Suddenly there was an odd swishing
sound and something flew over their heads at very low altitudes. It was moving too fast
for them to get a look, but a loud explosion followed a second later. They dropped the
rock and sprawled to the ground, scrambling for cover. Twice within a few seconds, the
odd swishing noise repeated itself followed by more explosions. Muldoon looked up and
caught a brief glimpse of an odd shaped black craft flying overhead. It looked somewhat
like a bat. The distinctive u-shape clearly marked it as a Kra'Vak design. He saw two
small objects detach from the aircraft and explode onto the ridgeline across from him,
directly over second platoon's old position. The entire area was engulfed in smoke and
debris.
Air attack! Came the redundant cry over the company net. Ragged firing erupted from the
paras as two more Kra'Vak craft came in for a bomb run. From atop MOE, the area
defense team fired off a missile which shrieked skyward and hit one of the bat-shaped
craft. An explosion tore off the tip of one wing and the craft tumbled into the ground. The
explosion left flaming debris over a two hundred-meter area. In the distance, he saw an
AV72 pop off and fire a missile, which one of the Kra'Vak ships avoided A moment

later, the AV72 exploded and fell to the ground in a flaming heap.
Lubber, Lubber this is Walkabout. We 're under air attack. I say again, we are under air
attack!
Walkabout this is Lubber. Are you sure? We've got nothing on the scanners.
Of course I'm bloody sure! Listen for yourself! Another pair of ships rushed by,
depositing their deadly cargoes.
Dragon Flight
1201 Local

Dragon flight this is Lubber. Be advised, bandits reported in your sector.
Before Burns could even acknowledge the call, several things happened almost
simultaneously. Her threat warning receiver (TWR) stared bleeping at her. A quick
glance down showed an unknown type signal at her six. She glanced rearward in time to
catch Serena's Raptor explode. The ship broke in two just behind the cockpit and both
parts, streaming flames, tumbled into the ground. There was no ejection.
Burns reacted by instinct. She kicked right rudder and pulled the Raptor into a low right
break as she jammed the throttle quadrant against the wall. A second signal showed on
her TWR. The Raptor, heavily weighted with all the air to ground ordnance was slow to
respond. Three loud bangs reverberated through the ship, which she felt through the stick.
Her heart leapt into her throat. She quickly scanned the damage board but everything as
in the green. Struggling against the Gees, (the suit constricted against her arms legs and
torso, to keep the blood to her head), she glanced back and caught a glimpse of a black
shadow behind her. It was bat-like in appearance. Kra'Vak!
Computer, jettison all air to ground stores!
Stores jettisoned.
The Raptor virtually leapt in her hands, having been released from four tons of ordnance.
She switched master mode from nav to air-to-air. Another bang reverberated through the
bird and she saw a fist-sized hole in the Raptor's wing. Natalie shoved the stick left,
sending the aircraft into a barrel roll then broke high and to the right, using her directed
thrust to make an extra sharp turn. This was a major advantage of the Raptor, known as
vectoring in forward flight, or Viffing. At least one of her pursuers was taken by surprise
and reacted slowly. The other was nowhere to be seen, nor was it showing up on the
TWR. The two craft were now in a deadly one-circle fight each on opposite sides of a l
km radius circle from other. The Raptor carried two fire-over-the-shoulder capable Krait
air-to-air missiles (AAM), but she needed a better firing angle. The Krait needed less than
70 degree off beam on the target. Burns applied 40 degrees of Viff, which drastically
reduced her speed and temporarily increased her turn rate. The Raptor lost some altitude
but also swung its nose around sufficiently to bring the target within firing parameters.
She had to hold her monocle reticule on the target for much longer than normal before the
tracking system locked and gave the shoot cue. She thumbed the release and the Krait
dropped from its internal bay and lit off after the enemy fighter. Either the Kra'Vak pilot

didn't notice the missile or thought that it had been fired at too great an angle to be a
threat. The Krait flew off several hundred meters then pulled up and around and slammed
into the enemy fighter from above. There was a small explosion on its midsection, and
the ship flew on apparently unscathed for several moments. Natalie cleaned up her
aircraft and extended for some speed. Then the Kra'Vak fighter belched a puff of smoke
and slowly nosed into the ground. Oddly it didn't explode, but flipped over onto its back.
It kicked up dust, debris and smoke as it slid along the ground and lay motionless. Burns
scanned the TWR for the second bandit. Nothing. The fight had taken them close to the
mountain ranges and a canyon opened up before her.
Dragon Flight, this is Lubber, did you copy my last transmission? From the corner of her
eye she caught sight of the second Kra'Vak fighter. It streaked up from 12 low, passing
dangerously near from left to right. Natalie pulled the Raptor into the vertical and found
herself into a climbing spiral with the Kra'Vak ahead of her. Again the tracking radar
would not lock, so she switched to the Infrared tracking system. The IRTS was unable to
auto-track either.
"Computer, manual track slew." Natalie's helmet contained tiny sensors which tracker her
eye movements. In this manner she could look at various cockpit instruments to select
them. The Raptor had the capability of using the eyeball tracking sensors to slew the
targeting box onto enemy aircraft seen through her helmet mounted monocle. It did not
work as efficiently as the auto-tracking system, but would do in a pinch such as this.
Natalie manually brought the tracking diamond onto the black bat-like fighter and called
"lock". There was a steady growl confirming the lock and she launched her last Krait.
The hyper velocity missile arced up after it prey. Oddly enough, the enemy pilot kept his
fighter climbing at the same course. Then at the last second he performed an unbelievably
tight break that nearly swung his ship completely around and broke into a sweeping lefthand turn. A number of black puffs erupted in the Krait's flight path and it exploded
harmlessly well away from its target. So the asshole has got some sort of countermeasure device, she thought.
Now it was down to guns. The Raptor carried a 20mm binary-propellant autocannon. To
get a high probability killing shot, she would need to close within one kilometer of the
Kra'Vak. He was still in a high speed left hand turn. Natalie drove for closure to where
she expected him to be. She would have like for him to break right and extend but the
enemy pilot was not that stupid. He continued his power turn and Burns dumped airspeed
as she approached. She passed him on the right and pulled hard, now at the Raptor's
optimum cornering velocity of 310 knots. At this rate she'd have a firing solution within
seconds. The Kra'Vak snap rolled right and dove for the ground. Stick with him until he
fucks up, Burns thought as she gently followed him through the maneuver, remaining in
lag pursuit. There was no need to bring her gun to bear before everything was lined up
perfectly. As he sped for the deck, Natalie increased her own speed in an attempt to limit
the other pilot's choices. She was gaining on him slowly, with a closure of only 40 knots.
The ground rushed up alarmingly. Suddenly, she noticed the closure between the two
craft jump alarmingly to 300 knots. He was trying to lead her into the ground.
In a panic Burns pulled back on the throttle and extended the speed brake. She yanked the
stick back into her stomach as the Raptor shuddered in its attempt to pull out of the fatal

dive. Burns fought for control, regulating her breathing to fight off the onset of Ginduced loss of consciousness. For a moment she considered ejecting but at this speed
would be lucky to clear the canopy before impacting. She jammed the nozzle incidence
lever to past vertical to 110 degrees into what was known as a "full braking stop", then
slammed the throttle forward. The Raptor shuddered and oscillated against the Gee as the
ground rushed up. Natalie was thrown forward against the restraining harness so
violently, she though her eyeballs were going to pop out. In what seemed like slow
motion the nose came up above the horizon but the plane was still sinking, pancaking into
the ground. She lit the afterburners and cleaned up the aircraft as it finally righted itself a
bare fifty meters off the ground.
That fucking bastard! She said aloud. He tried to put me in the dirt!
This is Lubber come again? Did you copy our last transmission.
Christ. Roger Lubber. Am engaged with one bandit at this time. Dragon Two is down.
Wait one.
Burns scanned the ground ahead. Her excellent vision paid off and she caught sight of a
tiny speck two kilometers off her starboard wing. The fact that she was so low helped her
spot the Kra'Vak who was cruising at two hundred meters, no doubt recovering from his
own brush with death. Natalie banked left at full power to follow. The bandit broke into a
right hand turn to come around back into the fight. At this low altitude, slamming into a
hill or a rock face was now a factor. In her HUD, the gun-targeting reticule followed
lazily behind a line known as the snake . The line showed the predicted flight path and
the circle was the point where her rounds would impact at any given moment. Her task
was to line up the reticule, snake and target, then make the shot. Both aircraft were now
speeding towards each other at over 800 knots closure. Natalie considered taking a head
on, but was unfamiliar enough with the enemy craft's armament to opt for a lead turn
against him instead.
The Kra'Vak did the same, breaking high and to the right then slashing back towards the
ground in an attempt to get on her six. Burns now found herself in a one-circle fight on
the deck. Speed began to bleed off rapidly. She was amazed at the Kra'Vak's ability to
keep his ship stable at slow speed. As they ran round and round, the Raptor began to lose
control authority. Standing on a wingtip, its nose was yawing up and down above the
horizon. Natalie would trade altitude for speed to gain stability but at one hundred meters
altitude that would only work maybe once. The Kra'Vak ship seemed stable at all speeds,
fast or slow. If she extended to gain speed he would be on her. The same for him. They
were locked in a death circle
At 50 meters Natalie had one last chance. She Viffed 90 degrees, kicked full throttles
rolled left and nosed into the ground. At the last millisecond, she yanked back hard and to
the left, her airspeed a bare 80 knots. The Kra'Vak realized he was going to fly right into
the nose of her fighter and broke harder into her turn. Finally his aircraft sunk to the
ground. He was so low that dust and debris was kicked up behind him as she fought to
stay airborne. Miraculously the enemy pilot recovered, but he could not continue his turn
due to a looming hill so he extended for speed. Here we go! Natalie cleaned up the

Raptor, rolled her jet left and started firing even though the targeting computer reported
out of the envelope. The buzzing cannon sent vibrations though the Raptor as it spewed
its deadly titanium shells at the fleeing adversary. Geysers of dirt kicked up in front of the
low flying Kra'Vak's ship and he pulled into a climbing right turn to get out of the bullet
stream. Burns eased off the trigger and pulled her nose up until it was just below the
enemy fighters. She walked a stream of tracers from her cannon into the underside of the
Kra'Vak fighter, slicing through the sinister bat-like craft from front to back. A
catastrophic explosion tore the ship apart and metal fragments rained down in her flight
path. She rolled left flying briefly through the debris. A few prangs caused her to wince
as she struck parts of her adversary.
Burns dove for the deck at full speed heading off to the west. She did a number of
snaking turns and visually scanned the area to ensure no one was following her.
Lubber this is Dragon lead. Two bandits splashed. Dragon Two is down and did not
survive. Request RTB. Low fuel and no AG stores.
"Roger Dragon lead. Be advised a number of enemy aircraft have hit Loki pass. Enemy is
up in strength. Pulver flight is over the LZ on CAP. Vector 220 for 34 for recovery. At
10k push one and contact Watchtower for finals.
Roger Lubber." Burns kept up her unpredictable turns, but it looked like she was in the
clear. Her neck ached with tension. She inspected her damage board nervously, but
miraculously, despite all the hits, everything was in the green. What a great aircraft, she
thought. She had just survived the most trying experience of her life and gotten two kills
at that. But the elation was dampened by the image of Serena's aircraft smashing into the
ground. That young woman had a promising career ahead of her. Natalie had met both of
her parents once, before departing for this operation, in fact. She would have to write
them. Suddenly, the cockpit of her fighter was a depressing place to be.
Bright Lights
Röt Hafen chapter seven b. copyright 1998 by Carlos Lourenco
Loki Pass
1930 Local

Colonel Ršlle picked his way though a ragged pile of boulders to the Second Kompanie
command post. In the fading light all was quiet save for the occasional clang of an e-tool,
a cough, or the purring on an engine. And of course, the howling winds. Plummer's CP
was set inside a small ring of boulders. It was a secure position with some overhead cover
provided by the towering rocks. Ponchos had been strung over the top and tied down
against the wind. Their purpose was to block the dim red glow of their flashlights. Two
radios sat to one side with their operators beside them. One was listening, the other eating
out of a ration pouch, his rifle lying in his lap. Plummer lay stretched out on the ground
resting on his elbows and studying a map with his flashlight. Beside him was a steaming
cup of coffee. R&omul;lle stepped in and knelt beside Plummer. Already a thick growth
of beard was covering his face. He looked dirty and exhausted. The captain looked up at
the newcomer and scrambled to his feet.
"Relax, Relax. How goes it, Plummer?"

"Fine Herr Oberst. I've just returned from inspecting the positions. All the platoons have
OPs deployed and we are in contact with Panther Six out ahead of us. The panzers are out
there too just west of the bridge. We should be secure."
"How is your company? Casualties?"
"We were roughly handled to day, Sir. Second Kompanie has suffered 27 dead and 39
wounded. About a third of our force."
"Have the wounded been looked after?"
"Jawohl. They have all been evacuated. And thank you for the extra platoon. They were
greatly appreciated."
"Provisions?"
"We were resupplied an hour ago."
"Good."
"Can you tell me something of the overall situation?"
"We got off to a slow start this morning with all the sandstorms sweeping over the
landing zones. That threw us hours behind schedule. However two thirds of the 504th is
now deployed as well as half of the 4th Hussars and most of the 43rd Fire Support. Most
importantly, the area defense network is operational. That has discouraged further
Kra'Vak airstrikes for the time being. We also detected one of their auxiliary strips from
orbit and have destroyed it."
"And the attack on the pass?"
"We'll go forward with that tonight. Which is why I'm here. I know you're men have been
through much. You have done an outstanding job here today. But I need your Company
to accompany the tanks on the assault. The 504th is airlifting Third Kompanie to the far
end of the pass. They'll form a blocking position there and then the 50th will attack from
the East. The Panzers and was all pzRlS301 will attack from the West. Unfortunately
though, much of their infantry is still not down. More importantly, your men are better
trained for the rough terrain fighting. I've got all the data for the attack on this pad here."
"Who will take over security here?"
Two infantry platoons from the C troop, 504th. The rest of their unit is not down yet.
"Rölle looked at his watch. "They'll be here in thirty minutes. I would suggest you get a
warning order out to your platoons and start preparing for the hand off.
"Jawohl, Herr Oberst. Plummer saluted and Ršlle disappeared into the night.
LZ GRUMMAN
2000 Local

"Bloody fucking Hell!"

Colonel Nic "Eureka" Robson, Officer Commanding, No 1 Fighter Squadron OUDF
slammed his fist down onto the SATCOM console, cutting off the transmission. Red in
the face with anger, he looked up to find his staff standing sheepishly at the door of his
dome. Quickly regaining composure, he motioned them inside. "Come on in and find
spot to sit."
Robson was still in his flying gear, having just returned from a sortie. Sitting around the
cramped dome which doubled as his office and sleeping quarters were Major Burns,
Captain Griffon, the group maintenance officer, Lieutenant Everly, the group intel
officer, and Captain Robert "Magic" Mako, one of the three No. 1 group AWIs. AWI
stood for Air Warfare Instructor. A pilot in the OUDF received the title after graduating
form the prestigious and rigorous two-month Air Warfare Academy back on Earth. The
training specialized in air to air combat. No 1 Group was fortunate to have three qualified
AWIs: Robson, Burns and Mako.
"Well, I've just been on with the Walla's up at 1st CAF. You're not going to believe this.
They can't send us any additional fighter support down here. Seems that they took a bit of
a drubbing in the fight against the enemy fleet and what's left they're jealously holding on
to in the event of a Kra'Vak counter attack."
"I figured as much," said Burns.
"What's more, as of now, we are instructed to cease all close air support and interdiction
and fly exclusively CAP in defense of Hannibal. The 504th is shifting around their attack
squadron resources to take over all CAS."
"That's a bit steep, isn't it Sir?" Said Everly. "Six Raptors versus over a hundred enemy
fighters." ODA 946 had identified at least that many fighters at the spaceport before
Adler Tag and the Kra'Vak dispersal to hidden ancillary fields.
"If I may, Colonel. We've been working on the problem and have some recommendations
to you."
"Go on Splot." Burns, was the XO and it's senior pilot, known in every squadron as the
SPLOT.
We've got the two spare Raptors slated to come in tonight around 0230. It wasn't easy to
get them bumped up in the landing schedule but I twisted a few arms and called in a few
favors. Anyway, Griffon had them worked up before crating, and they'll be ready to fly
within six hours of off-loading. That will bring us back up to eight birds and ten pilots.
Grady is on medical rest for 48 hours healing up from te ejection. He was pranged pretty
good."
"For now I propose the following schedule. We keep two pilots airborne, two on strip
alert inside their cockpits, and the other two birds rearming and pmcs. Three hour
rotations. As soon as the two spares become operational, I recommend keeping four up
on CAP at all times. I've already worked out crew rotation and Griffon has worked out
the maintenance and arming routines. We should be able to keep up this sortie rate for
four days. After that, the first birds will be due for their fifty-hour checks. It's a strain on

the crews but it is the best we can do. Hopefully by Tuesday, we'll have eight additional
birds and crews coming in, maybe more, assuming the requests back home have gone
through."
"Three hour rotations, huh? That means six hours airborne, once the fourth element
comes online."
"Like I said, it's a bit of a strain, but the blokes are fit."
"Right then, implement the schedule. Now what about these Kra'Vak fighters? Splot, I've
read your report and saw the tapes. Yours too Bob. Damn good flying, both of you. What
do we know about these things?"
Everly began: "Well, Sir, Captain Mako and myself took a hop out to the crash sight of
one of the fighters. It was Major Burns' first kill. Here's the vid and data we found. As
you can see, the craft was flipped over onto its back. Despite the fact that it hadn't burned
or exploded on impact, there was still extensive damage inside. It seemed like many
sections had burned internally and were fused-together masses of metal. The pilot was
dead. This type seems to be the one we've encountered every time, though there is a
second, larger and heavier class, that's been spotted on some of the ground attacks.
Working with Task Force intelligence, this type has been classified for now as the
"FLASHER". The FLASHER has a wingspan of 18 meters measured from U-tip to U-tip.
Length from tip to aft maneuver nacelle is 16 meters. Height is two and a half meters
measured from the vertical stabilizers. Very thin. We had no way of weighing the craft
though I'd venture a guess that it's light, maybe three tons. I can't place the material it's
made out of. The stuff is smooth like hard rubber, but very durable. That contributes to its
weight efficiency. As far as armament, the protrusions from the U-tips appear to be a pair
of rail guns. The bore on the weapon was roughly fifteen millimeters."
"It also appears that the railguns have a limited ability to swivel within their housings. As
much as fifteen degrees off bore," said Mako.
"That's good to know. What about missiles?"
"There was no discernable ordnance on board, but then again, the bird was flipped over
and we did not hang around long enough nor had the means to inspect the other side.
Apart form a few bumps which could be sensors or whatnot, there were no doors or
hatches that we could see in the smooth skin of the ship."
"What about propulsion? Asked Robson.
"Again, difficult to say. The aft maneuver unit, as we're calling it, did not have the
normal nozzles associated with a reaction drive, nor did it have standard gravatic
repellors either. Hard to say under the conditions. Sensor data from the engagements
shows that it does emit heat, though at a greatly reduced rate as compared to a normal
reaction drive. We also know that the material and design of the craft defeats radar to a
very large extent. It's also becoming clear, both with this ship and with Kra'Vak ground
forces in general, that they have a method of masking infrared. We expect it's some sort
of wave generator that cancels out or steps on the IR frequency band surrounding the

fighter. All this makes them very hard to spot both during the day and at night with
anything but the Mark One eyeball, laser, light amplification, and a very sensitive thermal
setting. Radar works but only at ranges under effective IR missile engagement ranges."
"What are we doing to counter that?"
"A few things, Colonel." Said Griffon. I have the armorer section adjusting the seeker
heads on Kraits. We're installing an amplification filter that will enhance the thermal
detection ability of the missile's own seeker head. So for close in, you should still be able
to get the off boresite launching ability you need. The Krait will still work in semi-active
homing using laser designation for a distant shot, but I'm afraid the range is going to be
about 15 kilometers. The good news is that you don't have to guide it all the way in. The
missile will assume on board tracking after it's had about ten seconds of lock to learn the
sight picture itself."
"Well I suppose it's better than nothing," said Robson.
"That's damn good given the time they've had to work on the problem," corrected Burns.
"Concurrently, we're boosting the threat warning receiver's ability to pick up their UV
targeting beam. We're installing a number of UV sensors on the Raptors and running
them direct to the TWR. I've got Holway working out the logic for that one. She thinks
she can have the TWR hand off signal strength and direction to the targeting sub-system.
I think it'll take a day or so, but we might be able to ride a Krait straight back along the
Kra'Vak's own targeting laser."
"Excellent. Keep on her. We'll want that capability as soon as possible."
"Yes, Sir."
"So Splot, Magic, what does all this mean in terms of engaging them."
They both opened their mouths to talk but Natalie nodded over to Mako. "With a range of
only 15 kilometers, we obviously have limited stand-off ability. That's a crucial handicap
against us, given the enemy's numerical superiority. We also know that they are
dangerous in a knife fight and can sustain and incredible turn rate at speeds that will
make us stall. However they do seem a tad more vulnerable in the vertical and they don't
accelerate as fast as our Raptors. None have shown an AAM (Air to Air Missile)
capability yet. Pilot wise, except for Nat's second opponent, they seem to be more
aggressive than talented. So I think we have a qualitative advantage over them."
"I believe it was Lenin or Trotsky that once said quantity has a quality all of it's own."
Said Everly. Mako looked at him and grinned. He had the makings of a goatee on his
chin, which matched his blond close-cropped hair. "Be that as it may, I think our best
course of action is keeping them at arms length and engaging them between 5 and 15
kilometers. Those twin railguns are deadly up close and they seem to have a greater range
than our autocannon, which is effective only out to about three."
"I'm also less than impressed in their tactics. They don't seem to have working together

quite down yet. In my engagement, they came after me one at a time. It sounds like Splot
had a similar experience. They might have great ships, but they seem a bit green on team
ACM."
"I'm sure they're sitting around having the same discussions about us right now."
Remarked Robson.
"Magic and myself have genned up a mission in the simulator to give our pilots some
experience and hints on dealing with the FLASHER. It's obvious handicapped by our
limited knowledge of the FLASHER's numbers but at least the pilots can familiarize
themselves on changes with the targeting and engagement techniques for the Krait, as
well as how to detect the bastards. We'll be spending every spare minute not resting to go
over this stuff with the lads. Everly is organizing another trip out to the downed fighter in
the morning with one of the heavy lift skimmers from the 504th. They're going to sling it
back here where we can go over it in more detail. I'd have liked to have done it sooner,
but you must realize that air assets are at a premium right now."
"Griffon, how are we fixed for air to air stores?" Asked Robson.
"Right now, I've got 48 spare Kraits. We've modified enough to have a pair mounted on
each fighter and by morning they'll be enough for a full compliment. The work on the
seeker head is tedious."
"Well keep on it."
"We've got another forty missiles coming down with the two spares tonight as well as the
rest of the maintenance crew, so I'll be able to put more techs on the job. But that's it.
There are no more Kraits in stock. I've already sent a priority message back to fleet
requesting more be brought in with the next wave of reinforcements. As far as other
stores go, I've got air to ground ordinance up the bum, given that was to be our priority
mission"
"Until we get enough Kraits, I want us to still carry Hellcats. We might be able to get
some support in for the troops here and there."
"We're fully integrated into the area defense network now. They've actually been getting
the majority of the splashes. My guess is that the Kra'Vak haven't caught on yet as to how
vulnerable we are in the fighter department. I'm sure they'll catch on soon."
Robson looked at his watch. "OK everyone, it's getting late. If you can, grab some rest.
We're all going to need it. I know that the ground ponders are getting ready for a night
attack and we've got Spike and Thresh up supporting it. After this package, looks like TF
Hannibal will be on their own for a while." Without further word his staff left the dome.
Without bothering to even take off his boots, Robson turned out the light and lay back on
his cot. Sleep came slowly.
Five kilometers southeast of the Spaceport
15 August, 2184 0200 Local

Mills rewrapped his scarf tighter around his head and hunched down out of the wind. He

and two others partisans held a vigil for at the link-up point. They had heard the fighting
and far off to the west and knew it was a matter of time before help arrived. But that was
not the purpose of their link up tonight. They were awaiting the squad of power armor
soldiers, which would assist them in their operations at Ršt Hafen. He supposed it was an
exciting day. Certainly the arrival of the fleet and the bombardment of the enclave was a
double-edged sword for the general population. With rescue at hand, many had sought to
flee their captors or resist, only to be killed on the spot. Worse, the orbital bombardment
had flattened large portions of the city, not all of them under Kra'Vak control. But then
again, Mills supposed the NSL's first priority was the eviction of the Kra'Vak not the
salvation of the population.
There was little left of the resistance. The Kra'Vak had done an effective job of stamping
it out. While Mills, as senior-ranking officer, was nominally head of the resistance, he
had actually turned over control to Bergmann. He remained on as intelligence chief.
Their priority now was to get Lawrence and his team out of the enclave as well as
provide accurate target designation against Kra'Vak pockets of resistance within the city.
Mellor and Donner had observed the destruction of the physical plant from afar. Ortillery
had made moving in that area dangerous enough to discourage and enemy attempt to get
at the bomb, but that could change at any minute.
For Mills, there were other problems. With the arrival of the NSL fleet, his time on at Ršt
Hafen was sure to be limited. It was time to start planning his escape. But not before he
went to see Direlwanger. He knew the old man was in bad shaped, having barely
survived the night of the ambush. Mills could not leave the planet without seeing his old
friend one more time. More importantly, he could not allow him to fall into enemy hands.
"Here they come."
Mills snapped out of his daydreaming and brought up his night vision goggles. Sure
enough he could see two power armor troopers moving carefully down the gully below.
There they were, right on time at the right place. It was time to make contact.
Anvil Massif
0300 Local

Howling wind and the dancing aurora accompanied the bitter cold night. If one tried, they
could barely hear the idling engines for the 4th Hussars 'Triton IV main battle tanks as
they hid in a depression. Occasional flashes lit the desert floor as the Pommern continued
her relentless pounding of identified or suspected Kra'Vak positions. The enemy had
experienced no let up in the bombardment for nearly 24 hours. PzRLS301 had been
instrumental in ferreting out enemy positions. Even now, they were out ahead of the main
body skirmishing and scouting.
In the back of A/4's command track a final conference was in session. Rölle, together
with Captain Plummer, Captain Scott from A troop, and Lt. Colonel Beeson, battalion
commander from the 504th, were finishing up the final FRAGO (Fragmentary Order)
before jump off.
"So that's it, Sir. I'm heading back to my battalion. Everything is set."

"Very well Colonel. I'll see you in a few hours on the other side of the pass. Good luck."
They shook hands, and then Beeson put on his helmet and stepped out of the track to his
waiting Skimmer. He would be commanding the attack on the far side of the pass, where
a very-well prepared enemy position had been spotted. With one troop from the 504th
and one company from RLS3, Beeson was to seize the eastern end of the pass by a night
air assault, then establish a blocking position to prevent other Kra'Vak units from
reinforcing. Meanwhile, a task force from A troop, 4th Hussars supported by 2/RSL-3
would seize the opening to eastern end of the pass by attacking and eliminating enemy
two enemy positions covering the area. The rest of the Kra'Vak positions had been
neutralized by ortillery and 43rd FSU fire support, but these two position, at the base of
Anvil Massif, were inaccessible to ortillery.
Their current position was 2000 meters from the jumpoff point, masked by a series of low
hills and gullies from the enemy position. The Kra'Vak had maintained a battle position
of this very spot, which had been eliminated by Gorsky's power armor troopers.
"Hauptmann, you can move out when you are ready."
The young Captain put on his helmet and buckled the chinstrap. He attacked the lead
cable and then put on his gloves. "We are ready now, Herr Oberst." He saluted Ršlle and
then shook hands.
Bring your self back Stefan. Hals und bein brocken." Said Ršlle with a grin. It was the
age-old German saying for good luck. Roughly equivalent to "Break a leg".
"Jawohl", Grinned Plummer. He left.
"Well, Captain, that leaves us."
"Begging the Colonel pardon, but I must lodge a complaint one more time, Sir."
Rölle knew what was coming. "Go ahead."
"Sir, it is entirely too risky for you to travel with the troop. There's no question that we'll
be taking some casualties. You can not expect me to concentrate on the battle when I
have to worry about the task force commanders safety."
"Forget it, Captain, I need to see what's happening out there. Just stick me in the back of
one of your tracks and be done with it. There will be no further discussion on the matter.
Understood?"
"Yes Sir." Scott looked none too happy as he buckled on his helmet. "Sergeant Luddy,
take the Colonel to his Track."
"Yes, Sir. Right this way, Colonel." A short thickly built man with a white beard and
cigar stump in his mouth motioned non-chalantly for Ršlle to follow. They walked a short
distance in the dark to the armored beast that Ršlle would be riding in. It lay in a ditch,
with just its turret showing. This was known as hull defilade. "Colonel have you ever
been in a Triton IV before?"

"No sergeant."
"Well, Sir, it's a little cramped. It has room for a crew of three comfortably. The TC,
which is me, my gunner, and the driver. However, we stowed all our gear on the rear
deck and have rigged a station for you behind the gunner." Luddy's accent was Irish.
They reached the side of the tank. "Just hop across after me. He hopped over to the rear
deck and scrambled on to the turret. Another man was already protruding from one of the
hatches. This here is Corporal Poglich. He's my gunner. Poglich, this is Colonel Ršlle."
"Evening Sir."
"Ed, show the Colonel where he's going to Sit."
The thin short dark haired gunner motioned for Ršlle to climb into one of the hatches. It
was a tight squeeze. The inside of the turret was awash in the red glow of night lighting.
Directly behind the main gun was a small seat surrounded by controls, the TC's station.
The gunner sat at the front of the turret to the left of the main gun. The right side of the
turret was sealed off with the autoloader and ammo storage. They had rigged a seat
behind Poglich with a small vid monitor and communications lead. Ršlle could crawl up
through the hatch if necessary to look outside. The diver was unseen, up front in the main
hull.
"Beggin' the Colonel's pardon, Sir, but you're gonna have ta loose you headgear and wear
this CVC helmet. You can adjust the fit with the straps inside the helmet. Plug the lead
into the socket here and you'll get all the commo and data feeds through your headphones
and HUD." Rölle fumbled with the small buckles.
"For chrissakes Ed, help the man out!" A moment later Ršlle had his helmet properly
fitted. "Just a few safety notes, Sir. First off, you see that satchel to your right? Put it
around your neck and have the mask attached to your CVC. Just attach the left snap. If
we take a hit the halon system will activate and you will need that mask for O2. If we are
hit and need to abandon the vehicle, there are two escape hatches. One is above your
head. The other is on the deck behind Ed. Got it?"
"I understand Sergeant."
"Make sure you strap yourself in before we get moving. You can monitor everything I'm
seeing through my crew station on your vid terminal. That switch there rotates between
what I'm seeing, Ed's targeting display, and the driver display. In the upper right and
corner of the display you will always see a green circle. That's our TWD or threat
warning display. It'll identify enemy targeting sources and incoming rounds and missiles.
Anyone on board can call out incoming if necessary. "
"My guess is that you will want to keep your vid on the tactical overlook display aka
battle monitor most of the time. That's an overall situation map which links in with the
Are defense net, as well as SATCON. It will show you the position of all our forces at
any given time as well as spotted enemy units. You can control the whole battle from
there if you want. Your comm display is dedicated just to you and you can make your
own calls without disturbing my net. Is it all clear?"

"Yes Sergeant, good work."
"The CO has instructed us to hang back. We will not be maneuvering with any of the line
platoons and are at your disposal, though we do have a position in the company
movement scheme. Unless you say other wise, I'll be keeping station within that scheme."
"That's fine Sergeant."
"Now we'll be moving out to the line of departure in about five minutes so we'll be sitting
tight until then."

map

2/RSL-3

Muldoon lay on the cold ground leaning back against Glover. Max sat a meter away, his
silhouette barely visible in the dark. Flashes from friendly artillery and ortillery strikes lit
the sky above him for brief instances. He caught glimpses of the serious looking soldiers
around him as each man contemplated the coming hours. Other silhouettes of second
company's infantry sat silently wrapped in their thoughts. Many were sleeping, though
Muldoon didn't understand how. True it had been a long day, already 24 hours in length,
but they were on the verge of jumping off on another attack. Muldoon, now having lived
through his first ground battle, found the thought of impending action even worse than
this morning. That was because he now knew what to expect. He had no doubt that
everyone had to be as frightened as him. If you weren't scared then you were profoundly
stupid. And he had spent enough time with Second Kompanie to realize that they weren't
stupid.
There was some stirring ahead. Muldoon flipped down his visor and activated his nods.
Men were getting up. The time display noted H-hour. He kept his Nods on the green light
amplification setting instead of infrared. It had already been determined that the Kra'Vak
had some sore of method for concealing their IR signature so only thermals or normal
light amplification would work for detecting them. Since a thermal kit wasn't part of the
standard infantry battle helmet, he would rely on the less satisfactory LA setting.
However Max was carrying a designator, with a thermal mod so that would help when it
was time to perform their part in the play.
Muldoon watched with a mixture of admiration and dread as the infantry silently picked
themselves and their weapons up and stepped off in single file to the LD. From there they
shook themselves out into battle formation and moved out with a bored indifference.
Many would not be coming back, but all moved off as if they were going to some daily
job, one neither loved nor hated, just necessary. They showed neither hesitation nor haste.
They moved slowly against death. It was an incredible psychological mechanism that
humans possessed which allowed them to put themselves in harms way when a rational
person would be running in the other direction at top speed. Despite his own fears, when
his time came, Muldoon found himself rising automatically and motioning for his two

corporals to follow. As they stepped off into the dark he gripped his rifle tight. He had
developed a newfound respect for the weapon. Now as he walked along his mind was
racing. He lips were cracked and his mouth was dry from fear. No amount of water could
cure that. A number of previously ignored minutiae now dominated his senses. He
scanned the folds of the ground ahead of them, picking out places to dive for cover
should they draw fire at any given moment. What a predicament. He'd be sure never to
brown off the CO again...
A/4th Hussars

"Six-six to all elements. We're moving."
Rölle felt the Triton lurch and heard the high pitched whine of the engine. Even
traversing the broken ground, the ride was incredibly smooth. The Triton V, despite being
tracked, was no slouch. It was capable of speeds of over eighty kilometers per hour over
rough terrain. Its stabilized hyper-kinetic gun had he capability to track and fire at that
speed also. There was little talking or fuss in the vehicle. Luddy gave occasional
commands but with his waypoint system, it was very easy for the driver to stay on track
though he made minor variations in the route to make use the best use of terrain.
Rölle concentrated on the battle monitor. He observed the icons on the map display and
would pass a cursor over any of them to call up information on the unit. He could see
detail down to the individual vehicle and squad level. Or scale it back to platoons and
companies. He could also give orders to each unit by clicking on it and talking. As long
as they battlefield datalink control assembly in orbit above them remained intact, it was a
great force multiplier for any commander.
Plummer's company was already in contact with the enemy. They had approached to the
top of the first low ridge unseen when they ran across a previously unseen enemy OP.
Attempted enemy artillery fire had been instantly stopped by the 43rd FSU's excellent
counter battery program. With Second Kompanie engaged, the Hussars were now on their
sweep south of that position and heading at the second Kra'Vak battle position beyond.
Once the enemy was fixed in place, the 504th would assault the far end of the pass.
Rölle switched to Luddy's display and caught the bright streaks from the MARS or
Multiple Artillery Rocket System streaking over head. A dozen rockets blanketed A
Troop's target with a hail of antiarmor and antipersonnel submunitions. Anything not
under overhead cover would be dead.
"An engineer vehicle is at the barrier," said Luddy matter of factly. "They're goin' ta
work."
The Kra'Vak had erected an earthen barrier topped with some reinforcing material. As the
engineer vehicle approached, it used its sensor array to locate a minefield, then shot out a
thick rope attacked to a harpoon. The rope strung out across the minefield and exploded.
It blew a 50-meter lane right up to the barrier. Another lane was cleared by a second
engineer vehicle. Beyond the barrier, artillery was falling mixed with opacity rounds,
which function as smoke rounds but with chemical compounds designed to suppress
thermal and IR vision also. The tech wallas back at R&D believed that it would also be

effective against UV.
The first engineer vehicle, larger than a Triton, smashed into the barrier. A power drill
sunk a charge into the wall and the track reversed twenty meters The second engineer
vehicle did the same. There was a tremendous flash and two holes were blown in the
barrier. The engineer vehicles passed through followed by first platoon. Tiny explosions
erupting ahead of the engineer vehicles showed that they were still clearing a path in the
minefields on the opposite side of the barrier. There was still no enemy return fire. Had
the initial bombardment been that effective?
Rölle hope was dispelled when a Triton IV exploded just as it passed through one of the
breaches. There was flurry of firing at the breach as tanks and infantry engaged an unseen
enemy,
Plummer's voice sounded calm over the company net. "Two-One is out of action. Looks
like an enemy AT team somewhere near the breach. Third platoon is dismounting a
section to clear."
"Three-one is on it."
Enemy fire from the 2nd battle position (BP) was now hitting A Troop. Six-four, the
FIST (Fire support Interdiction team) vehicle was now designating sources of enemy fire
and handing them off to the 43rd FSU and the company's attached GMS/M vehicles.
Simultaneously the data on the elusive Kra'Vak was being disseminated up and across the
battle net to other units. Having cleared breaches through the obstacles and minefields,
one of the engineer vehicles doubled back through the lane, widening it. It arrived at the
destroyed Triton, and used a tow attachment to secure it and drag it out of the way.
Before it could decouple from the hulk, it too exploded as a Kra'Vak railgun found its
mark.
"Go Go Go." Ršlle felt a lurch as Six-five accelerated through the breach. The whining
engine propelled the fifty-ton beast at 60kph and once through the gap it swung left and
resumed its place in the formation. They passed a second destroyed tank.
"Gunner target. Designate!" Luddy had spotted an enemy vehicle and designated it on his
IVTT system, (Inter Vehicular Target Tracking). The IVTT shared all target detection
and tracking information across every vehicle in the troop and could even hand off targets
to other compatible units. Yellow blips were identified enemy targets that could not be
fired upon by the host system, while red ones could. Luddy spotted a target, designated it,
and then handed it off to the gunner for engagement. This allowed tank commander to
keep searching for new threats while the gunner dealt with the actual mechanics of killing
them. Poglich ID'd and lased the target, selected Sabot and fired.
"Range 2400. On the way."
"Hit!" Said Luddy. "But it's still moving. Repeat!" Rölle selected the gunner's view and
watched as he tracked a low slung dark shape, which was backing away from a firing
position. He could see it listing to one side with a small fire denoting where the first
round had struck it a glancing blow. Poglich had the crosshairs square on the target and

as the Triton maneuvered, the enemy vehicle was tracked with ease. The tank rocked
back as the main gun fired again. Rölle watched the second round arc toward the Kra'Vak
tank. It struck the vehicle between the turret and the hull; ripping off turret and flinging it
in the air like a tossed frying pan. The hull collapsed to the ground, it's Grav motors
knocked out. Still it didn't burn. Miraculously, Ršlle saw two figures climb out of the
vehicle. It was the first enemy he'd seen, but they were too far away to make out details.
"Kill!" said Luddy.
"I've got crew!" Said Poglich. "Switching to APW!" The coax antipersonnel autocannon
fired. Its staccato burst was loud compared to the engines and the main gun. Rölle saw
the flashes of impacts around the vehicle and both struggling crewmen toppled over and
lay motionless.
Rölle cursed himself for getting caught up in Six-five's fight, though t was
understandable since his own hide was at stake. He switched back to the battle monitor.
He slewed the map over to battle position 1 and watched as Plummer's company fought
it's way through. The attack had prevented BP1 from bringing any fire to bear on the
hussars as they had swung past. The fighting appeared to be heavy.
Bright Lights (Part 2)
Röt Hafen chapter seven b. copyright 1998 by Carlos Lourenco
2/RSL-3

Muldoon hugged the ground with the other paras around him as firing erupted all around
them. There was a major firefight under way to their front. His team was with the third
platoon. They lay in a gully out of immediate danger, fulfilling their role as Plummer's
reserve.
At that moment, Muldoon saw Plummer bent over double running back to the third
platoon leader. They crawled to the top of the gully and had a quick discussion. The
captain tapped the young man on the shoulder and then slid back down the embankment.
He spied Muldoon and ran over. He had to shout to be heard over the din.
"Lieutenant. Go with third platoon. They're going to flank this position here and lay a
base of fire from the top of that knoll. When you get up there, start directing some fire
support."
"Yes sir!" Plummer ran back up to the point of firing. Muldoon passed the word onto his
two men. They looked on with wide eyes and dry mouths, flinching and cringing at each
nearby explosion. At the top of the embankment, Muldoon could see the lieutenant
talking with some of his NCOs and pointing. They called up two men. and instructed
them also. They scurried up the gully. The rest of the platoon was called forward.
Muldoon crawled up also and didn't like what he saw. In front of them was an open area,
flat with a sand bottom approximately fifty meters across. On the far side was another hill
with many folds and draw cutting into it. They were to get across the open area and up
that hill to a position where they could fire down upon the enemy position. Occasional
fountains of dirt were kicked up in the open area before them. It seemed a long way. The
word was quickly disseminated to the platoon. Though their visors were down, Muldoon

could see the fear in everyone's expressions. Some were tight lipped almost in a grimace.
Other, like the platoon leader for instance, had their moths agape and gasping for air as if
out of breath.
When the squad leader gave the thumbs up the platoon leader spoke into the radio. Up the
gully the two soldiers popped opacity grenades and tossed them out into the open area.
Once the smoke to their right was fully developed. The platoon leader gave the classic
follow me sign and took off at a dead run. The rest of the men followed.
Muldoon scrambled to his feet, slipping once on the loose rock embankment and
pranging his knee. Then he was up and running. Enemy firing picked up and the sandy
bottom of the open area now looked like a small pond in a rainstorm as small and large
fountains of dirt kicked up around them. Ahead of him, a man fell over. A second bent to
grab his arms and drag him, but was knocked over also. The angry buzzing and whipping
of incoming fire was overwhelming. Muldoon wanted with all his being to throw himself
on the ground and burrow into the sand, but he knew that if he did that he was dead.
Instead, he focused on the far side of the opening and ran at full speed, shutting out the
horror around him. It seemed to take forever, as the far side gradually drew near. He
realized it was only seconds, but it seemed like ten minutes he was out there exposed.
When he finally reached the far side, he threw himself down behind some rocks and
crawled into a draw, oblivious of the scrapes and cuts from jagged rocks. Overhead it
sounded like every gun in the world was firing on full automatic with the rounds passing
inches over head. Muldoon lay silently for a second with eyes closed, thanking God.
"Bloody Hell!" Glover lay beside him panting wildly. "I think I left my lunch back there."
Paras were running bat them bent over double they were moving up a draw which lead up
the side of the hill.
"Where's Max?" They both looked around but didn't see him. Glover peered back over
the rock and saw him laying motionless fifteen meters away.
"Jesus! he's still out there." Muldoon joined him at the edge. and spotted the Corporal.
Glover was pulling a strap over his head and taking off equipment. "What the hell are you
doing?"
"I'm going to get him, but I can't run fast with all this shit on." Muldoon looked back out
to Max. He wasn't moving. Dirt was still being kicked up from enemy fire. Muldoon
doubted his luck on a second exposure but found himself stripping off equipment nonethe
less. When they were both ready, Muldoon nodded and they took off at a run. Angry bees
buzzed over their head from the fire. Muldoon, looking to his left, could see the smoke
thinning out. They arrived at Max. Muldoon grabbed a leg, Glover an arm, and they
dragged the motionless corporal back to safety. Just as they were over the rocks a burst of
fire erupted before them knocking them over. Muldoon felt stinging pain on his chin and
cheeks. He kicked his legs and dragged Max over the lip. Glover made it also.
"You're bleeding!" Muldoon pulled off his glove and felt his chin, which was wet with
warm sticky blood. That last burst had kicked up shards of rock and debris, which had cut
painfully into his face. Glover rolled Max over and activated the small vitals reader on his

chest. Nothing. Maybe it's broken. He felt for a pulse and his fingers slipped over the wet
greasy neck. He felt through the gore but there was no pulse. At the base of Max's throat
was a hole with bits of bone and flesh and cartilage protruding. Sticky blood clung to his
fingers.
"Max!" Glover unbuckled Max's helmet and pulled it off. As he did, a gelatinous matter
dropped out the back. Glover hadn't noticed a small hole in the back of his friends
helmet. "Jesus!"
"Cripes, what a mess!" Said Muldoon. "Get the designator off of him. We have to leave
him. He was shaking the distressed Glover's shoulder. The din of firing increased up the
hill as third platoon reached its position. "Come on we need to call in an airstrike on
those fuckers."
Glover passed a hand over Max's eyes, closing them. With his night vision the blood
looked like a dark shadow spreading over his friend. He grabbed the target designator and
ran after Muldoon.
A/4th Hussars

"Two-one, Six-six. Move your platoon to the south of that position and lay down a base
of fire. Break. Three-one Bring your mounts up close under the cover and assault that
position with One-one. How copy?"
"Two -one Roger.""
"Three-one Roger."
"One-one Roger."
Rölle watched on the battle net as the surviving vehicles from A Troop carried out Scott's
orders. He switched to Luddy's viewer and observed as the vehicles maneuvered under
the massive barrage of MARS fire and artillery. Luddy had directed the vehicle to a hull
down position overlooking the action and was handing off occasional targets to Poglich.
Apart from that there was only the sound of the Triton's engine humming in the
background. None of the din from the fighting carried through to Ršlle's headphones. Just
the detached dispassionate voices of Scott's professional soldiers relaying message traffic
over the net. Every so often there would be a shout of exited comment from this tank
commander of that squad leader, but overall it was very business like.
Rölle switched over to Second Kompanie's action. Plummer had maneuvered a platoon to
a flanking position to the left and above the first Kra'Vak battle position. He followed
along as airstrikes were guided in on the enemy position. Gorsky's power armor troops
had made their way behind both enemy positions and had cut off any hope of escapee for
the enemy. Despite casualties, things looked well in hand. Now to await word on the
504th.
C/504th

"Man, I'm ready to get...it...on."

Sergeant Rasper Pugh, looked over to Private Molt sitting across from him on one of the
UV260 Boxcar's web seats. The tall broad-shouldered soldier was leaning forward with
his rifle, muzzle pointed down, between his legs. He had a huge cocky grin on his face, as
contrasted with the other infantry around him, more grim in demeanor.
Pugh shook his head and laughed at himself. Molt was one of the newer members of his
squad, and had never seen combat. This would be his first action. Was he ever that wet
behind the ears? Pugh though not, but then again that was twelve years and many fights
ago. The whining engines of the Boxcar lifted them gently off the ground and slipped into
formation with the rest of the 504th's birds. The black night betrayed no sign of the two
dozen skimmers in close formation, flying a few meters off the ground. All lights were
off. It would require night vision to see the boxy angular shapes of the Boxcar transport
skimmers, escorted by two pairs of AV72s as they dashed through the mountain valleys
on their wide flanking maneuver to secure the eastern exit to the pass. For a moment they
popped up high enough for Pugh to see flashes and n occasional string of tracers form the
action at Anvil Massif. Good keep them fuckers busy. Less trouble for us.
He grimaced as the Boxcar took a sudden dip to the ground. While he had faith in the
crew's ability to navigate the treacherous flight path in pitch darkness behind enemy
lines, there was always accident. Fuck it. It's out of my hands so there's nothing I could
do about it. He glanced up to the cockpit and watched the red instruments and readouts
and the two pilots. They sat still, with their hands on the controls. Occasionally one
would look left or right. Nothing but blackness out the windscreen. A third crewmen sat
behind and between them observing instruments. Two more manned auto cannons on
either door. Two squads sat on the web seats in the troop bay.
The crew chief, sitting between the two pilots, twisted around in his seat and held up one
finger to him. Pugh nodded, flicked down his NODS and turned them on. Instantly he
could see the alien terrain rushing beneath him all in a green hue.
"One minute!" He shouted. Second platoon's transports split off from the main body.
The men perked up from their thoughts. Some made last minute gear checks.
"Make sure you keep your weapons on safe until we unass the bird," he reminded them.
With all these nervous troops, it wouldn't do to have an AD (accidental discharge) right
in the skimmer. The crew chief might not appreciate that.
The skimmer popped up above the ridge and Pugh could just see along one edge of the
door a series of flashes coming from the approximate direction of the LZ. That would be
the final pre-landing bombardment from orbital support, MARS, artillery and the AV72s.
The skimmer banked steeply as it turned to it's landing approach. The crew chief tapped
Pugh on the shoulder to get his attention and then showed him two fingers held closely
together.
"Thirty seconds! Seatbelts!"
The troopers unbuckled their restraint harnesses and leaned forward in their seats. They
were at their most vulnerable now and anxious to get onto the ground, where they would

once again be in control of their destiny. Pugh saw that most were looking at him. He
couldn't see their eyes, but he sensed the nervous excitement about them. "Hooah!!" he
grunted.
"Hooah! Came then ingrained response back. Some stomped the muzzles of their
weapons of their feet, in an attempt to psyche themselves up. Outside the open hatch,
Pugh could see two other skimmers in formation. Now the ground rushed up and the
deceleration caused him to lean into the man to his left. There was a terrible flash and
explosion just before they hit he ground, as the next skimmer over was hit and pancacked
the final five meters into the ground. The ship hit so hard that it broke in two with the aft
section tumbling forward and exploding. Pugh's own skimmer set down without
problems amidst the sound of explosions and firing. The men exited the skimmer as
trained running off to each side and falling prone at least twenty meters away. The
Skimmer lifted off as quickly as it landed, spun and banked away to the west keeping
low. Within a minute the platoon was down on it's own, with only the stricken skimmer
now burning fiercely remaining. Pugh got his bearings, saw that they had been landed
precisely at the right coordinates, then shouted for his men to make the cover of the
foothills to the north. The ground here was covered with moss and other vegetation. Pugh
shouted for corporal Underwood to take his team and see if they could help out anyone in
the downed skimmer. Pugh, knowing that the platoon leader was on that bird, assumed
command. He then directed the platoon into their positions, and denoted fields of fire for
the heavy weapons. Their job was to establish a blocking position here at the mouth of
the pass. To the east the terrain flattened out. He could see Ršt Hafen in the distance. part
of the city was burning. Occasional lightening flashes denoted incoming ortillery as it
struck the city almost a minute later, the thunder would roll over them. It was an amazing
sight.
To the west, further into the pass, there was a major battle in progress. That would be first
and third platoons attacking the enemy battle position. A pair of AV72s passed slowly
overhead and stopped at the ridgeline popped up and fired several missiles before moving
on. Whatever had shot down the skimmer had been already destroyed by AV72s.
"Pugh, Underwood here." called the corporal on the net.
"Yeah."
"It's a mess, I've got four people here unharmed. Mostly third squad. There's another
three more seriously injured and everyone else is dead, including the Lieutenant."
"Jeez." "Yeah, well fuck 'im, he was a dickhead anyway." Remarked Underwood
callously. "Too bad about the rest though." "Look, grab who and what you can and get
them up here. I'm sure the hogs can see that burning wreck all the way to the city." "On
the way." Pugh returned to inspecting the platoon positions. Near the top of the hill was
the area defense section. They six-man team had manhandled the launcher to this position
which overlooked the wide expanse to the city. it sat on a tripod and mounted six twometer long tubes that held hyper velocity surface to air missiles. A cable snaked away
from the launcher to a small control unit. From their the control unit was connected
through datalink into the area defense net, central controlled from orbit. It could fire it's

missiles at targets not acquired by the ground crew. A second cable left the control unit to
a small dome shaped sensor which sat twenty meters farther up hill right on the crest.
"What's the status on that thing?" Asked Pugh. "It's up." Answered one of the operators.
"Good."
Pugh moved along to one of the two Sledge positions and reviewed their fields of fire to
ensure that the pre-arranged killzone was covered. Both were attached from battalion and
he hadn't worked with either crew before, so it didn't hurt to check. A third had been
destroyed in the downed skimmer. He walked back down the hill and inspected each of
first platoon's two remaining Shrike (a GMS/L or guided missile/light system). They
were ready also. Satisfied with the platoon's deployment, he moved back to the CP.
There, Corporal Lomas, the platoon's EWIS man (or wizzo as he was known) was setting
up his kit. The man's hands were shaking badly, having been one of the few survivors
from the crash. He was missing his weapon.
"Hey Harry, you OK?"
Lomas was sobbing as he fidgeted with his equipment. "No man, I'm not okay. You ever
been in a crash? That was the scariest shit that ever happened to me. I don't know how I
survived. My back is fucked up something fierce. I swear to God, you should'a seen it. I
seen Bowman's head come right off. God!"
Pugh knelt beside him. "Hey, Harry. Relax man. You made it, that's all that counts. Now
take it easy and get that thing working. I need your head in the game. Don't worry, your
down and your safe now."
Lomas looked up at him, reassured by Pugh's words. He took a deep relaxing breath.
"Thanks Sarge. I'll get this thing working."
Pugh patted him on the helmet and smiled reassuringly. "There you see. nothing to worry
about."
Lomas looked up at him and grinned, just as his head exploded.
Pugh was thrown back in surprise, his face and visor covered with Lomas' brains. He
scrambled back and rolled over, then flipped up his visor. There was no sound or
shooting.
"Mother fucker!"
At the sound of the solitary crack, two others scrambled over to the CP and helped Pugh
clean off his visor.
"What happened?"
"Sniper! Attention everybody, we got a sniper in the rocks somewhere. Did anyone see
anything?"
There was another crack followed by a loud wailing cry towards the far end of the

perimeter.
"I got a man down, followed the call by second squad leader. Something blew his leg
off!" The screaming continued.
"Shut that fucking guy up", said Pugh. "Everybody stay down. Try and determine his
location." Pugh looked over at Lomas' console. He remembered that one of the functions
was the ability to track incoming rounds. Maybe it would work in spotting a sniper. "I
don't suppose any one of you know how to work this thing?"
"Nah."
"Me neither."
There was another crack, followed by a call from Underwood. One of his men was dead,
shot through the head.
"Goddamn Sarge, this guy's picking us off one by one. We gotta get out of here!" The
young private got up on all fours as if he was going to make a run for it.
Pugh, propped up on one elbow, planted a boot in his chest and kicked him over. "Sit the
fuck down!" He whispered vehemently. "If you're nervous count your toes. Leave the
masterminding to me." Then onto the net. "Does anyone see anything out there?"
"Pugh, Hall. I almost got him. The thing doesn't make much noise but just a feint click
which is nearly masked by the crack. He hasn't moved, the arrogant bastard. Ya'll gimme
one more distraction. I need him to take another shot."
"Underwood, you copy that?"
"Yeah I got it. Wait one."
There was another burst of firing down the hill, which stopped abruptly, replaced by a
scream. Pugh shut his eyes tight against the nightmare. I'm getting my men killed one by
one!
"Got it!," said Hall in a low but excited voice. "I have him pinned down to a roughly five
meter square area. He's due west of the position, about 75 meters in a small stand of rocks
surrounded by vegetation. Shall I designate him for you, Sergeant?"
"No, don't. He may be able to see that. Just keep an eye on the area and wait a sec." Pugh
left the CP and scampered up the hill to one of the missile position. He found the two
operators hugging the ground.
"You two. Swing that launcher around. Get ready to fire it, range is about 125 meters.
Hall is going to designate it with his laser. When you see it, fire. He's got the sniper
spotted. Understand?"
"Yeah."
Pugh crawled to a second missile position and repeated the instruction. He'd blast the

sniper out. He crawled down to one of the PPG positions where he would direct its fire.
There was another crack but no one was hit.
"Corporal Dingo, see if you can work a few guy on the other side of the ridge and move
them up quietly maybe 25 meters. Get ready to kill this guy if he runs over the top."
"Wilco."
"Let me know when they're in position."
There was a wait of four of five minutes. In the interim another man was killed. Pugh
knew that if his plan didn't work they may have to abandon the position, which could put
the whole op plan in jeopardy. The weight of responsibility on his young shoulders was
almost unbearable.
"OK Pugh, they're in position."
"Hall, when I give the word, youÉ" There was a few beeps behind him and then a flash of
light as the area defense launcher came to life. Two missiles shot out of their tubes, flew
straight up 100 meters, then sped off to the north over the ridge. Two more missiles
followed five seconds later. Suddenly the entire sky was lit up like day. Had it not been
for the emergency flash cut off capability in his helmet's visor Pugh would have been
blinded for life. He knew at once that a nuke had gone off. He had time to yell "Down!"
and perhaps ten seconds elapsed before the shock wave hit.
The detonation had come from the north, over the ridge, which saved most of the platoon
from instant death. The air displacement from the explosion slammed the breath out of
him as he was lifted of the ground and slammed back down. Through the thunder, he
could hear shouts and screams. Rocks and debris gave way uphill. Something hit him in
his head and nearly knocked his helmet off. Above him, and behind the platoon in the
open valley to the east a huge wall of dust and debris raced by. Soon it subsided. Pugh
raised himself to his knees and elbows, felt dizzy and collapsed into unconsciousness.
PzRLS301

Gorsky was getting a count on his men, having just eradicated the last Kra'Vak resistance
on BP3. He was anxious to finish up this battle. Though the Mark III suit could
theoretically go 48 hours if necessary before replenishment, 24 hours was uncomfortable
enough. He was in a hurry to pull his men of the line and get them out of their suits for a
while before they started suffering casualties due to fatigue.
His suit instantly dampened the dazzling flash, and the computer voice reported.
"Warning possible nuclear detonation at 020." One of his platoon's immediate action
drills was react to nuclear detonation and he knew it by rote. Gorsky instantly dropped
behind the largest thing he could find, which was a boulder one hop away and rolled onto
his stomach. Most of his men would be on the lee side of the explosion but he did have
two men up atop the ridge in the direction of the blast. The shockwave was violent
enough, with steeper walls and looser rocks than at Pugh's position, A much worse
avalanche occurred. Several huge rocks rolled by him. One hopped over the boulder he
was hiding behind and landed on the back of his legs. Once the shaking subsided. Gorsky

reached back and pushed the heavy rocks off of his undamaged legs. Thank God for the
suit, he thought to himself. How many times had the said that before?
He ran a quick self-diagnostic, ensure everything was still in the green, then went off to
collect his platoon. There was no signal from his men on the other side of the ridge.
A/4th Hussars

"All stations this net stand by for FLASH report." Said Lubber control. "Flash Report.
One. Low to medium yield nuclear detonation occurred coordinates, approximately Papa
Juliet Four-One-One-Seven. Time: Zero Five Three Eight. Time of delivery: Zero Five
Twenty-eight. Yield: unknown. Method of Delivery: Airburst. Prevailing current winds,
out of the south-south east at 28 knots. Radiation threat: Moderate for the next two hours
with diminishing levels by late morning. Recommend all personnel enable protective
posture four until further notice. Unit medical personnel must commence anti-radiation
regimen within one hour. Further information to follow. Lubber out."
To Rölle, the detonation was less traumatic, thanks to the Triton IV which was wrapped
around him. He contacted Wesreidau at the TOC.
"Major, what do you know about the attack?"
"Herr Oberst. I hope you are safe. The area defense grid picked up two low flying enemy
attack craft approaching from the north at 0522 and tracked them inbound to the battle
area. A node at the eastern entrance to the valley engaged them. As soon as the missiles
impacted the lead ship there was a detonation. I've just received additional data from
orbit, which confirms two simultaneous detonations. Both were low yield, tactical
weapons. Best estimate was that they were on their way to nuke the pass, having failed to
hod their defensive positions. We were lucky and caught them when they were still 10
kilometers out. Also the terrain itself masked most of the explosion."
"What about communications and data-links?"
"Everything is operational, Herr Oberst."
"And the area defense net?"
"There are a few gaps, but we have fighters are on station and covering the holes while
we plug them."
"Casualties?"
"C company, 504th was hard hit. Reports are still coming in but between the attack and
the company involved is under 50%. 2/RSL-3 is at 50%. 3/RSL-3 is at 60% and A/4th
Hussars is at 75%."
"Medical?"
"Per SOP each unit should have sufficient drugs on hand to begin the required regimen
and of course everyone has had their prophylaxis before drop. The medical staff is
monitoring the the radiation levels but given the prevailing winds they are not expected to

be an issue after this morning. Within two hours we'll have sufficient medical resources
to handle decontamination and the treatment regimen."
"Well the pass is secured." Said Ršlle. "We will consolidate and reorganize here. Bring
up the rest of the 4th Hussars and push them through. We need to get as much ground
traffic through here as possible before they try to close the pass again."
"Agreed, Herr Oberst. I will expedite the movement. There is something else you should
be aware of."
"What?"
"No. 1 Squadron is operating on six aircraft with another two expected to become
operational by early afternoon. All requests for additional space-borne fighter support
have been denied. Colonel Robson has all his fighters on Combat air patrol, but that
means little or no support for the ground forces "
"Denied? Why? Don't they realize what we are facing down here?"
"Apparently the fleet fighter arm was hit hard during their part of the action. They can't
spare us any."
"That's bullshit. Get me linked through to von Bulow. I'll take care of this in a minute."
"Admiral von Bulow was killed during yesterday's fleet action. Admiral Bellamy is in
command."
"What? Von Bulow dead?"
"Yes. When we have a chance I'll brief you on the battle, it was quite hard fought. Shall I
get you through to Admiral Bellamy?"
"At once."
"It may take a short while, Herr Oberst. I will initiate the communications and contact
you when we have him."
"Very well. I'm going to survey the troops. I should be back at Dora in two hours. I want
a battalion commander's meeting no later than nine. We'll review plans for the next phase
of operations. I'll expect a full status report on each unit. Ršlle out."
The Triton was sealed at this point so there was no need to wear masks as protective
posture four called for. Ršlle removed the CVC helmet and rubbed his temples. Fatigue
was a real factor at this point. He looked up and saw Luddy was holding out a mug to
him. Poglich was asleep in his seat.
"Coffee, Sir?"
Rölle blinked his eyes once and stared at the mug. The aroma wafted past his nostrils.
That alone was enough to perk him up.

"Yes, of course." He took the mug and sipped at the hot brew. "Most excellent,
Sergeant."
"Everything under control, Colonel?"
"Not really, but then again this is war. Things are not supposed to be under control."
Luddy regarded him oddly, leaning forward and studying his collar.
"What?" Asked Ršlle.
"Just checkin' Colonel."
"Checking what?"
"Your rank. You make too much sense to be an officer. You sure you ain't no sergeant?"
They both laughed at that.
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"I'm Hungry."
Handley's statement interrupted Charlie from his thoughts. He had been peering down the
dark tunnel in hopes of spotting Colin and Eric. "You're hungry? Where's your ration
pack?"
"I ate it."
"The whole thing? That was supposed to last you the whole time we're down here. I'd tell
you that you have to learn to ration your food, but I suppose it's a little late for that."
"The pack said: Contains one meal. How was I supposed to know?"
"Did you get more than one ration?"

"Well...no."
"Then you should have made it last until you received another." Charlie shook his head.
"I suppose it was my fault. You are a REMF after all. What else should have I expected
from you?"
"Here now, what's a REMF?" Asked Gibbons.
"Rear Echelon Mother Fuckers, which is what you two are."
"You really do hate officers, don't you Sergeant Lawrence?" Asked Gibbons.
"No, not really. You guys just don't understand the relationship between officers and
NCOs in Special Forces as compared to the Royal Navy."
"You seem a bright enough chap. Why didn't you ever become an officer?"
"Hah!" Charlie laughed. "That's a good one. I can tell from your question that you assume
officers are superior to enlisted men. That's why they're officers. " Gibbons went to
speak, but Charlie held up a hand. "Don't bother. I've heard all the arguments before. The
short answer to your question: I chose the worthier cause."
"The worthier cause? Get off."
"Look. Eighty percent of what you officers do is suck up to each other. There's a
ridiculous amount of politics involved. Even the Os special ops community gets like that
from time to time. As an NCO in Special Forces, I know that as long as I perform I won't
have to leave the branch. I can concentrate on the team instead of career progressions and
will be promoted or demoted on that basis. And to be honest with you, I really didn't feel
like starting all over again at the bottom of the ladder. So I'm happy where I am, thank
you very much."
"It's quite a pity they've abolished flogging." Remarked Gibbons dryly.
"Har, Har."
A shuffling noise in the dark passage outside the chamber brought all talking to a halt.
The dim red light, which illuminated the room was extinguished. Charlie brought up his
pistol and peered out into the tunnel. Behind him, Gibbons and Handley silently drew
their weapons. Through his night vision he saw a lump moving slowly towards them. It
was using a small red light. A Kra'Vak? If it was, they were screwed. One of the officers
shuffled behind him and Charlie turned towards them and let out a very low, threatening:
"Don't move."
The shape approached steadily until it resolved itself into a man carrying another. Still
unsure if it was Miner, Charlie waited until they were less than ten meters away. Taking
careful aim, he called out: "Halt."
The movement stopped.
"Seven," challenged Lawrence.

"Four," replied Miner.
"Come on, it's them." Lawrence stepped out into the tunnel and ran to Miner. He helped
Miner lower the body he was carrying and felt a sudden pang of dread and sadness when
he realized that it wasn't Colin. They carried the man into the small room. Handley turned
on the red light.
Though he'd only been gone a few hours, Miner looked twenty years older. "Colin?"
Asked Charlie.
"He's dead." Said Eric, catching his breath. A plaintive look in his eyes showed the agony
he felt. Guilt at having left his best friend behind. "We got hit right after I planted the
charges at the relay station. A big fuckin' Kra'Vak burst in on us. It was like a knife fight
in a phone booth. Gentz was killed instantly. Colin died a few minutes later."
"You're sure?"
"Sure I'm sure. He died in my arms, man." Eric lowered his gaze. It hurt too much to look
at his team sergeant.
"Sorry Eric."
"This here was one of the techies working at the power plant. Supposedly against his will.
He pretty much had his hand blown off. The guy is delirious with painkillers. The good
thing is that he knows the area."
"What's it like up there?"
"A mess. They've been hitting the enclave hard from orbit. We had to lay low and move
during the lulls. Did you know that somebody popped off a nuke?"
"I suspected as much. We heard the rumble."
"Yeah. Outside of town to the west."
"Any sign of allied troops yet?"
"None at all."
"Shit. They should have been here by now."
"Did you get a look at your handiwork at the physical plant?"
"Yeah. One of the spots we holed up at had a good view. I'm pretty sure the Kra'Vak
know something's up. They sent a few of them out to the plant and were rummaging
around looking to get at the bomb when another bombardment came in and plastered the
whole stinking' bunch. Then they sent another group and I've seen a lot of activity at a
building a block down. Wouldn't surprise me if they're trying to reach it via underground
to stay out of view. Sooner or later they're gonna get in there and get that thing
operational again."
"That's a problem."

"Does it look like we could make a break?"
"I believe so. Like I said the whole place is rubbled, as is a lot of the city. I guess the best
way to save the planet is destroy it, eh? There's civilians crawling all over trying to flee
the city. The Kra'Vak and their helpers are gunning down anyone caught out in the open
without an escort. It's some nasty shit."
"I'm concerned about the plant."
"I know, me too. It won't do to have them reconnect the bomb, but what're we gone do
about it. All we have are these." Eric held up his pistol.
"I have an idea but first we got get a hold of Kenny. Let's get ready to move."
The RNS Hornet
TF Gold
16 August 2184 0700 FST

"Get me Commander Wayne ASAP."
"Yes, Sir." The orderly saluted and left Bellamy's office. The admiral got up from his
desk, coffee in hand and walked over to the mirror besides his bookshelf. Bellamy rubbed
his chin. He was growing stubble. What was it they used to call it...five o'clock shadow?
Well it's past five. It had been a day since he shaved. Bellamy had been up most of the
night studying reports, following the progress of fleet repairs, and checking with this or
that officer on the commlink. He needed to shave before he did anything else. He felt as
if every responsibility in the universe was resting square upon his shoulders. He
snickered. I guess that why they pay you. It just wouldn't do to have the crew see him in
this condition.
Bellamy went into the small wardroom and took five minutes to shave. The warm water
felt good against his face. Afterwards he combed his hair and brushed his teeth. He felt
human again. The doorbell range.
"Yes?"
"Commander Wayne, as requested, Admiral."
"Send him in."
A slim, short naval officer with gold wings upon his dress blues entered. Dick Wayne
was the Chief of fighter operations on Mallory's staff. The Admiral knew the assignment
chafed him. He'd much rather be out there flying. But with 15 years experience in
operations, the man was indispensable where he was.
Wayne saluted. "You sent for me, Sir?"
"Dick. How are you doing?"
"Could be better. We're working hard to get the replacement fighters operational and get
everything repaired and back into the rotation."

"Yes, well I can understand that. The problem is that I've just been on the line with
Colonel Rölle. In fact he's just got done burning about three feet off my tail section. It
seems that they're in quite a bind dirtside without fighter cover and the bloody Kra'Vak
seem to have aviation assets crawling out of the woodwork. He says it's nigh well
impossible to hold them off with the eight fighters he has and he's requested help. He
says that you turned him down. That tweaked him good. "
"Admiral, we need every fight operational and up here in the event the Kra'Vak return.
We can't risk our meager forces."
"Yes, well I can appreciate that Commander, but you see, the whole reason we're here is
so that Rölle's people can get on with evicting the Kra'Vak from Röt Hafen is it not?"
"But Admiral, We don't even have 60 fighters operational in the whole fleet at this point.
Even Captain Oslow adamant against giving them any extra fighters. We need to wait
until I get up past 72. Then I can..."
Oslow. Well that helps explain things... "Listen Dick. We've got to get the ground
pounders some help. Everyone is stretched to the limit here. The whole bloody operation
was clapped together at a moment's notice. We've got to make due with what's available.
Leaving Rölle in the lurch...well that's just not on."
"Admiral I must pro..."
"You're swinging after the bell, Dick. Get them some fighters on station, at least a pair up
at all times."
"Sir, that will require pulling at least six birds off their normal scheduled duties."
"Nevertheless, it is to be done. Dismissed."
"Aye, Sir."
Wayne saluted and left, his face not betraying any emotion.
The door rang again.
"Come."
Drake, his orderly, stepped in. "Admiral I'm afraid I have a bit of news for you."
"Now what is it?"
"The UNS Voyager has just entered the system. The Foreign Secretary is requesting an
immediate audience with Commander, 1st CAF."
"You've got to be joking. What are those bloody fools doing here? Don't they know this
system is far from secure?"
Drake cringed at the raised voice. "I'm just the messenger, Sir, not the policy maker."

Bellamy caught his anger. Drake had been with him for five years. They were fast friends
at this point and Bellamy allowed him to speak his mind when they were alone. "Sorry
James. You're quite right, of course. But the truth is, this visit could not have come at a
worse time."
"I agree, but nevertheless, Mister Pimms, along with Herr Baumgartner, Frau Mostik, and
Mister Tesfane will be here to see you within forty minutes. I suspect they'll want a
briefing. Shall I summon the staff?"
"No. Just get me the graphics, I'll receive them here by myself. I'll not pull anyone else
off their tasks for this rubbish. Thank you James."
"Yes, Sir."
North of the Spaceport
16 August, 2184 0701 Local

"Sergeant Donner, wake up. There's a call."
Donner opened his eyes at the partisan's insistent shaking. "Yo?" For a moment he was
disoriented with the odd light. Smoke from fires throughout Röt Hafen, cast a purplish
pall over the land. Binder was holding out Donner's helmet to him. He sat up grabbed the
helmet and put it on.
"Donner here."
"Hey where the fuck have you been? I've been calling for a few minutes now." It was
Mellor.
"Been checking my eyelids for holes. Now what do you want, cuz I ain't done."
"Charlie made contact."
Donner perked up. "He did? When do we pull ‘em out?"
"We don't. They're concerned about Kra'Vak attempts to get at the bomb. Seems like
they're working hard to get down there and rerig the thing. He wants to stop them. That's
where we come in."
"You mean he wants us to go into the enclave?"
"Yeah. Since the main attack is just starting we need to buy a little more time. Look I
don't want to go over all this on the line. I'll be there in about twenty minutes and I've got
the PA guys from offworld. Plus Weasel is here too."
"Outstanding."
"So get your Gs together and meet us at the rendezvous point. Leave one or two up there
to keep an eye on things."
"Roger."

"One last thing."
"What?"
"Colin's dead."
There was silence for a moment. "Shit."
"See ya in a few minutes. Mellor out."
The RNS Hornet
TF Gold
16 August 2184 0700 FST

There was ring.
"Come."
Drake entered and announced the visiting delegation. Bellamy stood up and walked
around his desk to greet them with a smile. Pimms was the first in, very much wearing
the airs of a distinguished, Churchillian diplomat. Beside him was the equally rotund
NSL Defense Minister Baumgartner, wearing a more somber expression. Both men
stepped aside for Prime Minister Mostik. The tall graying lady looked focused and in
control despite her advanced years. She had always been respected, even by the FSE/ESU
delegation, as an astute and honest statesperson. Beside her the thin and smiling Tesfane
looked positively frail. His white hair contrasted with his dark black skin. There was a
tremendous amount of power tied up within these four people.
Bellamy was surprised by the absence of the usual doting aides and sub-ministers, which
usually accompanied a party of this magnitude. "Welcome aboard." He stepped up to
each one and shook hands. "I'd like to apologize for not meeting you at the docking bay.
Things are rather hectic at the moment and we're a little short on fanfare."
"That's quite all right Admiral," said Pimms. Since Bellamy was a NAC officer, he'd do
the most of the talking this time. "We understand that this is a ship at war. Our apologies
for the sudden intrusion. We are, of course, very sorry to hear about the death of Admiral
von Bulow."
"As were we, Minister. Let me just say that the Admiral's sacrifice was not in vain. He
played a key role in the victory over the Kra'Vak forces here on the 13th. He is a great
hero."
"And so he shall be honored," said Mostik.
"However, forgive me please, but I find it hard to believe you came all the way out here
into a combat zone to deliver your condolences." Bellamy was trying to be diplomatic.
"The Röt Hafen system is far from secure. You're putting yourselves in significant danger
by coming out here."
"Please Admiral. You underrate your achievements." Said Pimms. "You've run off the
Kra'Vak fleet and secured the system. Victory on the ground is merely a question of
time."

Bellamy fought to control a flash of annoyance. "That's not quite true. There still exists a
significant danger. But perhaps you would like to take seats and I can give you a situation
update.
"Your intelligence chief has been sending me daily intelligence summaries, but I suppose
we can take a few minutes before we discuss the business at hand." Said Baumgartner.
They took seats. Drake made sure everyone had tea, coffee or whatever else they needed
before leaving the small group.
"As you are aware, the warp into system on the 13th, Adler Tag, went more or less
according to plan. Which doesn't mean it was easy. The Kra'Vak committed the bulk of
their forces to engage Task Force Gold, as we hoped. They received a significant defeat
with very few ships escaping. In fact we managed to capture a damaged model as well as
several live, though injured, Kra'Vak. We're still analyzing the data"
"Yes we are very interested to hear some more details on that."
"A little later perhaps," said Pimms.
With a holo-projector highlighting the narrative with graphics, Bellamy continued. "The
second phase of the operation, conducted by Task Force Silver, seized near orbit after a
short sharp fight against the orbital defenses. We were able to secure the Dortmund
complex, though there was a close call when several cloaked Kra'Vak ships attempted to
attack. They were detected and destroyed by the very able crew of the UNS Provider."
Bellamy looked to Tesfane, who nodded and smiled. "Again, the Kra'Vak suffered sever
losses before the surviving ships fled."
"With orbit and near space secure the fleet conducted a drastic reorganization and
reconsolidation program as the assault forces made their landings on the planet. Severe
weather conditions threw off the landing timetable somewhat, but nevertheless our forces
established a spacehead, and in nearly 24 hours of straight fighting, have managed to
push themselves to the outskirts of Röt Hafen itself. The fighting has been heavy, but TF
Hannibal has persevered. They are now preparing for the final assault onto the planet's
capital city."
"This morning, the Kra'Vak attempted to interdict the forward progress of TF Hannibal
using nuclear weapons at this point here. Fortunately, our area defense network
intercepted the attacks before the reached lethal radius. Though we suffered some
damage, we were able to continue operations. That's a general outline of where things
stand up to now. Shortly Colonel Rölle will commence his assault on Röt Hafen proper."
"What about the alleged nuclear demolitions placed by the Kra'Vak within the city?"
Asked Baumgartner.
"Disabled by our Special Forces. Temporarily at least. Hopefully long enough for us to
gain control of the city and remove them permanently."
"Hopefully?" Asked Buamgartner.
"Yes Minister, Hopefully. There are no sure bets in this operation. We're fighting a new
race here and learning as we go along, as are they."

"Can you give us some overall impressions on Kra'Vak operations?" Asked Tesfane.
"Space or land?"
"Both."
"Very well. As far as fleet operations go, the Kra'Vak have some tough ships. Their
lighter classes or more powerful than ours. They can deal out significant damage to even
our heavy fleet units. I'm sure you are aware that the Kra'Vak rely almost exclusively on
railgun technology, which they've raised to an art form. Shields , of course, are
completely useless against them. The ranges which they are engaging us are phenomenal.
One of their most disconcerting weapons, we've dubbed the "scatter-gun". It is a close-in
defense weapon, which is very lethal against incoming fighters and missiles, and can do
damage to even capital ships at close range. It's sort of like an autocannon that hurls
garbage can-sized canister rounds into the path of incoming targets. The rounds then
explode out in a shotgun-like spread with thousands of smaller hyper-velocity
penetrators. In fact we've noticed this same defense technology being used in their
fighters for countermeasures as well as their ground vehicles. They haven't employed
shield technology yet, but they've got tough armor. Kilo for kilo it's superior to ours."
"They don't seem to be a space fighter-oriented force. They do have them, though maybe
not as sophisticated or maneuverable as ours. However, they are tougher than ours are
and the crews have shown a willingness to press home attacks regardless of casualties.
Their ground based fighters are another story though. Tough to spot visually or detect on
sensors. They're quite maneuverable and skillfully handled."
"Sensor wise, they obviously have fairly effective targeting if they can hit us out to
30,000 kilometers with their railguns. We have caught them with our ECM and
countermeasures but as the battle has gone on, they've shown themselves able to adapt
and make adjustments, which degrade our performance. Much of their targeting is based
on the UV-spectrum lasers, which took us by surprise at first but the fleet has undertaken
rapid modifications. They have some technology, which defeats our IR targeting, and
scanning. It's accomplished electronically. Other than that, we have not been very
impressed with their countermeasures program. They seem to rely on their armor and bull
straight ahead into us."
"And operationally? Asked Pimms. "How are they?"
"Well they've displayed an ability to modify tactics after each engagement. But overall,
I'd have to say this has been their weak point. Maneuver wise, they coordinate their
formations and movements much more tightly than we do. Particularly in the 13 August
engagements they were obsessed with concentrating their attacks on the dreadnoughts, in
hopes that destroying them one at a time would demoralize the fleet. They completely
ignored the smaller ships, that us to say, our missile ships. These combined with the
fighter attacks really tore them up. My guess is that next time they won't let off our
missile destroyers so easily. We did have the advantage of numbers over them, though.
They also knew when to knock off the engagement when things started looking bad,
though in my opinion they were a little late in making that decision on 13 August. Again

I think they were seeing red and fixated on destroying the dreadnoughts. They were able
to ID Admiral von Bulow's flagship fairly early in the engagement and went after it in an
almost single-minded fury."
"And on the ground, Herr Admiral?" Asked Mostik.
"Yes, well on the ground, it's been a tough fight. TF Hannibal established a blocking
position here at Loki pass with elements of RSL-3 very early on the morning of the 14th.
This route leads out to the main landing areas. The Kra'Vak deployment was, let me say,
less than optimal in this matter. Once we landed they quickly realized their mistake and
launched a heavy counter attack against these blocking positions. The defense was
handled very well, in my opinion. The Kra'Vak vehicles were able to move at very high
speeds and many of their vehicles got through the blocking positions only to be destroyed
by air and ortillery. I think they learned a big lesson that day, the effectiveness of allied
airpower and ortillery. After that initial engagement they've remained on the defensive.
Due to a number of factors, weather, planetary magnetic field anomalies, the construction
of their vehicles and defenses, as well as their operational techniques, it's not very easy to
spot them on the satellite surveillance network. They have to be found and assaulted on
the ground.
TF Hannibal pushed through this pass last night and, as you can see, is preparing for their
next attack into Röt Hafen. One serious problem dirtside is the enemy ground-based
fighters. They dispersed most of their forces prior to our landing. The ground units have
experienced a number of attacks throughout the day. We're critically short on fighters
right now. One OUDF fighter squadron is operating dirtside with only eight aircraft.
We've got some spaced-based fighter assets in support, but these are in critical demand
after 13 August. However, coordination between our air assets and the area defense net is
working quite well. We are also putting top priority into finding the Kra'Vak dispersal
strips and hitting them with ortillery when we do. "
"It sounds like you have things wrapped up quite well, Admiral."
"Hardly, Sir. The ground forces have already suffered heavy casualties to get where they
are now. We need more reinforcements. I'm hoping that you can help us with that. And
we still don't know exactly how many Kra'Vak we're dealing with. We may have already
engaged and destroyed the bulk of their forces, or less than ten percent. I need more
ground power. Spacewise it's the same thing. The Kra'Vak could return at any time. Some
on my staff believe that our fight went just a little too easily. Which is why I'm quite
concerned with your presence here. They could return at any moment. We‘re still
awaiting further reinforcements. I'm afraid this just isn't the place for a delegation of your
importance."
"Nonsense, Admiral. Every other system within jump distance reports all clear at this
point."
"With all due respect, Prime Minister, that means nothing. FTL transits are not limited
from system to system. There could be a Kra'Vak fleet sitting out there in deep space
even two light years out and we wouldn't know it. That's why we're working so hard to

get reinforcements in here as well as complete emergency repairs. Then, once the planet
is secure, we can begin evacuation of non-essential personnel."
"There will be no evacuations, Admiral." Said Mostik. "It is imperative that you wrap up
this operation as soon as possible. We need a victory."
"I cannot declare a victory prematurely. This system is not secure."
"Admiral Bellamy, perhaps you don't realize what's at stake here." Said Pimms.
Bellamy looked confused, they weren't telling him something.. "Perhaps one of you could
enlighten me."
Mostik spoke. "Right now there are a number of Kra'Vak incursions into Human space. I
believe we touched on these during our last visit. These have been on the rise and there
have been calls in both the Security Council and General Assembly for concerted
coordinated action. There have been calls that the UN on behalf of all Human powers
declare a State or War exists between Humanity and the Kra'Vak."
"There are many initiatives being debated. Of course the ESU would like to turn this to
their advantage, and there is much posturing underway even now to see who will be
driving the war effort. Which brings us back to Röt Hafen. We need a quick victory here.
This is the first major action of the war. It also represents a major example of cooperation
between two superpowers. It is vital that as many lessor powers as possible join in under
this alliance. As a matter of fact I've brought news that the Romanov Hegemony is
putting two of their light carriers at the disposal of 1st CAF."
"Well that is a spot of good news."
"Indeed, Admiral, but that is not all. As you are aware, the NAC and NSL have been
cooperating closely for many years on both security issues and economic issues. There
are those of us that have been working towards a "new partnership" if you will. Sort of a
loose confederation that would bind both the Nue Schwabian League in the New Anglian
Confederation together in a more permanent fashion. The Kra'Vak attacks and the
campaign you are engaged in could be what provides the final push to make that dream a
reality. We believe a number of smaller states would also join in."
"And there are those of us in the United Nations actively supporting this initiative." Said
Tesfane. "It is the first step in our dream of having one people, one government. Yes I
know that's still a ways off, but surely you see the significance of this."
"In a way, this war, these Kra'Vak, could be the very thing that leads to the ultimate
unification of the Human race." Said Mostik. "And the Kra'Vak are just the first. Where
there is one there are others. I believe our survival will ultimately depend on this."
"I don't suppose the ESU would be too hot on this. A joining of the NAC and the NSL
won't sit well with them at all." Said Bellamy.
"Admiral, there are believers working in every camp." Said Tesfane. "But you are right,
there are problems. The ESU would most definitely resist this undertaking. As would, we

believe the Islamic Federation. However the Pan African Union would side with us. They
need the economic support."
"That would probably lead to an instant war with the Islamic Federation, no?"
"They've been sinking their hooks into PAU planets for decades. That would probably
push the IF into the ESU court."
"What about the Romanovs. Noi Romanis, and New Israel? The FSE?"
"All but the Noi Romanis have active members in our planning circle. However, they are
deadly enemies of the IF, as is New Israel. That would most likely work in our favor."
"And the time frame of all this?" Asked Bellamy.
"We've been working in terms of the "long haul" as you say in the NAC." Said Tesfane.
"But the emergence of the Kra'Vak threat has forced us to alter our timetable somewhat.
A lot depends on what they do. If the severity of their threat is as great as we believe,
then this uniting of the human powers becomes an imperative."
"Which is why we need this victory, Admiral. And fast." Said Pimms. "We need to get
the press onto Röt Hafen as quickly as possible. Humanity needs to see first hand, the
devastation wrought by the invaders and the threat we face. The UN Office for Xeno
Affairs, working with the press office, will be leading the media campaign in this matter.
NAC and NSL press offices will be putting their resources at the disposal of the UN.
When they arrive you are to offer full cooperation."
"It goes without saying Admiral," said Baumgartner, "that this new mega-confederation
will be in need of a Joint Forces Commander. What better choice than the victor of Röt
Hafen, no? Think of the opportunities."
"I'm sorry but right now I have to think of the fight we're in. Which, I will remind this
astute body one more time, is far from over. I'd be lying if I said that what you've told me
doesn't peak my interest somewhat. In fact I wish you well. Perhaps after this fight is
over we can talk on it further. But for now you must leave me to fight this battle without
interference."
"We offer you a great opportunity."
"I'll tell you what. Let's make a deal. Before you leave the ship you will carry with you a
list a resources I must have at once to successfully conclude this campaign in the most
expeditious manner. Between the four of you, you control a vast array of power within
your respective organizations. Get me what I need ASAP and I'll not only give you that
victory but I also promise to work for you at the conclusion of the campaign. Deal?"
The four looked at each other briefly. Pimms spoke. "I believe we can agree to that
proposal, assuming your requests are within reason."
"They will be. And if it is all right with the Ministers, I should like to conclude this
meeting so I can get you that information quickly. I urge you to leave this system at once

for your own safety. Just send me the tools I request and I'll get the job done for you."
"Very well, Admiral Bellamy. We will be leaving within the hour. Thank you for your
time."
"Thank you, Sir."
The delegation left the room. Bellamy sat back down at the table and rested his chin on
his folded hands, deep in thought. The feint hum of the ships drive was the only sound
which accompanied him. All he'd heard left him feeling...uncomfortable. The entire
political ramification, however noble, left him feeling somewhat tainted. He needed to
avoid being caught in a situation where political influence affected military operations.
He snickered to himself. That had been an overriding concern with commanders since the
beginning of time, why should he be immune?
Drake entered the room carrying a tray with breakfast. They had been together long
enough to tell one something was bothering one of them.
"Problem, Sir?"
Bellamy had not even noticed his batman's entrance. he stared intently at him for a
moment.
"You know something James? Nothing is ever simple."
"Yes, I suppose you're right, Sir."
Charlie's Cat (Part 1)
Röt Hafen chapter nine. copyright 1998 by Carlos Lourenco
Röt Hafen
16 August, 2184 0820 Local

Mellor studied the orbital recon photo printout. He'd just ordered the shot and had it
transmitted down. They were well hidden amidst the rocks of an ancient landslide, inside
the gully which lead into Röt Hafen. It had served as their egress into the city several
times. Mills had ordered a lane cleared through the mines and sensors, which Bergmann's
men had done. Scout teams had reported the route clear into the city, not surprising since
the Kra'Vak now had much bigger worries than a few pesky partisans.
Donner, Mills, Bergmann, Mellor, studied the photo. Besides them was one large trooper
in power armor, Huber, and the latest arrival, Master Sergeant Kurt Watermann.
Watermann, also known as "the Weasel", had arrived dirtside, during the night, and
proceeded alone on grav bike to the rendezvous point. Watermann was arguably the most
gifted sniper in the NAC Special Operations community, and current chief instructor at
SOTIC, (Special operations Target Interdiction Course). He'd pulled some strings to get
himself attached on a TDY (Temporary Duty) assignment to 1st CAF. Major Deas and
SGM Mullen had greased the skids so to speak and gotten Watermann dirtside with a
minimum of fuss or scrutiny. As a former member of the company, they' were more than
happy to get their hands on him.
"This is the route we're going to take." Said Mellor. "He looked up into the dark visor of
Huber. "Can you see this?"

"Ja."
"OK, this is approximately where Lawrence is holed up. Underground between these two
buildings. Over here about 500 meters north, you see this crater? Well that's where the
power plant was. Beneath it buried about 100 meters down is the nuke. It's currently
disabled. But they've spotted the Kra'Vak trying to access it from a tunnel here. Ortillery
has temporarily impeded their progress, but the whole underground is riddled with
tunnels."
"I though they said there wasn't no tunnels under the damn city. "
"Yeah well someone was bullshitting you. We're going to hook up with Charlie, err I
mean Sergeant Lawrence's team, and get to that bomb before the bad guys do, plant a
beacon, then have the Pommern drop a penetrator from orbit. "
"We can't nuke the site since we are supposed to be saving the population here. Though
we sort of know where the bomb us that's not good enough for targeting through 100m of
solid rock. Anything big enough to interdict the bomb without precise targeting would
trash a huge part of the city just as good as a nuke, and as you can see, they've already
done a good enough job of wrecking the place. And we would like to see at least one
citizen of this fine planet left standing."
"Now to get down there, We are hooking up with Lawrence here. There's a feeder tunnel
running utilities out to this section of the city. So we will meet them here and proceed
underground, to where they've been hiding. From there it's a straight shot to where the
bomb is. Parts of the tunnel will be collapsed as we approach the physical plant so that's
where you power armor guys come in handy. Of course the Kra'Vak will be down there
too, so expect to get into the shit."
"Once Huber hear gets to where they can plant the beacon, we'll egress along this route.
Eventually we'll have to come above ground again to get out. That's where the rest of the
Gs, half the power armor guys, and the Weasel, will be waiting for us. We high tail it
back here and then move up to the mountains. Clear? "
"Excuse me", came the detached voice from Huber's suit speaker. "What is high tail it?"
"It means haul ass. Split. Evacuate."
"Ah yes, I understand."
"OK, any other questions?" There were none. Mellor studied his watch. "We leave in five
minutes. Make your peace."
As the small group broke up Mills approached. "Sergeant Mellor."
"Yep?"
Mills' bald head gleamed in the sunlight. "Bergmann will run the operation from our side.
I've got to go into town to link up with some elements that I have positioned for once the
main assault starts. I'll be gone until tonight, but I will meet you tonight at the alternate

site."
"Don't you think it's a little dangerous to be going into town on your own?"
"It's best that way. One man can hide better than two."
"Fair enough. Good luck." He held out a hand.
"You too." Mills grinned. His red mustache was covered with icecycles from his frozen
breath. He grabbed his pack, put on his knit cap and then ran off down the gully towards
the city.
Mellor fished inside his pack and pulled out an energy cell for his undersuit. It was his
last. He removed the old cell and placed it in his pack. No need to leave trash around for
the enemy to find. With the cell in place he indulged in a few moments of extra heat
before turning it back down to its minimal setting in preparation of movement."
"Hey Ken." It was Watermann. He stood two meters tall with a bushy crop of chestnut
brown hair and squinty eyes. He was wearing his pack with a rolled up suit of some sort
affixed to the top by straps. His rifle lay wrapped and slung on his back. He carried a
small sub-gun in his hands.
"Yeah Kurt?"
"I heard about Colin. I...I don't know what to say. He was a good man."
"He was my friend."
"Yeah I know, mine too. Back in '79, we went on an op together against the ESU. He was
coming in as I was leaving. Miner must be taking it hard."
"Yeah I suppose." Mellor didn't want to dwell on it. There would be time for that later.
"Listen, you take Donner with you. I won't tell you how to do your job, just make sure
we're covered on the way in and out. You might as well head out now."
"You sure you can spare him?"
"No, but take him anyway. I know you two dogs go way back anyway."
"All right. I'm a dot." Watermann waved to Donner who was ready, and they moved out
down the gully. Donner gave Mellor a last nod before they disappeared.
He hoped he would see them again.
Miner and Daun waited in the first floor of the abandoned building which had been
designated as the rendezvous point. There was a dull rumble of explosions as distant
fighting drew nearer to the city. Occasionally it was punctuated by the lightning crack of
incoming orbital bombardment, or staccato burst as roaming civilians were spotted and
shot down. The citizens or Röt Hafen had seized upon the fighting and confusion to flee
the town for the dubious safety of the foothills, and anyone not with Kra'Vak escort was
gunned down on sight.

Daun lay slumped in a corner, yet one more unwilling participant in the drama played out
by today's events. Pumped with whatever pain killers they had left, he was just coherent
enough to have guided them along the underground utility tunnels to the rendezvous
point. The small old man now lay in a corner hunched over his hand rocking with the dull
ache, which coursed through it. Miner peered carefully out the broken window in the
direction his people would be approaching.
Like clockwork they appeared. Cautiously two partisans peered from an open doorway
across the street. Between them and destroyed truck lay strewn in parts across the road.
From the doorway a rag was waved three times. Miner responded with four waves.
Hardly text book security procedures, but there was little time for anything fancy now.
The two men dashed across the road and into the open door of the first floor. Eric had his
pistol trained on them as they slid through the door into the dark room.
"Five." he said.
The two men hesitated a second to catch their breath. "Vour", one said in heavily
accented German.
"Where's the rest of your guys?
The ragged looking partisan straighten up still breathing hard and threw a thumb over his
shoulder. He turned and went to the door, making a hand signal. One at a time others
crossed the road. Mellor, Molitoris, and four power armor troopers soon joined them. To
Mellor, Molitoris and Miner it was a happy reunion.
"How you doing Eric?"
"I'm Ok."
"We heard about Colin." Said Mellor.
"Yeah." Was all he could say. "Everybody ready? The clock's ticking."
"Lead on."
He lead the down a stairwell to the basement, then to a corner room where a door opened
to the utility tunnel which connected most of the government buildings in town. The
tunnels were not very wide. Those in power armor walked bent over, negotiating narrow
parts with a combination of finesse and brute strength. It took twenty minutes before they
reached Lawrence. Another round of happy reunions took place. Mellor and Molitoris
handed over web kit and L7's to Miner and Lawrence. They ere happy to be reunited with
their long guns. Gibbon's and Handley were particularly thrilled to see the newcomers,
though this was offset by the knowledge that they were heading back into harm's way
instead of away from it. Gibbons attempted to intervene.
"I say, this going back to the bomb is just not on. You'll kill us all. Why not just bring
down some ortillery?"
"Because that far underground it either needs to be a precise beacon guided strike, or a

nuke." Answered Mellor. "I don't think they really want to nuke the city."
"It's already a bloody shambles," added Handley.
"Why not just send one or two back?" Suggested Gibbons. "Why risk the whole party? I
think we should..."
"Look." Said Charlie, holding up a hand to cut them off. "It's my cat, so I'm fuckin' it."
"Excuse me?" Asked Gibbons, perplexed.
Mellor wore a bored expression. He means he's in charge, so we'll do what he says."
"Cor..." Muttered Gibbons.
"You guys are really giving me a case of the ass." Said Lawrence. "If I want any more
shit out of you, I'll have Kenny here squeeze your head. Now grab your shit and let's go.
End of discussion." Gibbons' pale complexion turned beet-red with anger but he said
nothing further.
The group now set off anew down the access tunnel, which would take them towards the
physical plant. Miner lead the way, followed by two of Huber's PA troopers, then
Lawrence, Gibbons, Handley, Daun, Molitoris, and the other two PA troopers. The two
guerillas were left back at the last rendezvous point. The going was slow. Bombardment
had partially collapsed the tunnel in a few areas. Also no one was sure how close the
Kra'Vak would be, so they moved at the alert. Approximately 100 meters before where
Charlie calculated the turn off to the physical plant would be, they came across a
complete tunnel collapse. The roof of the tunnel was still intact, the shift in ground had
come from one wall. Miner made way for the two power troopers, who set to work
clearing rubble. They worked methodically, conscious that there could very well be
Kra'Vak on the other side of the cave in. Even in their suits, it took ten minutes to clear
an area big enough to pass under. A large plasticrete beam was lifted up sufficiently for
the party to pass through, then lowered back into place.
In the pitch darkness of the tunnel tension mounted as they crept forward, quieter still.
Soon sounds could be heard down the hall. The din of bombardment and the fighting
above ground had been constant, but now sharper, clanking sounds could be heard ahead.
It was clear someone was working ahead.
Miner signaled for the group to halt, and Charlie crept forward to confer. Mellor was told
to keep the party they while they conducted a recon forward.
The two men set off quietly down the corridor, one on either side of the tunnel. Each
wore their NVGs. They knew that the Kra'Vak had some method of defeating IR. In
pitch-black darkness, there was little light to amplify, but it was better than nothing. They
reached a T intersection which both recognized from their previous trip. Taking a right
would lead to the physical plant. A dim glow and work sounds emanated from that
direction
With a quick signal Charlie motioned Eric to take a knee and cover, while he crept
forward silently. He was careful to step toe, then heel so as not to shuffle debris
underfoot. His NVG's picked up the increasing light levels which allowed him to see
better. Finally at the corner, Charlie took two steps back from the wall, rifle held out in

the fire position, butt firmly into his shoulder. He canted his torso to the left. He quietly
stepped left slicing the angle of sight down the hall, in hopes he would see anything
before it saw them. This was known as "slicing the pie" in Close Quarter Battle (CQB)
vernacular. Behind him, Eric quietly followed along with his back to the wall covering
Charlie's rear and the opposite corridor. Charlie froze, and so did Eric. Eric watched as
Charlie held up his non-firing hand. Two fingers, his hand held upside down pointed
down the hall. With a quick flurry of hand movements he identified that he saw two
shapes, one on either side of the tunnel around the corner and five meters down. Sentries.
He held up a V, thumb and pinky in front of his jaw, the signal for Kra'Vak. He pointed
to his eyes then pointed down the hall. Apparently they were both facing in the wrong
direction.
Charlie's mind raced. How to deal with this situation. If they backed off and got the
others it could very well alert the guards. That would tip off anyone working down the
tunnel and perhaps call more reinforcements. A serious firefight in these narrow confines
was a non-starter. Neither L7 was silenced.
Shit. Silent kill on a Kra'Vak? Charlie was trembling with fear. He stepped back from the
corner, as quietly as possible. Luckily the work sounds were loud enough to mask any
slight noise he made. He held out his rifle to Miner who slowly took it. Charlie motioned
for him to put it down. Teamwork and familiarity paid off here as any talking, even
whispers would be heard. Charlie drew his silenced pistol. Eric quietly put his rifle down
and did the same. With hand signals Charlie designated who would shoot each sentry.
They had to be head shots. Both men assumed their positions at the corner. Charlie was
about to hold up the three finger count when there ware some grunts. They froze. Had
they been spotted? There were more grunts. Charlie quietly sliced the pie. The Kra'Vak
were still facing towards the work grunting at each other. Perhaps talking in their
language. Charlie had the fleeting thought that sentries were the same everywhere. He
then held up the three-finger count sign. Eric squeezed his shoulder acknowledging the
command. Charlie would bend his knees three times, on the third count they would move.
He flexed his knees...
One. Two. Three...
He stepped out to his left, Eric at his side. Both Kra'Vak started to turn. Each silencer
barked twice. Both bodies crumpled into a heap. Eric spun and cleared the hallway
behind him as Charlie took a few steps forward, knelt at the bodies and fires two rounds
into each head again. He quietly steeped back around the corner. It looked like no one
had noticed.
"Ken, bring everyone forward, we just eliminated the sentries."
"Roger." It was only then that Charlie consciously remembered to breathe.
A moment later the rest of the party was with them. Charlie motioned for Gibbons,
Handley, Molitoris and the Daun to remain there, and secure the intersection. The rest
went forward to the work site. The crept near enough to see two men come out of the
access-way from the physical plant and head off back down the hall.

"They must be working to clear a path to the bomb through the collapsed building.
There's got to be more guards in this hallway, probably on the far side of the accessway,
plus inside."
"Agreed."
OK here's what we'll do. Miner, you take Huber and the rest of our friends into the
accessway. Clear the area and plant the beacon as close to the where the bomb was as you
can. Me and Kenny are going to go past the tunnel and clear it south a few meters."
"I got APDs." Said Mellor.
"Great. We'll sprinkle a few down there. Even if we don't see anything. It'll buy a little
time at least."
"I'll lead off. Once at the accessway, you guys are on your own. Ken and I will remain at
our position until you guys plant the beacon and pull out. Then it's haul ass out of here.
Questions?"
"Nein", said Huber.
"Clear as mud," said Miner.
"Let's move."
They moved to the accessway. It was shored up with some temporary materials as the
Kra'Vak used their slave labor, drilled and cleared a path through the collapsed building
to the bomb. No one was at the opening, but there was plenty of noise coming from
within. Mellor and Lawrence moved past the opening. Miner was about to crawl up the
hole but Huber placed a mailed glove on his shoulder. He would lead. Huber went first,
fitting his massive bulk up the accessway with surprising agility, followed by a second
power armor troopers, then Miner and the last two.
Lawrence and Mellor cleared the tunnel down fifteen meters until it bent to the right. No
one was in sight. A string of dim emergency lighting had been erected down the tunnel so
the NVGs were not needed. Quickly. Mellor crept out and placed three APDs down the
hallway, afar enough apart so they would not detonate each other if tripped. Then he took
up a position covering the bend. Charlie moved back to the accessway and covered it in
case anyone emerged out behind Miner's party.
At the top of the accessway, Huber stooped and thrust his rifle over the lip. Using the
sight, he observed the area with his HUD. A narrow tunnel, well lighted, twisted through
the wreckage and bent out of sight ten meters ahead. At the far end, were two human
workers, bent over a box-shape object which he took to be a portable fusion generator.
There was talking and much noise around the bend. The tunnel presented a problem. It
was only large enough for one PA trooper to negotiate. All the fighting would have to be
done by the lead man. He held his hand out to Miner and hoisted him up with one swoop.
Miner peered over the edge. He saw the two workers, backs to him. What to do? They
were probably innocent, but one noise from any of them could spell disaster. He
motioned for Huber to wait, then scampered up ahead of them up into the tunnel. It was

loud enough that no one heard. Huber watched as Miner crept forward, silencer drawn, to
behind the workers. They were still intent on whatever was happening around the curve.
Miner considered shooting both men in the back of the head, but that couldn't bring
himself to do it. What if they were innocent? It presented a serious problem. If they made
any noise, he was screwed. He took a deep breath then tapped the first man on the
shoulder. He turned his head to look behind him and stared into the bore of Eric's pistol.
Eric held a finger in front of his lips, shhh. The man was wide eyed but said nothing, his
partner oblivious to what was transpiring. Eric motioned him to step back and pointed to
the rear where Huber was peering over the edge. The man looked astonished, but
instantly understood. He smiled, nodded profusely, then grabbed the other's arm and
pulled him back, cupping a hand over his mouth and whispering in his ear. Both workers
walked towards Huber, went down the hole and were out of sight.
Well that was smooth. Thought Miner. He slowly peered around the corner when the edge
exploded into fragments, spraying his face with shards of rock and plasti-crete. Eric fell
back grabbing at his face. Both eyes stung, and he knew had had collected a fistful of
debris in them. There was a barking grunt and a Kra'Vak was over him, reaching for him.
There was a sharp crack and the alien was flung back.
Miner, still unable to see, started kicking with his legs to move himself away from the
Kra'Vak. There was another series of grunts, firing, then something stepped on his foot.
Eric pulled one hand away from his stinging eyes, groped for his pistol and drew it. He
fired several shots out into the direction of the Kra'Vak before he was grabbed roughly by
the arm and dragged back along the tunnel and tossed down the access ramp.
When the firing started Charlie had been planting a demolition charge to bring down the
tunnel over the accessway. With the shouting and firing he grabbed his L7 and was about
to scramble up the narrow tunnel when Eric was tossed down, landing in a heap. Charlie
could see blood on his face. Molitoris was there in an instant, having run down from the
intersection at the first sound of firing. He rapidly went to work on Miner. Charlie hoisted
himself up the accessway. At the top he had to squeeze by the limp form of a PA trooper,
his visor smashed in from a well placed Kra'Vak shot. As he moved forward two large
Kra'Vak bodies lay in the hallway. At the bend in the tunnel he peered ahead and saw the
remaining three troopers hunched forward moving up the tunnel. There was only room
for one to fight at a time. He cringed as he noticed them stepping on a dead worker. The
body was mashed into paste by the heavy weight of the power armor.
Suddenly the firing stopped. Charlie moved ahead and squeezed by the bulky armor to
the front of the column. It was a gruesome scene. A dozen human bodies lay strewn about
I various forms of dismemberment. Two bulky Kra'Vak forms in combat armor lay still
also. Huber, a deep gouge taken out of his shoulder armor walked by each one, shooting
it in the head to be sure. In the dim light Charlie spied purple robes.
"Hold your fire!" He ran up, his own weapon at the ready. The purple Kra'Vak lay
writhing on the floor, a hand and a foot blown off. Beside it was a dead, human handler,
decapitated. "We need this one alive. It's one of their brain-types. Must'a been running
this detail."

"No one said anything about prisoners." Huber's voice was flat in the speaker. He he'd
lost a man and Charlie knew he was in no mood to do anything but kill.
"We need it. That's a major catch. We get that thing to the scientists and it will be a major
intelligence success.
"There's no time. Without a doubt others are on the way."
"Send one of your men back to the main tunnel. My medic is there working on Sergeant
Miner. bring him back and have my man stabilize the creature if he can. Then two of you
haul him out. Who has the beacon?"
"I do," said Huber.
"Then let's go forward and plant it. I'm pretty sure I know where I am. We'll plant it. And
we'll be out of here in five minutes."
There was no response for a moment. Then Charlie realized he was probably conferring
with the rest of his men over the suit radios. One turned and ran down the hall. A second
stepped over to the purple Kra'Vak and dragged it clear of the other bodies. It emitted a
high pitched squeal as it howled in pain. Huber and Lawrence carefully stepped around it.
Molitoris returned with the other trooper. "What's up? You hit?" He must of thought
Charlie had been wounded.
"No I'm not but that thing is. Stabilize it so we can get it the hell out of here."
"You're kidding? I'm no xeno-biologist."
"I don't give a fuck! We've got a few minutes. I'm going forward with Huber to plant the
beacon."
Molitoris looked down at the wounded Kra'Vak and shook his head.
Miner sat against the wall, pistol in hand. Molitoris had flushed his eyes out with water
and applied a clean dressing. The damage had not been serious but the near miss had
sprayed small rocks and dirt into his eyes and potential scratched both corneas. There was
still pain. The medic had decided to keep the eyes covered in order to decrease movement
of his eyeballs. Of course, that made him combat ineffective. As if that was not bad
enough, his foot was broken.
He heard footsteps clomping toward him from the right, then Mellor's voice: "Jesus, you
‘re a mess."
"Thanks for the reassuring words."
"You OK?"
"I'll live."
"What's taking so long? I'm sure we'll have company in a moment"

"Fuck if I know."
Lawrence was on all fours peering through a crack in the rubble. They had reached the
limit of the workers efforts to clear a path to the bomb. Ahead the one time basement of
the physical plant was collapsed. There was no time to clear any farther. Charlie got on
his stomach and peered through a gap. Through a gap the debris, in the distance, he could
just make out the white wall of the room which led to the bomb. That was a break.
"OK I can see the room where we need to get to. Unfortunately it's too far away to clear a
lane all the way there. Must be about forty or fifty meters." Charlie sat up. "Huber, lets
plant the beacon here then do an offset. I think I can plot it."
Huber produced the beacon and opened the access cover in preparation for activation.
Charlie laid back down this time sighting his rifle along the gap. He thumbed the laser
rangefinder and got an exact measurement to the white wall.
"OK, thirty-one point eight meters." He set down his rifle and pulled a small compass out
of a pocket. Again he sighted it in. "Forty-nine degrees. Let's see declination here
is...twenty-three degrees west, Hmm left add, right subtract.... Hmm. Ok I got it seventytwo degrees. Plant the beacon right here and we'll offset seventy-two degrees magnetic
for...Twenty-nine meters." Charlie stood up and moved out of the way as Huber went to
work. A moment later he was done.
"Ok, we have to get out of here. Can you lay a charge part way down this access tunnel?
I'll plant another at the entrance to the main tunnel." Huber took a moment to
communicate the directive over his suit radar then nodded. We need to lug the Kra'Vak
with us. If figure that's going to take one of your men. We've also got Miner to carry. I'll
have my guys do that.
"I'm taking my man along also." he was talking about the dead trooper. Charlie looked
back and saw that one of Huber's men had already popped the suit and extricated the
body."
"Can one of your guys carry that body and the Kra'Vak?"
"Yes."
"OK. Then put yourself up on point and the other man in the rear and let's go."
They quickly gathered up the bodies and filed back out into the main tunnel. Molitoris
has bandaged and applied tourniquet to the two Kra'Vak stumps. There was little more he
could do with little grasp of the alien's physiology. For it's part the Kra'Vak wasn't
resisting.
"All the charges are set for five minutes," said Mellor.
"Fine. You take up the rear with this guy", nodding to one of the power armor troopers.
"and I'll take the lead. We need to get to the surface to call in the offset."
"Well where are you going to do that?"

"I don't know but I think we'll do it from the last rendezvous where we left the two Gs.
Let's move."
It was difficult to get the group moving. Charlie led off followed by Huber. Gibbons and
Handley carried Daun followed by the second trooper with the Kra'Vak. Molitoris
followed with Miner in tow, but the combination of broken foot and bandaged eyes made
the going slow, so Molitoris slung Eric over his shoulder in a fireman's carry. Mellor and
the last trooper brought up the rear.
They hadn't been moving for more than two minutes when there was a flash and
explosion behind them. Molitoris, carrying Miner, stooped. "Was that the demo charge?"
"No, not big enough. Sounded like one of the toe poppers," answered Miner, grunting in
discomfort.
Mellor called up in a loud whisper; "Move, someone's coming." They could hear some
shouts behind them, then another explosion as a second APD was tripped.
Mellor was trying to get everyone moving. He started back into the dark tunnel with fear,
expecting something to come out and grab him at any minute. He alternated bounding
movements with the trooper, ensuring someone always had a weapon trained behind
them.
Lawrence lead them trough the tunnel as quickly as they could follow. The feeling that
they would be in contact at any moment grew stronger. There was a muffled explosion
followed moments later by a larger one. Good, he thought. That would be the demo going
off. Come what may, access to the beacon would be blocked for a while.
Eventually they made it back to the gym, where both Gs were waiting. Charlie had the
group start off towards their exit point and remained behind with Mellor. He cautiously
opened the door which lead to the first floor, The building was abandoned but had
suffered some damage form the fighting in the city. Power was out so he took a stairwell
to the second floor, and found a window on the western side of the building.
"Beetle this is Baker over?"
"Beetle this is Baker over?"
"Baker this is wobbly. Jeez how are you?" It was Brooks.
"Nevermind. The beacon is planted do you have the signal?"
"Which one is it? " Lawrence held up a piece of paper with the info. Alpha Seven Zero."
"Wait one." Brooks cross-referenced the beacon number with the frequency listing in his
signal operating instructions. Then he dialed in the frequency on the alternate channel. He
signal strength meter. "It's weak. I'm rereading a two-three."
"Yeah well it's buried under fifty feet of rubble. Can they read it from orbit?"
"Good enough for government work."

"Right, well listen up, you are going to have to call in an offset. Prepared to copy?"
"Go ahead."
"Offset the shot seventy two degrees magnetic, for twenty-nine meters. The target is one
hundred meters below that spot. How copy?"
"I copy seventy two degrees magnetic, for two-niner meters. The target is one hundred
meters below that spot."
"Good copy. We're getting out of here and should be at the RV in twenty minutes. Time
the hit for then."
"Roger that, set launch for twenty minutes from now. Anything else?"
"Yeah. Get us an evac bird at the rendezvous point. Miner's wounded."
"Bad?"
"Not that bad but he's in pain. Also we have an alien prisoner."
"A Kra'Vak?"
"Of course a Kra'Vak. How many different aliens you think they got on this damn
planet?"
"All right, all right keep your shorts on. Anything else?"
"Nothing further, out."
Brooks changed to the ortillery control frequency on the Pommern. "Andes One-one this
is beetle one, over."
"Beetle one this is Andes one over."
"Andes one, I have a beacon bombing request regarding target Grumpy. Sorry but my
data link is down I need to call it in over voice. Are you prepared to copy?"
"We are prepared to copy."
"Mission: Beacon. ID: Alpha Seven Zero. Offset: Zero seven two magnetic for two niner
meters. The target is below that spot one hundred meters. Target description: NA.
Request munition: Firer's discretion. "
Requested time on target: One Zero Zero five local. How copy?"
"Readback: Mission: Beacon. ID: Alpha Seven Zero. Offset: Zero seven two magnetic
for two niner meters. The target is below that spot one hundred meters. Target
description: NA. Request munition: Firer's discretion. Requested time on target: One
Zero Zero five local. How copy?"
"Good copy. What munition are you going to use? "

"Two conventional penetrators. Danger close, six hundred meters. We've got the signal
on the beacon, weak but steady."
"Roger, this is Beetle one. Nothing further. Out."
Charlie's Cat (Part 3)
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Brooks looked at the G beside him. The man didn't speak English and he didn't speak
German. For the umpteenth time Brooks reached down to scratch his ankle and realized
his foot was gone. Phantom limb syndrome was hitting him hard.
Mellor and Lawrence caught up with the rest of the party a minute before they reached
the release point. From here they would go above ground and make their way out of the
city. Charlie was inwardly excited to be out of Röt Hafen while also dreading that
something would catch them before they left. As they waited in the ruined building they
could hear tremendous firing occurring to the south. It sound like a dim cacophony of
pops and crackles, punctuated by single and multiple explosions. Occasional a peel of
thunder from some ortillery-directed energy beam would reverberate through the
building, causing dust to fall. Task Force Hannibal had already entered the city and was
fighting block by block to reach the enclave. Mellor looked at his watch.
"T-minus two minutes."
"When those things hit it's gonna cause quite a bang. When that happens we move. I just
talked to Donner, they're waiting to cover us. "
In orbit, two objects detached from the KRS Pommern. Each reentry shell was less than
ten meters in length. Both penetrated the upper atmosphere, and fell to one hundred
thousand feet, where the shells separated and two five meter long flat black projectiles
began their guided freefall. Both picked up the signal from the beacon and guided on the
spot. They went through a series of drogue chutes to stabilize and slow descent, which
helped put them into the right attitude for the last second rocket motor firing. Both
penetrators rocketed into the ground at over one thousand meters per second, the
specially hardened shells protecting the detonators for the split second needed to reach
the pre-programmed depth of one hundred meters. Two, 2000lb HE warheads detonated,
destroying the Kra'Vak bomb, and the second work crew sent to get at it. A tremendous
shockwave reverberated through the ground felling many damaged structures within six
hundred meters. Hundreds of civilians, still hiding in the vicinity were killed or wounded.
The shockwave had dissipated by the time it reached Charlie but it was enough it collapse
a wall on the unsteady structure. Miraculously no one was hit.
"Jesus. That was fucking close". Said Molitoris.
"Go!" Said Charlie pumping with a fist towards the escape route. The party gathered
themselves up and moved through the alleyway.
Charlie had just dashed across a street, quickly scanning the alleyway on the other side
then motioning the rest across. The Two Gs, then Gibbons and Handley carrying Daun

followed him. As they crossed firing erupted followed by an explosion which damaged
the corner of a building where they took cover. Charlie looked back and saw all five
laying in the road motionless. Where they all dead? He was about to dash out to find out
when Gibbons, Handley and the Daun jumped up like scared rabbits and ran towards him.
Charlie was surprised to see the wounded Daun moving so sprightly. "Wow a little
incoming does wonder for your health, heh?" he grinned. The man just stared back at
him, eyes wide with fear. The two Gs remained motionless in the road. Dead.
Huber scanned the street a detected a Kra'Vak tank sitting across an intersection three
hundred meters down the road. They had missed it in the smoke and debris. Mellor was
squatting beside him. "Shit, that things got a pretty good fire lane established." He looked
both ways down the wide avenue. There was no telling how far down the road they'd
have to go to find a place to cross.
Huber made a quick decision. "I'll be back." he called over to Schwartz, one of his
troopers. "Schwartz we need to get rid of that vehicle. Move north down this side of the
road and I'll parallel across the street. We'll hit them from both sides. Ja?"
"Ready when you are, Sergeant."
Huber stepped back twenty meters, then got a running start at the road. By the time he
cleared the building and was out in the street he was moving at 30 kph. Huber leapt from
midway across the road and had cleared the gap to the other side just as a burst of railgun
fire whooshed behind him. Mellor was surprised by how agile the man was in his suit.
Once across, he gave the word for Schwartz to move out. Zig-zagging their way behind
the buildings facing the street they ran hopped and leapt their way over the debris, using
the building as cover. Mellor caught on quickly and dared a few peeks around the corner
and fired some ineffectual rounds at the enemy vehicle just to keep their attention. The
wall one meter above his head exploded in chunks of plasticrete, one of which ricocheted
off his helmet, and smashed his flip down visor. Kenny was knocked on his ass, but
quickly shook off the hit, took a prone and stuck his rifle out into the road, firing off two
grenades. This time he rapidly scooted back as railgun armatures cracked by him less
than a meter away.
"Fuck you, ya can't get me!" He shouted to no one but himself. Molitoris had caught on
and was also playing the deadly game of chicken with the Kra'Vak.
The Kra'Vak evidently grew tired of the sparring and opted for more direct action. The
vehicle spun on it's axis and sped off down the road towards them. Several enemy
infantry remained behind at the original position and fired in support. Mellor braved a
final shot and frantically waved everyone back into the ruins. "Haul ass! They're
coming!" The others, of course, needed no coaxing.
Mellor's enticing the Kra'Vak to attack had upset Huber's plan. He caught sight of the
speeding grav tank as he was passing an alleyway, which fed out, into the main street.
"Verdammt!" He said to himself.

"Engaging the position." Said Schwartz.
"The tank just sped past!" He said.
"Ja, but the infantry is still here." Passing you the datalink.
Huber saw the red blips on his HUD. "Keep them busy, I'm going back for that tank!" He
spun and ran back the way he came.
Mellor and Molitoris, who was carrying Miner, ducked into a shell of a building, which
had once been an office. They crawled under the first table they found. So intent were
they on seeking cover that Mellor missed that a twenty meter section of the front wall
was missing on the building exposing them to the street. Before he could signal Molitoris
to move the Kra'Vak tank appeared on the road in front of them, turret slueing directly
towards them. Mellor hugged the ground as a tremendous explosion shook the building
and he felt as if an elephant had stepped on his head. Covered in dust and smoke Ken
shook his head once and his helmet fell way, split down the middle/. He looked up and
saw the grav tank collapsed onto the road and burning fiercely.
"What the fuck?"
Molitoris grabbed his arm and pointed up. "Look."
Mellor looked up through a gap in the ruined roof in time to catch a glimpse of something
passing over head. They heard the familiar whispering whine of the AV72 attack
skimmer's engines as it passed slowly over head looking for more targets. It stopped for a
moments, launched another missile, then sped away.
They shouted in glee. "Fuck yeah!" Said Molitoris.
"Last time I ever badmouth a pilot!"
"What the hell happened?" Asked Miner blindfolded and squashed on the ground with
Molitoris on top of him.
"We just got our asses saved that's all."
Across the street an event transpired which would leave them nearly useless with laughter
for several minutes. Lawrence, Gibbons and Handley were squatting or sitting with their
backs to a wall waiting as Huber and Schwartz moved to clear the enemy from the
intersection. Daun however, capitalizing on his new-fund energy, was anxious to keep
running and couldn't understand why they were waiting for the rest of the team to cross.
"We must go, we must go! " he said in broken English standing in the alleyway pacing
nervously.
"Sit down and shut the fuck up!" Said Charlie, pointing his rifle at the man menacingly.
At that moment the Grav tank pulled into the street beside them. Before anyone could
react it exploded, hit from the unseen AV72. A large chunk of the front galacis tore of
from the vehicle and spun into the alleyway, hitting Daun and tearing him literally into

pieces. The explosion shocked everyone. Handley had been sitting with his back to the
wall, knees up by his chest, waiting for the word to move. The explosion stunned him
momentarily. When Daun was killed, his lower torso, sans legs spun through the air and
landed perfectly atop Handley's knees. The stunned officer found himself staring directly
at a detached pair of buttocks.
"God am I hit that bad?" He said.
There was a silent pause of several seconds while Charlie and Gibbons stared at the
macabre scene. Then they both erupted in a roar of howling laughter, doubled up and
rolling on the ground, oblivious to the fighting around them. Had there been a Kra'Vak in
the vicinity he could easily have walked up and slit their throats without much effort.
Handley for his part remained in the same position, mouth agape, glancing back and forth
between his laughing comrades and the buttocks staring him in the face. He eventually
came to his senses and pushed the offending chunk of meat off of him, unable to se the
humor in the situation.
Mellor and the others made it across the street only to find Gibbons and Lawrence on
their hands and knees gasping for air. At first he thought they were dying until he realized
it was laughter. Once Charlie regained a modicum of composure, he explained what had
happened and the rest joined in with laughter.
Huber had almost caught up to the Kra'Vak tank when it exploded with a direct hit from
the AV72. he swore under his breath and spun around, running back after Schwartz. By
the time he arrived at the intersection she had already mopped up the three Kra'Vak
which had stayed behind.
"I'm missing all the damn action." He shouted in frustration.
"No problem I'm sure there'll be more." Remarked Schwartz laconically.
There were no other enemy in sight. The action seemed to be about a kilometer further
south where a full-fledged battle seemed to be under way. Huber and Schwartz trotted off
towards the rest of their group. They had regained their composure and set off along their
route.
Kurt "Weasel" Watermann brought his fist down hard on the ground. The power-spike
embedded itself into the plasticrete floor of the tall building on the outskirts of the city.
He connected a small cable to the spike and readjusted his heat shroud. The shroud would
mask all IR, Thermal and UV signal from his body. It channeled the thermal energy his
body generated through the spike to be dissipated into the floor below him. He was
effectively invisible.
From his vantage point on the fifth floor of an apartment complex he could see much. Off
to the south a major war was underway as TF Hannibal fought it's way block by block
into the heart of the city. If it had been up to him he would simply have surrounded the
city and bombed the ‘Vaks out but he suppose there was some higher reason for it that he
was not privy too. 18 years of active service had taught him not to look to deeply into

things. He sighted in with his gauss rile on the action. With smoke, fire, and ruined
building in the way there was little for targets out at the distant battle. However there
were plenty of other targets around closer to him. Many civilians were out, braving
instant death in an attempt to get out of the city into the foothills where medical units
were already gathering refugees. Watermann had also spotted some roving groups of
armed humans accompanied by Kra'Vak, which moved rapidly about the city, shooting
anyone caught in the open. He supposed that these were the "handlers" he had heard
about, under the influence of some form of alien mind control. He contemplated picking
off a few but realized that the risk of giving away his position was not worth the effort.
He was, after all, here to cover Mellor and company as they passed along the routed
below him, which he had sighted out to three hundred meters.
He observed a pair of AV72s in the distance. Once stopped and fired at close range and
there was an explosion of something hidden by building which he couldn't see. The
second 72 swung wide east to attack another target but exploded in mid air, destroyed by
some hidden Kra'Vak flak emplacement. With the destruction of its mate, the remaining
Skimmer ducked down between some building into a street and disappeared.
Watermann's attention was drawn to some firing one hundred meters down the street
from him. He could see a patrol made up of a dozen humans in blue coveralls, armed
with shotguns, together with three Kra'Vak. They had just shot down three civilians,
which had attempted to flee from a building where the patrol was heading.
"Here they come." Said Donner over the commlink. Kurt turned his attention back to the
expected avenue of approach for Donner's teammates. He saw three men advancing
cautiously along one side of the street. Zooming in to the lead man, he recognized the
gaunt face of Charlie Lawrence despite the ragged civilian attire. He quickly looked back
in the direction of the approaching enemy. They were going to intersect.
"It's no good. Warn them, ambush left."
"Where? I can't see them. " Said Donner.
"I can, I'm looking right at them. Fifteen. Humans and ‘Vaks. They're on the right side of
the building you're in. It's masking your view. Can you tell them to hold up."
"I'm trying but Mellor's not answering. I don't think the others have this freq."
"Fuck. Ok wait one. I'm going to engage." Watermann swung the barrel of his rifle
towards the party and scanned over it. He sighted each one of the Kra'Vaks. Two wore
combat gear while one was dressed in purple robes.
"Hey. What's up with these purple ‘Vaks?"
"Kill it. That's the brains of the outfit. Without him the Humans won't be able to pull their
heads out of their asses.
"Excellent."
"Remember. Head shots on the Kra'Vaks if you want to make sure to kill them. Assuming

you can."
"Look boy, I've got more time behind the trigger than you have in the mess hall."
"Heh. Whatever."
Watermann sighted in on the purple Kra'Vak at the rear of the party. They walked in two
lines, one on each side of the street with a Kra'Vak soldier in the center position of each
line. He made up his mind to take out the leader first, then swing is rifle to the left and
take out the ‘Vak leading that squad.
Even though the shot was at one hundred meters, he left nothing to chance. Kurt selected
ten power, placing the reticule direct between the ugly creature's eyes. He took a deep
breath, then let half of it out, relaxed and squeezed the trigger. With only two pound of
pull required, it needed but a gentle stroke and the armature was traveling towards its
victim at 1200 meters a second. The purple Kra'Vak's knees buckled, leaving a green
spray of blood and gore behind it. Kurt shifted his elbow and shoulder three inches to the
right and sighted in one the other Kra'Vak, which had spun partially to see what had
happened. Kurt took it through the side of the head, and it too collapsed, it's arms and
legs flapping violently. He swung to acquire the third Kra'Vak but was gone. Several
humans could be seen bent over stumbling hesitantly towards cover. He tracked one,
anticipated his movement and squeezed off a quick shot, which caught him in the upper
back, tearing a great chunk of spine away and leaving a red splotch on the street. Yet
another man stood over his fallen comrade firing his shotgun off in the wrong direction.
The confusion of the group was evident, due either to the loss of their leader and or the
fact that they obviously had little training. Kurt killed him too.
Having taken four shots against enemy at under one hundred meters, he realized that he'd
stayed too long in one place and began crawling backwards when the opening in front of
him exploded in shards of smashed plasticrete.
Damn that bastard is good, he thought, realizing that the last Kra'Vak had found him out
somehow. Below, on the street firing erupted. He recognized the sound of L7s. That
would be Lawrence and company engaging anyone left one the street. There were a few
isolated blast of return shotgun fire. More shots impacted in front of him.
"Leaving! What a great idea..." Kurt unplugged his shroud, and tossed it over his
shoulder. He ran doubled over along the far wall of the room, out into the hall and down
the stairs one level. There he found a room on the same side of the building, covering, the
killzone below him.
The room had been a kitchen. Rather than expose himself at the window he hopped up
behind a bar and squatted in the corner atop a counter. He could look down into the street
while anyone looking up which just see another dark window. He quickly draped the
shroud over himself. Pulled out another spike. Stuck it into the wall and plugged it in. He
could clearly see two of the humans squatting behind a wrecked truck firing in the
direction of Donner and Lawrence's party. They would be easy kills, but something told
him not to shoot. No doubt the ‘Vak would be using them as bait also. Kurt had just
survived a very close call and had some newfound respect for his quarry.

Two other humans foolishly ran across the street but were felled by an airbrust above
their heads. Someone had launched of an L7 grenade to the perfect spot. He scanned the
street carefully concentrating on the dark windows and doorways, peering into each in
turn with his thermals. He made out several shapes but they were all human. Where was
that bastard?
His intense concentration had heightened more than his seeing. He heard a shuffling
outside the apartment in the direction of the stairwell. Whispering he asked on the
commlink: "Donner are you moving?"
"Nope."
"Shit."
"What's wrong?"
"Shh ...I'll get back to you."
Watermann tried to picture the layout of the hallway outside the apartment. The stairwell
was to the rear of the building. If the ‘Vak was coming up the stairs he would pass behind
him. He realized that the spike was buried into the wall and dissipating his thermal
energy directly into the wall. If the alien passed along the other side and had any type of
thermal capability, he'd be dead. Kurt started to unplug the shroud, but then had another
idea. He gingerly extracted himself from under the shroud and got off the counter onto
the floor. He stuck a hand into his backpack and fished around for his ration cooker. The
small palm sized object was easy to identify. He pulled it out, set it against the wall atop
the shroud and turned it on. Then he quietly climbed over the counter and went to the far
corner of the room where he could observe the door into the apartment and the whole
wall. Then he waited.
The firing outside had died down. Kurt strained his hearing and thought he heard some
feint scraping from out in the hallway. For a big creature that damn thing sure is quiet.
He thought. Listening carefully he couldn't make out anything else. He pointed his rifle at
the door, finger resting lightly on the trigger.
There was an explosion and the wall collapsed directly behind where the shroud and
cooker sat. The Kra'Vak obviously had used his thermals and detected the cooker's heat
signature through the other side of the wall, assuming it was Watermann. The blast of
railgun fire blew almost a meter-wide chunk out of the wall. Kurt swung his rifle over
and fired into the hole several times. All firing stopped. Kurt could hear an odd grunting
gurgling sound. Had he hit him? He pulled a grenade off his belt thumbed the activation
switch and lofted it through the hole. Never having been known as a star ball player, the
grenade failed to go through and bounced onto the counter directly atop his shroud. He
ducked instinctively as the explosion smashed the kitchen and blew the rest of the wall
down. Laying prone. He did a quick mental check to see if he was still alive, then pulled
another grenade out, rose to his knees, and tossed it through the bigger hole. This time it
sailed through and exploded out in the hallway.
"Hey what's going on up there? Are you all right?" Asked Donner.

"I think so, hold up." Kurt quietly rose to his feet, set his rifle aside and unslung his subgun which was much better suited to this close-in action than the long gun. He carefully
made his way to the open door of the apartment. He sliced the pie in both directions
ensuring no one was just outside waiting for him. There was nothing out in the hall. He
cautiously stepped outside and proceeded towards the stairwell. He crept past the hole in
the wall and despite the dim light noticed a sticky green mess on the floor heading off
towards the corner and the stairwell. With both hands on his sub-gun he kept it aimed out
in front of him ready to fire. As he approached the corner that led to the stairs, a rifle was
thrust out at him held by a single hand. It fired twice and Kurt could almost feel the
hypervelocity armature whiz by his temple. He jabbed his weapon out into the wrist
holding the rifle and fired twice, blowing the hand clean off. It fell to the ground, still
grasping the rifle, with a loud clunk. There was an inhuman screech of pain and a
massive bulk swung around the corner and fell upon Kurt. The speed was surprising and
Kurt found himself bowled over backwards with the alien atop him. Kurt still had both
hands on his sub-gun but the weight of the creature had it pinned against his chest. Time
slowed down, seconds seemed like minutes. Kurt was struck by the musty grass like
smell from the creature's breath. He could feel something wet on his face. The Kra'Vak
canted it's head and attempted to hook one of it's large mandibles into Watermann's
throat. Missing a hand, it was having a hard time trying to pin Kurt in the right position.
Kurt jerked his head to the side as a mandible swung up., It caught the lip of his helmet,
snapping the chin snap and nearly his neck with it. For a moment the helmet was stuck on
the aliens face. It jerked it's head from side to side and shake it loose. Kurt made use of
the wiggle room to extricate his left and with the pistol. The helmet flew off to the right
and creature jerked its head down scraping the mandible along the side of Kurt's temple.
He screamed as a burning trough or pain erupted on the side of his head. Kurt jammed the
gun under the creature's jaw shut his eyes and jerked the trigger repeatedly until the clip
ran out. The clicking of the hammer on the empty chamber brought him back to reality.
The heavy mass oof the dead ‘Vak was atop him, crushing him. He was covered with a
sticky mess.
There were footsteps and voices. He felt the creature moving as several men pulled it off
him.
"You all right partner?" Asked Donner. They yanked him up by his arms. Kurt couldn't
speak. he was stunned and out of breath. The sub-gun slipped from his grasp and fell to
the floor. He recognized the grinning face of Charlie Lawrence.
"Damn Weaselboy, you look like shit. I thought you snipers were supposed to reach out
and touch them from afar."
"Fu...Fuck you."
"Hahaha! Doctor Doolittle get up here. We got some more work for ya."
UNS Provider
Röt Hafen system
16 August, 2183

Marina Jurewicz and Zeev Keller were peering intently at their respective sensor screens.

The Provider had been out on picket duty together with her counterpart UNS Peacekeeper
and other ships for the past 24 hours. It was hoped that her superior sensors would
provide advanced warning to any return of the Kra'Vak fleet. There had been several
warp signatures in her assigned sector but they had all turned out to be allied ships
arriving as reinforcements. Despite the fact that an arrival corridor had been specified for
incoming traffic, the very rush to get reinforcements in system rapidly had led to a few
less than accurate transits.
But it was not a stray transit signature, which was drawing their attention. It was the
possibility of another cloaked ship. Since their first encounter on the 13th, Jurewicz had
been perfecting her homespun filters in an attempt to achieve maximum effectiveness
against cloaked vessels. She had tested each in simulations based off of the first actual
encounters. For the past twenty minutes they'd been tracking an anomaly in their
readouts. It was much farther out than the first encounter, nearly 70,000 kilometers.
Keller was convinced that it was nothing more than a sensor anomaly. Perhaps a field of
electro-magnetic radiation caused by drifting debris from the battle or some naturally
occurring phenomenon. Jurewicz reported to contact to Captain Rai, who had authorized
a departure from their patrol station to investigate.
"I don't know Chief, it still seems like nothing."
"Zeev, I don't accept the debris theory. While it's true that a particles of a destroyed ship
could have traveled this far since the first fight, the odds of us picking that up are
infinitesimal. Plus I had Ally run the logs from the fight and there really wasn't anything
on a vector that would have put it out here. As for the natural phenomenon. Well I think it
would have been isolated and identified by now. Anything able to produce something like
that would require a physical source that we don't see. No, something is out there. I
would bet money on it."
Zeev listened to the argument. While he wasn't convinced he was sure of one thing.
Jurewicz knew her job. She was the finest sensor chief he'd ever worked for.
"Here, I've made some modifications to filter 37. I'm going to upload it to the production
region and give it a go. Keep the large array focused on AOI one."
"Ready."
"Activating."
Keller watched the screen shimmer with purple light for a moment as the knew filter took
effect. There. He could see the phantom contact. It was no more than a few pixels in
diameter but the ripples in the surrounding EM field were clear enough. "Well I'll be
damned."
"There. Captain Rai are you seeing this?" Rai had the ability to see their screens form his
command chair."
"I see it Chief. Helm what are we looking at for an intercept?"

"240 mark 39 mark 19. Shall I lay it in, Sir?"
"Negative. This far out it might tip them off if they have anything other than black globe.
Lay in a 25 degree offset."
"Aye Captain, new course laid in."
"Engage."
Rai studied the screen and the contact, observing as Jurewicz magnified and refined. At
once the screen shimmered with a number of energy ripples, which looked like raindrops
spreading on glassy pond.
"Warp sign! Ninety thousand kilometers. 244 mark 35 to 65." Shouted Jurewicz.
"Ours?"
There was a moments delay. "Doubtful. There are nearly two dozen footprints. And they
are still coming in."
"Comms keep the log rolling and dump the entire thing onto the guard net from this point
on."
"Aye captain."
"Come on sensors. Give me something."
"Confirming contacts as hostile, though we're still having a hard time typing classes."
"That's all I need to know. Sound general quarters. Helm give us 4 KPS acceleration.
Come to 180, 14 20."
"Aye Captain."
Rai did some quick calculations in his head. Given what he knew about Kra'Vak ships it
would take them about 90 minutes to reach the planet. He hoped that was enough time for
Bellamy to pull everything together. He was impressed with the compactness of the
Kra'Vak transit given the amount of ships involved.
"Up to 39 warpsigns and still going Captain!"
"Shit."
LZ Grumman
16 August, 2184 1745 local
"Major Burns! Major Burns!"
Natalie tried to open her eyes but they were stuck together with sleep. She managed to
peer into the bright light of the entrance, where one of the enlisted men was standing.
"Major Burns! It's a scramble!"

"Scramble? Don't be wet. What about the alert fighters?"
"They're already off. Your bird's being preflighted. The Kra'Vak are up to something
big."
She shot up in the cot and swung her booted feet over the edge. She grabbed her kit in
one hand, helmet in the other and ran out the door to the operations shack.Natalie entered
the ops shack, which was alive with activity. Her wingman, the recently arrived Lt.
Michael Flug followed her in. "What's going on?"
Everly was there. "It's a big push. The Kra'Vak air arm is up in strength. They launched
from five different hidden fields, all detected from orbit. There's over 60 identified
aircraft up. All incoming to the city. Also the Kra'Vak are launching ground
counterattacks against the task force within the city. Looks like they've come out of the
woodwork.
"Sixty aircraft?"
"At least. Their fields are going to be targeted by the Pommern. TF control has authorized
nukes. No screwing around. All are well away from civilian populations."
"ETA?"
"You've got ten minutes to get on station."
"Shit, lets go!" Said Burns running out the door.
Everly chased after her. "Wait, there's more!"
"Well run along with me."
They both jogged out to the Raptors. Natalie climbed into the cockpit and started
strapping in with the help of her crew chief. Everly climbed up and kept talking. The
Kra'Vak fleet has reentered the system. Almost fifty vessels. They've obviously timed
this attack to coincide with their fleet in hopes to tie us up."
"Damn." Natalie concentrated on the checklist, starting the engines, checking gauges and
control movement. Everly had to shout over the noise.
"And it's working too. Fleet's pulled their fighter support. They'll be hotly engaged up
there by the time you get up."
"What about GCI?"
"It's up. The link is open. Everything we have up till now has already been loaded into the
flight computer."
"All right. Get off my ship." Natalie made a shooing motion and Everly hopped down the
retractable steps. The crew chief stowed them, then gave the thumbs up.
Burns looked over at Flug. His canopy was closing. She looked over to him and nodded.

He saluted in return. She looked over at Wiggens and pumped her fist. He removed red
arming tags from the kraits.
"Dragon this is Watch tower. You are cleared for immediate take off. Steer 180 to base
plus six. Once airborne push three for Lubber. Good luck."
At the red marker, she set the NIQ to 60 degrees and rammed the throttles forward. The
Raptor leapt into the air. "Lead airborne."
"Two airborne."
"Go spread."
"Two."
"Lubber this is Dragon flight, picture."
"Picture is multiple groups, nearest bearing 220 for 60, angels three. Speed 440 heading
020."
"How many contacts?"
"Difficult to say. At least three but the formation they're using could be masking others.
Can you intercept."
"Roger."
"Dragon this is Eureka." It was Robson.
"Dragon go."
"You should have us on the datalink. We're engaging some trade, which is headed almost
to Röt Hafen. One group's already hit some support positions outside of the city. You'll
see them as Yellow. Let em go. Concentrate on the ones who haven't dropped yet. We're
handling the main group, but you need to chop the flight coming in from the southwest
designated as orange."
"We're on it."
"OK I'll be busy from here on out, Lubber well give all vectors. Magic and Coggs will be
out your way in a bit. Good luck. Eureka out."
"Two this is lead. Kick out."
"Kicking out." Flug put an additional kilometer separation between them.
"Have you been following along?"
"Roger."
OK we're going for orange flight. You can see them on the MSD at 242 for 50.
Remember even though we're getting it on datalink you won't see it on you won't get a
lock on your own FCR until they're 15k out."

"Understood."
"We'll run a single side offset. You bracket right, I'll take it down the throat. Got it?"
"Roger." His voice sounded raspy. Natalie could sense his fear. Her own fear sat coldly in
the pit of her stomach. She supposed that a few stirring words might help him but only
one thing came to mind:
"Master arm on."
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A note on Kra'Vak times:

Human/Kra'Vak
Year
Turnas: Equivalent to almost 5 Human months
Month
Turnot: Equivalent to 12 human days.12 Turnot make up a
Turnas
Day
Drahl: Equivalent to 2 Human days. 6 Drahl make up a Turnot
Hour
Thaar: Equivalent to 8 Human hours. 6 Thaar make up a Drahl
Minute
Tu'runs: Equivalent to 4 human minutes. 120 Tu'runs make up
a Thaar
Second
Se'nod: Almost two human seconds. 120 Se'nod make up a
tu'runs
Planet Du'blat
Spinward edge of the Kra'Vak territories
12122.7.4.1.102

The hot musty odor of rotting vegetation and stale mud pervaded the large room as the
warrior entered. It gave her a pang of longing for home. The steam was thick enough to
block normal vision, but the newly appointed Kra'Vak Primarch had no problem seeing
into the UV spectrum. The large room served as temporary sauna for the Noc'Sol clan's
Matriarch, it's holy mother, Shal'Cog. It was a reasonable facsimile of a homeworld
nesting-swamp. Even the chirping of Likadas was replicated (or were some actually in
the pool?) At the far end of the artificial lagoon, she sat on her haunches. Two young
males poured the warm water over her shoulders and rubbed medicinal salves onto her
old and scarred skin. Being that this was Ig'Har's first time ever invited to bask with the
Matriarch he had never seen her naked before. Her large bulk was legendary, and she still
fit after 230 turnas. The body bore the scars of many personal duels fought in her

ascension to the Matriarchy and the maintenance of the position. Her long follicles,
reaching down to her mid back, belied her old age. However, physical age should not be
mistaken for mental acquity, Ig'Har reminded herself. For here was one of the most
cunning minds in known space, trusted advisor to the Royal Mother herself, leader of the
Noc'Sol, The Y'Mirka (Keeper of the Royal Mother's honor) one of seven great houses
within the council of trusted at the Feast of Holy Mothers.
"Come, take your place." She commanded. Ig'Har shuffled over, head bowed in
deference. And knelt before her prostrating herself as was the ritual for such occasion.
Shal'Cog dismissed her two servants with a wave of her massive three-fingered hand.
They scurried out of the room. Ig'Har noticed that two large males, fully armed and in
combat armor, stood behind and to the side of the Holy mother, where they could observe
him and the door.
"Enough of that, Ig'Har, squat here beside me."
"By your command, Holy Mother." She squatted to the left of Shal'Cog, head still bowed,
and tusks flat against her face in a show of deference.
"Enough of that. You are the new Primarch. Hold your head up and glimpse me as I am."
Ig'Har did so reluctantly.
"My apologies for not holding a formal ceremony to commemorate you ascension, but
you may not be aware of the full nature of the current emergency. I've had your
predecessor, Ga'Lash, executed for incompetence. He has nearly tumbled our careful
plans regarding the Hu'mans, and the planet Rahl'Soo. I know you have had no part in the
planning of this operation to date, which is why I have chosen you to assume command."
"I have been following events..."
"Good. Then you know Ga'Lash has been assembling forces here for a follow-on hunt.
Unfortunately we must now use these forces to retake Rahl'Soo as quickly as possible. I
expect you to leave within the next drahl."
"The next drahl? Is not there undue haste in such plans?"
"Ig'Har, you have been an able commander and have made a name for yourself since
puberty. However there is much beyond your reference. I will explain a very few things
to you now so that you may map your intentions with intelligence, as I do not intend to
meddle particulars within your realm.
"As you know the Royal Mother has set us upon a course of action to confront the
Hu'Mans as they stand in our way for spinward expansion. I'll not go into great detail
here of grand strategy. Suffice it to say that The Menace from the galactic core moves
inexorably forward. Our great exodus takes us through the Humans to the Rim. Here we
hope to set up our new homes. This is of course macro-strategy, but the Royal Mother is
nothing if not replete with great foresight."

"Our house stands amongst the fore of great clans who sit beside the Royal Mother and I
am her closest confidant. It is for this reason that House Noc'Sol was given the prime role
in the new Hunt. And a large Hunt it is. Widespread raids and attacks are at this moment
under way in Hu'Man space. But the Hu'Man territories lie distal from our core, hence the
need for a logistics base from which to operate within their space. What more this prize
lies near the heart of Human space, lending itself easily for a strike directly at their
throats."
"Two turnas prior did our very own clan come into the possession of a relatively intact
Hu'Man ship. Our own empiricists worked hard to decipher its mysteries, for it is
information of the Hu'Mans which is our greatest prize. How else to plan the hunt? I
attempted to keep this secret, but the Royal Mother's agents are nothing if not all seeing,
and we were soon exposed and required to turn over our prize to the Xin'Dau. Their
empiricists, unbeknownst to me, have been working along the same lines. As it turns out
they were much ahead of us, and our prize turned the key in their quest. Hence Noc'Sol
was able to save face and reap glory in the situation."
"And what did they find holy mother?"
"The Hu'Man database contained a wealth of navigational information on their holdings.
It was at this time that the planet they call Rot Hafen, which we call Rahl'Soo came to our
attention. It has many valuable minerals, most important of which is Maganash, the key
component in the production of our armor. Rahl'Soo would serve as the logistics base we
so needed in our Hunt against the Hu'Mans. In addition it is relatively close to the core of
their space, their homeworld of Sol lies within 20 light turnas of Rahl'Soo. A perfect
location from which to grab right for the throat of Hu'Man space. The honor of the prize
of course went to us, as the greatest house in the Feast of Holy Mothers."
"Had issues been left alone with that decision, all would be well. However the Royal
Mother I her infinite wisdom seeks to keep Noc'Sol from becoming so powerful as to
eventually challenge her own rule."
Ig'Har's mandibles expanded and spread outward, in a sign of surprise and awe at such a
thought.
"Yes that's right Ig'Har. My ascension to the Royal Motherhood is not beyond the pale of
possibility. And it is such an eventuality that has the Royal Mother scheming to keep us
down at the very same time which she offers us our greatest opportunity for triumph."
"How, your holiness?"
"By allying us with House P'Ah'Cad."
"P'Ah'Cad?" Ig'Har's mandibles curved inward in a sign of indignation. "They are not
worthy to carry our Guzz'tah! To think of sharing the hunt with those upstarts."
"Exactly." Shal'Cog was pleased with Ig'Har's display. "The Royal Mother has been
misguided by some minor victory Surg'Fess has secured over some pitiful aliens of the
Gruh'Untah sector. She sees Surg'Fess as a rising hunter amongst Houses. As you know

the Pa'Ah'Cad were involved in that most unfortunate episode at Sva'Ga, Surg'Fess and
myself nearly came to blows over the incident, save for the presence of the Royal
Mother."
"Normally I would merely call out the cur in single combat, or else conduct a short
campaign against the upstarts, but this is not the time for clan infighting. We must
concentrate our resources against the enemy behind and the enemy in front. So,
misguidedly, the Royal Mother has set our two houses upon the same task, where we are
to work together in the securing of Rahl'Soo. Above the surface the mating of these two
clans is to ensure absolute victory in this first major operation of the war against the
Hu'Mans. However, below the surface, the Royal Mother seeks to keep us at our throats,
dividing the glory amongst us so as to keep Noc'Sol under and to prevent myself from
challenging the throne. It is a wise plan, and one that both Surg'Fess and myself
graciously accepted."
"It must have been most difficult..."
"Yes it was. But you know the old saying: No outsider swims in my lagoon. The
P'Ah'Cad still had most of their forces deployed in the Gruh'Untah sector, far from the
current battlefront. Whereas much of our fleet was already froward-deployed. The
P'Ah'Cad undertook to amass their forces at the prearranged staging area at their leisure,
believing the date of attack set for three turnots forward. But I decided to strike at
Rahl'Soo first before the bulk of their fleet arrived, two full turnot before the previously
agreed upon strike date. Only four P'Ah'Cad ships were on hand to accompany us in. Our
agents ensured that their Ti'Dok and one of their Vo'Boks had accidents during warp
which left only one Vo'Bok and one transport, carrying a skull of P'Ah'Cad house
marines. "
"In'Har, our commander on the spot saw to it that the Vo'Bok was destroyed early in the
fighting, while the P'Ah'Cad skull was deployed to the hinterlands chasing after remnants
of the Hu'Man resistance. Unfortunately, his bungling incompetence led to a serious
defeat at the hands of the Hu'Mans when their fleet returned. It was at this time that I
learned much of the incompetent handling of the whole operation. In'Har, of course,
masked his incompetence in the proper way, by dying in battle."
"Ga'Lash and Merz'Bot were not so fortunate. I had them put to death for the potential
loss of face we stand to suffer if word of their bungling gets out. This is why I have
appointed you to command. You are to assemble the fleet and leave within the next drahl
for our staging area. Immediately from there you are to launch against Rahl'Soo. Do not
dally by setting your fleet posture to confront. Your posture is to be set to Slay from the
moment you transit. There must be no survivors. On the planet all slave labor must be
forced to our will with the utmost haste for I want that base operational for our forces
within a half turnots."
"Most importantly, the P'Ah'Cad are expected to arrive at the staging area any drahl now.
You must secure the planet before they arrive. It must be seen that Surg'Fess' dalliance
has nearly cost us the campaign, but under yours and my leadership, we have still
plucked this rich prize for the Royal Mother herself. Surg'Fess will be in disgrace at the

feast of Holy Mothers and will never again be a force to challenge us. Des'Ret has been
appointed to replace Merz'Bot as our chief of espionage. She will see to the dissemination
of misinformation in this matter. In time I will see her dead, but that is for the future. The
Royal mother will be forced to acknowledge our leadership in the coming war, where
Noc'Sol will set the example. This influence will put us in direct line for a shot at the
throne. The Royal Mother is old and will not live forever. Other measures are being taken
to ensure her predecessors will be in no position to intervene. And as such, her very plan
to keep us down shall be turned against her."
"It is brilliant, Holy Mother."
"Of course it is brilliance, I though of it. Now lets make something clear. Everything
depends upon you, young one. You must arrive on station and secure Rahl'Soo with a
tremendous crushing victory before the P'Ah'Cad arrive. I have confidence in your ability
to do so. But let me down and you shall die a thousand slow deaths."
"I will not fail, Holy Mother."
Cog'Shal leaned her large bulk forward until her mandibles were inches away from
Ig'Har's face. They curved menacingly until they were but millimeters from her eyes.
Ig'Har did not flinch. The Holy Mother's yellow eyes bored into her. "No, you will not
fail."
For a moment the Holy Mother stayed there and Ig'Har almost expected a blood slice on
her cheek, the traditional mark of dominance or punishment. But the Surg'Fess leaned
back and adopted a light air. "But for the moment we have time to enjoy a pleasure or
two, no Ig'Har?"
Ig'Har breathed again. "Yes holy Mother." Surg'Fess was also famous for the excesses
she took in her position.
"Guards, bring in the Juveniles."
The mating passed quickly for Ig'Har. Her mind was not into pleasure with such a
Herculean task thrust upon her. She had barley breathed throughout the whole meeting,
but as time passed later in the drahl, she grew more confident and more elated in the
possibilities of what had befallen her. Primarch of the most powerful house! It was an
unbelievable turn of events. However Ig'Har was not chosen at random. She spent the day
in a flurry of activity, and her staff was hard pressed to keep up. The fleet, already in
place, made final provisioning. She received authorization form the Holy Mother to take
every ship but her private escorts. By sundown, Ig'Har was on a shuttle up to the Yu'Kas
Mandia.
Ig'Har took special pains to supervise the navigation plan. The fleet would make four
transits per Dahl, each at 20 light turnas per jump. The pace was well above normal safe
limits, but Ig'Har was driven and she drove her staff and crews in turn. In one drahls the
fleet would be arriving at the staging area.
Ig'Har used the time to study her enemy. Most useful was a report from the surviving

commander on the scene, a 4th Commander named K'zirt. In the quiet of her own cabin,
Ig'Har read the report which had been classified top secret and kept from nearly all
eyes....
For: 1st Commander House Noc'Sol Naval Affairs
Of: 4th Commander K'zirt Acting Commander, 2d Talon Noc'Sol fleet
About: Action at Rahl'Soo 12122.7.3.1.44.111
After gaining some initial sensor data, the fleet was ordered into Confront. 1st
Commander In'har kept the fleet together but ordered my squadron, my Ti'Dak and 2
Vo'Bok hunters, into a wider arc to engage the weaker Hu'man flank. The main part of
the fleet was to cluster together as it proved effective in defeating the missile salvoes of
previous encounters. Our initial confrontation proved this point as none of their missiles
found targets.
12 tu'runs into the conflict, we had crippled one of the opposing battle cruisers with
repeated railgun Attacks. We lost 1 Vo'Bok to a malfunctioning power core that exploded
when struck by enemy fire. Sadly, my flagship was struck a lucky blow to the command
center. The beam weapons of the Hu'mans cut deeply and severed all intership and
intraship communications. I had to spend precious time relocating to auxiliary control.
My Vo'Boks effectively screened us as we drifted. They scored again and again with their
railguns, crippling one of the Hu'man battlecruisers.
Meanwhile, the heart of the fleet was engaging the four Hu'man Superdreadnoughts. By
positioning our fleet the way he did, 1st Commander In'har was able to concentrate fire
on the Hu'man Primary ships, one at a time. In'har directed all fire on what we believed to
be the Mothership of their fleet. After doing a significant amount of damage, she shifted
fire to a second of the huge ships. Strangely, the crippling damage to their flagship did
nothing to the Hu'man morale. Surely they saw that their ship was useless and they still
did not surrender. The second Hu'Man Primary was then crippled and still they fought on.
1st Commander In'har then ordered the fleet into Slay as it seemed that the Hu'mans
simply did not think as we do. Destroying them utterly is the only course of action.
At this time, we were also confronting the Hu'man killercraft. We were seriously
outnumbered on this level of the conflict and our own killercraft were unable to strike.
Instead, they were ordered into Protect and assigned to our own Yu'kas class
Superdreadnoughts. At this time, the Hu'man missiles found their mark and a coordinated
attack by both killercraft and missiles wrought horrible damage on the heart of our fleet.
Our scatterguns completely destroyed 4 full attack groups of enemy killercraft and did
serious damage to the remainder. However, the missiles kept coming.
After 16 tu'runs, the mighty Yu'kas under 2nd Commander Ta'sin was completely
destroyed by the Hu'man attack wave. There was no time for them to even signal their
doom. One moment they were there, and the next they were not. I have never seen such a
thing. More distressing than this was the crippling of our own Mothership. 1st
Commander In'har was slain as the enemy missiles destroyed the Flag Bridge, Auxiliary
Control, Life Support and the Engine room. 3rd Commander Ti'ree took command of the

fleet and, in her fury, completely destroyed the crippled Hu'mans Primary, similar in
mass to our Yu'Kas and crippled 2 others. The coordinated Railgun fire tore through their
hulls even as a second wave of missiles and killercraft came in.
The Hu'mans have also developed a horrible new device that allows for small craft to
remain unseen by our scanners. Though I have heard of similar craft in our fleet, they
seem to be ahead of our own Science Clan in this area. They mounted cloaking devices
on small ships that carried more of their missiles. Using this cloaking technology, they
were able to launch missile strikes from behind our main fleet and wrought more damage
upon us. Several of our Ti'daks took severe damage and attempted to withdraw but were
hunted down by the remaining enemy killercraft. The fleet was ordered into Flee and
those ships that were capable moved to disengage. Those that could not follow bravely
held back the Hu'man ships and another of their primaries was destroyed. During this
time, 3rd Commander Ti'ree and her ship were lost as the last of the enemy killercraft
concentrated on them. His last act as commander was to approve the pleas of our own
killercraft pilots who were screaming for vengeance. Thus released, they made straight
for the Hu'man fleet, using their last moments of life to strike at the enemy.
With me now in charge, I gathered what was left of our fleet and warped out. Only five of
our ships made it out but we carry back crucial information about Hu'man tactics and
technology. Having now experienced two Confronts against the Hu'Mans, my
recommendations and observations to our Science Clan are as follows:
1) Cloaking and anti-Cloaking devices. If all our ships can not cloak, we must at least be
able to penetrate theirs.
2) Extended Point Defense. If we had available scatterguns that could support another
ship, we would not have fallen prey to the Hu'man missiles so easily. Several ships had
no choice but to watch as their sisters died.
3) Upgrading our existing scatterguns to allow for reloading during combat. They proved
very effective but very short-lived as well.
My recommendations and observations to our War Leaders are as follows:
1) Increase the use and production of killercraft. If only to screen our capital ships. They
proved vital but, in the end, futile due to being horribly outnumbered.
2) A change of doctrine is needed. Confront is no longer a viable tactic. Slay is the only
course that can be followed when fighting the Hu'mans. They do not follow our ways and
we can not think that they would surrender to us.
3) Close maneuvering has served us well in defeating initial waves of the Hu'man
missiles. However, we must be able to lend support between ships. Scatterguns should be
reserved for Point Defense use and not as a ship to ship weapon.
4) Targeting priority should be changed to destroy the missile capable ships as soon as
they are detected. The missile salvoes are much more deadly than their beam weapons.

4th Commander K'zirt
It was clear to Ig'Har that this K'zirt was an insightful commander. A second report
detailed her ongoing reconnaissance plan of Rahl'Soo with the surviving Vo'At cloaked
scouts. She would promote K'zirt upon reaching the Staging area. Ig'Har needed
commanders with experience against the Hu'Mans. No doubt K'zirt, suffering under the
humiliation of having survived, would conduct herself with added frenzy in the next
battle, yet another plus. With regards to the report, she would have a clerk scrub the data
from any hint of loss and pass it to one of Science Clan on the ship. The indispensable
purple-robed Xin'Dau accompanied every clan while on operations. Perhaps they could
make some modifications to current systems. The Xin'Dau or "science clan" didn't
actually do much inventing of their own. Their real expertise lay in reverse engineering
captured technology. From the time the first alien FTL vessel had landed on the Kra'Vak
homewold during an exploration mission, this was the way they had made advances in
their technology. FTL, Grav drive, improved railgun targeting, and the newest mind
control technology that was being used on the Hu'Mans. Kra'Vak science reverse
engineered existing technology and made it their own, then made it better. Already they
were looking at the Hu'Man shields..
However it was not the Hu'Mans themselves which concerned Ig'Har. They were, after
all, mere frsshtookk and would easily succumb to her might. No, the P'Ah'Cad were was
the main threat. With her ships engaged with the Hu'Mans, what guarantee did he have
that Surg'Fess ships would not attack and then secure the glory of the capture for
themselves. She would not put it past the upstarts to attempt such a treacherous move.
No. That could not be allowed to stand. Ig'Har began mapping out her own strategy to
circumvent such an event.
Ig'Har bore with her nearly one hundred Noc'Sol warships to the staging area. This
represented nearly a third of the Noc'Sol fleet. In her opinion it was overkill to bring this
entire fleet into Rahl'Soo to squash a bunch of frshstookk. No, the real threat lay with the
Pa'Ah'Cad. With no oversight anything could happen at the staging area or in system. But
she would turn the tables on Surg'Fess. By last estimate, the P'Ah'Cad fleet on the way to
the staging area was estimated at fewer than 30 ships. What Ig'Har decided to do was
spilt her fleet in half, leaving nearly 60 ships in wait for the P'Ah'Cad. Herself and K'zirt,
whom she decided to promote to 2nd Commander would take the fleet into Rahl'Soo. She
would leave 2nd Commander T'ahl in command of the ambush at the staging area. The
need for precise navigation to the jump point would necessitate them adopting a tight
formation. Normal procedure called for jumping at relaxed stations when arriving in a
"secure" area. Ig'Har would order her fleet to adopt Confront within firing proximity of
the Jump point. When they drew close, the fleet would conduct a Slay, destroying the
P'Ah'Cad to the last ship. Thus in one Fateful Drahl, she would eliminate the greatest
threat to the Noc'Sol house and secure Rahl'Soo for the Holy Mother. This would cement
her position as Primarch. Why his very name would possibly be spoken at the Feast of
Mothers! Almost beside herself with giddiness, Ig'Har summoned her staff and set about
drawing up her plans.
Upon arrival at the staging area, Ig'Har was relieved to see that no P'Ah'Cad ships had yet
arrived. Only six ships, survivors of the original invasion force, were in evidence. Only

two, a pair of Vo'Bok cruisers, were in any shape to accompany the fleet on the final
jump. Pushing the fleet had cost Ig'Har seven ships dropped off at previous transit points
with maintenance problems. Ig'Har immediately requested a report from 4th Commander
K'zirt.
The bulky warrior entered Ig'Har's office and stiffly bowed. In the ensuing silence she
kept her head lowered, expecting at the very least a berating from the new Primarch.
"Welcome aboard 2nd Commander K'zirt."
The officer raised her head hesitatingly. "Excuse me Primarch?"
"You understood me."
"I...I am at a loss…"
"I read your report. It was intelligently written. No doubt you have surmised that we are
returning to Rahl'Soo to evict the Hu'Mans once and for all. I need a commander at my
side with your experience of fighting them. Together we shall put an end to this
resistance and get on with the hunt."
"I observed the fleet making transit. It's is a force of infinitesimal power. We cannot fail,
Primarch."
The door slid open and in walked T'ahl. 2nd Commander K'zirt, I would like you to meet
2nd Commander T'ahl. Fleet sub commander."
"It is an honor." Said K'zirt bowing.
T'ahl merely grunted. She looked incredibly old and dour.
"T'ahl will be remaining behind with part of the fleet to lay and ambush for the
P'Ah'Cad."
"An ambush?"
"Yes the P'Ah'Cad fleet intends to strike us from behind as we engage the Hu'Mans.
Fortunately, our agents have learned of their devious plots and given us sufficient
warning to turn the surprise on its head."
"So we are delaying the move against Rahl'Soo in order to dispense of the P'Ah'Cad?"
Asked K'zirt.
"Absolutely not. It is imperative that we slay the Hu'Mans at once. I plan on moving
before the drahl ends."
"How many ships are staying behind?"
"Sixty."
"Primarch, with respect, you would divide our forces and fight two actions back to back
simultaneously? With less than fifty ships we return to Rahl'Soo? I must advise

against…."
Ig'Har was up and at K'zirt in a flash, in her face. "You will advise nothing! You will
follow orders you ungrateful cur! I could just as easily have had you beheaded instead of
promoted. You will cease all further discussion, take this data cube which contains your
orders and set about implementing your part of the plan. Do you understand?"
"Yes Primarch."
"Then go!"
K'zirt gave a curt bow and left the office. That went really well, she thought.
With the P'Ah'Cad fleet.

Surg'Fess ran the thumbs of her left hand over her mandible testing the sharpness. It was
the stance she always adopted while in deep contemplation. The fleet was assembled at
the final jump point before moving to the staging area. By agreement with Noc'Sol, the
initial assault on Rahl'Soo was set for two drahls hence. It had been a very long trip from
the Gruh'Untal sector, nearly five turnots in length. Her task force, 32 ships, comprising
nearly one third of the entire P'Ah'Cad fleet had arrived intact with no loss. She was on
time with her entire fleet, with all ships at top operational condition. She should be
please, but yet something was nagging her.
There was the dull ache of her cheekbone, under the deep scar she had received many
turnas past in a duel. Whenever the scar began to throb she took it as a bad omen. In her
experience each occurrence had been followed by something bad. So what was it this
time? Was it Lo'Bat, the great hunter of death, sending her a premonition that her time for
calling was near? Surg'Fess took such omens seriously, as they had saved her from ruin
on more than one occasion. It was of special note that the omen had appeared only now,
with less than two Thaar to go before the fleet made transit to rendezvous with Noc'Sol.
The more she thought about it, the clearer the signal became. She summoned the
communications officer.
"You are to open a secure channel to Na'Wo and Dik'Tak and put it through to my private
chambers."
"Hoi!"
Shortly there after she was viewing the images of her two senior commanders. Both
stared silently at their holy mother, who had long ago dispensed with formal posturing
upon initial greetings. Surg'Fess viewed herself as a Battlefield commander, in fact she
insisted that they address her by the title of 1st Commander while on operations instead
of the traditional Holy Mother.
"Commanders, our long journey to the hunt is nearly at an end. Yet I sense that we are
about to enter a period of grave danger. In fact I believe we are at greater risk with this
coming transit than when we actual enter the Rahl'Soo system."
Both Na'Wo and Dik'Tak had long ago learned not to question Surg'Fess hunches, they

were invariably correct.
"I believe it a high probability that the Noc'Sol will impart upon our fleet some form of
treachery. I have no positive proof, however, there jealousy of our great rise in favor with
the Royal Mother, and the long standing treachery of Shal'Cog is well known to us. I
would not put it beneath them to ambush us at the staging area."
"It is because of this that I summon you to construct with me a plan which will leave us
prepared for an attack while not invoking one from adopting to rash a posture upon
transit. I listen to you now."
Dik'Tok was first to speak. "1st Commander. My trust for the Noc'Sol runs no deeper as I
can dunk them. However the two divergent objectives you set for us provides some
difficulty. The proper course is to array the fleet into Confront before transit, yet this
posture would be a clear sign that we are intent upon battle."
"Yes that could provoke a fight right then and there if they are in fact not intent upon our
destruction. An eventuality we must consider."
"I propose that the fleet make transit arrayed for Maneuver. Emission control level should
also be set for maneuver, yet all crews and weapons, save targeting should be set to
Confront."
"I would make one amendment to my trusted comrade's recommendation," said Na'Wo.
"We offset the transit point by at least one light-se'nod. This will better allow us to gauge
the Noc'Sol intentions and delay punishment from an ambush."
"One light-se'nod is too great a distance. Given the time we have had to get there, they
will not accept a one light se'nod displacement as an error. They will suggest foul play.
Reduce it to under one third light-se'nod." Amended Surg'Fess.
"Then I have an additional suggestion," said Na'Wo. "We split the fleet into two Arms.
One makes initial transit with the offset suggested. If the Noc'Sol are intent upon our
destruction, as well all suspect, then we will see them maneuver towards us. After a
reasonable period, no more than ten tu'run's passing, the Second Arm transits at the
original warp point. If the Noc'Sol have committed themselves to the first Arm, then we
will catch them between the two of us. If there is no treachery, we can merely blame the
anomaly on transit difficulties."
"I like the suggestion, however the force mixture must be carefully considered" Said
Surg'Fess. "If we split the fleet evenly, they will suspect duplicity on our part. We must
force their entire fleet to commit to the First Arm, as they no doubt will outnumber us
considerably. Thus we can only leave a few picked vessels to comprise the Second Arm.
They must include our boldest commanders and best crews. But the number is critical."
"All the Yukas?"
"No. That would be too obvious."
"Da'Las and Al'Lan, with their Yukas. Ter'Hat and Sved'Ma with their Ti'Daks, SaitTel

and Bom'As with their Vo'Boks." Suggested Na'Wo.
"Agreed. And you will lead the Second Arm with your Ko'Vol." Seven ships. That leaves
25 ships for Dik'Tak and myself. A believable number. Assuming they even know how
many ships we have committed."
"Do not underestimate Noc'Sol spies." Warned Dik'Tak.
"Agreed. Commanders we have less than two standard thaars to work out the particulars.
Let us get to work."
Rahl'Soo system

Using up to date reconnaissance data from K'zirt's Vo'Ats, 38 Noc'Sol warships made
transit into Hu'Man space. Extra time was allowed for the plot to ensure a tight formation,
and Ig'Har was pleased to see every ship in it's assigned position. Much to her relief there
was only one Hu'Man ship in the vicinity, which rapidly withdrew. Sensors reached out
to identify and classify the enemy ships, comparing it with the database that K'zirt had
created in the intervening Drahls since the last fight. The information would prove vital.
"Send the signal."
"Hoi."
A narrow beam encoded signal went out to the command skull at Rahl'Soo, signaling
them to begin their part in the action. And so Ig'Hor set about hunt to secure for his clan
that grubby red ball.
South of the spaceport, Ralh'Soo
Ja'Fol listened carefully to the prerecorded briefing which had been just brought over by
a runner from the Noc'Sol Skull commander. The plan was more rubbish, but what else
had she come to expect in the preceding turnots? She had never met so incompetent a
commander as this dra'at who passed herself off as a talon commander. But then again
not a single one of the Noc'Sol leadership had issued a single order which had made
sense to her since they first set foot on this miserable ball of dirt. It was all he could do to
keep herself from turning her claws upon the Noc'Sol themselves and she had had to
restrain more than one young male in altercations with the dra'at.
But if the situation was sinking below fast let no one make the accusation that it had been
due in any part to the P'Ah'Cad skull. In her opinion they had carried out every task
assigned, no matter how ridiculous, in the most exemplary manner. It had been they who
had tracked down the Hu'Man hill fighters in a true hunter's fashion, killing them singly,
in pairs and in groups, until all their bases had been eradicated. She nodded them a
grudging respect. Despite their puny demeanor they fought with courage. Their response
had of course been to move their remnants into the city where they found the incompetent
Noc'Sol easy prey for their cunning tactics. The eradication of the fleet in orbit, no matter
how hard they attempted to hide it, had not gone unnoticed by Ja'Fol. The Hu'Man
landing had wisely avoided the clumsily camouflaged defenses and no more ridiculous
event had she ever witnessed than the foolhardy attack on the pass by the bulk of the

Noc'Sol armor, easily defeated by the Hu'Mans. They were nothing if opportunists.
Ja'fol could at least take solace in the fact that most of the dra'at were now dead, which
should have left her with a freeer hand to defend the city, but the Skull commander,
Bu'Kal had conveniently survived by remaining at headquarters. So she remained
pestered by her incompetence. Now Ja'fol crossed her arms and listened to Bu'Kal drivel.
"You are to await the great counterstrike which will occur at nine-one this drahl. At that
point I require you to assault the Hu'Mans here at this position. This will cut their assault
in half. Simultaneous with your attack, out killercraft will sweep the skies of their ships
and attack them from above. My skull will plant it's stake at the tip of the Hu'Man assault
and hod them in place as we smash them from all directions. Before daybreak we shall
see the fleet once again secure in orbit where they will rain death upon the remaining
Hu'Mans. Then we swill set about eradicating the remaining frsshtookk and secure the
planet. Remember, time your attack to begin at precisely five-one. So I command it, so it
shall be done."
"Fine-one!" Ja'Fol eyed the Noc'Sol courier menacingly. Despite himself, the juvenile's
air-follicles went rigid with fear in the presence of so many angry P'Ah'Cad. "Five-One!
Do you know what time it is? It's past five now! We're to launch a major counterattack
against the Hu'Mans with only ten tu'run's preparation!" Ja'Fol stepped closer to the
Juvenile, her necklace of Hu'Man skulls and other bones rattling with the movement. She
drew had Shaddah and held the blade under the Noc'Sol's throat. "What is the reason for
your delay and bringing me this order?"
"There was no delay! I came at once, Commander."
As he suspected, Bu'Kal delayed the order until it was almost too late to carry it out.
Another attempt to disgrace the P'Ah'Cad. How could they ever hope to beat the Hu'Mans
if they were still trying to beat each other?
"I'd slice you into pieces if I had the time, but I have a battle to fight. Your command
calls the Hu'Mans frsshtookk. I say it is not they, but it is he who is the frsshtookk. If we
survive this mess I will come for him personally and call him out for his incompetence in
this operation. Now go before I change my mind."
The Juvenile bowed quickly turned and fled the room, running into a warrior in combat
armor on the way out, which almost knocked him over. Ja'Fol studied her situational
display. Given her current deployment, only the 2nd Arm would be able to participate in
the attack. 1st Leg would support with two raiding claws. The problem was once they
exposed themselves, the Hu'Mans had the firepower to make any attack costly. The key
was to reduce their fire support. The attack by the Kra'Vak fleet should take care of their
ortillery. Their air support had been virtually non-existent since the Kra'Vak killer craft
made their presence known to the Hu'Mans. And the Hu'Man skimmers had been reduced
in numbers through attrition over the past few drahls. Rapidly Ja'Fol scanned the enemy
plot. A large Hu'Man fire support unit had recently relocated forward to the outskirts of
the city, but there was no way for her to strike at it. It was within range of the 2nd eye,
one of her two combination reconnaissance/sniper teams, but he had no organic fire

support of his own that could reach the target.
"How to hit that unit?" He thought out loud.
"Attack them with our Ra'San. Said Bor'Lan, 2nd Arm Commander.
"You know, as well as I, that the Craft are Noc'Sol. We cannot even communicate with
them."
"That's not exactly true."
Bor'Lan and Ja'Fol spun and looked at a young juvenile who was a communications tech
from 1st Leg currently assigned to the skull staff. His commander stared at him in horror.
How dare a juve dare speak in the presence of Ja'Fol? The commander was on the juve in
a second cuffing the young male to the ground.
"Wait." Ja'fol held up a claw. "Let the Juve speak."
The Kra'Vak tech picked himself up. Every Juvenile was used to receiving beatings so he
was quick to recover. "Commander, my duties during the initial occupation often carried
me to headquarters. I had on several occasions to observed Noc'Sol code cubes left
unattended. I…I..."
"Go on you're wasting time!"
"On a challenge from a claw mate I "liberated" one of the cubes during my last trip."
"And?"
"We can transmit this data to the commander of 2nd Eye. He can program in his
designator to replicate a Noc'Sol support request. He should be able to get one of their
ships to target the enemy unit."
There was a moment of silence. "Implement your plan." Ja'Fol turned to the Juve's
commander. "Claw leader, commend that young warrior." The juve stood up straight
bowed quickly and turned to his console.
"Bor'Lan, this will be your jump off position. 2nd Leg will move its armor to this position
and create a diversion. When I give the word you are to strike to this building which
oversees their axis of advance. Strike swift and deadly. Seize this building and we will
have them by the throat. There is little time to prepare your warriors so I suggest you
move now. I shall join you in several Tu'runs"
"Hoi." Bor'Lan picked up his advanced combat railgun, nodded and left.
Ja'Fol made arrangements for the relocation of the skull and the gathering of his outlying
1st Arm for the coming struggle. He stepped out of the building into the fading light,
followed by his communications tech, two runners and three warriors, which served as
his bodyguards. They set off at a jog to the catch up with the 2nd Arm. Above him, in the
evening sky, he could see the first bright flashes and mini-suns of exploding ships. None
in the small command group needed reminding that their fate was intertwined in the

outcome of that battle.
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The six flat black shapes glided effortlessly over the jutting hills and deep valleys, which
cut through the terrain below. Keeping their altitude less than twenty-five meters
enhanced the invisibility already provided by their radar reflecting shape and materials.
Directly above the small strike group flew two elements of three fighters at one thousand
meters. They were packed together tightly, within five meters of each other. The vertical
stacking their special formation designed to mask their true numbers. In addition the
special IR defeating electronic gear worked in a way which enhanced the IR masking
qualities of the entire formation when the skimmers flew in such close proximity. The
Kra'Vak intent was to deny FCR lock until they were in effective gun range, thus
negating the effectiveness of the human killer missiles which had cut them so deeply in
past encounters.
Burns checked her Master Situational Display and saw the icons for Magic and Coggs
approaching. The MSD was updated via datalink from Lubber, which in turn collected
information from Satellites, ground and airborne sensors. The information was then
disseminated to all units of the area defense network, both airborne platforms and ground
units. The MSD showed the incoming Kra'Vak as approximate contacts untargetable as
of yet. She swore under her breath. If they were fighting anyone else beside the Kra'Vak
the engagement would most likely not progress past a BVR (Beyond Visual Range)
engagement. However the Kra'Vak ships, with their mysterious stealth technology,
virtually guaranteed that this would be a close in dogfight. No 1 squadron, primarily
oriented to ground support had only three AWI-qualified pilots. Luckily Mako and Burns
were two of them.
"Dragon this is Magic, we're joining you from the north east 20 klicks out, you should
have us on your misty"
"Got you. We'll be engaged before you join, but let's put flight comms into effect. Check
in: One-one."

"One-two", replied Flug.
"Two-one", said magic
"Two-two", said Coggs.
"One-one do either of you have a lock yet?"
"Negative, no FCR just MSD."
"Roger."
"Two-one we're running a single side offset to the right. Suggest you keep alt and hit
them from behind assuming they turn on us."
"Wilco." Magic furrowed his brow at that. Why the hell is she running a single side
offset? That called for one aircraft swing wide to one side and then reversing back into
the rear of the enemy fighter, while the second ship took it straight down the middle of
the enemy formation, engaging head on. While it certainly had the potential to confuse
the enemy and trap them between both fighters, it also meant that for a time Burns and
Flug would be operating without mutual support. That was particularly a no go when they
weren't even sure of how many bogeys they were dealing with. Worse still, the kraits
were having a hard time locking onto the Kra'Vak fighters at anything other than short
range, thus negating the normal advantage of the missile.
"One-two execute"
"On the way" Flug brought his thrust to 140% and rocketed down and to the right. Burns
eyed her fire control radar. She had is slued exactly on the spot where the MSD showed
the incoming bogeys but there was still no lock. Since the Krait was also capable of IR
guiding she uncaged the seeker head on the first missile. Burns was well aware of the
dangers of running a single side offset in this situation but there was a lot to be said for
unpredictability and surprise. At the merge the Kra'Vak would either have to split up, or
blow through in which cases they would be exposing their rears to Flug. She anticipated
that they would choose to mix it up, which would give Magic and Coggs an opportunity
to pick them off, providing she could survive the initial encounter.
At 18 kilometers the three Kra'Vak blips depicted on the MST split into two groups of
two. Burns still had no lock on the FCR. ""OK they've split into two groups, angels two,
one to my right one to my left."
"One-two copy, tally."
"One-one we are at your six, fifteen K angels ten, coming down hard." Said Magic.
"One-two make sure you keep up your energy, keep it out of the low and slow regimen.
Once two-one and Two-two joins make your way back to me. Don't get low or slow with
this bunch." Said Burns.
"Copy."

The threat warning receiver began beeping and she glanced at the UV targeting bug it
depicted. "Spike."
The opposing groups were now closing at 1200 knots. At 12 K Burns finally got a hit on
her FCR. "Got em! Two groups of three! Holy shit! I'm going for the group on the right,
one-two, right on the nose. Two, lock em up."
"I can't. I don't have a lock! Breaking into ‘em now."
"Shoot em!"
"Can't. I don't have a fucking tone!"
"Vis. Got the right group on the nose ten K." Natalie switched her FCR to auto-boresight.
The FCR would now automatically lock up whatever was off the nose without her
intervention. The fire control computer immediately built a shoot list of all three contacts.
At 8 kilometers she pickled the first Krait. It ejected from the portside chin stores bay,
fell ten meters and ignited, racing off ahead. The FCR immediately switched to the next
contact.
"Fox two." Burns pickled off her second missile at the Rmin, or minimum engagement
range, of one kilometer. The first Krait ran straight for the lead Kra'Vak who broke right
and down, leaving countermeasures, which looked like series of black puffs, in his wake.
The Krait corrected put itself into a lead pursuit plot. The Kra'Vak broke back to the left
throwing off the Krait which exploded fifty meters behind, detonated by one of the
Kra'Vak scatter packs.
Natalie saw none of that. She saw the lead bogey break and angled her nose down
slightly to pick up a little more speed. One bogey angled to her left passing less than fifty
meters from her, but the second bogey bore straight in. The second Krait homed right at
him, and Burns was forced to break hard at the last instant to avoid a collision. There was
an explosion right outside the cockpit and the Raptor was buffeted in the wake of the
close pass. She scanned her Christmas tree in a panic but there was no damage.
The break blew some of her energy but she kept the Raptor in a ten degree nose down
attitude, building up to 700 knots before pulling up into a loop. She strained her neck
looking up and to the rear, as she went over the top, in an attempt to reacquire the bogeys
visually. Behind her, roughly in the vicinity of the merge, she could see a dissipating
black cloud of smoke with tendrils of flame dropping gracefully to the ground. Did I kill
that guy?
Flug received a lock just as Burns was passing through the merge. He had cut his bracket
too short and missed the left vic of bogeys but had a good aspect on the right hand trio
which was in a coordinated left hand break turn in an attempt to turn in Burns.. At 6
kilometers he launched three Kraits, the FCR assigning each one a separate target. The
three Kra'Vak dropped their planned turn and split apart, one high, one low, and one
right. Flug watched the one breaking right, which offered it's tail towards the Krait. The
bogey was dropping black puffs behind its tail and barrel rolling to the right.
Miraculously the Krait flew straight through the scatter packs and exploded in a black

puff on the bat shaped fighters left wing!"
"It's a hit!" Flug cried in triumph watching the target spin towards the ground.
"Break right one -one or one-two!"
Flug jerked out if his fixation, and looked behind him. Shit! "One-two breaking right." He
pulled the stick into his gut and yanked it right instantly putting himself into a nine-Gee
turn. The G-suit contracted against his stomach, legs and arms. And he tightened himself
in the gee straining maneuver concentrating on his breathing. He held the hard turn as
long as he could. Sweat was coming off his forehead in streams, sting his eyes, and his
mask was being pulled off his face by the tremendous Gee forces. He began losing his
peripheral vision as G-induced loss of consciousness (or G-LOC) began to set in. He
could hear creaking noises as the Raptor's airframe overstressed.
"Unload and break low One-two!" Flug barely made out the voice of Magic calling
frantically on the radio. He let up on the stick unloading the Gees on the raptor. The
break turn had taken him up to 6000 meters! He strained his head and caught sight of a
black shape behind him. He was in a panic now. The fight was ahead of him instead of
the other way around. He was in reaction mode. He strained and broke left, while kicking
rudder, diving for the ground. The Raptor had gotten dangerously slow during the initial
break but now built up speed, passing quickly through 600 knots.
"Fox two!" Called Magic.
The reddish brown terrain sped up towards him through the windscreen. He was in a
corkscrew-like dive, but the Kra'Vak stuck to his tail like glue. Flug chopped throttle, and
shifted his NIQ to 100 degrees, rammed the throttle forward again in an attempt to slow
down and pull hard to the left, out of the climb. There were three loud bangs and
suddenly the stick went dead in his hand. Every light on the Christmas tree was blinking
red and both yellow engine firelights blinked at him. Flug didn't hesitate but reached up
to grab the ejection handles only one of which he could get his hand on. Nevertheless, he
pulled down hard and his world was encompassed in a violent explosion.
As Burns pulled over the top of her loop she was looking up out of her canopy down at
her wingman's demise. She saw his left wing tear off followed a moment later by his
ejection and the Raptor smashing into the ground. It was followed a moment later by his
Kra'Vak killer, itself the victim of Magic's Krait. There was no time to sightsee. She
rapidly acquired a single Kra'Vak at the top of his own loop, rolling wings level and
heading straight at her. Using her helmet mounted targeting system she was able to keep
the aiming reticule on him as she pulled through the loop and got a good tone on the
Krait. Just as she fired it, there was a loud bang and she glanced left to see the left
wingtip rail mounted Krait ignite its engine though she hadn't fired it. The best she could
figure was that it had been hit on the head-on pass. There was no time to think on it. It
was just one more piece of information that had to be catalogued and prioritized in the
swirling dogfight. She reacquired the Kra'Vak fighter just as it passed her ship.
"Computer Jettison stores station one. "

"Jettisoning stores, station one…malfunction…. malfunction."
"Damnit!"
Natalie had planned to keep the Raptor's nose low through the merge to build up some
extra energy, but now the information on the hung missile kicked itself up to a priority
problem. She afforded a quick glance at her wingtip and saw it half-off the rail stuck with
the motor still burning, she could also see some damage to the wingtip herself. She
waggled her wings twice then pulled hard left into a reverse, hoping that would shake the
missile loose. It did. The missile fell away and instantly careened off to the left out of
control, exploding a second later.
"Vis on One-one," said Coggs. "Tally two bogeys, one at your twelve high and a second
bogey, at your low six passing from east to west."
Natalie now swung her head behind sure that the Kra'Vak was on her tail. She couldn't
see anything behind her.
"One-one is no joy on that second bogey."
"Roger you're ok for a minute with him, he's trying to get back into the fight. Cleared to
engage the one on your nose."
The lead fighter had extended in a wide turn and was now coming back at her head on. A
second's glance to the MSD followed by a look around outside confirmed in her mind
that two-one and two-two had joined in the fight, bouncing two bogeys which were
climbing back into the fight from the east. Her bogey was out at her eleven o'clock high.
She knew that at least two were splashed which left one unaccounted for.
The bogey off her nose was racing at her from above at 600 knots while she was going
350. She intended to use his speed against him by lead turning on the bogey. At 1
kilometers separation, Natalie rammed the throttle full forward kicked right rudder
pointed the nose low and broke hard right. She used a little viffing to make the turn as
tight as possible, gambling against the loss of speed that she would be in a good firing
position. Her gee suit tightened around her body and her helmet pushed down around her
head down, which now weighed almost 100 pounds with the gee forces. Grunting in the
cockpit, she was almost through 180 degrees as the Kra'Vak raced by her. It was too fast
and too wide an aspect for a Krait to get a lock.
"Going for guns."
She selected the autocannon and for a split second her Raptor was sitting on the
Kra'Vak's tail as he sped past almost 200 knots faster than she. The touched the trigger
twice and there was two quick burrrps from the cannon as it spit out 100-shell bursts.
The second burst hit the bat-wing shaped fighter dead center and it belched smoke and
large chunks of debris, which Natalie banked to avoid. The fighter continued speeding
along its flight path. At first she thought it was unharmed but slowly increased its dive
angle, never changing vector until it plummeted into the ground.

"Good kill, good kill." It was Coggs. Burns began sweeping the sky around her, nothing
in the immediate vicinity, though she could see Magic and Coggs were engaged.
After Magic had killed the Kra'Vak which had shot down Flug, he spotted the surviving
pair of bogeys from the right hand vic. Having avoided the Kraits aimed by Flug, they
had reformed into a tight formation and were climbing back into the fight. Magic thought
it odd that they would stick to such a close formation in the actual fight until he found
that his FCR failed to acquire either target. Something about the way they flew together
and fed off each other's ECM defeated his attempts to target them.
Magic turned into the climbing pair. "Two-One's in."
"Covering." Replied Coggs, who would take a supporting role while his lead engaged. It
would be his role to keep Magic and the bogeys in sight while clearing his six and setting
himself up for a shot if Magic called out of the fight or got into trouble. He swung his
Raptor wide to the left, keeping the fight on the right of his cockpit where he could
observe.
"OK, Two-one's engaging a pair on the nose. Something about the way they stick
together that's keeping me from getting a tone."
"Roger." Coggs scanned left and right matching his MSD with his own visual cues. He
acquired One-one who was in her own fight with another Kra'Vak. It was at that time that
he made the first call to her:
"Vis on One-one. Tally two bogeys, one at your twelve high and a second bogey, at your
low six passing from east to west."
"One-one is no joy on that second bogey."
"Roger you're Ok for a minute with him, he's trying to get back into the fight. Cleared to
engage the one on your nose." He could see the second Kra'Vak climbing through two
thousand trailing a thin line of smoke. Burns must have damaged it with a Krait. Having
cleared her, he turned his attention back to Magic.
"Two-one, you're clear."
Magic put his Raptor on a collision course with the pair of Kra'Vak, flying with less than
ten meters separation. He made two quick jinks, still got no lock, and opted to fire off a
Krait on override anyway, in the hopes of scaring them apart. It worked. The pair broke
in opposite directions as they passed through the merge, Magic already pulling hard into
the right hand bogey.
"I'm on the bloke to the right, take the one on the left."
Coggs had anticipated his lead's call and was already setting up for a shot. "Two-two's
in."
Michael Flug regained consciousness after what seemed like minutes but was actually
seconds, to find himself in the rather awkward position of flying over the desert floor at

two hundred meters without his plane. He saw, but barely comprehended, his ejection
seat, just separated from him, tumbling away. Behind it, his stricken Raptor tumbled into
the ground in a fiery explosion. He could actually feel the heat from the blast. Behind it a
second ship, the Kra'Vak, slammed into the ground. There was a violent jerk as the
parachute popped open, and he still hadn't regained his senses enough to even get his feet
and knees together when he slammed into the hard desert ground and tumbled into a
heap. He lay there for a moment on his back staring up in the sky as he mentally got
himself together. He followed the small dots twisting and turning like flies in some
mating dance. Tendrils thin smoke marked the final plunge of aircraft. Points of racing
light marked the flight of Kraits spinning to their targets, (missiles had long since gone
"smokeless"). Black puffs following the Kra'Vak fighters marked their attempts to
destroy the Kraits before impact. There would be a flash, followed seconds later by the
aural report.
Flug reached up and engaged one of his canopy releases, which deflated the chute. He sat
up and cringed in pain at his left shoulder. It felt dislocated, or worse.
Magic was calm and precise, completely "in the zone". His mind processed the locations
of the three bogeys, fitting them in to his spatial perception of the volume of space they
were fighting, then adding in his locations, Burns and Coggs. This was situational
awareness. The qualified AWI was quickly able to ascertain where his opponent was
going, when he was going to be there, and in what energy state. Magic, just "drove for the
elbow" putting his Raptor within weapons parameters and launched two Kraits. The
bogey jinked hard right than screwed up and broke back left, which simplified the Krait's
intercept trajectory. The small black puff emanated from the rear of the aircraft, and one
of the Kraits exploded twenty meters behind the fighter. The second however, bore in and
exploded directly behind the hapless Kra'Vak. Miraculously the ship did not crash, but it
belched a cloud of thick black smoke and dove for the deck yawing in an exaggerated
manner, left and right about its axis.
Coggs by contrast could smell the kill before him and was suffering from a peculiar form
of tunnel vision known in the fighter community as "fangs out and hair on fire." After the
Kra'Vak had broken left, it had stood the batwing-shaped fighter on its tail and went into
an almost vertical climb. Cogg's initial attack had carried too much speed during his dive
and the Raptor took twice the normal turn radius to bring itself back around and begin the
climb after its prey. Still, Coggs was intent on getting his first kill and had gradually
begun to make up distance. The Krait would not lock no matter how narrow and directed
he made the Raptors APG366 radar. He uncaged the Krait's seeker head in an attempt to
get a manual IR lock, but that failed also. He'd just have to get in closer and go for guns.
The Kra'Vak was good. As he closed, the bandit kept on breaking back into Coggs, then
reversing his turn in an attempt to cause him to overshoot. This was a classic rolling
scissors, except hat hey were performing it in the near vertical. Both aircraft were
spending their precious energy at an alarming rate.
As Burns pointed her Raptor back towards Magic and Coggs she took a moment to scan
her Damage board. Right wingtip pylon was down as were the auto-trim hydraulics to
that wing. Annoying but not a showstopper, she thought. She scanned the radar and her
MSD, watching first Magic and Coggs and their targets, then for any signs of other

bogeys. She had long learned not to trust the MSD and began a visual search of the area
as she drew within 6 kilometers of Coggs, who was in a ballistic climb on the tail of a
Kra'Vak. Se scanned the terrain below and…
Holy shit! "Two-Two you have three bandits on your six low, passing through west, left
hand turn!" Where the fuck had they come from? She saw three black dots travelling in a
very tight V formation zoom up in and climbed behind Two-two. Coggs, locked in a very
rare vertical scissors, had together with his opponent, nearly bled off all his speed and
was just hanging there in the sky like low hanging fruit waiting to be plucked.
Natalie still had not elicited a response from Coggs who was bent on the kill to the
exclusion of all else. "Two-two, break! Bandit six! Break!" She was already at full
throttle and moving in behind the three for a missile shot.
Magic, who had been closing in to finish off his own bandit, immediately broke off at
Burns' first call and reversed back towards his wingman. He too joined in with the break
calls. "Two-two, break right! Break right!"
Though Natalie could not see the Kra'Vak firing, Coggs Raptor, spit out a long tongue of
flame from it's engines and fell off to one side in an inverted spin. The automatic flight
control system should have immediately detected the Raptor's departure and corrected it,
but the system must have been damaged in the firing. There was nothing on the radio
from Coggs.
"Eject, Eject!" Called out Magic. Cogg's Raptor pancaked onto the desert floor on its
back, vaporizing itself in the ensuing explosion.
Burns was now in missile parameters and received a lock on the three still tightly
formated bandits. She had two Krait's left. But now the starboard inside pylon returned a
malfunction light. That left her with one missile and three bandits.
"Two-one I've got a missile malfunction but a good lock. Give me a stores status."
"Two Kraits."
Roger, passing over to you." Burns selected handoff on her FCR and sent her lock and
shoot list via datalink to Magic's Raptor. He now had two good locks on his HUD. He
adjusted the nose f the aircraft slightly and fired both missiles. "Fox Two, Fox Two."
Burns deselected Hand Off and fired the last Krait at the lead Bandit. She watched as all
three missiles streaked towards the enemy formation. Too late they broke apart, but not
before the two trailing Kra'Vak each received solid hits. One exploded in a fireball, and
the second nosed over and dove straight into the ground. The lead Kra'Vak almost broke
too late. The missile exploded five meters above he fighter. It emitted a thin stream of
smoke and dove for the ground. Natalie followed in hot pursuit with Magic forming up to
cover. The Kra'Vak pilot was good and dove right for the deck twisting and turning the
damaged fighter amongst the rocks and gullies. Natalie pursued for two minutes but the
and it in the clutter. She thought better than commit to following and already damaged
enemy. It was a mission kill anyway, she thought to herself. Better to reverse back to the

scene of the fight and see if she could get a lock on Flug. They sanitized the are for any
other bandits. None were spotted. They flew low over both crash sites. There was nothing
left of Two-two but a smoking hole and a few little fires. Over One-two's site Natalie saw
an abandoned parachute drifting across the desert. She switched to the guard net.
"One-two this is One-one. Do you read?"
"Roger this is One-two."
"Christ, how are you."
"Bit of a prang but I'll live."
"OK activate your beacon for a moment." Flug did so and Natalie got a precise fix on his
position. "Right. Go on and turn it off. I'll relay to the CSAR and we'll have you out in a
jiff."
"Don't hang around for me, I suppose you both are Winchester."
"As a matter of fact we are, and we're bingo fuel also.." Both were out of missiles.
"Well go on then, I'm all right. Just make sure they get here before it gets dark."
"Will do. We are RTB."
"Roger. By the way, that was a hell of a show watching from down here."
Magic was doing the calculations in his head. "Christ, Splot, we just mixed it up with
nine of the bloody bastards."
"Let's get out of here. We can tell war stories later."
They had indeed "mixed it up" with nine enemy fighters. The remaining three unseen
craft were the whole reason that the Kra'Vak had decisively engaged the Number One
Squadron combat air patrol. At he first sign of trouble they descended from one thousand
meters to twenty meters and avoided the fray above. The three deadly aircraft stayed low
until they were twenty kilometers out from Röt Hafen at which time they checked in with
their GCI or Ground Control Intercept for a vector to a ground target. A top priority
request had just been received from "an Eye" or reconnaissance team, outside of the city
which had a perfect view of a large concentration of Human artillery. Receiving the
handoff from GCI, the strike quickly made contact with the Eye and received vectors in
for a picture-perfect low level lay-down bombing run and a full battery for the 32d fire
support unit as well as it's adjoining headquarters and headquarters battery. Almost as an
after thought, and certainly too late to do any good. The area defense network came to
life and shot down one of the attackers. The remaining two escaped the area unscathed.
The target was obliterated, and thus in one fell swoop, TF Hannibal lost the majority of
it's remaining fire support at Röt Hafen. With the Pommern withdrawn to participate in
the space battle, the 32d off line, and the OUDF Raptors fighting for their lives in the
skies above, Rölle was hurting for fire support. He was down to only three hard pressed

AV72 attack VTOLS, one or two tubes form the 32d, and whatever organic mortar
support his line units cold provide for themselves.
It was at this time, with the allies' trump card, overwhelming fire superiority, taken away,
that the Kra'Vak counterattack struck.
Pa'Ah'Cad House Marines Headquarters,
Rahl'Soo.

Despite a hazardous ten tu'rurn movement to the jumpoff point, the Ba'kol and 2nd Arm
arrived without incident. She squeezed the entire unit into the first floor of a building then
went to the roof. Moments later she was join by Ma'streg, commander of 1st Oleg, which
would be supporting Ba'kol with the few heavy weapons they had left. From where she
lay the distance from the jump off point to the objective seemed insurmountable. They
would need to traverse two blocks to reach the main avenue, which ran east to west
across the city and led directly to headquarters. There was a large rotary. Just across lay a
long curved five-story building with two large cylinders jutting out the rear. The building
had a few holes already shot in it during some earlier fighting but was nevertheless intact.
Beyond it was a large open area with vegetation, then more buildings. The objective
commanded the avenue of approach to the Noc'Sol headquarters, for quite a distance in
all directions. And it sat squarely along the Hu'Man axis of advanced. There was heavy
fighting several hundred meters north as advancing Hu'Man elements battled with the
Noc'Sol.
"Tis a task before you comrade. I see a long run for you Warriors." Said Ma'streg.
"Made shorter with the steady aim of your Juves."
"See yourself the crumpled dwelling angled off from our vision? Seems to me the
Hu'Mans hold there, in defense of their flank. And yet again to your right I see only one
armored vehicle, squat and covering to the west. Other than that, others are just passing
through to the hunt. Cast your gaze at the base of the objective. Yet a small group that
seems to guide others forward.
To me is it a perfect spot to hit. Your Leg engages the two strongpoints, my warriors,
swift and straight, dash along either side of this perpendicular road. Straight through them
like dra'at through a magyam will we."
"Hoi. But weigh you now two courses. Do we wait for the gravs to strike and draw their
attention or do we go it alone?"
"I lean to surprise. The gravs are out of our control. Set upon their path already. They are
but a diversion. Their strike shall alert the enemy's main body. No, I say strike now and
strike swift."
"Tis your bacca not mine, friend. You say, I do."
"So be it."
Bo'Kol checked his chrono. I give you three Tu'runs to position your long guns, then we

move."
"Hoi. Across the home lagoon, sister."
"Hoi, across the home lagoon." So the two veteran warriors departed with the traditional
parting.
Ba'Kol descended to brief his warriors. They sat squatting in silence as was their custom,
waiting for the inevitable commands. Two watched the street from windows.
"Gather close." Before him were 23 Kra'Vak warriors, divided into three claws and his
own small contingent. Some were Juves, some past puberty, but all proficient and
committed to his every word. While most were armed with advanced combat railguns,
two bore heavy auto-railguns and one an explosives projector.
"See you this road outside? It leads straight to the objectives. Past two roads and we are
there, you can not miss it. It is a large oblong building with two cylinders in the rear. It
commands the enemy advance. The 1st Commander was wise in choosing this point, for
the objective commands their routes and at this point their defenses are weak. The
Hu'Mans smell the blood of the dra'at Noc'Sol. They have no clue that the P'Ah'Cad stand
poised to fall upon them in great fury. So shall be their undoing." They grunted and
murmured in approval.
"Listen here Warriors. Don't fool yourself. The task is grave, but paramount. In a Tu'run
or two begins the 2nd Leg's supporting attack. They will smite the two enemy positions
blocking our path. At that moment, I want First and Second claw across the street,
moving with haste. No dalliance lads. On this side, third Claw and my own. Stop for
nothing. Heads down and full speed. If you see anything, kill it, but do not stop."
"You cannot mistake the objective. A large oblong black building with two cylinders
behind it. It lays across a circular round junction at the third crossing. Get across and get
in it. Once inside, First Claw clears to the top of the building, second and third take up
positions on the ground floor. Clear your fire lanes, for the Hu'Mans will shortly realize
the value of their lost position and come upon us in a fury. So much easier the slaying.
Once in the building we stay until Ja'Fol orders otherwise. Clear?"
"I see before me 23 P'Ah'Cad warriors. Enough for any task. Now to your posts." They
assembled into their strike Claws and stacked up by the door, Bo'Kol in the lead.
The time wound down.
Suddenly in the foreground of noise which comprised the ambiance of the battle, there
erupted a rising crescendo of cracks and explosions as the second Leg opened fire on the
Hu'Man positions. A moment later another spate of firing joined it from the right as the
second Hu'Man position, one block to the west, was also engaged.
Ba'Kol needed no prodding. "Follow me!"
They raced down the avenue, hugging the building on either side of the street at a full
run. The lightly armed warriors are capable of moving very quickly, sustained speeds of

upward to twenty kilometer per hour. So complete was the surprise of the initial volley,
combined with the boldness of Ba'Kol's rush, that the warriors were across and past the
Hu'Man checkpoint before any fire was directed at them. In the lead, she kept herself
focused on the rotary, one block ahead, pumping her legs. The warriors followed behind,
strung out as some chose to fire at opportunity targets. The Hu'Mans began to react, with
more and more fire being directed their way as the defender.
"Forward! Forward! Quickly!" She commanded.
The Hu'Mans were now firing from all sides. Several times she felt tugs or jabs as rounds
struck her armor. From a door before her a Hu'Man emerged, looking in the opposite
direction but then turning, the look of shock on it's face as Ba'Kol ran over the creature
swinging at it's head with the butt of her rifle. She crossed the second round and ran out
into the rotary, the objective in sight. To her right, a previously unnoticed enemy tank,
swung its gun towards her and fired. The heat of the blast passed close buy her. The Tank
corrected its aim, the main gun depressing lower. Ba'Kol was aware that this was the end.
She fired ineffectually at the enemy armor with her rail gun, running straight towards it in
the hope of drawing its fire from her warriors. There followed a tremendous flash which
knocker her to the ground. She rolled with the blow and was up again. The enemy tank
was in flames, its turret cast aside on the street, upside down. She looked behind her and
saw the Juve with the explosive projector stand up and then fall over, struck by fire.
Another warrior grabbed his launcher. The entrance to the building was in sight. Ba'Kol
killed two Hu'Mans at the entrance and bulled her way inside, clearing the darkened room
in both directions. She activated her thermals, detected two shapes crouching behind
some piece of furniture across the room. She fired at them,. The 8mm rail rounds
penetrating both furniture and victim with little effort, The room secured, Ba'Kol turned
back to the entrance as the first warrior ran through and skidded to a halt. She motion him
forward to make room for the next, counting them through as they passed.
One...two…three, this one carrying an auto-rail, four, another auto rail, five…six…seven,
eight. A Juve carrying the projector was almost to the door when he was killed. Behind
him, a second stopped to pick up the weapon and was killed. One of the warriors already
inside dashed out to the middle of the street picked up the weapon and ammo satchel and
ran back. Entering the doorway, she collapsed dead, but the projector was in.
Ba'Kol made a quick check: nine warriors and Juves, plus herself. All were hit and
injured I some way. There was no organization to their claws. To their credit, both autorails and the projector were in their possession. There was no time to mourn. She quickly
reorganized them into three teams, a warrior and two Juves in each. She sent two to the
top of the buildings to clear the levels and set up fields of fire. The third team she set up
on the ground floor, covering the entrance. From the dark corner, the they had a good
field of vision out into the road. Ba'Kol herself cleared the rest of the ground floor,
placing a mine at each of the two other locked entrances to the building.
Over the commlink she contacted Ma'streg. Her teams had eliminated both strongpoints.
She instructed one team to occupy the building across the street in the direction they had
come. It was too dangerous to try and join them here. Ma'streg's second team was to
move further up the road and attempt to cross to gain a building which could command a
field of fire covering the rear of Ba'Kol's objective. This would giver her building cover

on both sides and complicate and Hu'Man attempt to counter attack. She ran to each of
the surviving warriors, checking their condition, deployment and fields of fire. While
there was plenty of firing, the Hu'Mans had made no attempt against the building. From
the top floor, Ba'Kol spied an enemy armored vehicle, cautiously advancing with beside
it, several troops. It was exposing only enough of itself to observe and engage the
building. The projector barked once and a shot hit the turret of the enemy vehicle sending
sparks shooting into the surrounding Hu'Mans. The vehicle reversed in haste, leaving
several bodies. Ba'Kol commanded the team to relocate. Instantly enemy fire hit the
window from where they had fired. She ordered the team to relocate after each shot, lest
they be caught by return fire.
There was a second explosion behind the building, unobserved by Ba'Kol, followed by a
report from Ma'streg: "Second hit on that tank. Destroyed. My glimpse of he road is
unobstructed. With that last blow, the Hu'Mans have gone to ground."
"And the others?"
"Still attaining position. How many have you."
"We are but ten warriors."
"Enough for any task…"
"Hoi. Now we wait."
946 Extraction Site East of Röt Hafen
1630 hours

As they climbed up the final bluffs to the extraction site, Charlie felt profound sense of
relief. They'd done it and they were away from that infernal city. Atop a small bluff sat
the squat shape of a landing vehicle. A small party lay around it. As they approached,
Charlie saw Brooks, sitting to one side with his leg propped up, commo gear around him.
To another side stood a group of Gs looking angry. About the ship were a number of
blue-uniformed NSL Security Police. As Lawrence's party approached, a short rotund
officer and several large hulking police walked out to meet them. Charlie saw a man
lying beside the ramp of the lander, with guards around them. The officer stopped before
him, expecting Charlie to do the same, but he ignored the man walking to the ramp. Tied
up on the ground was Bergmann. He looked as if he had been beaten.
"What the hell is going on?" Charlie's party including Huber's men had set down their
burdens and stood with weapons at the ready.
"Master Sergeant Lawrence," said the small man from behind him, "I am Herr Leutnant
Mogen, Security Polezei." The man stood erect, in an impeccably turned out uniform
with shiny boots. Charlie half though that he expected a salute. Charlie, for his part was
still in his ragged prisoners clothing.
"Why are these men tied up?"
"They are enemy spies."

"Spies? What is your proof? They have been fighting and dying with us for weeks."
Mogen stepped forward annoyed at having to explain himself to an NCO, though limited
in what he could do because Lawrence and his men were NAC. He held out a sheet of
paper with pictures on it. "Do you recognize any of these men?"
Charlie looked at the pictures, Mellor by his side also. Among others there was Mills,
Direlwanger, the female, Karlsen, plus the man they had met after climbing out of the
garbage truck on their first trip into the city. "Yeah I know these people. Some have been
killed in the recent fighting. This here is Mills."
"No, not Mills. Colonel Anatoly Pyatkin 5th Bureau, ESU special intelligence."
"How do you know?" Charlie felt a headache coming on.
"All of your transmissions to headquarters were being routed also to us by normal
procedure. By a fluke someone in the office though he recognized Pyatkin and ran a
match. Once we were alerted we studied the tapes carefully and began to identify others.
For months before the attack we had been suspecting that the ESU had a cell here on the
planet. You can imagine the damage that Mills was causing, what with him being placed
so high up in the security apparatus."
"How the fuck did you guys let him get posted here in the first place?"
"He is not the same Mills that was sent out four months ago."
"Jeez, what a goat rope," said Mellor. "That explains how he had the resistance
movement up and running so quickly. He already had his cells in place."
"Molitoris, untie Bergmann and check him over."
"What? Absolutely not, that man is a spy."
"Whether he's a spy or not he's been fighting on our side against the Kra'Vak since we got
here. What with an alien menace threatening the survival of the planet you still want to
play bullshit games amongst ourselves?" There was a standoff as the security men and
Charlie's men pointed weapons at each other. Molitoris bent down and untied Bergamnn's
hands and began to check him over.
Mogen spoke to Huber. "I order you to disarm these men."
"Negative. We'll not take part in this. My men have to get out of these suits NOW. We've
been in them since we landed."
Mogen was furious. "You are going on report!"
"Look, lieutenant, You must allow this man medical treatment per Geneva Convention
regulations."
Mogen decided not to press it, he had bigger fish to fry and could deal with them later.
"Where are the rest of these people?" He said, pointing at the pictures.

"These three are dead. Killed in the fighting." Said Mellor.
"You are sure?"
"Hell yes I'm sure. These two we haven't seen in days. Mills slipped out of here this
morning to head into town."
"We must find them at once."
"There in the fuckin' city!"
"Do you have any idea where they could be?"
Mellor and Lawrence looked at each other. Mills a spy? He didn't know what to think.
Too many mixed emotions. "I'm pretty sure I know where he's heading." Said Lawrence.
"You have to take us!"
"It's right in the middle of the fighting!"
"Regardless…"
Charlie was stalling. "This is not part of the plan. I need to establish contact with our
FOB."
Mogen produced a vidpad and gave it to Lawrence. "Here you go."
There were two recorded messages, one from Rölle and one from Dees, ordering 946 to
assist Mogen in any way possible. Charlie was backed into a corner. "All right, we'll take
you back. But we have to hurry. Wait one." He called 946 aside out of earshot.
"Well ain't this a fuckin' situation." Said Donner.
Mellor said: "Yeah well it's a big shit sandwich so we all have to pull up to the table and
take a bite."
"All right settle down. This is what we're going to do." Charlie was thinking on the fly.
"Eric, you stay back here and see that Miner and Brooks get medevaced on that bird.
Donner, grab whatever gear we'll need off of Brooks to arrange for our own extraction
and coordinate with him to make sure he watching out for our interests up there. If Dees
and the rest of the company are with the Task Force then that means there will already be
a SOCCE set up somewhere. Make sure Brooks gets to them and make sure we're not
fucked on extraction when we get back.
"Got it." A SOCCE, or a Special Operations Command and Control Element, would be a
small team of senior company men attached to the battle staff of TF Hannibal to ensure
the proper use of the SF teams on the planet. They watched out for their men's interests,
who could be easily misused by most conventional forces.
"OK so we're heading back in. We'll take the gully route. We'll travel light since we're
going to double time the whole way back. I want these fuckers worn out for when we get

there. Kurt you in with us."
"Yeah I'll throw in with you guys."
"Good. We leave in zero five."
Charlie walked over to Huber and his men. He tapped the armored suit on the shoulder.
"Thanks. Good working with you guys. You really saved our bacon."
"It's no problem Sergeant. Glad we can be of service. I'm sorry about that schwein."
"Don't worry about him, we'll deal with it. Are you guys heading up with the lander?"
"Yes. We are. We'll make sure that your people get back alright."
"I appreciate that. Good luck."
"You too."
Charlie walked over to Gibbons and Handley, standing by the ramp and looking anxious
to leave. "Well Sirs, how did you find your brief taste of special operations?" He was
grinning.
"Do me a favor Master Sergeant Lawrence," Said Gibbons. "The next time you decide to
throw one of these affairs, kindly leave us off the guest list." The two naval officers
seemed almost in good spirits. Extraction would do that to a man.
"Ha ha! Sure thing. And sorry about all the rough edges. You guys did all right." They
shook hands.
Charlie walked over to Mogen. "Ok are you ready?"
Yes we are ready. Mogen had selected four hulking men to accompany them.
"Is the ship heading out?
"As soon as we leave. Another will be back here at midnight or whenever we call for it."
"Fair enough. Look lieutenant, I'll say this once. We have to move fast, I'll expect you to
keep up. That city is crawling with Kra'Vak so once we get there you do what I say and
that's that. Understand?"
"I am in command of this mission Sergeant. You are wearing my patience thin."
"Yes, Sure, you can be I command, but when we get in the city, if you want to live, you
better listen to me. Now let's go. We're going to be following the gully at the bottom of
this hill into the city and we have to move fast. I have an idea of where they might be, but
there is no time to waste.
"Then I suggest you lead on."

Röt Hafen
1900 Hours local

"I'm gonna fuckin' kill somebody."
Glover stirred from his half daze to peer through the dim light at Muldoon. "What's that,
Sir?"
"I said I'm going to kill somebody."
Glover shifted his back to avoid something digging into his back from the pack he leaned
against.
"Well I suppose that is the whole reason we're here, no?" Glover fired up his small
cooker to boil some water for tea.
Muldoon looked hard at Glover for a moment. "No, I'm talking about bloody squadron.
Those bastards have really boffed us on this one. I mean, they're not even running CAS
any more. They're strictly running combat air patrol, so why the bloody hell are we still
here yompin' with these blokes?"
"I don't know sir, I just goes where I'm told."
"We've been here how long? Two days?"
"Seems like ten weeks to me."
They were sitting in the darkened basement of a damaged apartment building. Around
them, others from battalion sat or stood in small groups, monitoring communications gear
or peering over paper maps or holos. Faces were eerily lit by the displays. Most,
however, were trying to grab some sleep. In the corner, two wounded men were moaning
softly under the attention of a medical orderly. Outside, the rumble of fighting continued
unabated, punctuated occasionally by burst of closer firing, or large explosions.
"Well, somebody is going to get it when we get back. Why I..."
"Tea sir?" Glover held out a mug of steaming liquid to Muldoon.
"Tea? Glover, we're stuck here in this shithole of a city, fighting with the infantry,
schwabs no less. Max is dead, and we're more than likely soon to follow him, probably in
the clutches of one of these ghoulish beasts. Meanwhile the rest of the squadron's kicking
back sleeping in cots with their finger up, and you think all that can be made better with a
cup of tea?"
"Can't ‘urt, Sir" Glover didn't disagree with the Lieutenant, he just was too tired to care at
the moment.
Muldoon shook his head a grinned, then grabbed the cup. "Thanks." he took a sip and
promptly scalded his lips. "Christ!"
"Careful now, it's hot."

Another figure descended the stairs to the basement and picked his way around the
groups of men looking closely for someone. Eventually the para made his way to the two
Aussies and squatted. "Lieutenant Muldoon?"
"Yes?"
The man unslung some kit from his shoulder and placed it at Muldoon's feet. "Sir, you
are going to be needed for an operation Second Kompanie has been tasked with.
"Are the Raptors flying? I haven't heard anything."
"No, Sir. But the 504th will provide us gunship support."
"Well that's Lt. Grant. He's your liaison."
"I'm afraid he's dead, Sir."
"What? How's that?"
"Killed in an accident. Some short rounds from fire support landed on his observation
post. Killed the whole team. I do have his equipment though. Colonel Rölle said to give it
to you. If you would follow me I'll take you to the staging area where the Kompanie is
currently located. It is about three blocks from here."
"What time are they moving out?"
"I don't know, Sir. You'll be told at the briefing. Soon, I expect."
"I thought you guys were in rest."
"We were. A company of UN Marines had made planetfall and relieved us as TF reserve,
but once the Kra'Vak counter attacked they were put right into the line. We are the last
reserve. Come with me, Sir. We must be going."
Muldoon cast a hopeless glance at Glover then stood up and donned his pack. He was
sore all over. They split up Grant's and followed the para. There was a several minutes'
walk along the darkened streets. They moved hunched over, hugging walls, careful not to
silhouette themselves. Still, a stray round impacted a meter above Glover's head
showering him with bits of plasticrete. It was with great relief that they entered the
basement of yet another abandoned building.
In the larger room the survivors from Second Kompanie worked busily in small groups
preparing for the mission. The para pointed Muldoon and Glover over to the far side of
the room where Plummer and the command group sat on the floor, with a holo of the
objective neighborhood between them. Plummer was talking so they waited quietly.
Their attention was focused upon a single large building, which sat astride of a traffic
circle. A large park lay behind it.
"Excuse me, Sir, but I'd like to make a suggestion?" The thin blond haired Sgt. Atkinson
of engineers held a small knife in his hand like a pointer as he sat cross-legged on the
floor beside the commander."

"Go ahead."
Well, I'd advise against getting into the building from any of these doors. If I were
defending the place I'd have all of the ground floor exits either booby-trapped or covered
with fire. I can rig a breaching charge and we can open hole in this building back here,
let's say. That will put you right in the middle of the ground floor."
"How long would it take you to affix the charge?"
"Shit I can have the charge pre-rigged before we leave here. We'll carry it in two sections
and slap it up in a fifteen seconds."
Plummer studied the map. "Can you place the charge here?" He pointed to an inside
corner.
"Yes, Sir."
"I wish we had actual blueprints to this building," he muttered.
"Sorry Herr Hauptman," said his communications sergeant. "But our database does not
include this building. It was not built at the time of the last update."
"Very well, go ahead and construct the breaching charge. We shall enter here. Ahh,
Leutnant Muldoon. I'm glad you could accompany us. Have you been briefed on the
operation?"
"No, sir."
"Very quickly. The Kra'Vak have launched a counter attack at several places along KG
Hannibal's sector of responsibility. However, here, a particularly telling stroke has
managed to sever our axis of advance. The Kra'Vak were very wise in choosing their
objective. They've seized this crossroads complex which blocks all attempts to relieve the
advanced units. Note that the Kra'Vak also artfully blocked this route on the far side of
the park with demolitions in several places forcing us to either bypass to the north,
directly into more of their defensive positions, or force a direct assault against the
buildings they have seized."
"How many are there?"
"Unknown but it is estimated that there was at least a company-sized unit in the initial
counter attack. Though we've already spotted about 20-25 bodies. Regardless, Second
Kompanie has been ordered to seize this intersection and reopen the lines of advance."
Muldoon looked around the room and the reduced Second Kompanie and cringed.
"Yes I know what you are thinking. We are a little understrength. 62 to be exact. Now on
to task organization. I've split Second Kompanie into three groups. Security, support, and
assault. Sturmfuhrer Jensen will lead the security element. His men will break into
several smaller groups and secure our flanks and rear. He is also coordinating with some
of the units already in the area to ensure we have completely isolated this intersection

from enemy interference."
"Leutnant Wegner leads the Support group. They will provide the fire support for this
operation, isolating this building from the rest of the enemy positions and keeping them
suppressed as we assault. You will be with this group. You will control fire support from
the artillery as well as one AV72 that has been opconned to us from the 508th."
"Finally I will lead the assault element. Once we have isolated this building my group
will breach and clear this building. With this building in our hands, the other two known
enemy positions will fall quickly. Then we can get on with this war."
"We are still working out the details but Gerfreiter Bas will fill you in on what you need
to know in order to plan your part of the mission. In one hour we will give the final
briefing, conduct inspections and move out so there is not much time. Go plan."
Muldoon squatted in an alleyway surrounded by other paras. Only the darkened rounded
shapes of their helmets were visible as they waited in line to move forward. Howling
wind from another incoming sandstorm battled with the sounds of fighting throughout the
city. Above, the mottled glow of the aurora punctuated was by sharp flashes from the
space battle. It reminded Muldoon that the whole world and the heavens too, had gone
mad on this night. Not only were humans and Kra'Vak locked in a deadly struggle above
and below but the planet itself seemed to sense this and joined the fray.
Muldoon shifted his legs around to prevent them from cramping. Hurry up and wait.
Being buried somewhere in the middle of the line, he had no idea what was going on and
Plummer had enforced strict radio silence. At least he wasn't tired anymore. Plummer,
realizing the grave state of fatigue the men were in had authorized the release of stims.
The stimulants promised a good four hours fighting at peak efficiency followed by
another two at degrading levels until they would be flat out dead tired...or just plain dead.
While he was thinking that thought, the man in front of him rose and disappeared.
Muldoon was taken by surprise but tapped Glover to follow him, ensuring that Owen
passed the warning down the line, then scrambled ahead to catch up. For ten minutes they
slowly skirted through a confusing maze of narrow alleys and street crossings until they
came to a clearing that Muldoon recognized from the briefing as the park. On the other
side would be the objective. He knew it was here that the paras would split into their
three groups and move out.
At the head of the company column were Jensen and the security teams. These left first
counted out personally by Plummer. Each to a prearranged position. The rest would wait
fifteen minutes until a single pre-selected signal was received. Ahead, bursts of steady
firing erupted from those tankers and infantryman that had remained in contact with the
Kra'Vak at the objective. Overhead a bright flash lit the sky for nearly twenty seconds
and all watched fascinated as what appeared to be a large fireball streaked across the sky
shredding off small fireballs until it disappeared from view. The deathknell of another
ship. Theirs or ours, he wondered. It made him realize how little whatever they did down
here mattered, as their true fates were being decided by whatever was going on above
them.

Muldoon was awakened from his thoughts by a tap on the shoulder. It was their time to
move. The Support element, twenty soldiers, was itself broken into three teams. Two
heavy weapons groups, and Muldoon's observer detachment, which included himself,
Glover, one other para, Marburg, and a two-man sniper team.
Marburg led them out. They crossed the darkened road and slipped through a breach in
the fenceline into the park. Here they were in another world, with heavy vegetation, and
fields of hardly mosses cut with walking paths. While he knew it provided them cover,
Muldoon found the walk through the park scarier than moving through city blocks. He
had no idea of where he was going but Marburg seemed to know what he was doing.

Eventually they reached another fence. Marburg signaled for them to wait, then
disappeared. Moments later he returned and called them together. "This is it. Hop over
this fence and stay low, there's a small building then we will need to crawl behind some
rubble to get to our position. You will recognize where you are as soon as we get over the
fence and out of here. And the objective is to our right about two hundred meters up. You
can't miss it." Marburg looked to the sniper team. "This is where you two split off. He
said something to them in German.
"Jawohl." The two men disappeared deeper into the park.
Muldoon clumsily followed Marburg over the moss-covered fence, lost his balance and
fell headfirst onto the ground. The frame of his rucksack jammed the back of his neck
and for a few short seconds he was afraid that he'd just paralyzed himself. Owen dropped
down directly on his back making the situation worse, but in a moment he was being
hauled up, dazed.
"You OK, Sir."
"Fuck."
"Shhh, let's go." Muldoon peered around and got his bearings. He realized where he was
and followed along on all fours as they moved past some rubble and torn up ground to the
building ahead. The rucksack continued to bang his bruised neck. There was a hollow
burning sensation in the pit of his stomach. Fear. A series of cracks exploded above him

and he flattened out. Marburg looked back. "Don't worry, that's ours."
Ours? How the fuck does he know that?
Marburg led them through a collapsed wall into a three-story building. They picked their
way through furniture, rubble, and abandoned momentos to the third floor.
"Stay away from the windows, you can see just as well from back here. Pick out the best
observation point."
"Owen, get the gear out and set up."
"Right, Sir."
Muldoon found a vantagepoint where he could see the objective. The building looked like
a curved black monolith. There was no evidence of inhabitants though he didn't expect
that the Kra'Vak would be hanging out the window. Two other soldiers joined them on
the third floor. They were tankers.
"Hey you guys. You're the FO from the 3rd RLS?"
"Yeah that's us. Lieutenant Muldoon."
"You don't sound German."
"I'm attached from the OUDF."
"Oh, well I'm Sergeant Luddy, 4th Hussars. This here is Sergeant Juran Just coming up
for a quick coordination. Do you guys know the current situation?"
"Can you fill us in?"
"Sure. You can see for yourself that building three hundred meters down the road. The
big one? The locals call that the Gerber building. The ‘Vaks are in there, but don't ask me
how many. We've tried to probe them with fire to see if they'll give away their positions
but they don't. There are two other positions: that far, tall building over there, and the one
at the end of the park directly on the other side that also have ‘Vak positions. They do all
the return fire. The few times they've opened up from the main positions have cost us
dearly. There's three dead IFVs and two dead tanks out there. Looks like a regular
reclamation yard. Whoever is running their defense is a clever bastard."
"Any other known positions?"
"Not that can support the ones in the Gerber building. Our perimeter is established two
blocks on either side and we've held their attempts to reinforce at bay. So what's your
plan?"
"We have teams moving into position now. The intent is to isolate the two support
positions with fire and obscurants. Then a separate group will make a direct assault
against the building and clear it."

"I don't envy those guys."
"Me neither."
"What can we do to help?"
Marburg spoke up. "I will go back with you and coordinate what fire support you can
give us. We are in communications with our Hauptmann."
"No problem, I've got two tanks and two IFVs that we can pitch in with. I guess when the
assault starts the ‘Vak will have to respond, then we can hammer them."
"Yes. I also have some AV72s and a few tubes from the 34th in direct support."
Marburg held a hand to his ear and cocked his head sideways. "Everyone is in position.
The assault elements are moving to their jump off points."
Muldoon fiddled with his speaker control of his helmet and realized he had turned it
down too far. "Shit. In that case we'd better get ready."
"Good Luck." Marburg nodded and followed the tankers down stairs.
Atkinson eyed the open space warily. This was the one part of their approach route where
they would have to dash into the open. While it wasn't in the line of sight of either the
objective or any of the other known Kra'Vak positions, that didn't make him feel any less
edgy. He was at the front end of the Assault Party formation, with only the two point men
ahead of him. When they came to the danger area, Plummer sent out a man to either side
to provide security. When they were in position, he gave a wave and the point man
dashed across the road. He took four steps and fell still. A split second later there was the
crack of a railgun. Everyone hugged the deck. Without hesitation the slack man ran out
into the open grabbed the point man by his harness and began dragging him. He too fell
over atop him followed by another crack.
"Shit. Sniper!"
"Hold your fire," ordered Plummer.
Judging from the sound, Atkinson believed the shot had come from his left. From his
point he could not see anything. He crawled over to Plummer's position, which had a
better view down the road. Atkinson surveyed the building and rubble. The sniper could
be anywhere.
"Do you see anything?" Asked Plummer.
"Damn we can not afford to be held up."
Atkinson surveyed the area with an experienced critical eye. he noticed one building, still
intact which sat behind the corner building. Someone up there could not only see down
this street, but also the main avenue where the Hussars positions were.
"I bet the fucker is up there."

"Excuse me."
"Sir, I have an idea where he might be, but can't confirm it without him taking another
shot." Atkinson activated his Thermals.
Without hesitation Plummer ordered another man to cross all the way to the other side.
The para shed his pack, backed up down the alleyway and started at a dead run. He burst
upon the street, vaulting the two dead bodies. A third crack rang out but missed the
sprinting soldier. He made it to the far side and began dutifully clearing a space in the
opposite building for the assault party.
Atkinson saw a brief barely perceptible movement from window two stories down from
the top. "Got him! Baker Seven this is Echo one, over."
Muldoon jumped as the voice boomed in his ear. He had turned the volume up too high.
"This is baker Seven."
"We have a sniper holding us up. I have a fix on his position but it will have to be a polar
plot since I'm sure you can't see him."
"Roger, Polar plot."
"I'm activating my beacon, number zero zero nine. Do you have it?
"Wait one. Owen?"
"Looking, Sir." Glover called up the company registry on the Fire direction computer. In
it all the beacon IDs for the men in Plummer's company were registered. He called up
008 and saw the blip superimposed over the tactical map. "I have him, Sir."
"OK we have you Echo one."
"Well here's the problem. I can give you a bearing but once I activate my laser to get an
exact range, He may see it so you will need to move fast with the data. He's in a building
at a magnetic bearing of zero four five from my position. Maybe two hundred meters."
"Wait one." Said Muldoon. Owen contact the DS battery and give them all the info save
the distance from Echo One When they're ready I'll have him Lase the target then pass
that last piece of data over.
"Yes, Sir." Owen made the call. Several moments later he gave thumbs up. The battery
had been standing by in direct support anyway.
"Echo One we are prepared to copy."
There was slight delay. He's at 295 meters from my positions same azimuth."
Glover relayed the date. Five seconds later, over the artillery freq he heard: "Shot over."
A little readout next to the tactical map displayed a checklist of what was expected of him
during a manual fire call. "Shot out."

"Splash over."
A second later what sounded like a freight rail roared over head. The sky lit and a series
of explosions deafened them. The target was nearer than they realized. "Splash out," said
Glover.
Atkinson saw the bright flash and the explosion. When it subsided the target was gone.
Excellent. "Baker Seven this is Echo one. Target destroyed. Thanks!"
With a wave Plummer ordered the group forward. On the way across they dragged the
two dead paras with them and left them on the far side. There would be time to get them
later.
Plummer carefully moved his men through the ruins, making sure to position them away
from windows, holes or other openings. This was the jump off point for the assault. Forty
meters across the street lay their main objective, the Gerber building. It's huge black
marble appearance made it seem a monolith. It had a few chunks blown off, but with
most of the artillery and ortillery gone, and no air support, blasting the building out of
existence was not an option.
Once everyone was in place and set he gave the signal to open up with the support fire.
This way relayed through Wegner to the various teams and other units firing from the
opposite side of the Kra'Vak perimeter. At once the supporting Kra'Vak positions came
under intense direct fire. Moments later artillery shells began to fall also guided in by
Muldoon's team. The barrage continued for several minutes until Wegner gave the code
word, which shifted some of the fire onto the main objective. Second Kompanie mortars
began to lay down obscurants between the support positions an the main objective, thus
effectively cutting off and isolating the Gerber building from the rest of the Kra'Vak
defensive perimeter. Two rockets whooshed over head and smashed into the upper floor
of the building. That would be the Av72s. Debris rained down into the street. Heavy fire
was now directed at suspected enemy positions within the building though the Kra'Vak
response remained silent.
Plummer could wait no longer. Atkinson was staring back at him waiting for the word to
go. he nodded and pointed towards the building. Atkinson shouted something to his
engineers and they were up and running across the opening. Plummer raised up and
motioned other teams forward and he too was running across the open. He felt terribly
exposed. The crossing seemed to take minutes when it was in fact only seconds. .
Atkinson and his two engineers set about fixing the breaching charge to the wall at their
desired point of entry. It looked like a large O-ring, a little over one meter in
circumference. Assault teams stacked up on either side of the intended breach. Shouting
over the din, he waved them back along the wall a safe distance as his two men
completed their work. Everyone was hugged up against the wall of the building covering
openings. After Plummer reached the relative safety of the wall, he squatted next to it and
looked back to e the rest of the assault element crossing. Whatever had kept the Kra'Vak
in the building muted was gone for they opened up with a deadly hail of fire which felled
half of the remaining men as they crossed. Two large explosions along the building
showered them with debris. One huge piece nearly took off the head of a para that had

just made it across. His relieved look wiped off his face in an instance with a 5 kilochunk of marble. More explosions followed as the support elements concentrated their
fire on the Kra'Vak who had exposed themselves.
"Fire in the hole!" Came a shout and they all cringed as the breaching charge detonated.
The ground shook, dust and debris filled the air. Plummer saw Atkinson wave his hand
and the initial teams button-hooked themselves through the breach to secure the
immediate inside. A moment later a hand waved the others forward. As Plummer entered
the darkened breach he caught a glimpse out of the corner of his eye of something falling
at his feet. There was a tremendous explosion and he was thrown forward. Luckily he had
just entered the building which shielded him from most of the blast. Hands grabbed at
him and hoisted him up and away.
"Somebody threw a grenade down on us, Sir! Looks like everyone left out there is dead!"
Atkinson was shouting.
Security?"
"The breach is secure. Ready to move forward." Plummer cast a glimpse around. Down at
one end of the small hallway he saw two of his men in position. Two more held a similar
station along the other end. Atkinson squatted beside him with his two engineers. Two
other paras had made it inside and were securing the breach.
Well the plan is kaput, thought Plummer. He was short of men. The building was too big.
"What do we do now, Sir?"
"Let's get the hell out of here. Find the stairwell."
Atkinson signaled his two engineers forward.
They moved forward and quickly found the stairs. Much rubble partially obstructed the
entrance. They looked back unsure.
"Go Go! Raus Raus!" Called Plummer. He was anxious to get away from the breach.
They disappeared into the stairwell and signaled back an all clear a moment later. the
entire group entered. A part of the ceiling had collapsed in on the stairwell but they were
capable of negotiating the mess. Once they got to the second floor, the point men again
halted for orders.
"Get into the hallway and find us an empty room! Quickly!" The lack of radio
communications Plummer's helmet was unnerving.
They nodded, looked at each other and button-hooked in. Two others followed to the
doorframe and covered them.
"We have to get somewhere where we can collect ourselves and make a new plan."
"Understood", said Anderson. "But where are all the Kra'Vak?" There was no sound of
movement of firing within, though the raging firefight could still be heard outside.

"I don't know and I'm glad they haven't shown themselves. Our small party would be
wiped out in a moment."
"Kommen Sie!" Shouted the men from above.
They climbed into the second floor and followed the signaling point men into a room.
Another of Atkinson's engineers pointed to a room in the back. "In there. It's clear."
They moved into the back room, an office of some kind. Atkinson signaled two men to
secure the outer door to the hallway, the rest squatted or sat in the room panting from the
ordeal of getting in. Plummer had his helmet off and was inspecting the connections.
When Atkinson gave him the Thumbs up, he put it back on. He had regained his
composure somewhat.
"Very well, let's figure out what to do."
TF Hannibal C3 vehicle 2120 hours

Rölle sat in the cramped command vehicle observing the fighting on the battle plot.
Despite the loss of some Satellites, TF intelligence had managed to get four UAVs
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) into the air and between all the sensors had patched up a
respectable picture of the fighting, lost when the Kra'Vak first counter attacked.
"Have you reestablished contact with Second Kompanie?"
"Jawohl, Herr Oberst, but not with Hauptman Plummer. They can't reach him inside the
Gerber building."
"Are they dead?
"Unknown, it seems to be some sort of enemy jamming interference."
"Have you located the source?"
"It's coming from about ten different spots throughout the city."
"Well why haven't we shut them down with fire?
"Impossible, we haven't the assets and they are all engaged with direct support. "
"Redirect 50% of our fire support to suppression of any enemy jamming sites. We'll just
have to make due without them for a while."
"Jawohl, Herr Oberst."
"Captain, any news of the battle going on in orbit."
"Very little, Sir. The fleet seems to be totally engaged at this point. They've little time
tossed us news reports."
"Unacceptable. Get up to Lubber with a priority request for a situation report. And send
them ours also. I must have information."

Rölle went back to studying the battle. At least half of his screens were still dead. He
manipulated the three dimensional tactical map to best observe the reduction of the
Kra'Vak salient. His forces had successfully isolated the Gerber building from its three
support positions, which were being reduced simultaneously. But that big gray monolith
still stood astride his axis of advance, silent and foreboding despite the tremendous fire
being poured onto it.
Perhaps the most fascinating views were those provided by his Aufsklarung, or
reconnaissance troops. Each carried a digitized vidcam datalinked back to TF control.
With these he could see a first person view of the fighting, though more often than not
one found themselves looking at the ground as the soldier took cover from enemy fire.
His forces were now fully committed. There were no more reserves. Fighting at the tip of
the allied advance was a fierce as it was at the salient. Somebody had to give way soon.
"Captain, get my gear, we're going down there...."
The Objective
2135 Hours

Having reorganized themselves, and regained their composure, the small assault party
was ready to resume their work. They had set off along the hall scanning ahead with their
motion sensors. The goal was to locate elevator that could take them to the top of the
building. Plummer knew it was best to clear a building from top down. After five minutes
they had found what they were looking for but it was disabled. Atkinson blew the door
and after a quick inspection determined they could scale the shaft using the ironwork as
handgrips. It was doable if a bit treacherous. One Kra'Vak with a handful of rocks at the
top of the shaft could have sent them all plummeting to their deaths. Fortunately the
Kra'Vak, if there were any, were busy somewhere else. Atkinson, leading the scent found
the door to the top floor jammed.
"Fuck!"
"What?"
"It's jammed. I'm gonna have to blow it."
"Can you do that without dropping it on our heads?"
"Piece of cake. Just make sure everyone holds on tight."
Atkinson scrambled up, snapped himself in with a caribiner attached to his load-bearing
vest, and went to work rigging a charge. The whole affair took three minutes. "Done.
Make some room I'm climbing down." Atkinson moved away from the door and snapped
himself into the latticework.
Plummer spoke to the pointmen. "Once the door is blown, buttonhook left and right and
clear the breach. Send back an all clear so we can come up."
"Jawohl."

"Ready?" Asked Atkinson. Plummer nodded. "Fire in the hole!"
There was a tremendous crash, which sent dust and debris falling onto their heads, but the
main door was blown inwards. Moments later the two point men scrambled up over the
lip of the shaft and there was immediately firing. One was thrust back over the edge and
plummeted silently down the shaft past everyone's head. There was more firing, then an
"All Clear!"
They hurriedly climbed out of the shaft. Plummer saw a single Kra'Vak, partially covered
by the blown open elevator door. The creature's head was partially blown off, and a
greenish brown much was spilled out along the dusty floor. It still had a rifle in one hand.
As he passed by, one of the paras kicked it clear of the body just to be safe. At the end of
a short hallway, which ended in a T-intersection, the surviving pointman knelt at the
ready.
Be fore Plummer could say a word, the point man started firing.
"Kra'Vak!" the walls all along the T-intersection started exploding in small ships and the
soldier was forced back. He helped up two fingers denoting two enemies. The pointman
stuck his weapon around the corner, without aiming and fired off a long burst on full
auto. One of the engineers pulled the pin on a charge and flung it down the hall. They
ducked. A huge explosion shook the floor and the hallways filled with dust and smoke.
Plummer motioned two men down the hall and signaled for a two others to stand ready at
flank and read security. He then followed his men down the hall through the thick dust.
There was some more firing and a strange inhuman cry. At the end of a long hallway lay
a another dead Kra'Vak. The soldiers waited at an intersection there.
Where did the other one go?" Plummer was panting.
"He went to the left and is in one of those two rooms here." Plummer swore. There were
unsecured rooms behind them, which could each house enemy. He had to keep his men
together. He signaled for Atkinson to join them with the others. Once together, he made a
several quick decisions.
"Guard this intersection Sergeant. You three with me and we'll clear those two rooms.
Once we have this corner clear we'll start and methodically clear the entire floor before
heading down. Let's get to work!"
The four men edged to the first doorway. The door was missing and they could see
inside. The point man signaled back that the room curved to the left. Plummer called for
both to buttonhook left and that he would go straight. The fourth would start it all off
with a grenade. He quickly prepped the bomb and tossed it in. As soon as the explosion
sounded they rushed in. Plummer went straight ahead along the wall rifle at the ready.
There was a single room, with much broken furniture. No enemy. "Clear."
"Clear"
"Clear."

"There is another door here, Sir."
This one was shut. Plummer rapidly studied the lay of his room and determined that the
right side of the door probably held nothing but windows to the outsized wall.
"Same plan."
The second man in tried the door access button. It was inoperable. He reached down and
tried the back-up manual release. He nodded that it seemed to work.
Plummer nodded to the fourth, who had a grenade at the ready. The door was flung open
and the man tossed the grenade, but it hit the doorframe and bounced back landing at
Plummer's feet. He looked in horror but one of the other soldiers was thinking fast and
kicked it into the room with a punt that would have made any midfielder proud. The
grenade exploded and in they rushed. The two soldiers hooked right and Plummer went
straight angling to the right. A large bookcase was against the near wall and he went
around it. There was a hissing noise and he heard a scream as one of the men fell forward
followed by a burst of fire behind him. Plummer swung in time to see a huge body fall
off the top of the bookcase onto the floor behind him. The grenade thrower had been the
only one to bother looking up as they entered the room, spotting the creature deftly
tucked into the corner of the ceiling. They quickly cleared the room then went back to
their fallen comrade who lay on his face with a small hole in the center of his back. As
they gently roll him over, the man's intestines spilled out of the gaping exit wound in his
belly. His eyes were open and his breathing was shallow. One of the others rapidly
activated the pain suppressant on the man's medkit. There was nothing they could do for
him. HE was suddenly painful aware that they would have to repeat this room clearing
over and over again.
Rölle picked his way forward to the 2nd Kompanie's support position. He found lt.
Wegner, and received a brief on the original plan and the current situation. The assault
party had been split in two trying to get in. Plummer had made it in with a few men,
when Kra'Vak fire had split the group in two, killing some, driving others back. Wegner
had adjusted his team's fire to silence the Kra'Vak positions, enabling a second group to
gain entrance, but since then there had been no communication with anyone inside. He
knew they were alive because they could hear the firing. Since then there had been no
other Kra'Vak firing against anyone outside the building.
Hearing all this Rölle asked: "Have you reinforced Plummer at all?"
"No, Herr Oberst, we have remained here in our support positions ready to fire if
needed."
"Damnit, we're wasting firepower here. Get your men organized and get them into that
building now!
Wegner was flustered. "Jawohl!"
The Kra'Vak have been jamming our communications but that should be taken care of
soon. We'll assume Plummer is carrying out his plan to make it to the top of the building

and clear down. We will go from the bottom up.
"We, Herr Oberst?"
"That's right we. Rölle had his pistol and two grenades. You just follow me Leutnant."
North Eastern Approach to Röt Hafen
2140 Hours

The small party of men ran through the throngs of fleeing civilians. If Röt Hafen had
appeared near deserted to Charlie on his last visit, several hours before, now he was
astounded. Thousands of citizens, who had been hiding in the city, now fled in panic and
disorder to avoid the all out fighting which was now destroying what was left of the great
city. Running up the gully through this mass, made Charlie feel like a salmon trying to
swim upstream.
"Yo, Chuck!" Mellor was beside him breathing hard. What are you trying to do kill us
from a heart attack? Slow down man!"
Charlie cast a quick glance behind him. The security officer and his detachment were
lagging behind clearly out of shape and exhausted from the run. "I'm trying to run that fat
fuck into the ground."
"Yeah well you're running me into the ground too!"
"Hang tough. I need them sucking wind for what I have in mind. We're going to need to
separate ourselves from them, I don't want them around when I confront Mills.
"What are you going to do about him."
"I haven't thought that far ahead yet. Just make sure they don't see you looking tired."
"Jeez."
"Charlie ran back to the Security team." Let's go gooddammit! Fuckin' keep up! There's
no time to waste."
Mogen's cheeks were bright red and he looked as if he was about to keel over from a
heart attack. The large security men behind him looked little better. All brawn, no
stamina. "Suh...Sergeant Lawrence, I order you to slow down!"
"No way Lieutenant! You want those men, we have to move fast, or else we'll lose them
for good. Now keep up! All of you!" Charlie turned and ran off before they could
respond. It was all he could do to keep a straight face. What a shitbird.
The Objective
2149 Hours
"Grenade!" Plummer ducked back as the small black object sailed past his face into the
open door. A flash and deafening firing followed it as they scrambled in, repeating the
room clearing procedure once again. They were down to just six men. Luckily there had
been only a few encounters with the enemy. Clearly a much smaller force than originally

anticipated occupied the building.
After the room was cleared and found empty they began shuffling out when Atkinson
noticed a closet door slightly ajar. He raised his weapon to check it. "Hey."
A large shape burst out and in a blur of motion Atkinson was violently jabbed in the chest
with the muzzle of the creature's rifle. It didn't fire, but the was nevertheless struck hard
enough that he heard a crack as he was flung backwards to the far wall, stunned. The
Kra'Vak swung a second arm, from which protruded a long blade. This came down
across a para's face, digging in deep, continuing across the man's shoulder and his arm.
The doomed man stood their for a second, his jaw falling loose and his arm dropping to
the ground, followed a moment by the rest of his body. The creature screamed grating cry
as the room erupted in gunfire. One of Atkinson's engineers, nearest to the creature
simple jabbed the muzzle of his rifle into the side of the large monster's head and hired.
The creature collapsed to the floor still screaming and thrashing as the others joined in
the firing. Eventually it stopped moving. Atkinson's men were by him an instant. The
engineer sergeant was alive but clearly in great pain.
Plummer saw that the big creature's uniformed was adorned with grisly momentos of past
kills, a necklace of human finger bones. Two skulls hung from a chain on its waist.
"Is Atkinson all right?"
"Unknown, Sir. Looks like he at least has some broken ribs, maybe even his sternum.
He's in great pain. That thing must have hit him with some force to have done this
through his body armor."
Plummer walked over to the other victim. His body lay in three pieces, blood spreading
across the whole floor. Plummer stepped back to avoid getting it on his boots. Mein Gott.
There was firing out in the hall and they were instantly at the ready. Human weapons.
"Who's that." One man shouted. "Who's out there? Hold your fire!"
"Bremen!" Came a distant challenge
"Torgau!" Answered one of Plummer's men in reply.
The men stepped out into the dusty hallway. Two ran forward into the room.
"Herr Hauptmann!"
Plummer was relieved to see Jensen and Berger form Third platoon. "Good to see you, he
smiled! What are you doing here? I thought you were with Wegner? Not that I'm
complaining", he grinned.
"We are. We've been clearing the building from the ground up. Oberst Rölle is with us."
They looked at the casualties, frowning.
"Do you have a Sani with you?"
"Ja! I'll get him." The man ran down the hall to fetch the medic.

Rölle walked in. Hauptmann shot to attention. "Herr Oberst!"
"Relax Plummer." The old man was smiling. "Nice work. How many of you are left?
"Just what you see here, Herr Oberst. The rest never made it across."
"Not quite so, son. There are another seven from the assault party down stairs. You've
cleared from the top down?"
"Jawohl, Herr Oberst."
"Then that's it. Go consolidate your company. Mop this place up, then await further
orders. I have some engineers coming across to assist in looking for booby traps or
demolitions. Once that is done consider yourself and your men back on rest. You've
earned it."
"Thank you Herr Oberst."
"This was a tough bunch. And they look different than the others we have encounter so
far. Different uniforms, not to mention the grisly trophies hanging from their equipment."
"Yes these are apparently from a different unit. How many have you encountered in
here."
Plummer was too tired to remember. "Several, less than a dozen."
"I see," said Rölle. "Well, look to your people. I've got to head back to the command
post. No doubt they're worrying about me like so many hens." Plummer saluted him and
he left. As Rölle made his way back downstairs he saw that the surviving soldiers were
busy clearing the dead and wounded as well as searching for booby traps. I used up a
whole company just to clear out a dozen Kra'Vak. My God, I hope it doesn't go like this
from now on. When he exited the breach he saw his command vehicle was parked right
outside. Out in the main road he could see the darkened shapes of armored vehicles and
men speeding by. The way ahead was once again open.
TF Hannibal C3 vehicle 2120 hours

Rölle sat in the cramped command vehicle observing the fighting on the battle plot.
Despite the loss of some Satellites, TF intelligence had managed to get four UAVs
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) into the air and between all the sensors had patched up a
respectable picture of the fighting, lost when the Kra'Vak first counter attacked.
"Have you reestablished contact with Second Kompanie?"
"Jawohl, Herr Oberst, but not with Hauptman Plummer. They can't reach him inside the
Gerber building."
"Are they dead?
"Unknown, it seems to be some sort of enemy jamming interference."

"Have you located the source?"
"It's coming from about ten different spots throughout the city."
"Well why haven't we shut them down with fire?
"Impossible, we haven't the assets and they are all engaged with direct support. "
"Redirect 50% of our fire support to suppression of any enemy jamming sites. We'll just
have to make due without them for a while."
"Jawohl, Herr Oberst."
"Captain, any news of the battle going on in orbit."
"Very little, Sir. The fleet seems to be totally engaged at this point. They've little time
tossed us news reports."
"Unacceptable. Get up to Lubber with a priority request for a situation report. And send
them ours also. I must have information."
Rölle went back to studying the battle. At least half of his screens were still dead. He
manipulated the three dimensional tactical map to best observe the reduction of the
Kra'Vak salient. His forces had successfully isolated the Gerber building from its three
support positions, which were being reduced simultaneously. But that big gray monolith
still stood astride his axis of advance, silent and foreboding despite the tremendous fire
being poured onto it.
Perhaps the most fascinating views were those provided by his Aufsklarung, or
reconnaissance troops. Each carried a digitized vidcam datalinked back to TF control.
With these he could see a first person view of the fighting, though more often than not
one found themselves looking at the ground as the soldier took cover from enemy fire.
His forces were now fully committed. There were no more reserves. Fighting at the tip of
the allied advance was a fierce as it was at the salient. Somebody had to give way soon.
"Captain, get my gear, we're going down there...."
The Objective
2135 Hours

Having reorganized themselves, and regained their composure, the small assault party
was ready to resume their work. They had set off along the hall scanning ahead with their
motion sensors. The goal was to locate elevator that could take them to the top of the
building. Plummer knew it was best to clear a building from top down. After five minutes
they had found what they were looking for but it was disabled. Atkinson blew the door
and after a quick inspection determined they could scale the shaft using the ironwork as
handgrips. It was doable if a bit treacherous. One Kra'Vak with a handful of rocks at the
top of the shaft could have sent them all plummeting to their deaths. Fortunately the
Kra'Vak, if there were any, were busy somewhere else. Atkinson, leading the scent found
the door to the top floor jammed.

"Fuck!"
"What?"
"It's jammed. I'm gonna have to blow it."
"Can you do that without dropping it on our heads?"
"Piece of cake. Just make sure everyone holds on tight."
Atkinson scrambled up, snapped himself in with a caribiner attached to his load-bearing
vest, and went to work rigging a charge. The whole affair took three minutes. "Done.
Make some room I'm climbing down." Atkinson moved away from the door and snapped
himself into the latticework.
Plummer spoke to the pointmen. "Once the door is blown, buttonhook left and right and
clear the breach. Send back an all clear so we can come up."
"Jawohl."
"Ready?" Asked Atkinson. Plummer nodded. "Fire in the hole!"
There was a tremendous crash, which sent dust and debris falling onto their heads, but the
main door was blown inwards. Moments later the two point men scrambled up over the
lip of the shaft and there was immediately firing. One was thrust back over the edge and
plummeted silently down the shaft past everyone's head. There was more firing, then an
"All Clear!"
They hurriedly climbed out of the shaft. Plummer saw a single Kra'Vak, partially covered
by the blown open elevator door. The creature's head was partially blown off, and a
greenish brown much was spilled out along the dusty floor. It still had a rifle in one hand.
As he passed by, one of the paras kicked it clear of the body just to be safe. At the end of
a short hallway, which ended in a T-intersection, the surviving pointman knelt at the
ready.
Be fore Plummer could say a word, the point man started firing.
"Kra'Vak!" the walls all along the T-intersection started exploding in small ships and the
soldier was forced back. He helped up two fingers denoting two enemies. The pointman
stuck his weapon around the corner, without aiming and fired off a long burst on full
auto. One of the engineers pulled the pin on a charge and flung it down the hall. They
ducked. A huge explosion shook the floor and the hallways filled with dust and smoke.
Plummer motioned two men down the hall and signaled for a two others to stand ready at
flank and read security. He then followed his men down the hall through the thick dust.
There was some more firing and a strange inhuman cry. At the end of a long hallway lay
a another dead Kra'Vak. The soldiers waited at an intersection there.

"Where did the other one go?" Plummer was panting.
"He went to the left and is in one of those two rooms here." Plummer swore. There were
unsecured rooms behind them, which could each house enemy. He had to keep his men
together. He signaled for Atkinson to join them with the others. Once together, he made a
several quick decisions.
"Guard this intersection Sergeant. You three with me and we'll clear those two rooms.
Once we have this corner clear we'll start and methodically clear the entire floor before
heading down. Let's get to work!"
The four men edged to the first doorway. The door was missing and they could see
inside. The point man signaled back that the room curved to the left. Plummer called for
both to buttonhook left and that he would go straight. The fourth would start it all off
with a grenade. He quickly prepped the bomb and tossed it in. As soon as the explosion
sounded they rushed in. Plummer went straight ahead along the wall rifle at the ready.
There was a single room, with much broken furniture. No enemy. "Clear."
"Clear"
"Clear."
"There is another door here, Sir."
This one was shut. Plummer rapidly studied the lay of his room and determined that the
right side of the door probably held nothing but windows to the outsized wall.
"Same plan."
The second man in tried the door access button. It was inoperable. He reached down and
tried the back-up manual release. He nodded that it seemed to work.
Plummer nodded to the fourth, who had a grenade at the ready. The door was flung open

and the man tossed the grenade, but it hit the doorframe and bounced back landing at
Plummer's feet. He looked in horror but one of the other soldiers was thinking fast and
kicked it into the room with a punt that would have made any midfielder proud. The
grenade exploded and in they rushed. The two soldiers hooked right and Plummer went
straight angling to the right. A large bookcase was against the near wall and he went
around it. There was a hissing noise and he heard a scream as one of the men fell forward
followed by a burst of fire behind him. Plummer swung in time to see a huge body fall
off the top of the bookcase onto the floor behind him. The grenade thrower had been the
only one to bother looking up as they entered the room, spotting the creature deftly
tucked into the corner of the ceiling. They quickly cleared the room then went back to
their fallen comrade who lay on his face with a small hole in the center of his back. As
they gently roll him over, the man's intestines spilled out of the gaping exit wound in his
belly. His eyes were open and his breathing was shallow. One of the others rapidly
activated the pain suppressant on the man's medkit. There was nothing they could do for
him. HE was suddenly painful aware that they would have to repeat this room clearing
over and over again.
Rölle picked his way forward to the 2nd Kompanie's support position. He found lt.
Wegner, and received a brief on the original plan and the current situation. The assault
party had been split in two trying to get in. Plummer had made it in with a few men,
when Kra'Vak fire had split the group in two, killing some, driving others back. Wegner
had adjusted his team's fire to silence the Kra'Vak positions, enabling a second group to
gain entrance, but since then there had been no communication with anyone inside. He
knew they were alive because they could hear the firing. Since then there had been no
other Kra'Vak firing against anyone outside the building.
Hearing all this Rölle asked: "Have you reinforced Plummer at all?"
"No, Herr Oberst, we have remained here in our support positions ready to fire if
needed."
"Damnit, we're wasting firepower here. Get your men organized and get them into that
building now!
Wegner was flustered. "Jawohl!"
The Kra'Vak have been jamming our communications but that should be taken care of
soon. We'll assume Plummer is carrying out his plan to make it to the top of the building
and clear down. We will go from the bottom up.
"We, Herr Oberst?"
"That's right we. Rölle had his pistol and two grenades. You just follow me Leutnant."
North Eastern Approach to Röt Hafen
2140 Hours

The small party of men ran through the throngs of fleeing civilians. If Röt Hafen had
appeared near deserted to Charlie on his last visit, several hours before, now he was
astounded. Thousands of citizens, who had been hiding in the city, now fled in panic and

disorder to avoid the all out fighting which was now destroying what was left of the great
city. Running up the gully through this mass, made Charlie feel like a salmon trying to
swim upstream.
"Yo, Chuck!" Mellor was beside him breathing hard. What are you trying to do kill us
from a heart attack? Slow down man!"
Charlie cast a quick glance behind him. The security officer and his detachment were
lagging behind clearly out of shape and exhausted from the run. "I'm trying to run that fat
fuck into the ground."
"Yeah well you're running me into the ground too!"
"Hang tough. I need them sucking wind for what I have in mind. We're going to need to
separate ourselves from them, I don't want them around when I confront Mills.
"What are you going to do about him."
"I haven't thought that far ahead yet. Just make sure they don't see you looking tired."
"Jeez."
"Charlie ran back to the Security team." Let's go gooddammit! Fuckin' keep up! There's
no time to waste."
Mogen's cheeks were bright red and he looked as if he was about to keel over from a
heart attack. The large security men behind him looked little better. All brawn, no
stamina. "Suh...Sergeant Lawrence, I order you to slow down!"
"No way Lieutenant! You want those men, we have to move fast, or else we'll lose them
for good. Now keep up! All of you!" Charlie turned and ran off before they could
respond. It was all he could do to keep a straight face. What a shitbird.
The Objective
2149 Hours
"Grenade!" Plummer ducked back as the small black object sailed past his face into the
open door. A flash and deafening firing followed it as they scrambled in, repeating the
room clearing procedure once again. They were down to just six men. Luckily there had
been only a few encounters with the enemy. Clearly a much smaller force than originally
anticipated occupied the building.
After the room was cleared and found empty they began shuffling out when Atkinson
noticed a closet door slightly ajar. He raised his weapon to check it. "Hey."
A large shape burst out and in a blur of motion Atkinson was violently jabbed in the chest
with the muzzle of the creature's rifle. It didn't fire, but the was nevertheless struck hard
enough that he heard a crack as he was flung backwards to the far wall, stunned. The
Kra'Vak swung a second arm, from which protruded a long blade. This came down
across a para's face, digging in deep, continuing across the man's shoulder and his arm.

The doomed man stood their for a second, his jaw falling loose and his arm dropping to
the ground, followed a moment by the rest of his body. The creature screamed grating cry
as the room erupted in gunfire. One of Atkinson's engineers, nearest to the creature
simple jabbed the muzzle of his rifle into the side of the large monster's head and hired.
The creature collapsed to the floor still screaming and thrashing as the others joined in
the firing. Eventually it stopped moving. Atkinson's men were by him an instant. The
engineer sergeant was alive but clearly in great pain.
Plummer saw that the big creature's uniformed was adorned with grisly momentos of past
kills, a necklace of human finger bones. Two skulls hung from a chain on its waist.
"Is Atkinson all right?"
"Unknown, Sir. Looks like he at least has some broken ribs, maybe even his sternum.
He's in great pain. That thing must have hit him with some force to have done this
through his body armor."
Plummer walked over to the other victim. His body lay in three pieces, blood spreading
across the whole floor. Plummer stepped back to avoid getting it on his boots. Mein Gott.
There was firing out in the hall and they were instantly at the ready. Human weapons.
"Who's that." One man shouted. "Who's out there? Hold your fire!"
"Bremen!" Came a distant challenge
"Torgau!" Answered one of Plummer's men in reply.
The men stepped out into the dusty hallway. Two ran forward into the room.
"Herr Hauptmann!"
Plummer was relieved to see Jensen and Berger form Third platoon. "Good to see you, he
smiled! What are you doing here? I thought you were with Wegner? Not that I'm
complaining", he grinned.
"We are. We've been clearing the building from the ground up. Oberst Rölle is with us."
They looked at the casualties, frowning.
"Do you have a Sani with you?"
"Ja! I'll get him." The man ran down the hall to fetch the medic.
Rölle walked in. Hauptmann shot to attention. "Herr Oberst!"
"Relax Plummer." The old man was smiling. "Nice work. How many of you are left?
"Just what you see here, Herr Oberst. The rest never made it across."
"Not quite so, son. There are another seven from the assault party down stairs. You've
cleared from the top down?"

"Jawohl, Herr Oberst."
"Then that's it. Go consolidate your company. Mop this place up, then await further
orders. I have some engineers coming across to assist in looking for booby traps or
demolitions. Once that is done consider yourself and your men back on rest. You've
earned it."
"Thank you Herr Oberst."
"This was a tough bunch. And they look different than the others we have encounter so
far. Different uniforms, not to mention the grisly trophies hanging from their equipment."
"Yes these are apparently from a different unit. How many have you encountered in
here."
Plummer was too tired to remember. "Several, less than a dozen."
"I see," said Rölle. "Well, look to your people. I've got to head back to the command
post. No doubt they're worrying about me like so many hens." Plummer saluted him and
he left. As Rölle made his way back downstairs he saw that the surviving soldiers were
busy clearing the dead and wounded as well as searching for booby traps. I used up a
whole company just to clear out a dozen Kra'Vak. My God, I hope it doesn't go like this
from now on. When he exited the breach he saw his command vehicle was parked right
outside. Out in the main road he could see the darkened shapes of armored vehicles and
men speeding by. The way ahead was once again open.
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Offset from the Apex
(The agreed upon rendezvous point for joint operations against Rahl'Soo)

Surg'Fess always made an effort to appear unaffected by the off sensations of transit.
Others on the bridge crew had less time in space than her, and shook their heads violently
in an attempt to clear the dizziness. Within moments systems were back to full operation.
"Status?"
"Before you know Commander!" In battle she had the crew dispense with her formal

title. That alone was considered hearsay in most Kra'Vak houses.
Projected before her, Surg'Fess saw the disposition of the First Arm. The ships, arrayed in
Maneuver to appear as if they suspected nothing, moved slowly towards the original
transit point. Her fleet was deployed with less distance between ships than normal and
precisely prepared in such a way to spring into Confront when she gave the command. As
the sensor picture began to grow, the ships of the Noc'Sol fleet appeared on the plot. Just
as she expected, the frshhtook were arrayed in Confront, nearly surrounding the transit
point location. No doubt they were scrambling now as the outlyers in their formation
detected a force behind them.
"Contact them."
After a moment's delay: "Coming on screen now."
A distorted picture came into view. An officer of the Noc'Sol fleet, unrecognized by
Surg'Fess, scowled into the viewer. "Identify yourself!" She demanded.
Surg'Fess remained amicable. "I am Surg'Fess, commander of the P'Ah'Cad fleet sent to
join forces with the Noc'Sol against Rahl'Soo. And you are?"
"T'ahl of the Noc'Sol. You are grossly off bearing. Explain!"
"Commander surely you won't allow this thing to address you in as such a manner!" One
of the younger hotheads on the bridge staff leapt from her seat.
Surg'Fess muted the transmission. "Relax, young one. Deception is our friend here."
She could see the Noc'Sol swinging their fleet around rapidly so as to realign themselves,
still in Confront, upon the slowly advancing P'Ah'Cad. "T'ahl, we have experienced
transit difficulties due to an ion storm near our last jump point. This may have offset us
somewhat." She knew it was an insufficient excuse. An Ion storm would have dispersed
the entire formation, not merely offset it intact.
"Feh! Your shoddy navigational skills are no concern of mine. You a re to proceed along
your current heading and attach yourself directly under my command in preparation of
transit to Rahl'soo."
"It concerns me to have found your ships arrayed in Confront. Is there a problem?"
"There have been some hu'man ships detected near by."
"Out here in the middle of nowhere? How did they get here? How could they have found
you? The odds are infinitesimally small..."
"That is of no importance! We stand arrayed to attack should they return."
"Commander, their targeting systems are active, no doubt their weapons are armed also"
Said the sensor officer. They were trying to home in on Surg'Fess' command ship, but her
voice was going on secure narrow beam to a dozen different ships and being broadcast
simultaneously. Also her position on the bridge of a Vo'Bok would never have been

imagined.
"Well if the hu'mans lurk, why orient and array yourself around the transit point? I
thought this operation joint? One more suspicious than I might assume you have hostile
intentions against us."
T'ahl's tusks angled inwards in frustration at Surg'Fess' calm logic. "I might assume the
same by your appearance in our rear."
Surg'Fess eyed the range displays as they wound down. The Noc'Sol were accelerating to
fighting speed. Soon they would be in range.
"Commander, give us the word. We must deploy to Confront now."
"Negative. It must be seen that they strike the first blow. I recognize her now, this T'ahl.
She is a hot head. A seeker of glory. Allow her blood to cloud her vision, she has. Our
fleet has their instructions. We proceed as planned."
"Hoi."
A second readout was also vying for the bridge crew's attention. The time until the
Second Arm would transit directly onto the Apex. This would trap the larger Noc'Sol
fleet between them. 1st Arm would be the Anvil, second Arm, the hammer. It was time to
trigger the action.
"T'ahl, I am a bit surprised. I thought the Noc'Sol fleet to be larger for this operation. You
are taking only this force into Rahl'soo?"
"Be not foolish. The main fleet departed Thaars ago. I wait here on you."
"So I see. Your commander wisely chooses to leave you here away from the danger of
initial transit." Surg'Fess watched T'ahl's tusks curl inward in anger at the implied insult,
and she brought down her fist cutting off the transmission. "Well that should do it."
Remarked Surg'Fess.
"They're opening fire, Commander."
"Fleet to Confront." Surg'Fess felt the slight hum of the ships engines through her feet as
the Vo'Bok accelerated to its new position. The Noc'Sol would be concentrating their fire
on the big Yukas, as was their habit. Knock out the flagship first and the rest of the
enemy would fall apart, or so the belief went. Surg'Fess had foreseen this and was in one
of the small Vo'Boks even now speeding directly forward. The P'ah'Cad fleet would be
advancing with the smaller ships in the shape of two great horns on its flanks. The
Noc'Sol would concentrate on the bigger ships, ignoring the smaller ones and assuming
they would surrender once the flagship was dead.
There was no mistaking the lethality of their fire. One of Surg'Fess' large Yu'kas
exploded under the concentrated fire of the Noc'Sol main battle line. One of the main
drive columns tore off, spewing ignited plasma. They would not be able to take this kind
of punishment for long.

"Commander, the Second Arm!"
Surg'Fess noted Na'woos arrival with relief. "All ships to flank speed. I want the Vo'Boks
in amongst them when the greatest chaos hits!" Within minutes the neat Noc'Sol
formation broke up as half the ships turned back towards the new threat. T'ahl still
outnumbered them, though the position of an enemy in her rear weighed heavier in her
mind than did the actual numbers.
"Another Yu'kas is streaming heavily commander!"
"Steady." Surg'Fess eyed the range readouts, she wanted to be within the primary range
band before opening fire. It would have the greatest effects. Then she would take the
Vo'Boks to within scattergun range. "Make sure everyone concentrates on T'ahl's
flagship. While it was possible that T'ahl might have taken the same precautions as she
had to mask the Noc'Sol flagship, somehow, Surg'Fess doubted it. That would have
seemed too cowardly.
"Enemy flagship already locked in and position transmitted to the rest of the Vo'Boks."
"Good, I want emergency speed.
We'll run right past her."
"Range band one achieved, Commander."
"Commence attack, continuos fire on the flagship, all Vo'Boks." The sleek Hunter craft
began spitting out their titanium carbide penetrator cores in a non-stop fashion. The small
projectiles sped off towards their targets at the incredible speed of 29,000 kilometers per
second, or .1c. Travelling at that speed, each small projectile, fired in multiple bursts,
could hit a target with up to 1 kiloton of force.
Surg'Fess felt the ship shudder as it was struck with return fire. "I see we have their
attention. Status?" "Hull armor damage. No critical systems…" There was a more violent
shudder from another hit. And another.
"Commander we must pull of the attack! We cannot risk loosing you!"
"Silence that nonsense. Give me another status check."
"Port side weapons down. Venting atmosphere on deck two."
"Seal it and roll us over. I want full weapons on that flagship as we pass her. What's the
status f our engines?"
Fully functional, Commander."
"Good, how long before we can start in on them with the scatter guns?
"Just one turnas, Commander."
"Do not wait for my command, fire and reload as soon as we are within range, and keep

firing until we are out of range or out of arc. Then concentrate on the next target as we
egress."
The two Kra'Vak houses collided. The Noc'Sol ships concentrated on the P'Ah'Cad
capitals, which was their undoing. They had hoped to knock out the P'Ah'Cad leadership
early and were successful, terribly damaging the heavies, however they ignored
Surg'Fess' Vo'Boks. No doubt having to face a threat from the rear made the Vo'Boks
seem even less a threat. It was a mistake T'ahl would not live to regret as four separate
Vo'Boks closed close enough to pour scattergun fire directly into the great Noc'Sol
flagship. A well-coordinated fighter attack had arrived moments earlier, thus drawing the
attention of point defenses towards them.
They died in the sacrificial maneuver, but as Surg'Fess pulled away in her damaged
Vo'Bok she noted the Yukas venting long flaming streams of atmosphere and spinning
slowly out of control. After designating the next attack, Surg'Fess went back to the
scanner and watch as the Noc'Sol ship was wracked with a series of small explosions
followed by the telltale blinding flash of a power core detonation.
"Get me Na'woos."
"At once Commander!"
The Second Arm Commander appeared onscreen. "Na'woos, I've dispensed with T'ahl
and her flagship. We've damaged several others but have lost or had damaged most of our
heavy units. I'm ordering the 1st Arm to maintain emergency speed and we are speeding
past the enemy, which have been detailed to confront us. You are to engage those ships at
close range. Slow your rate of closure so that we synchronize our impact. We will
overtake them from the rear. T'ahl's ships are slow to react now that she is dead. They are
only now turning. I believe once they see the comrades destroyed by our combined attack
that they will disengage. Understand?"
"Hoi."
Those Noc'Sol ships which had been ordered to turn and pursue the 2d arm when they
made their transit now found themselves in trouble. The bulk of the Noc'Sol ships were
only now sorting through the confusion of T'ahl's death. No doubt her style of leadership
had been such that frowned upon great latitude for subordinates. Now with their
commander dead, these defects would weight heavily on the outcome.
The P'ah'cad fleet, well trained and exercised to achieve maximum articulation of its sub
units, could react to changes and ride out losses in a much better fashion. This enabled
the coup that followed. Na'woos and Surg'Fess' ships opened fired upon the hapless
Noc'Sol ships at roughly the same time. The battle was short and furious. By the time
Surgfress' Vo'Boks had overtaken the Noc'Sol, made a pass and turned them around, a
third of the Noc'Sol ships were destroyed or streaming atmosphere. The rest had scattered
and were even now beginning to generate transit points. Surgfress slowed her Vo'Boks so
they could maintain station with their damaged sisters and maintain the appearance that
her formation was still intact.

The Noc'Sol fled into the warp. Any ship too damaged to escape would soon surrender. It
had been a short, costly battle for both sides. The Noc'Sol had lost 15 ships destroyed, but
P'Ah'Cad had captured an additional 7 in various states of damage. This had cost
Surg'Fress nearly all of the heavy ships of the 1st Arm plus 4 Vo'Boks. Na'woos had lost
5 ships also. There would be no question of proceeding onto Rahl'soo. Most unfortunate ,
thought Surg'Fess, given the strike claw mixed she had on the ground there. It would
have been proper to get them out but she could not take the risk. Her attention must no be
on the upcoming council meeting with the Royal Mother. She had enough evidence to
prove the duplicity of Noc'Sol actions in the attempted ambush. This should serve to
severely weaken Shal'Cog's influence on the Royal Council while boosting hers to new
heights. With Surg'Fess' newfound power, perhaps she would be entrusted with executing
this war against the hu'mans. With the limited resources available to the Kra'Vak, it had
to be done right.
While the P'Ah'Cad salvaged the remnants and survivors of the battle there was just one
more task to accomplish.
Röt Hafen
16 August, 2184 2350 local

The group slowed its onward rush to a brisk walk as they entered the city and approached
the fighting. Where possible, they avoided the streets and moved through holes within the
inner walls between buildings had been suitably smashed during the fighting in order to
allow passage between buildings without risking needless exposure. They arrived at a
corner that needed crossing. Four special forces men gathered together while the
exhausted Mogen and his cronies were still thirty meters back picking their way though a
smashed ground floor. No doubt fear of the approaching danger made them move slower
still. Watermann had gone across the danger area to secure the far side. A constant
crackling of small arms fire, with occasional rumbles of artillery grew louder the deeper
they went into the city. A flash and a crash resounded in the street.
"Jeez Sarge, ain't you crowding us a little close to the fighting?" Asked Donner.
"That's the point," said Lawrence, glancing back in the darkness to the security team. I
wanna ditch these guys at the first opportunity. "Kurt how's it looking?"
"Clear. Come on over, I have you covered."
"Go." Mellor sprinted across followed by Molitoris, Donner, and then Lawrence. As he
hopped through a window, he glanced back and flipped his NVGs in place to see Mogen
and his men enter the room across the street. He was blinded by another flash and thrown
back from the window as the concussion from several explosions hit the street and
buildings around them. Dazed, he was quickly helped to his feet. Tracers flew down the
street corner.
"Damn that's our stuff. Our own guys are trying to kill us!" Said Molitoris.
"Good. Let's go. Now is the time to ditch them. Kenny drop a charge in here, ten second
delay. Blow out that wall. Make it look like we've been hit. By the time they screw up
their courage to get over here we'll be long gone.

"Got it."
They scampered out of the room. Mellor, last in line tossed the charge underhand and it
slid just below the window frame. He hustled out and was clear of the building as the
explosion ripped out the wall. Charlie was leading then on another run away from the
fighting. After three or four minutes they pulled into a quiet building and Charlie
examined his map.
"OK. We're here. We have to go there. It's another 500 meters, so let's move."
"Hey I can hear that lieutenant calling on the radio." Said Donner.
"Fuck them. Zero out that freq." They all laughed. Donner deleted the frequency.
It took them about ten minutes as they slowed and grew more cautious. They approached
the old municipal works building from a direction that would afford them maximum
concealment. Charlie had remembered the spot from their original trip into Röt Hafen. In
the time spent with Mills, he had observed very much about where people went and
where they did not go and had a pretty strong hunch as to which building they were using
as a safe house. He sketched out a quick plan, leaving Watermann and Donner in
overwatch, then moved forward silently with Mellor and Molitoris.
RNS Hornet
Röt Hafen System
Combat Information Center

Admiral Bellamy had to urinate badly. In the rush to get into his vaccsuit, he had
forgotten to hook up the relief tube. Now he was paying the price.
"Admiral we need to wait a little longer. There are new arriving ships that won't be here
for two hours."
"Can't wait. We've been dancing with the Kra'Vak long enough. They have the speed
advantage. Lord knows why they haven't pressed it yet, but it's clear they're forming for
the big push. Tell Admiral Gortlund to gather up the stragglers at…reference point
Romeo. When he's assembled the rest of the newly arriving ships he can lead them in as
one consolidated task group. Hopefully to cut off the Kra'Vak rear. As for the rest, it's
time to put the sickle into operations. Give the orders to close up formations. How are we
with rearm and refuel?"
" Five minutes tops before CAG gives the green light for launch."
"OK I'm going to head down to the deck for a few minutes then I'll come back here. Keep
me updated. Go ahead and designate the new nominal point.
"Yes Sir."
Bellamy would stop off at his cabin and take care of his other problem first.
Hangar deck

Thompson gingerly passed his two full piddle packs to the crew chief. One was

improperly sealed and leaked over the woman's hands.
"God dammit Sir!"
"Sorry about that Kroft. I would have rather gotten out to do this but the turnaround time
on replenishment doesn't allow it."
"Yeah. Well, you're almost ready." She looked back toward the armorer who was
overseeing loading of the last Z34 DSM. "Check the profile download."
Thompson glanced at the system display. "It's complete. He gave it a quick look over and
didn't like what he saw. "I say, this one's a bit hairy." He quickly cross-checked the
arming board, navigation system, and NNAT to ensure all systems were in synch with the
plan.
He activated the NNAT. "Good morning Natty. Systems check please.
"All systems nominal.
"Very well. Launch checklist please."
Thompson readjusted his seat straps and patted the bulkhead of Greyhound 213
affectionately. She had just brought him through one harrowing mission, which should
have been enough for the day. Now they were heading in again.
"OK sir. Time to seal her up." Kroft saluted and gave him a warm smile.
Thompson thought it might be the last he would ever see, and was too nervous to smile
back, so he simply returned her salute and hit the canopy seal. Kroft leapt down as the
ladder was pulled away. She held up both hands fists clenched. Thompson held up both
of his hands showing he was not touching anything in the cockpit. Kroft nodded to a
crewman who slipped under the Greyhound and removed the engine and arming safety
locks. Once complete she nodded to Thompson and pointed to the lift controller, which
picked up the greyhound and set it upon the launch rail.
Thompson activated comms.
"One, Seven. Commo check."
"Roger."
With the system checked those were the last words he would speak until launch. Placed
on the launch rail, Greyhound 213 disappeared into the launch chamber.
"Thirty seconds." There was no waiting around on this launch. Ahead of his fighter, the
launch doors opened.
"Ten seconds." Thompson activated the reel lock on his shock frame, to help against the
initial kick of launch. He could hear the whine of the rail launcher as its capacitor wound
up.

Thompson was kicked back in his seat as five Gees of acceleration shot the Greyhound
away from the Ark Royal. His HUD showed all systems green across the board. Once
free of the Ark Royal's inertial dampening system, 211s own dampers took over and
gravity returned to 1 Gee constant.
"A new Nominal point has been designated and downloaded," said Natty
"All Strike elements, form up and head to push point."
"Natty update group position, please."
"Group position on screen."
"Time to push point?" Push point was the post launch form up for the strike package.
"Three minutes."
"Time to IP?
"Twenty one minutes."
Thompson allowed himself a few minutes to review the strategic situation. He could see
the Kra'Vak fleet had reformed from the earlier skirmish and was heading straight for the
Humans. The enemy's earlier tactics had been difficult to decipher. Following a massive,
though scattered transit, they had dispatched a force of small ships straight to Röt Hafen
and a rapid and nasty fight had brewed as the humans scrambled to adjust. Apparently it
was a ruse meant to slit the main elements of the fleet. But Bellamy had not gone for the
bait. The Kra'Vak had been beaten off by ships in orbit but not before heavy losses
including the Dortmund station which even now was in danger of destruction despite
ejecting the power core. Meanwhile the two fleets had traveled parallel to each other with
only the two UN cruisers keeping up a long-range fire out in "no man's land".
Reinforcements had been dribbling in from all over human space since Adler Tag and
even now several ships were in system but had not reached the fleet. Apparently Bellamy
could wait no longer. Thompson watched on the plot as both fleets turned towards each
other and accelerated. The manner in which way both sides committed to battle
simultaneously, was like a choreographed dance.
"Control to all dog elements. Stand by for a data dump."
"Receiving new parameter log." Said Natty as the transmission came in.
"Well what is it."
"New primary target designated." Thompson studied the plot as the IP and target was
updated with the new intelligence. It was Dog's mission to destroy the enemy flagship.
No doubt, fleet had been carefully collating all available sigint, or signal intelligence, to
determine which ship was had the largest electronic signature and from this data making
a best guess as to which was the flagship. Based on all the previous Kra'Vak actions, it
had been determined that they put a lot of emphasis in killing the enemy fleet's flagship.
Perhaps in Kra'Vak mentality, when you killed the commander it was a major disruption

in their operations or normally lead to surrender. Were they more centrally controlled
than humans? If so taking out the flagship had a bigger impact. Heck it was as good a
guess as any.
"Push point." Thompson noted the NSL escort groups forming up around Strike One.
"Thank you Natty.
The human fleet approached the Kra'Vak in the now standard missile destroyer screen
forward followed by the main battle line and flanked on each side, top and bottom with
smaller fast hitting battle cruiser groups. The Kra'Vak maintained their standard tight
swarms of 4 to 6 ships each, all moving in unison. The human ships halted acceleration
and glided in. No doubt they wanted to maintain their range advantage for as long as
possible.
"Formation is a standard four by up and back. Let's start off with deception mode CX
one."
"Deception Mode CX one is active." Hopefully on enemy screens, Strike One went from
eight fighters to twenty-four in two line abreast formations separated by 20 kilometers.
Or so the ‘77 pod would have the enemy believe.
"Anyone tracking us yet?"
"Negative."
Dog Leader, Strike Seven. If you can bring in your ships a little tighter I can incorporate
you into our deception scheme. I'm sending you a recommended profile.
"Roger Seven, thank you. Break. Dog leader to all elements. Adapt to Seven's profile."
The sixteen escort fighters moved into position.
On the strat plot, Thompson noted the main battle line accelerating past the destroyer
screen. That was a change for the last few fights. Must be something to cross up the
Kra'Vak.
RNS Hornet
CIC

"Maneuver complete, Admiral. The battle line is up front and engaging."
In every previous engagement, the Kra'Vak had ignored the destroyer screen and gone for
the big ships. Human targeting was based on best shot at the time of firing and of
spreading damage evenly across the enemy fleet, which had paid off as the fight
progressed. The Kra'Vak had focussed on narrowing the targeting onto fewer bigger
ships. Perhaps they had underestimated the human salvo missile lethality. After several
fights like this Bellamy was determined to switch things up, since the Kra'Vak were sure
to have learned that lesson sooner or later and concentrate their powerful weapons on the
weak hulled missile destroyers first. He wanted them to think they were pursuing the
same strategy until just before opening fire. Now the destroyer screen peeled back and
were heading out to the flanks as the main battle line took the lead. Hopefully the

Kra'Vak would have to switch up their strategy and go back to their original targeting
plan. This would be hard on the main line, but would enable the destroyers to get in
closer before firing, thus maximizing the effect of their salvos. Of course it was to be
coordinated with the fighter strikes. Bellamy hoped intelligence had guessed right and
they would be successful in destroying or crippling the Kra'Vak flagship. The two most
likely candidates each received a strike package with fusion-missile attack fighters. The
earlier launched fighter strike had only pecked at the periphery of the Kra'Vak flee. It had
really been meant to draw out and destroy as many Kra'Vak fighters as possible.
"The Kra'Vak are returning fire now, Sir. The main battle is joined."
"God help us." Remarked one of the staff.
Strike One

"One minute to IP. Battle go."
"Strike One, looks like we're drawing company. I'm counting thirteen bandits. Seven K
out." Said the fighter leader.
"Roger that Dog One." Said the leader.
"Dog this is seven. I've set up jamming on channel one. I'll keep it up through your
merge. They're coming in at incredible speed. After that you guys are on your own."
"Understood.
"Baker leader we'll take this group, you stick with the strike.
"Roger."
"IP reached, beginning attack run. Everyone have the target? She's coming up on the plot
clear as day?"
"Their PDS targeting is reaching for us."
"I'm shutting it down." Thompson already had the BM66 and the ALQ178 active. He was
so intent on parrying enemy targeting attempts that he nearly missed the "fight's on!" call
between Dog's escort and the Kra'Vak fighters. Baker‘s eight fighters sped ahead and
assumed lead for the flight.
"Twenty seconds before we are in enemy PDS range."
"Final self test all DSM."
"All DSM in the green."
"Arm all DSMs and set to mode C."
"All DSMs armed and set to mode C."
"Set all DSMs automatic release."

"DSMs set for automatic release."
The now familiar wall of flashes appeared before them. In sequence the DSMs launched
and sped towards the Kra'Vak fire-control sensors. Baker's flight accelerated out past
Thompson's protective deception umbrella. They served no use except to divert enemy
scatter fire from the actual strike. Within one minute every fighter would be destroyed.
Despite the BM66 and ALQ178 active jamming and decoying enemy return fire was
heavier than he'd ever seen it. First one of the Greyhounds exploded then another as they
pressed into the launch point. There was a jarring explosion, which blanked out every
screen in 213. Thompson found himself spinning out of control. He had a second to reach
up and eject.
Once the pod was clear, stabilizers halted the rotation and activated the recovery beacon.
Much to his horror he found himself drifting forward through the enemy formation.
Judging by the ferocious return fire, he surmised that perhaps the target really was the
enemy flagship. Magnifying his view screen, he watched four brilliant flashes impact
upon the hull of the ship. Several very satisfying secondary explosions followed this.
Soon it was not only streaming atmosphere but venting flame or plasma. The escape
pod's viewer gradually lost picture as the enemy ship moved out of its view. There was
nothing Thompson could do now but wait as the Kra'Vak fleet sped by trailing the debris
of broken ships. Either the Kra'Vak would win and he'd run out of power and air and die
slowly, or the Humans would win and they might be able to recover him or he'd still run
out of power and air and die slowly. Either way, it was a hell of a choice.
RNS Hornet
CIC

"There it is Admiral. Post strike scans reporting our packages were successful. Both
enemy dreadnoughts hit, streaming atmosphere and out of control."
Bellamy could see the rest of the news was bad.
"Losses?"
"Both packages were wiped out." Bellamy winced at that. "Forty-five fighters gone." The
aide was quick to continue. "But in the bigger picture the entire strike was well
coordinated with the SMLs. Your plan to hold off on the firing paid off well. Four other
Kra'Vak capitals were hit bad in the attack. One must have suffered a power core breach
since it went up in one huge explosion. A smaller cruiser was also destroyed"
"How many fighters lost total?"
"Seventy percent, Sir. Heavy losses. We're recovering the survivors now."
"What's that leave us for fleet defense."
"There aer only twelve interceptors spaceborne now. We can probably get another dozen
turned around and out with a hot replenishment."
"That'll have to do. What's the threat form Kra'Vak fighters?"

"They took it on the chin also, Admiral. Nothing with in scanner range."
"Intel, what's the reaction from the Kra'Vak?"
"Right now they are boring ahead as usual."
"Reorient the main fleet to a new heading. Zero four five mark ten. Pull the destroyers
out and have them orient to three-three seven mark thirty. Let's see how they react."
"Sir, Gortlund wants to know if he should stick to his original plan."
"What's he got with him now?"
"A battlecruiser, two heavy cruisers two destroyers and a frigate. He can move forward
with that force now or wait thirty minutes and he'll have another pair of battle cruisers."
Bellamy knew he should wait for the added strength but realized it was better to do
something now than the right thing later. "No. Have them move forward at once. Flank
speed. Try and cover the rear quadrant as we planned. Engage at max range. Get the two
UN cruisers back into the fight also. I want the appearance of having surrounded the
Kra'Vak. Numbers are less important."
"Aye sir."
The fight was now up to the heavy units. Dreadnoughts and Super dreadnoughts slugging
it out with the Kra'Vak. The enemy sought to drive their smaller ships in as close as
possible, where their railgun would be hitting as hard as the any human main battery fire.
The fleets were now evenly matched, the missiles and fighter strikes had seen to that.
There was nothing left to it now but a grim close range slugfest. Bellamy hoped that the
Kra'Vak command and control had taken the hit he had planned.
Sliver of Light

K'zirt ground her tusks in frustration as she eyed the tactical plot. It was clear that fate
had placed her into a position where she would most likely bear the blame for the debacle
now was gathering above the heads of the Kra'Vak fleet. There had been no word from
T'ahl, who should have by now warped in system. No doubt that foolhardy ambush had
backfired. The fool Ig'Har had ignored all her hard earned lessons on fighting the
Hu'mans. Not that it mattered for she was dead, as was B'Long. Command had devolved
to her. Of course the official change had not been without an argument with Bz'Alag,
nearly of equal rank was a permanent member of 3rd Arm. A bridge hit from an enemy
ship had cut the argument short, but not without costing more precious time. They had
been slow to react to the Humans splitting and this had cost ships and damage. Now a
third force was closing in on the aft quadrant. K'zirt could see that the normally ordered
formations of the Kra'Vak had become disorganized and fire was not being synchronized
as it should. It was time to make a decision. Stay in this situation and potentially suffer
annihilation, or move the fleet to withdrawal and preserve part of the force. She thought
for several moments. The cowardly thing to do would be to remain here, expending the
fleet in a losing action, at the same time avoid the brutal questioning that would follow
upon return to the homeworld. She pondered the option for a moment but realized this

human foe was too dangerous for any self respecting Kra'Vak to take the easy route out
of this mess. No, she would withdrawal the fleet. Much valuable data had been gathered
here. The clan would already be severely weakened by its actions here. No point in
making matters worse.
"Ensign Open a channel to the fleet."
"This is Sub-Commander K'zirt, fleet commander acting. I am breaking off the action at
once. 1st arm is to remain and engage the human fleet while the rest of the fleet moves to
warp stations. Set destination to the Apex. First Arm is to target in order to damage and
destroy the maximum number of ships, do not concentrate fire solely upon their heavies.
We must wound them enough that they will not pursue. I will take the third squadron at
maximum speed to orbit, collect a data upload and order Bu'Kal to blow the demolitions
and evacuate what forces he can. We will leave Rahl'soo a wasteland which no one can
use. There will be no discussion of these orders. Taken upon my responsibility. K'zirt
out."
She turned to the ship commander. "Send a message to Bu'Kal. They have fifteen tu'runs
to prepare for evacuation and set of their demolitions. We are coming to provide cover
for their escape. If they are not ready they will be left behind. Ensure that they uplink all
pertinent data they have gathered in their operations."
"Hoi."
There. It was done.
Röt Hafen

Ja'Fol read the message and scowled. "Well that about does it. The frshtoook are pulling
out and we have been ordered to cover their withdrawl! What draat!" Her claw had been
fighting non-stop since the counter attack with little support form the Noc'Sol
commander. Now Bu'Kol expected him to cover their cowardly retreat. And no doubt as
soon as they were off planet the entire city would explode in their face as was normal
Kra'Vak operational procedure.
An order like this coming from her own clan would have been complied with
immediately, but from the Noc'Sol? Feh. They could cover their own retreat. Ja'Fol
looked around. "Gather all the survivors. Want them here now. Break off whatever they
are doing and assemble at once. Everyone who is already ere, you have three tu'runs to
gather what provisions we can carry from the supply cache. Move quickly!"
When all the warriors were assembled, (there were but 21) she spoke: The Noc'Sol are
abandoning the planet like the Frshtoook they are. I have no word as to what P'Ah'Cad
guidance in this situation would be, but we follow the hunter's path. We will not help the
draat-eaters as they flee. However, I have no doubt that there will be much opportunity
for the hunt if we merely conserve ourselves and move to the hills. We have been
operating in that environment for some time now and know it well. We shall take our
clan there and go on hunting. This is why we must leave now. All the wounded will stay
behind and at their posts to put up the appearance of continued resistance. The rest of us

will carry what we can and move out. Any questions?" There were none.
"We will carry on for the clan."
"Hoi!" The Juves answered in unison.
Röt Hafen
Behind the Municipal works building
17 August 2184 0400 local

Mills sat quietly at the bedside staring at his longtime friend and comrade. Direlwanger
had been grievously injured the night they had conducted the first ambush against the
Kra'Vak. It had been his task to decoy the reaction force away from the escaping Special
Forces. This he had accomplished at the cost of nearly all his group. Kra'Vak fire had
collapsed a building upon him, and only the daring work of two others had pulled his
crushed body free and brought him to safety.
Direlwanger was down to his last few hours. There had not been adequate medical
support to do much for the massive internal damage he sustained. That he had survived
this long was a miracle. Mills struggle to maintain his composure as he spoke quietly
with his old friend. They had served together in the 5th Bureau for fifteen years on many
different worlds. Direlwanger had taught him so much. It was a shame he had to go in
this way. But as with everything the old man did, he bore the end of his life with dignity.
"It is quite funny old friend," he said, "that we started out to see this planet to undermine
it's progress but instead nearly have all been killed fighting to preserve it. No doubt some
back in the office will call our efforts into question."
Direlwanger coughed. "Do not let what hey think guide your actions, Anatoly. We see
that this threat from the aliens supercedes any petty squabbles we humans have between
each other." He tried to smile but ended up wincing instead. Mills gripped his hand. "No
no it's alright, I'm not going yet. You face now the most important task of your career.
There will be those who will see this war as an opportunity to weaken our enemies. They
will say that we should allow the Kra'Vak to crush the NSL, NAC and others. These fools
will be the undoing of us all. Only by working together can we hope to survive. Who
knows, maybe this will be the thing that brings humans together once and for all.
"I doubt it."
"You must take what we've learned here, the data and experiences back to them and make
them listen. Work for cooperation. Without it all will be lost. Including the Rodina."
"Listen to you. You've become quite an internationalist!"
"Maybe so, but you know I speak the truth." Mills only nodded. "It is time for you to go.
Do you have the package?"
Mills picked up the explosive charge from the floor and showed him. "I'll set it for fifteen
minutes." He fiddled with the switches. Mills put the charge at the foot of the bed. Other
sensitive equipment and documents were stacked in the small room and would be
destroyed when the charge detonated. That should cover their tracks.

"Good enough. Do me a favor and hand me that book on the table."
Mills picked up the small thick book opened it. A Bible. He handed it to Direlwanger. "I
never knew."
"You never asked." The old man grinned.
Mills bent over and kissed him on both cheeks, then stood erect and saluted. Direlwanger
nodded.
"Dos vydanye". Mills left the room.
He left the small shack and crossed the walkway to the main building. Inside Blost and
Karlsen stood together waiting. They looked at him oddly.
"Hello Mills." He spun and saw Lawrence standing in a corner. His arms were crossed
with a pistol in one hand. No doubt the surprise and shock were evident on his face but he
quickly composed himself." Or should I say Anatoly Pyatkin?"
"Charlie!" He grinned "You're OK!"
"Can it Pyatkin. We know everything. No wonder why you guys were so damn organized
for a homegrown resistance movement. Home grown my ass. Search them."
Mills looked around and saw Mellor and Molitoris covering them with raised weapons
from other corners. With Eric covering, Mellor moved forward and relieved the three of
their bags, with a quick frisk. While padding down Karlsen, Mellor winked. "Hey
sweetheart. Miss me?" She gave him a nasty look. Mellor scanned each with a small
device.
"They're clean, Chuck."
"Search the bags. Blank anything with data on it. Quickly."
"What are you going to do, turn us in? Kill us?"
"We were sent here to capture you and turn you over to the Security Polezei. Obviously
they have great interest in you."
"And what of the last few weeks together? This means nothing to you? Here we are in the
middle of a war against the Kra'Vak and you rather waste time fucking over your own
kind? You're no better than the Kra'Vak. Worse."
"Can the high-horse bullshit, Mills." Lawrence stepped forward. "I said we were sent here
to capture you. That doesn't mean we're going to. I happen to agree with you about the
whole situation. As of this month we all have bigger problems to worry about than each
other.
"So what does that mean?"
"It means I'm cutting you loose. How are you getting off planet?"

"We have our ways."
"Yeah I suppose you do."
"Found it. Two crystals." Said Mellor.
"Anything else?"
"That's it." Kenny pocketed the crystals
"You can't take those!" said Mills. "If you are serious about our working together then I
need that data to convince my people."
"Nuh uh. Don't press my good will. That stuff stays with us. Leave with what's on your
back. You can take your weapons too but we'll drop the rest of your stuff outside after we
leave."
Mills decided against pressing the issue. "Well then we better get out of here since this
whole building is going to be destroyed in less than five minutes."
"Charges?"
"Yes."
"OK then let's move. We'll leave first and drop your stuff outside. I thought I'd never be
telling anyone from the ESU this but good luck." What a fucked up situation, Lawrence
thought.
"Thanks. You too." They ran out the door.
Mills studied the wall clock. Three minutes.
"The data." Said Karlsen. "Are we going after them?"
"No need," said Blost patting the heel of his boot.
Mills smiled. Blost had a shielded compartment in his heel with a backup copy of the
data. "I suggest we get moving!"
They stepped out into the darkened street and grabbed their bags, which were lying just
where Lawrence had said. There was no sign of them. Blost waved and they ran after him
across the abandoned street to another building. They got in and took cover as a
tremendous explosion ripped apart the maintenance facility. Direlwanger and any
evidence of their operation were gone. Blost studied the map for a moment and explained
the route they would be taking out of the city. After donning their gear and charging their
weapons, they set off. Since they were moving away from the fighting they could travel
quickly.
They had just entered a building when a bright flash lit up the sky like day. They hit the
dirt. Karlsen said it first. "A nuclear explosion!" They waited for the blast to hit, not
having any idea how far away they were from ground zero. It took almost a minute for

the shockwave to reach them, greatly reduced. The explosion had taken place somewhere
outside of town.
RNS Hornet
CIC
17 August 2184 0215 local

"Damn it all! How in he hell did they slip in there like that? Can I get a clear situation of
what's happening down on the planet's surface?"
Mallory, the fleet intelligence officer, was shifting from foot to foot. "Admiral we're still
sorting things out but it appears the initial report was incorrect. The Kra'Vak ships did not
fire on the planet's surface. The detonations occurred on the surface. Definitely nuclear
but unclear whether it was air- delivered, artillery or demo."
"Locations? Is the city hit?"
No Sir, that was an erroneous report also. There was no detonation within the city limits.
One explosion of indeterminate yield occurred at the Eudora mining complex. Two
others occurred at the site of atmospheric processors south and north of the city."
"What's the impact on our forces?"
"Minimal since we're basically fighting around Röt Hafen proper. Unfortunately the
problem is that many of the refugees who had fled the city were moving towards or
already at the Eudora complex. There's no telling how many were killed or injured. The
fleet medical officer has already communicated that he is organizing the SAR effort."
"My God. Those bastards. Where are the Kra'Vak now?"
"The ships that made the run on the planet got away, however we did knock one out of
their smaller cruisers and subsequently destroyed it. What's more interesting is that three
separate Kra'Vak ships actually took off from the planet's surface though the Pommern
knocked out two of them before they got to orbit. The third was damaged and later
destroyed before it could rejoin the Kra'Vak group."
"What kind of ships? Shuttles?" Bellamy was incredulous.
"Actually, Sir, more like interface transports. Pretty large."
"Somebody please explain to me how the bloody hell we missed three Kra'Vak ships on
the planet when we've had orbital superiority for the past week."
"Umm, we're still trying to figure that out ourselves, Admiral."
Bellamy was red in the face with anger and frustration. Just as the battle had appeared
wrapped up this had to happen. The Kra'Vak fleet had disengaged and made a mad dash
to escape. While most had gotten away nearly a dozen ships had apparently been too
damaged to make it out. These had been hunted down and destroyed by the fleet. The
small breakaway group of destroyer and cruiser types had made a surprise high speed run
on the planet, somehow evading destruction and gotten away.

"Sir the last of the Kra'Vak ships either been destroyed or warped out of system. What are
your orders?"
"Tell Admiral Gortlund to conduct a sweep of the outlying planets. I want to make sure
no one is hiding on us. Our ships are to maintain station here in case there's a return.
Conduct fleet replenishment and SAR at once. Stand down from General Quarters. I'll be
in my stateroom working on a dispatch to the fleet"
"Aye Sir."
Bellamy made an effort to appear stately as he left CIC and headed down to his quarters.
Once in the privacy of his own room he stripped off his vaccsuit and collapsed into the
soft chair behind his work desk. With his head in his hands he closed his eyes to rest but
could see nothing but the flashes of beam and exploding ships, the multicolored readouts
of the holotank whizzing by and the taunt expressions of his staff as each event unfolded.
It was impossible to rest. His mind was racing at a thousand kilometers an hour. He sat
up and pulled his datapad close. He would work on a message to the fleet congratulating
them on the day's work.
Drake his orderly rang and entered. "I heard you were back in your quarters. Can I get
anything for you, Sir? Tea? Something to eat? A bourbon?"
"No thank you, Drake. I'm too keyed up to eat drink or sleep. I've go a lot of little work
that has to be done. When I need something I shall summon you."
"Of course, Sir. I'll just turn your bunk for you and pick up the Vacc suit. Your second is
hanging in he closet should you need it."
There was something in the calm mundane demeanor of Drake that calmed and
comforted him. After all, he'd just been through the same battle as the rest of them.
They'd have a drink later, just two old friends. "Thanks, Chap. How about you? How are
you faring with all the excitement?"
"Yes, well today was a bit of a stir, but I'm too old to be getting into much of a fuss."
Bellamy laughed and shook his head. Drake, his old friend. "Yes I suppose you're right. I
must learn from you, old boy. Anyway, that'll be all for now. Thank you." Drake nodded
and left Vaccsuit in hand. Bellamy felt better as he went back to work.
The Enclave
Röt Hafen
17 August 1455 local

Muldoon stumbled about as if in a daze. There wasn't a man in Second Kompanie that
was much use right now, so overcome with fatigue they were. They had yet to have had a
decent rest after the post-stim "crash". The fight had died down dramatically, yet there
was still isolated pockets or resistance about the city. They were currently sweeping
through the rubble which had been the Kra'Vak enclave. It was quite smashed, with
human and Kra'Vak bodies scattered everywhere. While no Kra'Vak had yet been taken
alive (not that anyone was predisposed to attempt such a thing), there were a few human

survivors. Some of these had proved problematic as there had been several which had
apparently been tampered with by the Kra'Vak which chose to resist their human
rescuers. Each had been killed and found to have some odd implant in the side of their
head. TF Command had just passed down an order to take several specimens alive,
though no one in Second Kompanie had enough energy to seriously try such a thing.
Easier to blast anyone firing at them with a missile launcher or something similar.
A skimmer passed overhead. Muldoon looked up at it, blinking uncomprehendingly. It
seemed odd to see something flying in a straight line right over the city. It took no
evasive action. It was the first real sign he had that the fighting was really at an end.
"Hey, Sir, look at this!" It was Glover. He was standing amidst the wreckage of some
building, his weapon pointed at something in a pile of girders. Muldoon flicked his rifle
off safe and jogged over. Two Paras were also there.
"What?" Asked Muldoon.
"I heard something down there."
"Heard what?"
"I dunno, sounded like a call or a human voice."
There was a lower level to the wrecked building and in the darkness it looked as if a few
rooms might still be relatively intact.
One of the paras had a grenade out. "Why take a chance? Stand back and I will take care
of the problem."
They started to back away when Glover heard another moan. He held up a hand. "Wait a
minute. Listen to that?" It sounded like a female voice crying or moaning. "Might be a
civilian."
"Owen this is the enclave. This was a Kra'Vak facility."
"So bloody what? They had plenty of captives here. Might be someone in trouble."
"I say we just blow the hole and move on."
"I'm not going down there." Said the other.
"Owen step away from there." Said Muldoon.
There was some coughing and another cry. "Fuck that I'm going down." He stripped off
most of his gear and had just a light and his rifle.
"Owen for christ sake!"
"Just go easy with that grenade, mate."
Owen shined the light into the dark hole. He could make out a floor a two meters below.

He looked around then hopped down. Dust and debris fell around him. The ceiling looked
unstable. He'd have to proceed with caution. "Hello? Anyone here?" Nothing. He began
to have second thoughts. Glover passed his light into every corner and noticed a small
gap in the rubble. He got on his hands and knees, creeping forward. Occasionally, small
rivulets of dust or dirt gave way overhead. I must be stupid, he thought. Yet he pressed
on. Behind him other lights were shining into the hole from above.
He crept forward on hands and knees. Suddenly there was a moan right beside him. He
nearly jumped up on all fours, banging his head on the unstable ceiling above him. He
shined the light to his right. There was a single hand peering from underneath a large slab
which had created a small warren. The hand moved slowly clenching into a fist. Owen
squirmed forward shining the light into the opening. It fell upon the gaunt and dirty
features of a woman lying beneath what looked like a crushed operating table. The table
was holding up the rubble above it, creating a small pocket.
"Hey. Are you all right?" He touched the hand.
There was no answer. But the woman's mouth was moving. Glover to grasped the hand
firmly and squeezed. "Miss, can you hear me?"
She slowly turned her face towards him and opened her eyes. Her head was swathed in
bandages. An IV ran to her forearm. Recognition filler her eyes and she squeezed back.
She uttered one soft thin raspy word. "Help."
"You just hold on a second." He said. Glover looked over the rest of her body she
appeared OK except for one leg trapped under a bent table leg. He felt gingerly along her
knee to her shin, which disappeared under the metal bar. He applied some pressure to see
if it would budge. It moved a little then caught on something. She whimpered I pain.
"Sorry miss. Just a moment." Glover backed out from under the table and flashed his
light back towards the opening. "Hey! You guys hear me?"
"Yeah what is it?"
"I've got somebody down here. A female. She's hurt but alive, trapped under some mess.
One of you guys get me a rope down here. I'm going to try and get her loose then you can
haul her out."
"Alright, wait a minute." Said Muldoon.
Glover went back under and tested out how much give was in the table. He pushed up
against it. At first it didn't move then he put his shoulder into it and found that it budged a
little. If he could get on his back and push up with his legs he felt he could get her out.
"Don't you worry miss, we'll have you out of here in a jiff."
"I..I ..What's happened? Where are the...those things?"
"If you're talking about the bloody Kra'Vak they've been shown the door so to speak."

"What?"
"They're gone, finito, kaput." Glover examined the table to find the best purchase for his
legs.
"Yes...Kaput. Who are you?"
Glover shined the light into his face so she could see it and smiled. Corporal Owen
Glover, Oceanic Union Defense Forces at your service. And you are?"
She had to think about that for a moment. "Waldek. Nona Waldek. Leutnant,
KreigsRaumMarine."
Muldoon crawled up beside the two. "What's the gen?"
"You ‘ave the rope, Sir?"
"Right here."
"Give it over." He took it and tied it around her upper torso below her arms. He then
unhooked the IV from her arm. She winced. "Sorry about that Ma'am. Not much of a
doctor I suppose."
He then positioned himself on his back at the foot of the table. "OK Sir. When I push up
on this her leg should come loose. When it does, you pull her free with the rope. OK?"
"Got it, Owen. There's a medic standing by outside of the hole."
"Peachy. OK here goes." Glover pushed up with his legs. At first the table only rose an
inch but he concentrated and pushed up with all his might. There was some shifting of
debris above the table. Dust fell into his face. The bar cleared her leg.
"Ok...now."
Muldoon dragged Waldek out from under the table. She cried in pain as her damaged leg
dragged over the ground. He had her out into the main tunnel. "OK she's clear. You guys
pull her up!" Others at the hole yanked the rope up and dragged Waldek up and out of the
hole. "Alright Owen, Let it down slowly."
Glover unlocked his knees and began to let the table down be he could instantly tell
something was wrong, the entire table collapsed upon him and other debris above which
apparently shifted crushed down upon him. Muldoon rolled out of the way before a large
rock or piece of plasticrete fell between them. By a split second he escaped instant death.
It took two minutes for the dust to clear. By a miracle, the path behind him was still
opened as he could see light. He felt for Glover. "Owen! Owen!" Once vision cleared, he
saw Owen. The collapsed table and the rubble above it covered everything below his
chest. A thin rivulet of blood trickled from his nose and the corner of his mouth. Owen's
re-rimmed eyes were staring at him. Muldoon grabbed his free hand and Glover squeezed
back weakly. With tears streaming down his face, Muldoon watched his friend die. The
eyes grew dull and the grasp weakened. "Owen! No!" He felt for a pulse at the cartoid

artery. There was none. Muldoon's head collapsed in his arms and he cried.
Eventually he felt hands tugging at his boots and dragging him out of the tunnel. When
he broke into the bright light he could barely see. Tears had left clear streaks in his dust
caked face. It was too much for him. Rölle and Plummer were there, kneeling beside him.
A medic was working on the woman, who lay a few meters away. Muldoon could only
say. "He's dead..."
Sliver of Light
Rendezvous Point

When K'zirt's ships warped back to the rendezvous point, it didn't take long to ascertain
what had happened to T'ahl and the rest of the fleet. The evidence of a cataclysmic battle
was everywhere despite the fact that most of the debris was speeding away from the
battle in an ever expanding concentric ring. They remained for a Thaar to police up what
few survival pods were left and record data for the inevitable after action review where
K'zirt would no doubt shoulder the blame for her superior's stupidity. Most galling of all
was the beacon discovered shortly after arriving. It was a repeating message from the
P'Ah'Cad. Translated loosely into English, it said: "Nice try..."
RNS Hornet
22 August, 2184

Admiral Bellamy spent two hours every morning reviewing all the latest reports. First he
carefully studied the intelligence officers estimate of the situation, paying close attention
to the sensor log summaries. Reinforcements were still moving into Röt Hafen despite all
indications that the Kra'Vak were gone for now. That was the problem with warfare in
space. You could never protect your flanks and you could never know when and where
the enemy would strike.
His mind still pondered yesterday's interesting conversation with Tesfane Baumgartner
and Mostik. The diplomatic mission had paid another visit regarding Röt Hafen and it's
place in the bigger picture. For sure the war with the Kra'Vak was heating up. The ESU
was fighting a desperate battle in their quadrant against another incursion. The PAU had
already lost two systems, one occupied, the other destroyed in the space of a month.
Could humanity react fast enough? What was needed were numbers; of ships, and men,
and cooperation. With this Kra'Vak incursion interrupting the 3rd Stellar War, no doubt
the former would be easier to come by than the latter.
They were quick to praise him on his "great victory for humanity". Bellamy felt that it
was neither great nor a victory. The entire operation was at best a draw. He was
beginning to doubt that the Kra'Vak had ever had any real intention of holding onto the
system anyway. They would have had to be naïve to believe they could, this deep into
human space. So what had been their real objective? Test the mettle of the Humans?
Learn about human weapons and tactics? If so it had been a costly lesson for both.
Bellamy's original fleet was in no shape to do much of anything for at least another
month. And Röt Hafen? The planet had been set back decades. The two most valuable
facilities, the Dortmund station and the Eudora mining complex were both destroyed. For
all intents and purposes, so was Röt Hafen City. Billions upon billions of marks worth of
damage. Tens of thousands dead. Thousands others missing and presumed taken by the

Kra'Vak (For what? Research? Slavery?) Pyrrhus had once remarked "Another victory
like this and we will be undone". Apt words. This operation left more questions than it
had answered. But at least Bellamy could take comfort in one fact. They had hurt the
Kra'Vak. And if they can bleed, then they can be killed.
"Admiral," interrupted Drake, "It is Colonel Rölle."
"Yes I've been expecting him."
Bellamy stood up and greeted the diminutive Rölle warmly. No doubt both officers noted
the increased wrinkles and worry lines around the eyes of the other. It had been a hard
fight both on the ground and in space. "I'm glad you could stop by before departing. Is
everything set?"
"Yes Admiral we transitioned over command of the relief operation yesterday. The last of
my elements are aboard ship and we're leaving within the hour."
"I can't thank you enough for the job you did on that planet. I've read your preliminary
AAR and was of course keeping close tabs of the fighting. And incredible struggle."
"Yes, the Kra'Vak are a dangerous foe. There are still some down there and we'll...I mean
General Muller, will have his hands full tracking them down while conducting the
immense humanitarian relief operation he has before him."
"Your force will be recognized in every way possible for their efforts and you too of
course."
"Admiral I'm just happy to be alive. Actually our fight would have meant nothing without
your victory, so I should be the one thanking you, Sir."
"Ok I suppose we've both stroked each other enough. They both laughed. You'd best be
on your way." "Good luck and I hope to work with you again someday."
"Likewise, Herr Admiral" After shaking hands, Rölle saluted Bellamy and left. As he
left, Bellamy thought that as long as he had officers like Rölle working for him, they'd
always have a chance of defeating the Kra'Vak.
OUDF Canberra
23 August, 2184

When the small shuttle finally docked with the cruiser, Muldoon felt a profound sense of
sadness mixed with relief. Finally he felt safe to be off that dusty red ball. A pair of techs
were at the hatch to help unload what little gear they had left as well as the bodies of
Corporal Max and Corporal Glover's. No one from the squadron was there to greet them,
probably because but the Shuttle was actually an hour early. After seeing the remains and
his gear safely stowed, he inquired as to the whereabouts of the squadron and was
escorted to the berthing areas by a yeoman. The enlisted ratings greeted him with much
heartfelt gladness at his return. All wanted to ask about Max and Glover but could tell
Muldoon was not yet ready to talk about it. He learned that all the officers were in a
squadron meeting and was directed to attend.

Muldoon tried to work himself up into a suitably foul mood as he went forward. That
wasn't hard to do when he thought back at the situation they'd been thrust into. Yet when
he entered the wardroom he paused. Only ten officers were present. Where were the rest.
Burns looked up from the board and grinned. "Lieutenant Muldoon, welcome back. The
other officers stood up and gathered around him, grinning and shaking hands.
Muldoon was still a bit shocked. "Where is everyone else he asked?"
"There is no ‘everyone else'," said Mako. "This is it. The others are gone."
"You think we've had it soft like you, dawdling with the pongos?" Grinned Greene,
who'd arrived at the squadron about the same time he had.
"What the fuck are you about!" Said Muldoon, fists clenched and suddenly overcome
with rage.
"Easy boys." Said Burns stepping between them. "I've been on with Colonel Rölle the TF
commander. He gave me a quick run down on the liaison party's activities with the task
force. I wouldn't have wanted to go through what they did. I'm sorry about Max and
Glover. I heard how Owen died. The boy's a bloody hero. As are you, Lieutenant. Well
done." Burns smiled and held out a hand. It was the first time she ever spoken to him
without attaching an ass chewing.
"Sorry mate", said Greene. "Didn't mean to get you hot and bothered. Anyway it's
damned good to see you."
"No worries, Steve." Muldoon felt at home again.
KRS Kreta>
27 August, 2184

Lawrence was in an odd depressed mood for most of the trip home. The long delay in
getting them off planet following cessation of hostilities had contributed to it. The wait
was interminable. However this happened often in the Special Forces Community. They
were always a lot quicker in deploying you some place than they were with getting you
home. But it was more than that. The separation from family had been hard. Now at the
end of his career he wanted nothing more than to get out and enjoy the fruits of his hard
earned labor. It amazed him that others in the company just couldn't fathom why anyone
would want to leave that life for a sedentary family existence, especially since Charlie
was only 39. Of course most of them didn't have kids.
Yet Charlie's discontent ran deeper still. Though he planned on retiring, could he really?
He'd just survived the first major battle between humans and aliens. Sooner or later the
major powers would wake up to the gravity of the situation and mobilize for total war. It
was conceivable that he would be called back into service or even prevented from
retiring. And if he did, could he really sit back and enjoy the time with his family when
he knew the grave threat they would eventually fall under? Maybe for their sake he
should.
Lawrence spent most of the transit home working on the detailed after action review

required after any mission. Then there were the statements of charges to be process in
order to write off lost equipment. There were also letters to write and awards requests to
process for the men. Because of this he spent most of his free time in his cabin. The team
busied themselves on each individual's portion of the AAR, as well as maintenance.
The door buzzed.
"Come in."
Molitoris stood at the door, hands in pockets, his tall frame slightly hunched over and a
grin on his face.
"What's up?"
Just thought you'd like to know that they finished Miner's surgery. He's gonna be alright.
He should be back to 90% vision in both eyes."
Charlie smiled. "That's good news. When can we see him?"
"In about an hour."
"Cool. I'll swing by and give him some shit. What's up with the medical portion of your
AAR? Done yet?"
"Just about.
"Well get it to me before dinner so I can compile this whole thing and get it ready to
submission. You know the CO, he's a stickler about shit like this."
"Will do, Sarge." Eric hesitated for a moment.
"What? Spit it out."
"Hey, we did pretty good on this op didn't we? I mean this was really something special."
Charlie pondered it for a second. He'd already told the guys they'd done a good job. "Eric,
this was your first operation. You did fine. But let me tell you something. Only one thing
happened on this mission. We lost three men. That's what happened."
Molitoris seemed embarrassed. He shuffled his feet and looked down at the floor.
"Yeah...well. I liked those guys too."
Now it was Charlie's turn to feel awkward. He got up and put a hand on his shoulder.
"Hey forget about it. You have no reason to hold your head low. That's the business we're
in. Now get the fuck out of my sight. Go finish your report. Then you can carry on with
talking shit to the swabbies."
New Michigan
1 September, 2184

The shuttle buffeted in the heavy rain as it broke through the cloud layer. Charlie stared
out the window at the lush green land below. Home. He tracked the final approach of the

shuttle, carefully noting all the familiar land marks and terrain features of his home city
and the spaceport. He was so excited that he felt he could levitate off the seat.
The shuttle passed over the spaceport perimeter and onto the inbound terminal. As it
came into view he could see small crowd of Company A personnel and family. He looked
for Anne but couldn't find her. He was trembling with anticipation.
The shuttle landed and within minutes the hatch was opened. Charlie was the last off. The
pouring rain felt good. As his men walked into the inbound terminal friends and family
hugged them alike. Charlie came off and shook a few hands and said a few pleasantries,
all the while scanning for Anne. As he broke through the mob he saw her standing by one
of the large columns by the customs stand. She was standing with her arms crossed, in
her usual pose, a big grin across her face. Charlie dropped his carry on and ran to her and
they hugged tightly for at least a minute before he kissed her. Beside them in a stroller
was little Gregory, asleep. It was all Charlie could do to maintain his composure. He was
home.
Coddington's Pub and Grille
3 September, 2184

The small pub was packed with nearly every member of Company A who was available.
They had ensured that the corner table, so frequently commandeered by 946 in the past,
was open for them now. There was plenty of beer to drink, steaks to eat, and war stories
to relate. It felt great to be back. By now the action at Röt Hafen was major news in all of
human space and though most people would never know of the important work 946 had,
news got around the Company. Everyone wanted to ask questions or hear about this or
that. It was a good time for all.
946's table, tucked into a corner of the small pub by the bar, had three seats vacant. On
the table where their plate would have been sat three steins of cold beer. Each with a
beret draped across the top and a sykes-fairbain dagger atop that. These were the place
settings for Captain Tom Gerard, Sergeant Bill Freeman and Sergeant Colin Frament.
Many toasts and oaths were pronounced that night in honor of the fallen. Around 3am,
just before they closed down the pub for the night, the drunken soldiers gathered to sing
one of Tom Gerard's favorite shanties: "O'er the Warp and Far away". It was an
adaptation of a centuries old soldier's classic.
With Sergeant Huff playing a lone fiddle, the company solemnly sang it together:
Here's forty credits on the drum,
to all who'll volunteer and come.
To 'list and fight the foe today,
O'er the warp and far away.
Chorus:
Oe'r the warp and o'er the main,
to Alpha Centauri and New Spain.
The NAC commands and we obey,
Oe'r the warp and far away.

Strapped in a lander we wait and sit.
Ok boys now this is it,
We're off to make a drop today
O'er the warp and far away
(Chorus)
The hull she screeches something bad,
beams and missiles bathe us in rad.
I trust in God to come what may,
O'er the warp and far away.
(Chorus)
If on a distant planet I should fall,
far away from our lovely blue ball.
I'll meet you in a better place,
Oe'r the warp and far away.
Oe'r the warp and o'er the main,
To Alpha Centauri and New Spain.
The NAC commands and we obey,
Oe'r the warp and far away.
THE END
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